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EDITOR'S PREFACE 

The question of the industrial development of this country 
has been in the forefront since the policy of discriminating 
protection was adopted. Rapid changes in industrial activities have 
occurred in the leading countries of the world which afFect us 
directly or indirectly. In spite of difFerences of views regarding 
the exact method which may be adopted for bringing about the 
growth of industries in this country, the fact that such a growth 
should be brought about is accepted on all hands. The growth of 
industries in other countries has led to many problems both of 
policy and organisation, and the economic history of these 
countries is full of lessons nom which those like us who come 
later in the field may profit. It is in the fitness of things there
fore, that a systematic study of the difFerent aspects of this 
problem be made with a view to form correct ideas for the ordered 
growth of industries, and the removal of difficulties and obstacles 
as far as possible. 

Some efFort in this direction has been made in this series. In 
a former volume entitled 'The Growth of Trade and Industry in 
Modero India,' an" introductory survey of facts relating to the 
principal industries in the country was made. This prepared the 
way for the consideration of the question of industrial policy 
which was discussed in another volume namely, 'Industrial policy 
of India with special reference to Customs TarifF.' It was indicated 
in the Preface to the latter volume that the forward industrial 
policy, which was advocated therein, would not by itself. be 
sufficient to develop industries in the country. It was necessary 
along with such a policy to solve problems relating to the 
organisation and finance of industries. These problems have 
attracted great attention in recent times partly in tbe form of 

• investigations by. the Banking Committees, and partly in the form 
of legislation, which has brought about important changes in the 
Companies Act. 

The present volume aims at .the discussion of questions relating 
to the orpnisation and finance of industries. The authors have 
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approached the question in an unbiassed manner, and have not 
hesitated to point out defects and suggtst radical remedies. The 
impression is easily formed that while we insistently ask the State 
to help by adopting a forward industrial policy, we should at the 1 

same time be prepared to put our house in order by removing all ... 
those weaknesses and deficiencies whIch have crept into our 
industrial organisation. Some of these can be. removed only by 
enlightened public opinion and by improved methods on behalf of 
those who are in charge of industries. It is to be expected that in 
view of the general awakening in the country for economic 
progress, ireater interest will be taken in problems of this nature, 
which otherwise become the concern of the few. 

The present ~ork in its original form was done in the form 
of theses for the M. A. degree of this University by Messrs. D. R. 
Samant and M. A. Mulky during the years 1980-88. The material 
of these two theses was subsequently co-ordinated for the purpose 
of this volume. While this was being done Dr. 'Po S Lokanathan's
book on 'Industrial Organisation in India,' was published in 1985. 
Though the general object of Dr. Lokanathan is similar, his 
approach and emphasis on different aspects of th«< problems are 
different. He is more concerned with the organisation of industries 
and less with their financial problems. He devotes considerable 
space to the managing agency system, to describe which, he draws 
largely on the experience of certain European houses working 
mainly in Calcut~.,The object of the present volume is wider, 
because whHe it: iriYea 'due consideration to the problems of the 
managing agency system, it coBsiders other equally important 
allied problems both of finance and organisation. It also discusses 
the positipn of small industries which does not find place in Dr. 
Lokanathan'a work. These observations are made not with a view 
to criticise Dr. Lokanathan~s work, but to point out the differences 
in the treatment of the two volumes, aud the fact that the 
material part of the work was done before Dr. Lokanathao's 
volume was published. • 

The co.ordination of the work of Messrs. Samant and Mulky, 
and its revision for the press was unfortunately delayed because of 
the absence from India of Mr. Mulky. Mr. SalDant had therefore, 
to undertake the greater amount of responsibility in th~s connection. 
So far I1S the actual diVision of work between the two authors is 
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concerned it may be mentioned that chapters I-V, VII and VIII 
are written by Mr. Samant and chapters VI, -lX, X and XI by 
Mr. Mulky. Advantage has however, been taken of this delay in 
incorporating in the book an appendix giving a survey of 
important changes in the Companies Act, which affect the 
organisation and finance of industries in India. Mr. Samant is 
responsible for the appendix. 

It may be added thataeademic workers writing on subjects 
of practical importance have naturally to depend on the co-operation 
of the men of affairs not only for information but also for that outlook 
which is born of experience. Though efforts were made to obtain 
such co-operation in writing this work, they were not always 
successful. It is to be expected that those in trade and industry 
take a broader view of things, and do not discourage such' efforts, 
because the systematic study of their daily work, is bound to be 
beneficial to all concerned. 

8.hool oj E.onomi.,. 4' Sooiology. 
Unitl".litll oj Bombay. 
15th JaRfUJr1l1937. 

O. N. Vakil. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE GROWTH OF INDUSTRIAL 
ENTERPRISE 

INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE BEFORE AND AFTER 
THE INTRODUCTION OF MACHINERY 

The processes of productioQ a,nd distribution which (lxisted in 
the days previous to the introduction of la,rge-scale production 
did not necessitate much enterprise on the part of the agents 
rendering these services. Production in those days was carried on 
on a small scale, mostly to order. In the field of distribution, no 
doubt, there existed a mercantile class; but the mercha,nts of 
those days were catering for a, limited market and consequently 
their business did not involve grea,t risk. These conditions ha,ve 
changed since the introduction of machinery and the consequent" 
('hanges in the ~Ie of production. The market for such produc
tion naturally became widened; a,nd the wider the market the 
more uncertain a,re its conditions. It is a risky thing to produce 
for an uncertain and an indefiQite market. Thus th~_~~~~in pro
duction _ increased a1Qng with the scale of production. 

This risk increased in ~nother direction also. As the scale of 
production increaslld the amount of capital required to carry out
such productiOQ a,lso natu;.aliy-1nc~eased. Such large amounts 
of capital could not be supplied by a single individual or even by 
a small group of individuals. The !lI;Cessity of funds in amounts 
which were beyond the capacity of a f(lw i~iviciualsbr~ught with 
it certain forms of organis~tion which made it easy to raise funds 
from a large number of individuals. As it was impossible for such 
large number of individuals to manage the concerns financed by 
them, the actual management had to be left to a chosen 
few. To haner ~~~~-- "~ne's oWQ funds to the management 
of others involves risks and" hence necessitate'! a ~.!eater 
enterprise on the part of the suppliers of such funds. than 
on the" part Oi th~ capitalists who manage their own coo
terns. Of an' the forms of business orga.nisation which were 

1 



2 INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATION AND FINANCE 

introduced in order to f~cilitate the supply of funds from 
a large number of investors, the most common and popular is the 
public joint-stock company or corporation with limited liability. I 
This form is followed so extensively in the field of industries, 

,even in our country, that the consideration of its progress gives 
a fair idea of her industrial development. 

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF INDIAN ENTERPRISE 

The joint-stock organisation was first introduced in India 
during the ;arlY fifties of theJast century. The first comp~-';"as 
started by some Scotch businessmen to conduct ~ jute mill. 
Indian businessmen too, were not slow in adopting this 
newform of organisation to their own business. Soon after this, 
cotton" mill companies were started In Bombay by Indian busi
ness~en. It must be admitted here that t1; )ni~()ductio~ ;'f ~tton 
industry was more or less in imitation of the jute industry. Both 
of them were textile industries, ~nd besides in the case of cotton 
the raw material and the market alre~dy existed in India. The 
risks undertaken by the promoters of these industries thus were 
not great. They were not treading unknown and uncertain paths. 
A great deal more of enterprise would be necessary to start 
industries for which a_~eidy -and extensive market diE _ n~~ ,exist 
at hand and which also involved competition with foreign manu
facturers. We still lack in industrial enterprise of this nature. 

As a result of this weak point, Indian businessmen restricted 
• themselves, till recently, mostly to c~tton industry. The other 

industries, therefore, passed into the hands of the foreigners. The 
industries other than cotton, such as jute, tea, coal, oil, etc. , 
were started and developed by British enterprise and capital. 
The general tendency of British enterprise was to start and 

I Mr. O. D. H. Cole delcrib .. the importance of thi. form of bUline. organi· 
.. tion in the following term.. '<The modem capit.litt age It the age of joint-etock ente .. 
pri.e, and it. oatllanding adlieument. in economic organi .. tioa i. the joint-atock 
company. WhereYe, eapitali.m .ppea .. and d .. elope, the joint-ttock tyatem develop_ 
with it. There are differencet in the compan, !awe of the .. riout capitalitt Statee, aDd 
.ome of the.e difference, are important. But enrywhere the e_ntia! iottitalion., b, 
whate.er nam.. the, ma, be called and howeYe, they ma, differ in .. cooUry 
charaeterilli", are fuodamentally the .. me. The joiot-atock compan" or corporation, 
I •• , central and rep.e.entatl.e an inttitatioo of the capitalitt world u the craft 01 

merchant Sild _. of the medie .. 1 economic .,atem." uStadi .. in Capital anol lo.e.· 
ment" Eelited by G. D. H. Cole, p. 58. 
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develop such industries as were ~ot likely to compete with British 
manufactures. We therefore, find that the foreigners restricted 
their activities to such industries as jute, tea, coal, oil, etc. 
Indian coal being of inferior quality did not affect the market of 

. British coal. Leaving aside this limited field of manufacturing 
activities, the English as well as the Indian businessmen were 
mainly engaged in commerce. They did the business. of import
ing foreign manufactures and exporting raw produce from India. 
Industries as such, therefore, made a slow progress during the 
last century. 

INDUSTRIAL POSITION IN PRE-WAR DAYS 

In 19o1 there were in aU 1400 companies .with a paid-up capital 
of Rs. 37 crores. The average paid-up capital of these companies 
amounted to slightly over 2.5 lakhs per head. The size of the 
concerns flOated in those days Vl(as thus small. Out of these 37 
crores, 12 Crores were invested in cotton mill companies, and 2 

crores in industries subsidiary to the cotton industry, such· as 
ginning and pressing factories.· Thus nearly 40 per cent. of the 
total capital investment was taken up by the cotton manufactur
ing industry. Jute, tea and coal among themselves employed 
6 crores. These three industries of course had grown to far 
greater dimensions than indicated by this figure of capital invest
ment. A large number of companies engaged in, them were floated 
and financed· in England and ther~ore their capital accounts ar~ 
not included in the above figure. Indians so far had no hand in 
these industries, whose development Was wholly due to foreign 
enterprise and capital. Besides this, European enterprise had 
developed the oil industry of Burma. But Indian enterprise 
made no progress beyond the cotton textJ1e industry up to the 
beginning of this century. 

Some neVI( industries, the 11I,0st important being the iron and 
steel and cement, were introduced during the pre-war years. The 
iron industry had made a great progress in India in early history. 
Long before the Christian era, and that for many centuries, 
India was an, important iron manufacturing country. Even as 
late as the end of the eighteenth century, India, used to meet her 
own requirements of the metal and even used to export though on 

1 



4 INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATION AND FINANCE 

a diminishing scale. 1 The art of iron making was howeyer 
steadily progressing in Europe, arid iron and steel took their place 
among the manufactured goods which India began by degrees 
to import. This increasing import of machine-made cheap mate
rial caused the complete disappearance of the old iron industry 
of India. The fact that ample suppli~ of tht: raw material neces
sary for this industry existed in India gave an impetus to foreign 
enterprise to revive the old industry on new lines. Attempts in 
this direction were started as long ago as 1830, though they did 
1Iot meet with any visible succt:ss until the end of the last century 
when the Bengal Iron Company under the management of 
Martin & Co. of Calcutta started the manufacture of pig iron on 
systematic lines. But the world no longer uses pig iron to any 
great extent in its unrefined form. In order to satisfy modern 
requirements, far tht: greater part of it must be converted into 
steel. Attempts wert: made on a small scale to manufacture steel 
but this did not meet with success. The first concern to manu
facture steel on a large scale was the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company started in 1907. 

The manufacture of Portland cement in India was commenced 
in Madras in 1904. But it was not until the year 1912 that a real 
.jmpetus was given to the industry, and by 1914 three factories 
were established, which, collectively catered approximately for 
one half of the annual Indian demand. 

The third industry that was growing in dimensions during this 
period was that of supplying electricity for power and light. But 
electricity in those days was generated on a small scale at differ
t;nt places each with a steam station of required dimensions. 
Hydraulic works for this purpose were first started at Mysore 
with State enterprise. The development of this industry like that 
of the steel industry· was left to the enterprise and business 
acumen of thE: Tatas. -

Leaving aside the beginning of these industries, the old 
industries on the whole showed a good progress during the pre

-war years of this century. The total paid-up capital of joint-stock 
companies registered in India rost: from 36 crores in 1901 , to 76 

I See for instance the article contributed by Sir N. B. Saklatwal. to the Industrial 
Supplement issued by tbe • Time. of India' in 1931. 
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crores in 1913. Thus the tota,l new investment in joint-stock 
companies in these thirteen y~rs Was more than that of the pre
ceding forty years. The progress shown by the above figures 
was mainly due to the expansion of the old industries such as 
cotton, jute, coal, tea and bil. Banking business had also made 
some progress in those ye~s. These six branches of business 
employed nearly 30 crores out of the total addition of 40 crores. 
This -shows that industrial enterprise was almost inactive outside • 
the old industries. Even in these, all, except cotton, owed their 
existence to foreign enterprise. 

While reading these figures one important point must be 
remembered that they do not represent a complete picture of 
Indian industrial progress. From the very beginning a very large 
part is played by foreign capital and enterprise in the industrial 
progress of India. Besides the companies which are registered 
in India, though financed and managed by foreigners, there is a 
large number of companies registered outside India but working 
in India. In 1913, for instance, there were 579 such companies 
with paid-up capital of £200 millions or Rs. 300 crores. The 
average paid-up capital of these companies comes to Rs. 50 lakhs 
per head while that of the Indian companies, i.e. companies regis,; 
tered in India, comes to only 3 lakhs per head. The industrial 
enterprise in India was thus still limited to small ventures only. 

WAR AND POST-WAR BOOM PERIOD 

During the war period Indian industries underwent a great 
expansion. On the one hand they were freed for a time from 
foreign competition, and on the other, the demand for their pro
ducts had largely increased owing to war aetivities. As a result of 
this expansion the total paid-up capital of Indian registered joint
stock companies rose from 76 crores in 1914 to nearly 100 crores 
in 1918. 

In 1918 the war ended and there came the boom period which 
brought with it feverish industrial activity. Industrial enterprise 
was never so active in India as in those days. The period 1919 to 
1928 is the most interesting decade in the history of industrial 
enterprise in India. During the first three years, 1919, 1920 and 
1921, on an average goo companies were registered every year. 
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On the whole 7,000 neW companies were registered during these 
ten y~rs. Unfortunately the in,dustrial activity of these years was 
without proper foresight and without sound bases. As a result; of 
this the years of phenomenal activity proved to be the years of 
phenomenal failures. There were 3,000 companies working in 1919 
and 7,000 new companies were started during the following ten 
) ears. But in 1928 there were only 6,000 companies working. 
Thus about 4,000 companies went off the register during these 
ten years. The total loss of capital on these' woun~ up concerns 
amounted to about 64 crores. 

The industrial activity of the boom years show that industrial 
enterprise in the sense of willingness to invest in industries has 
made a great progress iQ recent years. On the other hand the 
large number of failures show that this enterprise lacked proper 
guidance. And the investors had to pay during such short period 
to the tune of 64 crores as a penalty for this unguided industrial 
activity. 

PRESENT POSITION 

According to the latest statistics published by the Government 
rrC India, the total paid-up capital of all sorts of Indian companies 
in 1932 amounted to Rs. 270 crores. Out of this Rs. 29 croTes 
1I\'ere taken up by financial companies such as banks, insurance 
companies, etc. Nearly one-fourth of the aggregate paid-up 
capital was invested in mills and presses, chieOy for working 
cotton, jute, wool and silk. The transit and transport companies 
accounted for a paid-up capital of about Rs. u crores, and the 
plantation industry for nearly 16 crores. The rest, amounting to 
about 96 crores, was taken- up by trading, public service, 
construction and mino; manufacturing concerns. 

The important part played by foreign capital in our economic 
organisation will be clear from the fQllowing facts. The companies 
incorporated outside India but working in India, of which returns 
were available, numbered 906 in 1932, and their capital invest
ments including paid-up capital and debentures amounted to 
nearly £882 millions, which according to the present rate of 
exchange amounts to nearly Rs. 1200 crores. This is a large 
figure as compared with the capital investments of Indian con-
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cems. The capitaJ resources of ~ average foreign concern amount 
to Rs. 130 1akhs per head. The foreign concerns are engaged in 
all sorts of business; there are railw:ay companies, tramway 
companies, tea companies, jute companies, insurance companies. 
n~vigation companies, banks etc. These banking, insurance and 
navigation concerns, of course, work in other countries also. In 
addition to these con~ns which are started and financed in 
foreign countries, a very large proPQrtion of the capital of com
panies started iq India has come from the pockets of foreigners. 
It is thus clear that quite an insignificant part is played by indi
genous enterprise and capitaJ in the industrial activity of this 
country. 

SHORTCOMINGS OF INDIAN ENTERPRISE 

This brief survey of industrial progress shows that India has 
failed to keep ~ w:ith the economic progr«:ss of the world. She 
showed lack of enterprise w:hen other countries like Germany and 
Japan, the ClCOnomic conditions of which were in no way better 
than hers, were m~ rapid progress. During this period India 
remained satisfied by merely exporting her raw produce and 
importing foreign manufactures. The complete indi1fer~ce on the 
part of the State and lack of enterprise aod ignorance on the 
part of the people, made India a large market to purchase raw 
materials fr~ and to se1l manufactured goods In. Now when we 
are trying to develop industrial enterP.rise, we find that owing to 
keen foreign competition w:e cannot make use of oul enterprise 
with success. In those cases where protection is available by 
design or accident, Indian enterprise now readily comes forward 
to take adva,ntage of iL The recent grow:th of the cement, match 
and sugar iodustry amply testifies to this: To-day not the lack 
of enterprise but the lack of opportunities or openings seems to 
be the main cause of our industrial backwardness. Whenever any . 
opportunity of profitable in~tm~t of capital is presented it is 
not lost owing to lack of enterprise. On the other hand we find, 
that difficulties are created by over-investment. 

• The indigenous industrial enterprise still evinces one short
coming, viz. lack of ingenuity and foresight. With the exception 
of the Ta,tas, Indian industrialists have not taken to. any notable 
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extent, to industries beyond the cotton, and we might say, the 
sugar which, of course, is of quite recent growth. But the cir
cumstances were so favourable for the growth of the latter 
industry that it implies no ingenuity or enterprise "Of any great 
ex'tent. With ample ra,w' material, ",ide home market and re
stricted foreign competition owing to hi'gh imporl: duties, it is 
no wonder that the industry developed. In normal course this 
industry will shortly be over-fina,nced, and agai~ there will be a 
halt, which may continue till similarly favourable circumstances 
are created for investment in some other industry. The real 
industrial ingenuity lies in creating new wants and, supplying 
them, and the real industrial ability lies in facing fair competition. 
We camwt claim credit in either of these spheres. Our industrial 

,/ enterprise is mostly of imitative nature. If a certain industry is 
found to be profitable, we go on investing in it to such an extent 
that at last it becomes over-financed and unprofitable. In the 
hurry of imitation, we completely disregard even geographical 
factors like the dista,nce, between the source of raw material and 
the place of manufacture or the place of manufacture and the 
expected market. The blind imitation of old undertakings goes to 
such an extent that many times the same location is chosen for 
new factories. The disadvantages that the cotton mills in Bombay 
suffer as compa,red with the up-country mills a,re due to this 
defect. The difficulties in which the cement industry had once 
found itself were also due to the same' defect. When it was found 
that certaip cement factories Were making good profits some 
new factories were started in close proximity to the former ones. l ' 

The promoters of ne", factories did not realise tha,t the adjacent 
factories must operate in the same mar~ets. This led to deva:stat
ing price-cutting which involved \he, industry in heavy losses. 
Cement, being a hea,vy article, becomes very expensive to carry 
to distant markets, and consequently the price becomes unecono
mic and prohibitive to the consumers. 

Before starting a new en'terprise, it is quite essential to consider 
the effect of the quantity and variety of the proposed product on 
the expected market. If the proposed addition of the particular 
variety of the product is likely to glut the existing market 

I Cf. The article on Cement Indultry in the Indultrial Suppleme.t i"ued b, tbe 
Ti .. e. or India in 1933. , 
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the promoters Qf new enterprises must either change the 
variety or explore the PQSsibilities of extending the market 
for the same variety. An extension of the existing market 
may seem impossible to some but how this caQ be achieved 
may be seen from the example of the cement industry. 
Mention has a,Iready heen made of how this industry was once 
suffering from the evils of over-production. In order to free the 
industry from the evils of over-production, the cement manu
facturers came in close co-operation and formed the Indian 
Cement Manufacturers' Association. The removal of internal 
strife, made possihle an active concentration upon. measures to 
increase the demand, and fonowing American and European 
practice a Bureau was established in 1927 which is known as the 
Concrete Association of India. During i.ts short existence this 
Association came to be known throughout the length and breadth 
of India as the source and origin of the latest information avail
able on the uses of cement for anyone who desires it. The objects 
of this Bureau are to assist by educative and other means, all 
users and prospective users of cement. The services of this 
Bureau have the desired ded, viz. increasing the demand for' 
cement. 

NECESSITY OF INDUSTRIAL COMBINATION 

The days when we could manufacture for ready markets free 
from comP.etition have long been past. We must either replace the 
present suppliers or create demands and markets for our manu
factures. In order to Qust the present suppliers we must be more 
efficient than they are; we must be able to produce the goods at 
lower costs and sell them at lower rates. It is a well-known 
theory of industrial organisation that the cost of production 
decreases as the scale of production increases. Production in 
Indie! is CC!rried on on much smaller scale than in other countries. 
The average capital of a joint-stock company in India comes to . 
only four lakhs. With such small and independent units of pro
duction it is difficult to compete with other countries with their 
Countrywide organisations. They have organised their manu
factures and sC!1es on such wide scales that they are able to 
reduce .the overhead charges to a minimum. This tendency to 

I 
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combine is not restricted to political boundaries; international 
cartels have been growing in importance and number especially 
since 1926. These combinations are often able to dictate their 
own terms to the world-market. If we wish to replace such 
competitors we must try to increase our efficiency and decrease 
our costs. 

One (:If the ways of achieving this, and the most important one, 
is to widen the dimensions of business units by organising cartels 
on the lines of our competitors~ There is a time-honoured com
plaint against such com~inations, that they tend to become 
monopolists and try to regulate prices at the cost of the 
consumers. But this argument has been proved to be false by the 
recent growth of industrial combinations. The aim of the modern 
combinations is not to regulate prices but to reduce costs. A 
newly developing country like ours being faced with keen compe
tition on all sides cannot have regulation of prices as the aim of 
industrial combinations. This can only be possible under a high 
protective policy, but as our Government is follo~ing the POllCY 
of discriminating protection and is aiming mainly at keeping 
industries alive, we need not feu that industrial combinations 
will mean an unnecessary burden upon the consumers. They will 
only help us to keep pace with our competitors. A really efficient 
industrial combination is able to achieve a greater economy in 
many directions. I Industrial combinations will prove of special 
~dvantage in India so far. as they will be in -a better position to 
influence the Government as regards tariffs, store-purchases, etc. 

This short survey of our industrial progress shows that the 
part played in it by indigenous capital and enterprise is very 
meagre. The industrial activity of this country, meagre as it is, 

I Dr. Hermann wry gina the following lonl lilt of the economi .. of indultrial 
~OIIIbin.tlon.. '<Tbil, (i.e. economy. elpedally appilel," he laY', .. to a better aad 
oteadier lupply or material, lIJIilication of buyiDI departmenh aDd ataffi, bulk iDIt .... d of 
letail purchaee, greater opportunit,. for comparilOD aad .. Imion, cheaper credit and 
.e!'er dieeounll, ltandardiNtioa of produell ltandardi.tioa of materiall, epeciali.tioa of 
~roduct imp ...... ement 10 plant, UIO of by-productl, eCJua1ited diltribution of work, 
luslily, traalpDrt economiCl, uaificatioa or telling departmeatl aad Italli, eatenlioa'of 
'''Port tnde, collective ad"ertiling, lower Coati of diltribution, rewer middlemea, iDter
wDge of data aDd uperiencel, ,taDdardi.tioa aDd interchaDge nr coItingt, eollectioa 
Ind di .. emination or tnde Itatiltice, promotioa of eeleatilie .. ad technical relearch, 
:oncerted promotioa of probleml, which may be .lfected by the economic polic,. of the 
;tate, etc., etc." 

ladunrial German,. b,. Dr. Hermana Lery, pp. aOI-aOa. 
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is mainly in the hands of the foreigners being initiated, managed 
and financed by them. lOne important point to be borne in mind 
in this connection is that the industrial ·backwardness of this 
country is not an index of availabl~ capital resources or enter
prise. All the commissions an4 committees that have investigated 
the problem of capital resources of this country have come to 
thll conclusion that the country is potentially rich in this respect. ' 
And this is verified on different occasions. During the ten years, 
for instance, from 1913-14 ·to 1923-24, the period of financial 
activity, the GoveI"llIIlent rupee loans increased from 145 to 358 
crores, and the paid-up capital of joint-stock companies from 80 
to ·.!54 crores, a net increase of 387 crores. I Similarly the ease 
and cheapness with which the Government and semi-Government 
bodies arll able to borrow, and also the abnormally low rate of 
intllrest prevailing at pres~t indica,te plethora of capital re
sources. Industrial enterprise too is not now so very lacking as 
it once was. This is well evinced by thll industrial actiVity of the 
post-war boom period which, misguided though it was, clearly 
shows that industrial enterprise in the sense of readiness to invest 
in industrial schemes is not lacking in India. Even to-day an 
enterprise promoted by well-known businessmen scarcely finds it 
diffi.cult to raise the necessary capital. The fact is that willingness 
to invest in industrial enterprise is not now absent as in former 
days; only the investors must feel that the enterprise is a sound! . 
one. They have, of course, their own ways of estimating the 
risks. But this means that if we can reduce the risks in industrial 
investments and make the investors convinced of this the supply 
of capital to industries will largely increase. If we wish a speedy 
industrial progress we must try to create such conditions that it 
will be possible to put the available resources to the greatest use. 

I U Nc"erthcle... a Dot iDCOAsiderable amount of capital inyested in Indian 
IndUltrieo il atiU DOn-lndion. The result i. thot the control and management in the 
caoe of lOme of the important industries are eYen nQW in the hondo of non-Indian firma." 
Central Banking En.w'J Committee Report Vol. I part I para ns. 

t See the ftpnttl of the lnduotrial Commission (191H), the EKternal Capital 
Committee (19'"S). The Central BaDking Committee, and alao our chopter on the 
Capital Market. 

I cr. The Edemal Capital Committee Report (19aS) para H. 



CHAPTER II 

SOME PROBLEMS OF ORGANISATION 

IMPORTANCE OF JOINT-STOCK ORGANiSATION 
FOR INDIA 

There are three main forms of business organisation classified 
according to the way in which the o~nership ~l the enterpri~ is 
held: (I) The individual owning his own business and managing 
it himself; (2) a, group of owners working together under some 
form of partnership agreement; and (J) the impersonal owner 
the company or corporation standing between the business and 
the individuals who have various kinds and degrees of claims 
upon the business. The last being the most complicatt;d and ,the 
most important of the three will be considered first. 

The company form of organisation is employed by all big 
industrial establishments, and if we wish a speedy promotion of 
industries in India we must try to encourage and popularise it. It 
is the only form of organisation that will enable us to raise the 
enormous amounts of capital necessary for present day industrial 
establishments out of cur small savings scattered throughout the 
,'ast country. Besides, most of our wealth is due to agricultural 
or non-industrial activities. A very small portion of our total 
wealth is due to industries of the modern type. Capital resources 
and business ability to organise industries on modern lines, there-
fore, cannot be found together in India, and hence the necessity 
of a contrivance to make, what capital resources we possess, 
available to those who possess business ability. This can be 
achieved only through joint-stock organisation. It will enable us 
to increase the efficiency of our small capital resources by passing 
them over to the control of those who can put them to the best 
use. 

PROMOTION OF INDUSTRIAL SCHEMES 

A large number of individuals invest in a joint-stock company. 
It is obviously impossible for aU of them to come together and 
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find out an industrial proposition· iQ which to invest their money. 
They will CQm~ forward to invest when a properly planned out 
scheme of an undertaking is placed before them. The first step in 
starting a joint-stock company is, therefore, to find out an open
ing for profitable investment of capital. The next step IS to out
line a scheme to exploit that opportunity and to make an estimate 
of funds necessary to materialise the scheme. :rhis is called· 
promoting a concern, and those who do this are called the pro
moters. A scheme can succeed only if it is well conceived and well 
promoted i.e. organised and established as a going concern. 

The importance pf the part played by the promoter in the 
success of a scheme is not usually realised. The success of an 
enterprise in a great measure depends upon the efficiency and 
ability of the promoters. It is the promoter who first of all sees 
the chance of making a gain and then starts to organise the 
factors that will enable him to realise the gain. It is he who 
arranges for the finances and organisation of the proposed enter
prise. 

The function of promotion involves three stages: -( I) The 
discovery of the proposition including its investigation j (2) the 
assembling of the proposition j and (3) the financing of the 
scheme. . 

The efficient promotion of any industrial enterprise requires 
services of three different classes of experts: economic eXPerts, 
engineering experts and financial experts. The advice of economic 
~xperts is required with regard to points such as availability of 
raw material and the possible cost of it, conditions of market and 
competition, labour situation, the economic or optimum size of 
the proposed establishment etc. The next step is to estimate the 
costs of equipment, and for this engineering advice is necessary. 
The makes and types of machinery and materials, the economical 
methods and types of construction etc., cannot be decided upon 
without the aid of an engineer. When after all these considera
tions the capital estimates to launch and work the proposed enter
prise are prepared, the banker comes in with his advice as to the 
methods of raising the required funds. The good or bad promo
tion of any cOncern depends upon the efficiency and co-operation 
I)f these three services, viz. economic, engineering, and financial. 

The promoters themselves are required to spend large amounts 
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from their "own pockets before they are able to place before the 
public a properly planned out scheme. Expenditure is required 
first of all to undertake a proper investigation of the potentialities 
of an enterprise. Funds are also required to take advantage of 
txpert services which the promoters lack. All theljie expenses can· 
not be undertaken by a single individual. And even if they can 
be undertaken it is risky to do so, because if the scheme does 
not materialise all the expenditure on it will mean a total loss. 

THE PROCESS OF PROMOTION FOLLOWED IN 
OTHER COUNTRIES 

It will not be improper to give a short description of the pro
motion pro!=ess usually followed by other industrial countries, 
especially in view of the fact that this topic has not received the 
attention that it really deserves. The first step in promotion viz. 
to find out a possibility of starting a profitable enterprise is 
usually carried out by a small capitalist of business-like bent oj 
mind. He spends energy and money and investigates the possibi. 
lity of development. If he finds that the project outruns his means 
he passes on the result of his investigations to a banker or a big 
capitalist. This banker or capitalist takes in two or three other 
bankers or capitalists and forms a syndicate and developes thE 
proposition. After this the original promoter passes out wit}, 
sufficient remuneration for his efforts either in the form of casll 
or a part in the concern. The syndicate manager then arranges for 
a thorough examination of the proposition. The examination i~ 
carried out on the following lines:-

(I) The possibility of getting raw material, its distance and 
price. 

(.a) The freight charges to and from the factory. 
(3) The likely markets for the products. 
(4) The possible market that the products will command. 
(5) The possible cost of production per unit. 
(6) The conditions of competition. 
(7) The methods of economical operation. 
(8) The probable changes in demand. 
(9) The labour situation of the region. 
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After the concern is properiy organized and launched the 
promoters disappear from th~ field with adequate remuneration, 
and the concern continues to exist independently as a legal entity. 

PROMOTION ACTIVITIES AS CARRIED ON IN INDIA 

In India the promotion business is carried on on very unsatis
factory lines. Th~re are no experts or specialised promoters as 
we find in some oth~r countri~s. The promotion business in this 
country is undertaken by business firms, which -are, as a rule, 
already engag~ in trade or management of some other business 
concerns. Thes~ firms are called the managing agency firms, as 
they are th~ sole agents to look aft~r the entire management of 
the concerns under them. And when they promote any new con
cern, they ~stablish th~mselves as the managing age~ts of those 
concerns. The qualities that are required for the trader or the 
manager of a concern ar~ quite different from those that are \ 
required for a successful pro~oter. Besides, these firms never 
restrict themselves to a particular line of business .. An agency 
firm managing a bank or an insurance company comes forward 
to promote and manage a sugar mill or a cotton mill.· A firm 
restricting itself to a particular line of business can be said to 
possess special qualifications to promote a concern in the same 
line. But when one single firm undertakes to promote and manage 
diverse types of concerns, its work in all the different fields can
not be efficient. 

A promoter of a business concern obviously cannot be expected 
to render personally all types of services required in promotion 
business. He therefore, should and must take outsid~ help on all· 
such points on which he cannot have a definite say. We saw 
abov~ how this is done in other countries. There are two reasons 
why the promotion of industrial concerns in India is deprived of 
the advantage of expert advice. First there is generally a want of 
such agenci~s which can render expert advice in this respect. 
Secondly, our businessmen are generally unwilling to take ad
vantage of such advice even when. it is available. 

Whenever an agency firm promotes a new conCern, it does so 
with the intention of establishing itself as its managing agents, 
and in the agency agreement it claims for itself some special 
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privileg~s for rendering the prom~tion services. :rhe promoters 
thus are unwilling to give the; credit of rendering the promotion 
services to anyone outside themselv~s. It is perhaps feared that 
the other parties who may be asked to help in promoting the 
concern might claim something in proportion to what the agency 
firm is claiming. Even supposing such a situation does not arise, 
and the outside experts remain satisfi~d with an adequate fee 
only, anoth~r difficulty may arise. For, if this practice is followed, 
the shareholders may legitimat~ly qu~stion the undue privileges 
obtained by the Managing Ag~nt-Promoter. who would also 
hav~ to be then satisfied with some f~es instead of permanent 
control. 

It must also be added that special~ed services necessary for 
promotion business ar~ not available in India. F9r instance, 
specialised engineering or technical advice on different industries 
is not always available in this country. At the same time, bankers 
hesitate to help in the promotion of new ventures. As a matter 
of fact no banker in India is in a position to render such services. 
Banking business ill India is carried on on such narrow lines 
that bankers, as a rule, do not possess industrial information 
useful for new ventures. If we wish an all sided industrial deve
lopment of the country, we must encourage the use of the services 
of suitable experts in different branches of the work. 

In the last chapter we have remarked that the size of an aver
age industrial concern in India is comparatively small. One import
ant reason for this can be found in the promotion process 
followed in this country. The promoters in India do not sever their 
connection with th~ promoted concern as soon as it is properly 
launched. They try to make their connections permanent with 
special privileges due to the promotion services. This makes it 
necessary ~hata co~cer.n ~uld be Pr:.~~?~~a s~~gle ind~vi
dual or a slDg1eJirm. A syndicate cannot be formea for promonon 
purposes as it cann()t'remain permanently linked to the promoted 
concern. If some parties of the syndicate are to sever their con
nections as soon as the concern is launched it will mean dis
proportionate remuneration to th~ ~o-operating parties, and 
ther~fore this method is not adopted. The promotion of large 
sch~mes which is a costly a,ffair anQ cannot be undertaken by. a 
single individual or a single firm, is therefore, very difficult in 
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Indi<i. A big firm like that of .the: Ta,tas can undertake big 
schemes, but there are very few such firms,. aI\d fewer still possess 
the enterprise: necessary for such undertakings. 

Schemes floated eve:n by such big firms often suffer from. 
defects in investigation aI\d financial planning. l Funds raised in . 
the hope of launching and working a scheme: <ire found to be' 
exhausted long before even the constructiQll w0rk is completed. t 

A very large proportion of the boom time failures were due to 
fall~Y financial planning usu<illy resulting in insufficiency 'of 
Mds. • This de:fect was not due: to the over-activity of those days. 
It existed long before that; as a matter of fact it is there since the 
introduction of joint-stock organisation in this country.' Com
plaints about ill-drawn schemes and faulty financial plans were 
heard from many a witness be:fore the Industrial Commission of 
J916. Similar complaints were reiterated by witnesses before the 
recent Banking Inquiry Committees, Central as :well as Provin
ciaL' Obviously whatever is already spent on such schemes is 
mere waste. If the want of additioQal funds be not very great,' 
then it is met by the managing agents by issuing debentures 
which in many cases are: held by themselves. As a result of such 
transactions the borrowing concern usually passes totally into 
the hands of the: creditors, who not iI\frequently are the manag
ing agents. Even if it is able to lead an independent existence, it 
leads only a sickly aile, being over-burdened with heavy fixed 
charges from the: very beginning. Under any Circumstance, the 
shareholders either lose their investments or do not earn the 
dividends that :were promised. 

In order to avoid such losses, it is necessary that there should 
be 'some efficient agency to c~tify the validity of estimates 
supplied by the: organisers to the future shareholders. Unsuccess
ful attempts entail great indirect social loss over and above the 
actual direct loss. Such failures increase the shyness of investors 

I See for instance the e.idence of Mr. A. D. Shroff before the Central Banking 
Enquiry Committee. 

I See for instance the history of the C. P. Portland Ceinent C:;ompany. 
a Cf. A booklet entitled "Company Failures and their cauSeI," by N. J. Shah, 

B. Com., F. S. S. A. 
. 'See for inttance C • .P. Provincial Banking Enquiry Report, Vol. I. Bengal Pro

Vincial Bank;ng Enquiry Committee, Vol. I. Central Bankins Enquiry Committee 
Report, Vol. II. 

s 
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as regards industrial investments and consequently increase the 
!>upply price of capital to industry. This increases the cost of 
production, which either means an unnecessary sacrifice on the 
part of the consumers, or _ the absence of industrial progress. 

\ . 
INVESTORS IN JOINT-STOC~ CO~IP.-\NIES 

After a. company is promoted in the legal and business sense 
the next step in its life is to raise the necessary funds. For this 
an appeal is made to the public in the form of a prospectus 
containing detailed estimates about the cost of production, pros
pects of profits, etc. Those who believe in the accuracy of these 
statements come forward to invest in that enterprise. 

There are three types of investors :-(a) The safety-first type, 
to whom security of income and capital are essential; (b) the 
long-run speculative investor, who wis.hes for income as well as 
capital appreciati~n; (c) the short-term speculator, who endeav
ours to make quick profits. Those who belong to the first category 
do not usually invest in ordinary. shares. They are, at the most 
prepared to invest -in preferred shares. From the point of view 
of industrial investment, the last two types are important; the 
second being more important than the third. The third type 
consists more of speculators than of investors. T.he majority of 
industrial investors ill India belong to this class. They wish to 
derive profit out of the increased ~alue of the shares and not out 
of the increased productivity of the concern. The investor as well 
as the speculator both look forward to capital appreciation. But 
their methods of achieving this are quite different; the former 
wishes to bring. about appreciation through increased producti
vity, while the latter through speculative activities. The much 
complained of scramWe for high dividends is due to the pre
dominance of this speculative tendency among our shareholders. 
They always press for high dividends even though it be at the 
cost of the future good of the concern. Such high dividends bring 
about a rise, though temporary, in the price of the shares, and 
this is what they want. They keep themselves concerned only 
with the figure of dividends and never care to know the condi
tions under which those dividends are' declared. This tendency, 
besides being harmful to the ultimate interests of the concern, 
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gives undesirable freedom to the management as the shareholders 
do not take any interest in the internal management. 

This specUlative. tendency is stronger among the Bombay 
shareholders than among the Calcutta shareholders. This is per
haps due to the commercial instinct 'of the people of Bombay. 
They look upon shares as articles of trade and not as articles of 
permanent investment: Frequent trading iQ shares keeps their 
prices fluctuating which frightens a~ay bona fide investo~s from 
industrial investments. Besides, a large volume of credit is kept 
engaged in their specUlative activities which othenvise wQuld have 
been available for industrial purposes. 

INFLUENCE OF BIG NAMES 

From the point of view of a single concern it is a matter of 
indifference ~hether the funds come from speculators or from 
investors, though it is important from the pornt of view of the 
society as It ~hole. What is of importance for an individual 
enterprise is the supply of sufficient funds. This supply depends 
upon the way in which the prospective investors vie~ the scheme 
placed before them. There is a common complaiQt against the 
investors in India that they are led more by names than by the· 
actual contents of the prospectus of the new concern. They are 
prepared, it seems, to entrust their savings to certain persons 
however unsound their propositions· may be. This prejudice in 
favour of big names is not so strong when the proposal is about 
an industry which has already succeeded in convincing the public 
of its profitableness • .If any company can command both these 
favoured attributes, its shares are sure to be over subscribed in 
a short time. 

Really speaking we cannot blame our investing public for this 
attitude. An investor in the shares of a company exposes his 
capital to two sorts of risks, personal and industrial. And obvi
ously when he cannot know anything about the industrial risks, 
he wishes to protect himself at least against personal risks. Being 
generally ignorant of business affairs, and therefore unable to 
decide for themselves the business prospects of any proposal 
placed before .them. the outside investors prefer to be led by 
cthers, whom they consider to be shrewd enough in such matters. 

3* 
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, 

Such people do not come forward to invest in the shares of a new 
company unless they are quoted 01\ the stock exchanges. The 
quotations on the exchange are taken to be the real value of the 
shares as they are the result of the opinion of leading business
men. 

There is one more reason why the stock exchange quotations 
are awaited. Investors wish to know the names of purchasers 
of the shares. Especially, if they find that the organisers have 
invested a good deal in the scheme, they take courage thinking 
that the organisers would not have invested if the scheme were 
not a sound one. The organisers and their friends, who are 
aware of this fact, usually subscribe in large amounts just to 
create confidence in the minds of the prospective purchasers. 
Later on when the demand increases, they slowly unload their 
holdings, usually with great profit. 1 Sometimes more objection
able methods are followed. For instance, the original purchasers 
enter the market to purchase the shares which are already in their 
possession. This sends up the prices, and the outside investors 
who are not aware of the dodge ate deceived by the artificially 
raised prices. They think the high prices are due to the high 
value of the securities and thus fall a prey to the shrewd 
manceuvring of the inside group. Under these circumstances 
some intermedIate agencies commanding the confidence of the 
public, are essential to investigate the claims of a proposal and to 
present that claim to the public supported by its guarantee. 

The investing public of India show ignorance not only at the 
time of making the purchases but even afterwards; They are 
usually too ignorant to protect their interests even after they 
purchase the shares of a company. The majority of our share
holders do not possess "any intimate knowledge of the working 
of the company in which they have invested. This lack of know
ledge is not due so much to indifference on the part of the share
holders, . but to their ignorance of the intricate problems that 
arise regarding the finances of a" joint-stock company. 

I See tbe next chapter on the Managing Ageno:r System, tbe MaDaging Agent. an4 
Supply of Sbare Capital. 
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DIRECTORS OF JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES 

After ~ cOllcern i!\ promoted and financed the next question is 
about its management. Really spea,king those who finance are 
the owners, and a,s such they should manage the cOl\cern. But 
the number of the owners of a joint-stock company runs into 

. hundreds and they cannot all take pa,rt in the management. What 
is usually done, therefore, is tha,t the actual management is handed 
over to a few chosen from among themselves. These persons are 

, called the directors. 
Even the directors cannot and do not look to all the details of 

management. The real function of the board of directors is to, 
select the right officials, to outline policies and to pass well 
informed judgments from time to time as to the efficiel\cy and 
honesty of the management. Leaving aside the details of 
ma,nagement, the directors wield such powers that they are 
for all outward purposes the real controllers of the con:
cerns. When the joint-stock form of organisation first came into 
existence the directors were often the proprietors of the concerns. 
Even when the group of proprietors out-numbered the directors, 
the latter were a sort of confidential representatives of the former. 
But these conditions have undergone a vast change in recent 
times. To-day we find that in most cases, the stake and the 
interest of the directors are much less than those of many other 
shareholders, and still the rights and powers of the directors are 
the same as before. The possession of proprietory powers with
out a corresponding stake leads often to undesirable results. 
Usually, it so happens tha,t in every board there are some mem
bers who have either a .grea,t stake in the concerns or wish to 
build up a reputation for themselves. Such persons usually take 
an interest. in the management, others only take their fees. It may 
be argued that though some of the members of the board do not 
seem to be taking an active interest in the daily work, still their 
presence proves of great use at some critical moments, ·'if they 
are experts in some branch. But usually even this hope is rendered 
futile, because seats on the board of directors are offered to 
persons who have made a name in politics or other spheres, and 
who, as a, matter of fact, cannot be expected to be of any use in 
matters of pusiness. 
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DIRECTORS AND MANAGING AGENTS 

In reply to complaints about the merits and efficiency of the 
directors, it is argued that they are elected by the shareholders 
themselves, and therefore, the latter have no grounds to grumble. 
The directors are said to be the tepresentatives of the shareholders 
by whose consent .they hold their position. If the latter, there
fore, suspect anything wrong with their representatives, they 
Can remove them and elect new ones. All this sounds well in 
theory. In practice, the election of directors has become a mere' 
farce. Directors are supposed to be elected by shareholders but 
the fact is quite different. In practice, the vacancies on the board 
are filled mostly by co-option. The shareholders being scattered 
mId disorganised scarcely dispute the nominations. As a result of 
this, a director, once appointed considers himself entitled to the 
office for life, unless he chooses to retire . 

. As a matter of fact, the management of a company does not 
like a strong board of directors. And the stronger the manage
ment, the greater is their dislike for active directors. The worst 
example of this can be found in India, where the management of 
a company is completely in the h~nds of the managing agents who 
always attempt to make the board of directors as ineffectivel as 
possible. The directors of I~an companies, whether under Indian 
or English managing agency firms, hardly take an active interest 
in the concerns. It is the sad experience of able direct!lrs that if 
they a,re active they have to go out soon. 

There are various methods of making the directors as ineffec
tive as possible. It must be remembered that it is the agents who 
nominate the directors in the beginning and also propose their 
names at annual elections. The votes of independent shareholders 
prove ineffective even in such forward countries like England, 
where the shareholders are far more instructed than what they 

lccA, to that, my impre .. ion i •• peaking broadly, that the m3jority of Di~cton, 
whether they are Director. of Banka.or Director. of Milia, hardly take much intereat in 
the conc.m.. If th.y are a bit active th.n th.y go. I am told tbe same tbing about 
the jute mill. in Calcutta, that ),ou .hould not interfe .. with the agenll; if you do )'ou 
go. Th.y told me tbat about the English manag.d conc.rn.; and he.. it i. the .ame 
thing more or I.... It all depend. upon the position of the Directun ••••••• But .tiU the 
Ag.nll are· aU pow.rful and th.y have a larg. numb.r of .hare. wbich enable th.m to 
get rid "f th.m." Evidence of J. A. Wadia boror. th. Tariff Board, Cotton Tntile 
En~uiry of 19%6'.1. 
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are in India. It is thus no wonder that agents in India are able 
to carry out their wishes in this connection. Even while making 
nominations, the agents 'generaIly take' care to nominate such 
persons as will be completely under their influence. The usual 
practice in this respect is to nominate relatives", friends or such 
other persons who are directly or inc\irectly under tneir obliga
tions. If any of these devices be impossible care is taken to 
nominate such persons "ho ~now' very little about business 
matters, and who being ignorant of their duties take care not to 
meddle in the ,affairs of the company. A non-interfering board of 
directors may be created also by another method. One agency 
firm chooses as directors of the concerns unde)" their management, 
the members of another agency firm and vice versa. Thus obliga
tionsand counter-obJigation:> are c);eated j the who~ system 
resulting in the .creation of a' sort of class interest. The system 
of partial retirement of the board of directors is' also mad~ use 'of 
to avoid any undesirable elements being predominant. If in any 
election the management find that they are defeated by the share
holders, they become more careful t? have, their own men elected 
at the time of subsequent elections.- This they can do by securing 
more proxies or if necessary even by purchasing more !?hares. 
The most objectionable method followed. by the managing agents 
of bringing in their own men as dir!ictors, is by paying even for 
the qualification shares of such directors.l It Can easily be imagin
ed what interest the directors will be taking in the concerns, in 
which they are not prepared to purchase even the qualification 
shares. ' 

As the directors are mere puppets in the hands of the manag
ing agents, the latter do 'not care to consult them even on import
ant matters. Affairs involving lakhs of rupees are transacted 
without the knowledge of the directors. It is not an unusual 
phenomenon to find that the directors are called only once in a 
Jiear to sign the balance' sheet when it is ready .• If di.rectors are 
to be totally neglected they naturally desire that they should be 
relieved of the responsibility incumgent on them. And this is 

1 Cf. Evidence before the Indian Tariff Board during Cotton Textile Enquiry of 
19~6-~7. 

I See the evidence of Mr. J. V. Deni: Indian Tariff Board Cotton T,~tile En~uiry 
aeport Vol. IV. 19~7' 
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accomplished by providing in the Articles of Association that a 
director shall not be responsible unless for his personal wilful 
misconduct. This practice of relieving the directors of almost all 
the responsibilities helps to get influential persons as directors, 
as they are not required to do anything nor to bear any respon
sibility. Jt is necessary that any such attempt to relieve directors 
of their proper responsibility should be made illegal. , . 

In reply to the complaint about inactivity of directors it is said 
that the remuneratioll' that directors get for doing their duty is 
!>mall. For such a small remuneration, it is added, they cannot 
be expected to take an active interest in their work. As a matter 
of fact, the position of the director of a company is looked upon 
as a sort of public service, and not as a business proposition. 
Directorships are often accepted to oblige the organizers or 
management of a company. The company Directorship in India 
has been reduced to a sinecure. The big names included in the 
list of directors are there more to grace the company than to 
direct it; The remuneration that the directors get, therefore, 
though it appears to be low at first sight, is really speaking too 
high compared with the work -done by them. 

As directors are relieved of most of their duties, it is possible 
for an individual to be a dir.ector of a large number of companies 
at the same time. As the underlying motive in choosing directors 
is not their usefulness in business matters, but their usefulness in 
bringing prestige to the company, it is usually found that a certain 
number of important person~, either in the business circle or in 
the political circle, are found on the boards of a large number of 
companies. Some of the famous businessmen in Bombay for 
instance, ate found to be the directors of dozens of companies. 
It is quite impossible for any man, however competent, to do 
justice to his work when he. is to serve on so many boards. A 
person who is supposed to be an able businessman is requestcd 
to scrve on so many boards that he is rendered useless to all of 
them. This tendency to include names of big persons in the direc
torate of companies provide a good source of income in the 
aggregate to such persons without corresponding responsibility 
or work. 
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REMUNERATION TO DIRECTORS 

It is true that the fees that the directors get at present are not 
~dcquate to inspire them to take active interest in the business, 
lind therefore if we wish -to have efficient services from them we 
must see that they get adequate remuneration for their work. 
One important f~ctor in' making the directors take a p'~rsonal 

interest in the working of a company istQ make them interested 
in its profits. \Vhen joint-stock organization was first introduced 
in England, the directors of a company were usually its principal 
shareholders. They were thus directly interested in the working 
of the company. \\~hat they were -getting as directors, thus, was 
not the only remuneration that prompted them to discharge their 
duties efficiently. W.e, who are In the habit of imitating British 
practice, have, in this matter imitated the form without the 
underlying conditions which even in England hav~ been dis
appearing. In other countries, notably in Continental Europe, 
it is the custom to distribute among the directors at the end of 
each year,' a fixed percentage of thl} net profits; thus each director, 
even though he may not be a sh~eholder, has a direct and 
personal interest in building up the profits. He is less likely to 
wink at illcompetence or to avoid criticism that would be for the 
good of the concern. He realises that he must himself pay a 
portion of the penalty in the form of reduced reward. 

If we want the directors to be active and devoted to the well
being of the concerns, we too should introduce this practice of 
distributing a certain percentage of profits among them. It will 
of course be very costly to introduce this practice with the present 
size of our boards. But if we look more to efficieocy of services 
and less to the grandeur of the list, we can reduce the present 
size of our boards without any loss of efficiency. 

DIRECTORS AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE 

The usefulness of a board does not depend upon its size but 
upon the services that the members render. A board of directors 
to be really useful must pe able to pass opinion even on technical 
matters.· It is necessary that every board should have at least one 
technically trained person. It is notorious that the boards, of our 

-1 
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compani~s ~ck in this matter. Leaving aside n~", industries, the 
dearth of technically trained persons is fouo,<! even among the 
directors of cotton mill companies, though this industry claims 
an existence of more than three quarters of a century. A recent 
investigation in t!le cotton mill industry of Bombay City shows 
that out of the total number of 175 directors managing 64 con
cerns, only eleven had received technical training. Out of 64 
companies only 20 had the advantage of having technically trained 
directors. l It is sufficient if every board has at least one member 
who has received technical training. But it is necessary that the 
rest of the members should be well versed in business matters. 
In India it is believed that business ability is an inborn quality 
where training is of no use. But it is now a well established fact 
that there is a science of business administration, comp'arable in 
many ways with any other field of applied science. The problems 
of business are becoming increasingly complex, and if a business
man wishes to solve them successfully he must bring to his aid 
the accumulated knowledge and experience of. other countries. If 
he wishes to form an accurate judgment on any problem he must 
have all the necessary facts before him. These facts are not 
matters of personal experience but matters of record. A success
ful businessman must have received training in problems of 
finance, organisation and administration. The directors of com
panies must be trained in business matters on these lines. It is 
no .use appointing as. directors persons who have achieved emin
ence in professions such as medicine and law. 

COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES 

Besides the bOard of directors there should be a Council of 
Executives. This council should comprise of the managing direc
tor, .30 member of the bOard of directors who possesses teclmical 
knowledge, and the heads of important departments. This council 
should discuss and formulate all the details of the working of the 
company. They might discuss other important points also, but 
their decisions on such points should be subject to the consent 
of the board of directors. The discussions of this body will prove 
of gre~t use to the board in coming to a decision on any point. 

1 Cf. "Bombay Indultrie.: Cotton MilIlndu,try," br S. M. Rutn_gar, pp. 1-9-51• 
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It will prove of great 'help if the board invite the opinion of the 
council On certain matters. It is suggested by some that a board 
of supervisors should be established over and above the board of 
directors; But this will unnecessarily increase the overhead costs. 

SHAREHOLDERS AND THE RIGHT OF VOTING 

Whatever the composition of the board of directors, one thing 
is clear that the board must be under the control of the share
holders, who really bear all the risks. The extent of the control 
of the shareholders on the directors will depend upon the extent 
to which the shareholders are able to make their voting right 
effective in the election of the directors. Usually it so happens 
that the management of a company desires to have as much free 
field for themselves as possible. They do not like interference from 
the shareholders. The managing agents therefore always try to 
carry the elections in a way . favourable to them, :and. this they 
are able to do with their own votes and with the proxies secured 
from some outside shareholders. Other· shareholders are scattered 
and disorganised, and scarcely do they exert their voting rights. 
The management group thus, is able to carry the day with 
proportionately small number of votes. l The present system of 
one vote for each share is specially favourable for this, as it 
renders the manipulations very easy by limiting the amount of 
capital necessary to hold the· control. 

This difficulty of a small group of shareholders becoming pre
dominant in the management is felt in other countries also. 
Different methods of voting rights are, therefore, tried in order 
to remove the· difficulty arising out of one vote for one share. 
Businessmen in the United States of America, for example, found 
it difficult to interest small subscribers owing to this system of 
voting rights. In order to remove the complaint of the. small 
shareholders a new system has been introduced, of giving one 

J "I .. the lint place the owner of a large concentrated block of ahare. ulually finda 
him.elf confronted not by a united body of otber abareholde .. capahle· of common action, 
but by a number of aeattered individuala wbo are not unlik.ly to attempt to interfere in 
• concerted way with tbe operation of tbe eompany. In practice a 30 p. c. holding may 
b~ quite enough to eDJure absolute control if tbe remainder of tbe shares are 8uffic.ieDtly 
w,de1y diffu •• d in the band. of other investor.." Studie, in Capital InY08tment, edited 
by G. D. H. Cole, p. IS. 
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vote for each share up to a certain number of shares and then one 
,'ote for a group of shares beyond that number, with a maximum 
number of votes for each shareholder. Thus a shareholder may 
have ten votes for the first ten shares, thereafter one vote for 
every ten shares until a maximum of hundred votes is reached, 
no shareholder having more than a hundred votes. One defect in 
this system is that its aim can be frustrated by transferring 
shares to other names. This is the principal argument made 
against this system in England. To prevent such attempts legis
lation has been passed in the United States of America making 
any attempts to defeat the provision of the rule illegal. 

l THE CUMULATIVE VOTING SYSTEM 

Another system of voting followed in order to avoid the dis
advantages arising out of one vote for each share is that of 
cumulative voting. Under our present system of voting a share
holder is entitled to cast a number of votes equal to the number of 
shares he holds for one candidate for each seat on the board of 
directors. Under this system persons commanding 51 per cent. 
of the total number of votes exercised can elect all the candidates 
that they want. The remaining 49 per cent. of the voters remain 
totally unrepresented. Under the cumulative system each share
holder has as many votes as is equal to the number of voting 
shares he owns multiplied by the number of directors to be elected. 
These votes he may accumulate for one candidate or may distri
bute among the candidates for election in any way he likt's. In 
this way the minority interests can elect the men whom they 
want, and can at least keep themseh'es in touch with the affairs, 
and voice their opinion on the board. This voting system has 
been prescribed by statute in some of the states of the U. S. A. 
In those states in which no such provision is made by law, it is 
incIudfd in the certificate of incorporation. 

For successful working of the cumulative voting system, it is 
necessary that the sharebolders should be well organised and 
should have a unity of opinion among themselves. The share
holders in no country, much less in India, are ever well organist'd. 
Under such circumstances, even with cumulative voting it will 
be difficult for outsidl" shareholders to secure effective rcpresen-
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tat ion on the boa.rd. The inside group being well-knit will' always 
command a dominating position. The limited voting system 
possesses better advantages than. this. Under this system the 
inside group whatever their holding, will be in possession of a 
limited number of votes. On the other hand the outside share
holders, i.e. those who are not connected 'll(ith the management, 
will possess relatively a far greater number of votes, as the shares 
among them will be scattered in small lots. Besides, the 
limitations on exercisable votes will dissuade the management 
group from holding any considerable part of the capital. The 
outside group of the shareholders thus will be much more power
ful than the inside group. For successful working of this system, 
there must be strict regulations against any attempts to ,frustrate 
the aim of this system by tra.nsferring shares to others. Whatever 
the voting system one regulation is quite imperative: everybody 
who is connected with the management of a company must bp 
~trictly forbidden to secure proxies from other voters. 

AUDITORS-THEIR DUTIES AND ELECTION 

There is one more way in 'll(hich the shareholders can keep an 
eye on the affairs ot the company. It is through the auditors. 
Like director.;;, auditors also are representatives of the share
holders. Under diffused ownership auditors lire expected to work 
as a check upon the management in the interest of the owners. 
The auditors are there to inspect the financial working of the 
roncern and to report it to its owners. The importance of auditors 
in the finances of a company is not properly realised in India. 
One rea,son for this is that the duties and functions of auditors 
are not properly understood:- The auditors, really speaking, are 
not to confine themselves to verifying the arithmetical accuracy 
of the balance sheets; they must enquire into substantial accuracy. 
They do not discharge their duties by simply putting the share
holders in the way of obtaining information. but they must state 
their conclusions in unmistakable terms, calling attention of the 
shareholders to matters of importance which it would be in their 
interest to know. They must also elucidate in the report any item 
in the balance sheet as published, which might, in their opinion, 
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mislead an average person as to the true position of the company's 
affairs. 

It is obvious that if the auditors are to carry out their duties 
satisfactorily they must have 11,11 the necessary facts before them. 
There must not be anything in the financial matters which is not 
the concern of the auditors. They must have a lull account of aU 
the assets if they are to value them properly. it is a general 
complaint against our auditors 'that. they' do not go into the 
details, a,nd do not even check the accounts properly. The· 
management of our companies, as a matter of fact, do not allow 
the auditors to check and value the stock. How auditing is made 
sometimes a mere farce can best be seen from the fact that in 
Ahmedabad the audit of about twenty mil16 was carried out by one 
fluditor who had a staff of two clerks ·only.1 In fact, auditing in 
India is considered to be a formal thing which must be done only 
because the Law says so. Our corrip~nies, therefore, try to mini
mise the auditing expenses as much: as possible. This results in 
keeping away efficient auditors' firms, and therefore the audit of 
even large companies is carried out by ordinary firms with an 
incompetent staff. For a proper valuation of the assets the audi
tors inust have an access to all kinds of stock held by the com
pany. The stock must be checked and valued,by them. A general 
complaint in this respect is that our companies do not allow the 
auditors to check and value the stock. I 

One great defect about the auditing system as followed in India 
is that the auditors are appointed and their remuneration and 
tenure settled by the management themselves. In Law, this is to 
be done by the shareholders, but in practice everything is done by 
the managing agents. The auditors are there to examine and 
criticise the action of the management. It, therefore, does not 
stand to reason that they should be appointed by the managing 
agents themselves. How can we expect them to be impartial and 
just in their findings about those on whose sweet will their remu
neration and tenure depend? And all this, in the interest of those 
who will not prove of any be~efit to them. Because, though the 
auditors are legally to be elected by the shareholders, in practice 

I Cf. Indian Tariff Board, CullOD Textile Report, J9~7. Vol. J. 
I Ibid. 
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the votes of the shareholders have no effect. The managing agents 
usually have complete control over the appointment, removal, 
etc., of the auditors, and as a result of this, we find that often 
the auditors are either relatives or friends of the agents. t 

If we want efficient services from the auditors we must bring
them under the complete control of the shareholders. The manag
ing agents as well as the directors must be debarred from securing 
proxies or even voting at the tiine of electing auditors. This will 
ensure that unfavourable criticism by the auditors against the 
management will not affect their position. 

t Cf. The Indian Tariff Boar~, Cottoa Testile Enquiry Report, 19"'7 Vol. I, p. 147. 



CHAPTER III 

THE MAN~~lNG AGENCY SYSTEMl 

THE ORIGIN OF THE SYSTDI 
, ',. 

In the foregoing pages we have made frequent references to 
rnanaging agents and the managing agency system. In this 
country the a.trairs of joint-stock cornpanies, especially of the 
industrial ones, ar~ not entrusted to persons directly employed by, 
the cornpanies but to large firms already at work. Such firms are 
called the managing agents and they, take in their hands all tlle 
financial, managerial and cornmercial functions of their client 
concerns j they control the finances, appoint higher officials and 
carry out the necessary purchases and sales. This peculiar feature 

'Iof joint-stock organisation is found only in India. It is interesting 1 
to note that the joint-stock cornpany organisation was introduced 
here with the rnanaging agency systern as its fixed and permanent 
feature. As a result of this the nurnber of joint-stock cornpanies 
rnanaged without managing agents is So srnaU, that they can ,'ery 
well be taken as exceptions proving the gen·eral rule. This systern 
has become such an irnportant feature of Indian business organi
sation, that no study of industrial organisation and finance is 
cornplete without a detailed study of it. 

Though the rnanaging agency systern is peculiar to India still 
it does not mean that it is an indigenous feature of business 
orgClnisation. It is the outcome of British trade relations with J,his 
country and is due rnore to its geographical conditions than to eco
nornic ones. The origin of this system can be traced back to the 
year li9J when the trading monopoly of the East India Cornpany 
was curtailed. The privilege granted to the private traders brought 
into existence small trading houses at Calcutta. These houses 
increased in nurnber and size after 1813 when the trading mono-

,,' poly of the Cornpany was totally abolished. Though the first 
trading cornpany i.e. the East India Cornpany, was a joiRt-stock 
cornpany, its successors carried on business as individuals, in 
partnership or by rneans of private companies. These houses 
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worked as agents to foreign firms in importing British goods and 
exporting Indian goods. And that is why they came to be called 

\Afgency houses. Over and above, their commercial activities they 
also carried on financial activities. These agency houses were 
first started by men employed in the civil and military services 
1I.ho thought themselves better adapted for commercial pursuits. 
They also received as deposits the savings of their friends, and 
le!lt the same to others or employt:d them themselves for purposes 
of commerce. They made their profits in the usual course of trade', 
and by the difference of interest in lending and in borrowing 
money, and by commission. l These houses were not dissolved on 
the retirement of their partners j the retiring partners were suc
ceeded by others. The successors enjoyed all the advantages of es- ' 
tablished credit and financial resources of the houses without them
~elves contributing anything at the time of their joining. This last 
feature makes clear why these houses became hereditary concerns. 
ihese business houses carried on three different types of business: 
they worked as importing and exporting agents, as· independent 
traders, and also as bankers. in so far as they used to accept 
deposits and make advances to others. 

These houses slowly came to playa more and more important 
part in the organized industries of India. This side of their busi
ness got a stimulus o'wing to certain external causes. When the 
British capitalists found that they could invest their money 
profitably in India.n industri~s they began to start companies for 
this purpose. But though there were opportunities for profitable 
investment of capital in India, there was one difficulty in exploit
ing these opportunities. For successful conduct of these business 
concerns it was necessary that they should be under continuous 
supervision of able businessmen. During those days it was difficult 
to find among the relatively small number of foreign businessmen 
available in India, directors especially managing directors, who 
could do this. The agency houses removed this difficulty. They 
took over the management of such industries into their hands. 
These houses henceforward came to be known as managing 
agency fimis. As the shareholders and also the boards of 

1 Cf. lleport of tbe Common. Committee 00 tbe Alfain of the East In4ia Companr 
18]1, Vol. III, pm I. . 

.; 
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directors of these concerns were thousands of miles away, 
,their management passed into the hands of these manag
ing agents. These agents being the managerial heads on 
the spot, all the 'affairs as regards the supply of labour, 
supply of technical men' and the arrangements as regards 
the supply of raw materials and machinery and sale of 
manufactured goods were left to their control. Besides, they had 
to arrange eVen about the finances of such concerns. They found 
it especially easy and beneficial to render the last service owing to 
their banking business, whic,h they had .not given up in spite of 
their increasing activities in other directions. What they now 
did was that instead of lending their funds to others, they used 
them in financing 'the concerns under their management. ' 

l'IL\,NAGING AGENTS TAKE TO PROMOTION 

The next stage in the evolution of the managing agency system 
was reached when the agency houses began to play the part of 
proploter; themselves. Instead of being the managers of concerns 
Jloated independently in England, these firms began to float 
concerns :bn their own responsibility. They became the self---~ppointed managing agents of the companies which they had 
themselves promoted. This was advantageous to the shareholders 
also, most of whom were Englishmen either in India or in Eng
land. The presence of the managing agency firms removed the 
difficulty of finding managing heads like managing directors. It 
must be mentioned here that the services rendered by the manag
~rng agents were not purely of the managerial type. In those days 
banking facilities were not sufficiently available in this country. 
And the deficiencies of banking facilities Were made up by the 
agency houses who had sufficient capital resources. This is how 
'the managing agents came, tt> play the roll of financiers. Another 
roll played by these 'houses was that of sale and purchase agents. 
\Ve have seen that these agency houses were mainly trading con
cerns; and as such they could easily arrange about the purchase 
of machinery etc. or the sale of manufactures. 

As the business of these agency firms increased, their size also 
increased, and they began to have their branches in different 
commercial and indust;iill centres. The partners attended to \the 
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affairs of the finn at different branches n. turn; wliiIe some were 
taking their turn of duty n. India ~tht:rs attended to the affairs 
of the firms in London or e~where. The a,rrangement to do work 
in India by turd enabled the partners to overcome climatic dis
advantages of this country. 

The managing agency system thus developed as a device faci
litating the foreigners to carry on' industrial business in this 
country. It helped to overcome the difficulties created by the dist
ance between the place-of origin of an-industrial proposition and 
the place of its actual operations. But it di~ not remain restricted 
only to concerns promoted in a foreign country. These houses 
were the only business firms of the modern type working in India, 
and therefore when they realised the advantages of being the 
managing agents of joint-stock concerns, they appointed them
selves as managing agents of concerns promoted and registered 
in India by them. As tbe advantages of being managing agents 
were tempting, every firm or businessman whosoever promoted a 
concern became its self appointed managing agent. No promoters 
naturally desired to lose the profits to be derived by being' the 
managing agents of the promoted concerns. Thus, the system', 
which came into existence as a device to manage the concerns 

,AJoated outside India, became perpetuated and universal owing to 
the advantages that it "offered to the promoting class. 

Though the managing agency system first came into existence 
with regard to the concerns promoted by foreigners, our own 
businessmen did not lag hehind in copy!~ it. The first joint-stock 
company started by Indian businessmen to work a cotton mill' 
company was of this type .• It is doubtful whether· this was .due 
to mere imitation of the foreign businessmen or was due to the 
realization of the possibilities of making .profits by becoming 
managing agents. Whatever the motives of those who intro
duced this system with regard to concerns started and 
financed by Indians, the fact remains that it ~. as universal 
among Indian concerns, as in the case of European concerns. 
SlOwly theg~ir~phicaI factors which had given rise to this 
system were lost sight of and the m~!.e!'~Ladvantages to the 

I Cf. I!om ... ,. I.iOllri ... MiD 111._1)' ..,. S. M. Ilut ... pr, p. 9. 
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promoters by establishing themselves as managing agents became 
the dominating f~ctors. - . • ~-~ 

ORGANISATIO~ Or THE AGENCY HOUSES 

In the beginning these agency houses were one-man shows. As 
the volume of the business of these houses i~creased they came 
to be formed of more than one person. And later, we find that 
these agency firms are organised under all forms of business 
organisation such as, (I) indivi<tual pt:Oprietorship, (2) p!!vate 
partnership, (3) private limited companits,' and (4) public limited 
companies. Of these the second and the third are the most popu
lar; and most of the important agency houses are organised under 
either of these two forms. Very few firms are organised as public 
limited companies, as this form is inconvenient to ~ry on the 
business of a managing agency firm. • . 

\V:hatever the form under which the agency firm is organised 
the services that these firms render are similar in all cases. In the 
beginning· there was some difference be~;en the ~~le played by 
a European ~nd an Indian firm of managing agents, towards the 
concerns under its management. The latter then used to hold a 
large proportion of the share capital of the client concern, while 
the former merely managed concerns financed' by others. But 
this point of difference has slowly disappeared except in the ca!'e 
of Ahmedabad agency .firms. As the European firms began to 
promote concerns themselves they used to invest in the concerns 
promoted by them. On the other hand as the investment habit 
took root among the Indian public, the Indian firms were required 
to invest less and less in the client concerns. The usual functions 
of the managing agents are to look to the general management 
of the concern, including purchase of machinery, appointment of 
staff, purchase of raw materials, sale of manufactured goods etc. 
and to arrange for the necessar"y working capital. 

THE AGENCY AGREEMENT 

The principal promoters of org'anisers appoint themselves as 
managing agents of the proposed concern by one of the Articles 
of Association: The period of the agreement varies from 20 to 30 
years to permanency. The ways of remuneration also differ in 
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different cas$. The main source of remuneration usually is com
mission On product!on or sales or pr~fits. Besides the commission ' 
from one of these sources, they gc;t commission for purchase of 
machinery, and raW materials, for arranging sales, for providing 
capital, 1!erm'anent as well as working, and for such other similar 
services. The ~'very term of managing agents signifies that they 
are agents and not employees. They, therefore, can charge a 
commission for any and every service they render. They can sell 
their agency rights to anyone they like or' pass them on to their 
successors. i t, 

THE AGENCY SYSTEM AS FOLLOWED IN 
AHMEDABAD 

The m,allaging agency system as followed in Ahmedabad is 
somewhat different fram the systems, followed in the other two 
centres, viz., Calcutta and Bombay. Here the managing agency 
is made into a limited concern with a nominal capital, say of 
Rs. 500/- divided into 500 shares o~~each. The condition 
of purchasing the shares of the agency is that the purchaser must 
supply a certain amount of shar~ capital of the coiii'pany a~d' a 
certain amount of short time-deposits. These agency shares are 
purchased bya small group of businessmen ,usually not exceeding 
three orToUr:-th;;~~igI~~I-~-Ubscribers later on sell their shares . .----------_._- - -
in the company to the general public though they retain ~r 
deposits in it, and continue to participate in the agency -C;;;;;-mis
siOn:- the original subscribers thus render more or less the" 
servi'tes of ~nderwrner~ '~~ far as the share capital is concerned, 
thougnllieunde~~rrt1ng commission becomes a permanent charge 
upon the finance:r of the ,company, in the form of exorbitant 
agency commissions. It is of course true that though these agents 
sell off the shares they do not withdraw all thJ: financial ~ from 
the clien1l concern. If ilie7o-;;~~ i~-ableto-estafilish~eputation 
as a sound one it attracts deposits independently, whereupon the 
agents .can withdraw their fund!' .. if they so desire. Under such 
circumstances the agents cease t6-- render any financial help out 
of their own pockets. But all the same they continue to draw the 
agency commission, a large part of which, was c9dsidered in the 
beginnin~ as a remunerati?n for the financial help given by them. 
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The ~g:~!IS'y,c()mmission i.n_,such cases, therefore, becomes an 
unnecessary burden to the extent to which it was paid for finan
c,ial accommodation received from the agents. 

MANAGING AGENTS AND SUPPLY OF SHARE CAPITAL 

The managing agency system, as described ab~ve, originated 
as a device tq provide supervision over concerns orga!1ised and 
owned by outsiders. Ow:ing to the peculiar natu;; of the money 
markf£thim -existing in India the function of supervision included 
the_ responsibility of supplying working capital. With the increased 
initiative on the part ortli~"ma~aging agents, their responsibility 
regarolng the finances of the client concerns also increased. They 
undertook to supply not only the wo~i~capital but aJ~~_!he 

'fixed capital. But their responsibility a,s regards the supply of the 
lifter type of finance has diminished a great deal recently, owing 
to the increased boldness on the part of investors in India. But 
to arrange for the supply of working capital has remained to 
this day as important' a function of the managing agents as it was 
sofl'lje :three q~arters of a ~ntury before. i~ -spite of all the 
changes that the Indian money market has undergone during this 
period, the managing agents still continue to arrange for the 
supply of the working capital. And this is considered to be the 
main justification for the existence of the agency system. 

In ,th,e i>eginning, the Indian managing agency firms used to 
participate to a great extent in the supply of share capital. The 

.European agency firms were not required to play'--tlte- part of 
investors in the shares of the client concerns. If they did so, it 
was due to free choic& on their part. There was no difficulty as 
regards the supply of block capital in the case of companies under 
European agency firms. Investors in such firms were mostly 
Europeans, who, unlike Iqdians were well acquainted with 
business organisatioft and finance. Th~ shares of such concerns, 
therefore, were easily, subscribed. The Indian managing agency 
firms were faced with some difficulty in this matter. They could 
not get the shares of the client companies subscribed by the 
public. The agents themselves thus had to take up a large propor
tion of the shares of the concerns floated by them. But this 
condition has slowly undergone a great change. The Indian pubEc 
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has now become well acquainted with industrial investments, and 
r~dily comes forWard lo-{nvestUiany sound sChe~~ft~ated by 
reputed businessmen. ·With this change th~ share of the manag
ing agents in the finances' of the client. concerns has proportion
ately decreased. If we leave aside such concerns which are public 
only in name but are actually financed, out of choice, by only a 
small group of financiers, we find that normally the .holdings of 
the managing agents amount to 10 to 15 per cent. of the total 
share capital of the client concerns. Whatever the holdings of 
the agents, one thing should be borne in mind that they hold the 
shares not because they cannot dispose them of to the public but 
because -th~y -;;!ioose to do "50- Tor certain other reasons,(Qr 
inSta"ru;e,-to control the voting power. -' 
-Even to:day we find th~-n;anaging agents subscribing a large 

proportion of the shares of a newly launched concern. But ~ow 
the reasons are quite different from what they were half a century 
ago, when the public did not readily come forward to purchase 
the shares of such concerns. Nowadays we usually find that 60 to 
70 per cent. of the shl!r~s for public allotment are subscrib'ed to 
by the agents and their fri;nds.-AiitHlien-C;n th~ 'ground of having 
themseIVes-Sulisc~lbed and got subscribed by others a large pro
portion of the shares, they E~f!1_~!lc:l.s.ofIl~ special considerati.ons 
in the agency com!1!.i.ssion. Even when they do not demand-- any 
r----'-- - ... -.' .-

direct remuneration for this, they t!J! to justify their exorbitant 
commission for other services On this gr~iin(CThi.is--the su1)scrip
tion commission proves a permanent drag upon the finance~-of 
the company. This small group ororiginal subscribers do not. 
hold their shares permanently. At the opportune time such shares 
are unloaded on the market and are purchased by the general 
public. These new comers are the real sufferers as it is at their 
cost that the agents get their commission. The initial subscribers 
also get a com~ission of 2 to' 5 Per cent. of the nominal value, for 
subscribing or agreeing to subscribe. Besides, there is the chance 
of selling off the shares at a premium. On the other hand there 
are very remote chances of sustaining losses. The agents being 
always in the field of finance can affect the prices of the shares by 
their own operations. Even when all the shares are disposed of, 
the agents never- lose an opportunity to remind the shareholders 
of their obligation in taking the initial risks and making the 
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~ompany start. The managing agents thus initially subscribe a 
'large proportion of shares, noCbecause the investing public is 
not willing to subscribe, but because they th!mselves are not 
willing to allow it to~subscribe. They allot the shares to them
s~lves ~nd their friends, with the intention of selling them to the 
public at inftated prices. I Not quite infrequently, the prices are 
artificially raised, and when ultimately they assume their real 
value they leave an ~cute depressing effect upon the investing 
public. Under such circumstances, the agents cannot claim any 
credit for initial subscription of the shares. 

MANAGING AGENTS AND THE SUPPLY OF WORKING 
CAPITAL 

(aJ·~.Agfflts' Own jJ~. 

That the managing agents nowadays are not required to take 
up any considerable part of the share capital is admitted without 
much argument. As regards the working capital, it is maintained 
that the managing agents play an T~Portani: part. Their services 
in this field are considered to be the- ~ain_j':1_~!i.fic~t~or the 
continuall~_ of _ !he _ age.ncy .. syste!". When this system was first 
introduced it was meant to provide day to day supervision as 
well as finance. The business houses which first undertook this 
sort of work were carrying on banking business also, and there
fore, the provision of day to day finance to the client concerns 
I:ecame a profitable business for them. The Indian business houses 
which imitated the European ones also undertook the responsibi
lity of providing the short term finance to the client concerns. 
The absence of industrial banking was perhaps responsil:lle for 
this sort of financial arrangements. The wonder is that this 
arrangement has continued, at least in form, to this day especially 
with regard to the Indian agency firms. . 

The Indian business firms which accepted the managing 

I "Tb~ manallin, "lentl tllt~ advlntl,e or. ri.e of price' to boom tbeir ,ba ... 
Ind unload tbem at top Ind, "ninl tbe public to hold th~ bab,. In thi. th~, not onl, 
play "itb load~d dice, but tb~, dilC01Iracr th~ bonl6d~ iny~ltOra and live to indllltriaJ 
in .. ltm~nt. a bad name ... Centnl Banltinc En~uiry Committr~ Report. Vol. I, part II, 
p. 33 1• 
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agencies of joint-stock oompanies were: not engaged in ba,nking 
business like their European con!TeTes. But these firms were 
composed of wealthy families "'(hich possessed great financial 
resources of their own. Slo"'(ly these firms also began to receive 
deposits which they utilized in their expanding business. Und~ 
the financial conditions existing at that time, companies .started 
independently would have found it diffiS!!!~t;o get. the necess~ 
working capita,l. Banking facilities Were almost non-existent, and 
the ToInt-~toc~ _C!rg~nisatl0n had not created suffi~ie;t COnfidence 
in the minds" of the depositors to attract their depo~its: I~ those 
days agency firm $---either. European or Indian-thus prQ.YJded 
the "~,?~~"finance from their O"'(n purses or from the d!:1!S}Sits 
attracted on their own credit. W.ith the growth of C<lliJ,!Il!!Fcial 
banking, a third method of financing came into existence. The 
managing agents began to finance the client concerns by borrow
ing twm the ~l!nk~_ on. their own security. This last metlWa of 
financing has "become quite common ",(ith re:gard to the European 
agency firms. The Indian agency firms outside Bombay scarcely 
take advantage of it, and even the Bombay firms resort to it only 
as a last recourse. 

The ability of.!l!e.l!!.anaging ~g:"-I1t!LtQ. finance from their own 
resources Is obviously limited by the size of their purses. Owing to 
the increased demand fOiTuiiosorphe-·pa,rt-of"tlie ·client concerns, 
this method of financing has lost its~!orme_r -Pl~~e . in the. field of 
short time finance. The ~ in d~~a~d is due to" several 
causes. the size 'of indivi~~~ncerns has become enlarged. 
Besides, the n~r of concerns under each firm has increased. 
An 1'.dditional ca~is"i:he-aWlndling of the resources ofTndivi
dual agency firms. Whatever the ~au~, it must be admitted that 
the cha~ge is on the whole for good. 

Usually the managing agents make much of their financial aid 
to the_client ~ncerns. If we go deeper iDto the problem we find 
that the agents'do not deServe tJie .credit they claim for this. In 
the first place they d~.pot run much risk in doing so. The 
cQ!l_~~. to which they lend are under th-elr "complete control, and 
therefore they know all the details of th~}E_ financial position. 
Besides, they charge a sufficiently high -rate of interest which is 
usually higher than ",hat they wouhr have got, or what others 
get, by investing in shares with all the risks incidental to such 

. .. 6 
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inv~~}ffients.l The r~~,ks of tI,le agents are far ~~~n f~ose of 
tne sh~~C?~~,ers, because in case of l~~he former can Jak~pld 
of the assets which belong to the latter. ., 

, Som-etimes 0,0 dQubt, the agents incur losses from s!.Ich financ
ing acti~ities. But such situations m~y'a~ise ~~1y !when they 
fi~~!l,c(!_ unsound_CQncerns. Such losses, therefore, d{~ 'sii~ify 
anything like a sacrifice for client COncerns, but!ln~J~_~~ of 
business ability.-It'-is'ili' the interest of the financiers and also of 
the's~~iety as a whole, that such fi~~,ncing shoyld ~e st<>'PP'ed at 
the earliest opportunity. It is a noteworthy point that agents may 
be tempted to keep an unsQun<t coo,C6:rn going by making such 
advances. In the first place they get a fairly. g()od return __ for 
thei~ advance,~, and besides, which is more important, they ,get 
money by way of different kinds of commissions. And all this is 
done at the cost of shareholders, who do not get any dividends 
for their investlnents. 

The most important ground on which the managing agents 
claim credit is that they meet the fil,!a!l.ci_al,needs of a concern in 
difficult timeli. Our faulty system of industrial fina'nce re;;ders 
industrial concerns helpless wheOthey ~r~~nfronted by tempor
ary financial difficulties. Under such circumstances, if the manag
ing agents do not come forward with their advances, it will be 
rather difficult for such concerns to tide OVer an adverse period. 
But in doing this, there is no sacrifice of which so much is made 
by the agents. If the age~ts 'belpa concern to tide over an 
adverse period, they do so in the hope that the benefits of the 
managing agency will con~inue to accrue to themselves and, to 
their ~ucc~s~~s from generation to generation. On the other 
hand, we might say that the agents get too much for their simple 
business-like gesture. It is not' merely- the continua~c~, of agency 
With which the agents are satisfied, but theyal~~- try JQ. be re': 
warded in_ many different ways. For instance, it is not unusual to 
find a permanent enhancement of the rate of agency commission 
which means ~ permanent 'burden upon the sharehoiders i~_~eturn 
for_ a _ temporary help, in addition to the interest charged for the 

I Leaving .. ide the boom period, eveil the cotton indumy. which WII one of tbe 
prolperoul Ind.ltrie. of India, .... not giving 6 or 6t per cent. dividendI. See the 
evidence of the Ahmedabad Millownen' Association, Indian Tariff Board, Cotlon TeKtite 
EIl'lui'Y Report, 19&7. 
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same. Sometimes the agents turn their loans into debentures with 
the result that the concerns consequently pass into their, hands 
.and the shareholders lose all their capital. I It is thus clear that 
the agents made advances in a perfect business-like manner there 
is not the least ground ,to raise such advances to the high pedestal 
of sacrifice deserving extra rewards. In a few cases the agents 
no doubt might have lost their money. But this does not mean 
~acrifice or philanthrophy but wrong jll~gment and lack of busi-
De~s foresight. -, " 

(6) PuUic Deposits. 

Equally important is the practice of financing the client con
cerns out of the deposits received by the agents on !;heir own per
sonal credit. This d~Jt ~~ney' is' advanced to' the client concerns 
wiill-i sufficient margin in the rateof interest for the receiving 
agents. Thee~tent of this margfndiffers iii different cases. In some 
ca~ the concerns are charged 'two'per cent. 'more than the rate'at 
which the deposits are received., In some cases the charge is two 
per cent. more than the highest Bank Rate prevailing in that 
year. Sometimes the funds are advanced without any reference 
to the receiving rate or the Bank Rate. In such cases the !~~ of 
interest is determined by the need of the borrowing concern. The 
.agents' argue -thai: whatever the current rate; thes~' i~nds' would 
not at all have been available to the conc~rnS but for them. liut 
this is not true. If the agents cease to be intermediaries between 
the depositors and the concerns, th~ fundsJ ' in' all' Possibility, ":will 
be~_deposited directly with the concer~s is done in many cases 
even to-<1ay, or with the banks. In either case they will be avail
able to the industry, and perhaps even at a !Q..ve~r-r~teowing to 
theclii1iiiiation of the intermediary. Such a change will prove 
beneficial in more than one way. '~,Then funds are deposited with 
th~ents;-the-volume-ord9osits is limited by the financial posi
tionandr'«pu"~!i;;n:of th~ ag~~ts.· The supply of finance in this 
way has no relation to the actual needs and financial position of 
the concerns. Under 'a di~ect deposit system, which would have 
been the practice in th-e absence of the "agents, there would have 
existed SOme cc:ordination between the volume of deposits and 

I S.e (or instance the Central B.nkin;; E3'1uirr Committee Report, Part I, pan] p. 
6· 
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the financial position and the needs of the concerns. The concerns 
at least would have been in a positi~'- t~' say no, when 
they did not want such deposits. Under the present situation 
the agent, being himself interested in such deposits, is likely to 
over-finance a concern by the same. Not only this, -but 

-tne"j-e- are 'instances when the -;;s~rves of companies were lent 
to agents at very lo\'\( rates of interest, -ana~ financial needs of 
such concerns were met by deposits at high rates of interest.l 
Under the present situation the deposits are withdrawn whenever 
the depositors think that the financial position o(the agents has 
weakened. Many sound concerns have thus to suffer financial 
distress for no fault of their own. Such a situation will not arise 
if the deposits are made directly to the concerns. 

There is another variety of this deposit finance whIch though 
not very important from the point of view of volume, still deserves 
consideration. Sometimes the fllnds of_~n~ concern ar~_d_e~sited 
",ith another concern under the same managing agency. This 
system of inter-depositing funds presents man}' 9Pportunities 
for fraudulent manipulations on the part of the agents. The funds 
of a good concern are many times lent to a losing con~ern. This 
is to the advantage of the agents who can thereby keep the 
sources of their in~me going. Sometimes .the agents deri~e a 
double benefit by such lending. They get the fun~s of one concern 
lent to them at a low rate of interest, aQd then they lend them 
to another concern at a higher rate. Thus the agents stand to 
gain in the very pr~cess of lending. This interlending is carried 
on not only with the actual funds possessed by a concern, but 
also by borrowing on the credit of a good concern, and then mak
ing the same available to a bad concern. I 

Such financial mismanagement will be very difficult in the 
absence of the present agency system. In the first place, instances 
of separate concerns being under the complete control of a single 
management will be very rare. Even though there might be 1nter
locking of direct~rates, still each concern will have its separate 
managerial and financial head, working as a managing director 

I Cf. For inu.nee the cate. of Whittle and S .... pur crou!" o( companie._ The 
Tariff Board, Cotton Tntiie Enquirylleport, 19:&7 Vol. IV, pp~ 397-98• 

I See (or elllmple the nidenee contained in Vol. IV, the Indian Tariff Board, 
Cutton Tn'ile Enquiry 19" 7. -
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or manager, who will work as a check upon the conduct of the 
directorates. 

(c) Bank Advance,s. 

One more way in which managing agents arrange the finances 
of the client concerns is through adv~nces from the b~nks. These 
bank advances to industrial concerns are secured in· two difterent 
ways. In some cases the agents merely guarantee thattheover
drafts granted are secured. by st()c;:k. In ;ther cases the agents 
tI1J!1l1s!!l~es· stand· gua;;;'nt~~ for the advances made by the banks. 
The form'"ermethOd-isfollowed in Calcutta; 1 while the latter is 
followed in ~.!'lbay. Formerly the practice of making advances 
.on the personal security of the agents was commcn throughout 
India. One of the important grounds on which the agency system 
is supported to-<lay is this peculiar method of getting finance. Ii: 
is believed that we cannot replace the managing agency system 
unless the present bl~nking organisation is changed.' But the 
practice followed in Calcutta shows that even the present banking 
organisation permits an alternative \Ilethod. The sQrt of .guarantee 
which is necessary in Calcutta viz. that the over-drafts are covered 
by stocks can be given by the managing director or the board of 
directors. There seems to be no reason why what is practicable 
in Calcutta should not be so in Bombay. The difference between 
the methods at these two ~entres seems to be due to either of the 
following two reasons: v< I) it may perhaps be due to the oft
complained racial prejudice On the part of the bankers; or (2) it 
may be due to the silent consent and indirect encouragement on 
the part of the agents, as they are directly or indirectly benefited 
by it. Whatever the underlying causeS, the..effect is that 'the 
wm:erns l-1av~. got to pay greater costs and suffer greater incon
veniel\<:'~ owing to the round about method of financing . 

• Cf. Report of the Indian C.ntral Banking Enquiry Committ... Vol. I, Part I, 
p. :&76. 

I "It i. wellknoWD that bank. at prelent are unwilling to ad9aoce money on the 
lecurity of .... t. of • limited conc.m, unl ... the am. il backed by the penoDal iecurity 
of the agenu them.elve •• And 110 practical banker .t pre.ent would be prepared to make 
a de,.rture froID this practice, it i. no use hoping for aD alternative Ifatem, anlc.. the 
whole orgaaintioD of commercial ani banking credit in India i. changecl. -, Eyidence of 
Sir Punhothamdll Thakurdll. Indian Tariff Board Cotton Teotile Enquiry Report, 
1'''7· Vol. IV, p. 4-
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,There is one common fea,ture of all the three methods of secur
ing short-term finance so fa,r discussed. The supply of fina,nce 
under any of them is limited by the financial position of the agents 
without any reference to the actual needs of the companies con
cerned. This defect can be removed only by bringing abOut a 
direct contact between the concerns a,nd the sources of the supply 
of funds. But this cannot come about so long~as the present agency 
system continues. 

REMUNERATION OF THE MANAGING AGENTS 

The Managing Agents are agents and not employees, and, 
therefore, they can charge a com_~ission for any a,nd every service 
that they render to the concern und~r" th~ir managem~nt. There 
is no general fixed rule or rate according to wbich the agents 
charge ~eir commission. As a matter of fact they try to make 
money out of every financial, commercial or manufacturing acti
vity' of the client concern. The principa,l source of the ag~t's 
remuneration is either, (I) commission on production, (2) commis
sion on sale, or (3) commission on p'rofits. 

COMMISSION ON PRODUGrION 

The commission on production is clllculated on the total out
put of a, concern by fixing a certain rate of commis'sion on a certain 
"nit of production, for instance, 3 pies per lb. of yarn produced 
by a certain cotton mill company. The rate of commission of 
course differs in each individual case. This system of remunera
tion was fOllowed, wherever possible, in the beginning of the 
ege!1cy system. Even to-day it is' common outside Bombay. 

Of the three methods of charging .commission, this is the most 
defective from the economic 'point of view. When commission is 
paid on a quanti~ative basis,' the, ;lgents become interested in the 
turnover only,. and not iq.. efficient' and profitable management. 
Not only this, but the aj{ents aiso become' quite unmindful about 
the quality'of the prod~ce. As their remuneration depends upon 
quantity and not un qUlUity, the improvement in quality is ignored. 
The agents become careless even -abOut" the disposal of the pro
~uce, as their remuneration is not affected by the sales. They 
need not care to study the market conditions, because ,they are 
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'not interested in the profitable marketing of the goods. Thus. 
wheth_er the output is p'roduced at high or low cost, whether it is 
marketabur-or not" and-'"even- -\lil!en marketed_,\Vllether it brings 
profl,t or loss, become matters of i!l9iffeJ:ence from the point of 
view of the managing agents. 

COMMISSION ON SALES 

Under the second system, the commission is ch~rged as a 
certain percentage of the sale proceeds. For example, in Ahmeda
bad, where this system is very popular, usually 3 per cent. of the 
sale proceeds is charged as co~ission. This sy~te4 was first 
introduced by the Ahmedabad mill agents. The Ahmedabad mills 
were engagc:d in weaving cloth of superior quality j and hence. 
the agents found that by introducing this new system, which was 
also likely to, crejlte a favourable impression upon the minds of 
the shareholders, <they stood to gain more than by charging 
commission on the basis of production, according to the then 
prevalent rate of three pies per lb. Besides, as the price of cloth 
was rising, the comnussiol\ on the basis of sales proved more 
profitable than commission on the basis of p'roduction. 

This system i~ Il~tter than the first in two respects j the agents 
have an impetus tolo~k- after the quality of the produce and its 
marketing. But though the agents cannot neglect the marketing 
of the produce still there 1s !LO Kreat incentive to sell it at the best 
prices, because their remuneration is not much affected thereby. 
For example, ~up'p'ose in ',a given case th~'agent's 'commission is 
fixed at 3 per cent. on sales; it will make very little difference to 
him whether a certain' quantity of goods is sold at Rs. 100/- or 
Rs. 105/-. But this affects the shareholders in a different way. 
Usually the annual sales of a normal- sized mill amount to nearly 
25 lakhs, which is also the figurf: of. ~~pital investments in such 
a mill. If we, therefore, suppose', that, in the abo.ve instance a 

'selling price of Rs. 100/- is sufficient to meet the costs that of 
Rs. 105/- will ,mean a net 5 per cent. return 'tothe ~ha~eholders .. 
This shows that in ignoring the profit of a few annas for,himself 
t,he agent may deprive the shareholders of a reasoilli,ble dividend. 
The incentive to secure the best prices, therefore, is not great 
under this system, which like the former one offers no impetus 
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even to efficient management. The agents become interested in 
increasing the production at high or lo~ cost and disp~n!f it of. 
This system also gives an opportunity-for the l~ss scrupulous 
agents to charge their ~ommission twice. For example, in a hurry 
to dispose of the stock more than o,ecessary consignments are 
sent to sale agent, on the condition that whatever is not disposed 
of in a certain' period should be returned. As soon as the consign
ments are sent to the sale agents, commission is charged on 
their value. In due course the unsold portion comes back, and the 
commission is charged again when that is disposed of later on. 1 

Though the system of charging commission on sales Is. in some 
respects, better than the system of charging commission on pro
duction, still the former is more expensive than the latter. This 
will not be visible in anyone year as there is the possibility of 
some of the production being not sold. But if we take a number 
o( years in which the production is usually disposed of the high 
costs wi\1 be clear.' The bad effects of both these systems are 
magnifi~(;UJL~imes of depre~~ion. In the lirs~ 'plac~, the commis
sion proves to be a heavy charge upon the industry and en~s 
a great loss to the shareholders. Secondly, as the agents are not 
interested in profits, they keep up the rate of production and add 
to the bad effects of depression by causing_o\'er:pr~uction. To 
this the agents reply that they lessen the burden in times of 
depression by suspending, in part or whole, their commission.' 
But this is an exception rather than the rule. And in so far as 
they do it, it brings_credit not to the system as a whole, but to 
those few individuals who practise it. 

Sometimes the agents do not bind themselves to anyone of 
these systems but leave the method of ascertaining the commis
sion undecided. This means that they will charge the commission 

I See for in't.nce the e";de~ce before the Indian Tariff Board durin, the Colton 
Teltile En'luiry of 1927. . 

• "Calculation. we bave made thaw th&t, over a .. ri .. of , .... , the system of 
commiuion on .ale. i. the molt upenli"e of th. thre •. •• Indian Tariff Board Colton 
Textil. EDCjuiry lleport, 191:7.'Vol. I, p. 87 • 

• Q:-"Oo .. not your .yat.m of remunention on eal .. m.an that at the time of 
<lepr ... ion JOU are g.lting far larg.r commi .. ion tban the Bombay Milia. 

A:- "No; becau.e in Ahm.dabad the de.ire for maintaining on.', reputation i,"o 
k.e .. that' no looner there il a dep .. ltion or the miU h.. Dot mad. profitt, then tbeJ 
I ... e off balf or even tbe full commil.ion." E"idenc. of Ahm.dabad Millown ... • 
AlIOciation. Indian Tariff Board, Cotton T • .,til. En'luir" 1927, lleport Vol. II 
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according tQ the system that giv«:s ~J~gest amount of 
comlJ!.!ssion. For example, if in any particular yeai-ala.rgeportio'n 
Or production remains unsold, or prices happen to be' very low, 
the commission will be charged on the basis of production. 1 This 
sort of option to' the agent proves more injurious than either of 
the systems followed permanently, because, if the agents are not 
quite scr~us, there exists the possibility of some portion of . 
the stock being subjected to double commission: Once on the 
basis of pro!!ll.Stion, and later, on the basis' of ~ales. 

COMMISSION ON PROFITS 

The third system of taking commission is to chl!,rge it on pro
fits. As in the otJ1er cases, there is no one fixed rate of charging 
commission op profits, Usually the rate varieS' from 10 per cent. to 
IS per cent.; 10 per cent. and I2t per cent. being rather popular. 
Though the agents: have no fixed rate of charging commission, 
still they have' :a~xed. definition 'of the word, .. P~ofits". The 
term "Profits" pr "~Net Profits" in the agency parlance, means 
whatever is' left 'af\e,r deducting the payments to tJIe employees 
and interest on the: short-time loans from the gross returns. No 
deduction is made ror income-tax, interest on debentures, expendi
ture for repairs, depreci~tion charges or insurance payments, The 
use of the wordS._ "Profits" and "Net Profits," is thus quite 
deceptive. ' " 

This system- Q{ calculating the managing agents' commission 
on profits is popular only in Bombay. At other centres including 
Calcutta either of the 'other two methods is usu~lly followed.' The 
majority of jute-mills charge commission Qn sale proceeds, so 
also almost aU the tea companies. a It was the late Mr: Jamshedji 
Tata who originated the system of charging commission on pro-

I The following Jine. which ue '1uoted from an agency agreement will give an idea 
01 .uch Iatitudiaariall commi •• ioll clau ••• '<Th. company -shall pay .very month 3 -per 
ceDt. commi •• ion OD alee of yarn, or three pie. per pound avoirdupoie on the .. Ie at the 
option of the Agents, alld commi •• ion of 3 per cent. on the proceede of cloth eold or 
commillion of three pie. per pound avoirdupois at the option of the Agenta ... 

"<The 'Yetem of paying comminion on profits is found popular only in ca.e of 
Bombay. In Ahmedabad the commi •• ion i. charged on the bali. of production or salea. 
The Calcutta age.cy firm, too are fevertios to the method of charging cOlllmil8ioD on 
Jro4uetion." Evidence of Sir Punhonamdaa Thukurda.: Tariff Board; Cotton TeEtile 
Enl)uiry Report 19s1 Vol. 4. p. "~.' ' ,-

• Cf. Indian Tariff Board CottOIl TeEtile En'luiry Report 19"1 Vol. 1 page 1'"3' 
1 
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fits. To him. i.t 10.Oked quite iniquitous to ,g:ive a,way largE:. sums of ... ) .... 
money to omen who were not qualified for the work. The other 
managing agents of course were quite opposed to this move and 
Mr. Tata, ha,d to face a, bitter opposition from them while intro~, 
ducing this new system of commission. 1 Even in Bombay this ': 
system is not universally followed. In the cotton industry alone,~ 
there were in 1927 twelve mills that were paying commission on J 
the basis of production. 2 

Of all the three systems of charging commission, that on pro
fits is relatively the most preferable. It is expected to furni~h the. . . 
greatest stimulus to efficient working. As commission on profit 
is charged after deducting the working expenses and interes. 
charges on short time loans, the agents are expected to reduce 
these charges to the minimum without affecting the vol~me of 
production. To this extent, therefore,' this system is conducive to i 
efficiency. When profits are made the basis of commission, the 
agents cannot be indifferent to prices. StilI the stimulus to secure 
the best

O 

p~ice~i~'n~t very great because of the faulty method of 
ca.1culating profits, as explained above. 

There is one more defect in this system of calculating the com
miSSIon .. The agents who always enjoy unlimited financial powers 
can burden the concern with debenture liabilities with advantage 
to themselves. It is obvious that with increased resources produc
tion Can be increased which will result in higher remuneration to 
the agents, especially as interest on debentures does not affect 
them. The shareholders of course suffer owing to the increased 
liability. In this comiection, a question may be asked that if the 
agents profit by raising funds by issuing debentures, why do they 
not finance working capital in this way? There seem to be two 
reasons why the agents do not do so. First, their profits under 
the present system are far greater than the profits that they stand 
to derive by issuing debentures for working capital. Secondly, 
the present method keeps the client concerns dependent upon 
them to a greater extent. 

1 "The agentl in general were bitterly opposed to hil (Mr. Tata'.) attitude, for 
they could always count upon their lIainl, even if a balance sheet were diaastroUi to the 
Ihareholdert. To Jamlhedji Tata the quarter anna paid to the.e m.en al a comminion on 
every pound of yarn and cloth, whether the mill was worked at a profit or at a lOll 
appeared a perniciout .,stem." Life of Mro Jamthedji Tata: By. F. R.o Harrir, p. 51. 

t Indian Tariff Board: Cotton Textile Enquiry R.eport 19'" Vol. 3 
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THE MINIMUM COMMISSION CLAUSE 

In the agency agreements there is usually a provision for mini
mum commission. This practice seems to be more popular in 
Bombay than in Calcutta. The minimum commission varies 
according to the size of the concern, in some cases it being as 
high as Rs. 1,20,000 a year.1 In one agency agreement it was' 
found that while the nominal capital of the concern was 
Rs. 15,00,000 the minimum commission was Rs. 50,000 a year. i 

In some agency agreements it is provided that the agents should 
get their full commission, when the shareholders get a dividend 
of 5 per cent. or 6 per cent. This outwardly sa,tisfactory provision 
is most undesirable from the point of view of sound finance. In 
order to obtain their commission, the agents have the temptation 
to declare the required dividends even by manipulations and by 
the neglect of provision for depreciation and reserve funds. 

A GENERAL REVIEW OF THE THREE SYSTEMS 

It will not be out of place to take a summary review of the 
three systems together. One important point to be remembered 
about these systems is that though they are different in names, 
they are materially not much different from each other. What
eVer difference there exists, is the difference of degree and not 
oiquality. The commission of managing agents under any of the 
three systems is a charge upon production and capital. The agents 
therefore, become interested, in a greater or less degree accord
ing to the nature of their remuneration, in the increase of produc
tion only. The aim of any industrial enterprise is not mere increase 
of production, but increase of production in such a way that it 
will yield the highest profits. The industrial organisation which 
aims at increase of production without proper attention to profits, 
is founded on a wrong basis and cannot hope to prosper. When 
the organisers of industries become interested in the volume of 
production only, the industries are sure to suffer from over
production and over-investment. The industrial heads under such 
co~ditions are apt to show lack of enterprise and reluctance to 

1 Cf. The Agenc:y Agreement of the E. D. Sa8soon United Mills Company Ltd. 
t Cf. The Agency Agreement of the Swadesbi Laksbmi Mill •. 

1" 
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embark on new ventures, especially as they do not stand to lose 
by such an attitude. This is one of the important causes why Wf 

find over-investment and over-production in certain beaten tracks. 
In so far as the agents' commission proves to be a charge upon 
capital the effects are still worse. The industrial organisation. 
which maintains itself upon capital instead of profits is self
destructive. A large portion of the annual supply of resources, 
such as human energy and savings will be spent in replacements, 
instead of additions. And as a consequence, industrial progress 
if any, will be very slow. 

HEAD OFFICE ALLOWANCE 

In addition to the commission, the client concerns in most 
cases make a regular payment to the managing agent as "allow
ance for Head Office expenses." When a company is managed by 
managing agents its head office means the office of the agents. 
This office, wherever it exists, is maintained to look after all the 
business activities of the agents, and is quite a private affair of 
theirs. The expenses of this cannot be charged to this or that 
conCern, but properly speaking, must be defrayed by the agents 
from their own earnings. This should be so, especially as the pay
ment of this allowance does not relieve the concerns ~m meet
ing the expenses of maintaining an office of its own, where al 
the matters regarding its finances and management are dis
charged. 1 Besides, as all the business activities of the agents are 
concentrated in their office, it is difficult to divide properly the 
expenses among the client concerns. Not only this, but there is 
nothing to prevent the agents from charging all the expenses to 
each of the client concerns separately; As a matter of fact the 
item of head office expenses is a sort of safety valve which the 
agents can make use of as necessity arises. Supposing a concern 
does not show good profits in a certain year, they can make a 
gesture of generosity and relinquish a part of their commission 
with one hand, and make up the loss by increasing the head office 
allowance with the other. This allowance often prove an exorbit
"nt charge amounting sometimes to as high a figure as 4 to 5 

1. "We have known of instances where the office allowance is regarded at an addi. 
~ional"remuneration for the managing agente, while all expenae. in' connection with the 
head office are debited to the company." Indian Tariff Board Cotton Textile Report, 1933. 
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lakhs per annum. One noteworthy feature about this allowance 
is that it does not necessarily vary according to the size of the 
concern. In: some agency agreements no definite amount is stated, 
but.it is provided that the company should pay all the office 
expenses over and above the stipulated commission. Such a 
provision is especially advantageous to the agents as they can 
lower or raise the figure according to the needs of the time. The 
office allowance thus, is nothing but an addition to the agents' 
commission under a different name, and an extra burden upon 
the industry. 1 

The Ahmedabad mill agents do not charge anything to the 
client concerns for their "head office" expenses. They charge 
their commission on the sales or production basis and not on 
profit, which is more fluctuating than either of the former two. 
Their source of income thus is steady, and that is why perhaps 
they do not feel the necessity of having another string to their 
bow, as in the case of the managing agents in Bombay. 

SOME MINOR SOURCES OF AGENTS' REMUNERATION 

The commission on the basis of profits, sales or production 
and the "head office allowance" are not the only sources of 
income to the managing agents. It is an invariable feature of the 
managing agency agreeinents, that the managing agent is entitled 
to work for and to contract with the company in respect of various 
services such as purchase of materials, the sale of finished goods, 
the insurance of buildings, plant and stock etc. For all such 
".extra" services, the agent is entitled to receive such additiona,l 
payment as may be arranged between him and the directors. Not 
unusually we find that the agents are entitled to charge commis
sion on the cost of machinery and plant. It is needless to discuss 
how such payments remove from their minds all stimulus for 
economy. This commission clause in many cases is extended to 
all sorts of purchases. For example, it is not uncommon to find a 
p;Qvision like "a commission of 2! per cent. on all purchases 
made for the company" in the agreements. 

1 Cf. "There being no charge on account of the managin!: agency commiuion, the 
head office charges (as we call them) are abo low". My impreuions of Japan, by Sir 
Lallubhai Samalda., p. 69. 
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Most of the managing agents also work as sale agents of their 
client concerns, and for this they get an extra com~~sion. This 
process of sale proves too costly from" the point of view of the 
concern. The sale costs can be vastly reduced if each concern main
tains its own selling organisation. The difference between these 
two systems of arranging sales can be realised if we take the 
example of a cotton mill. The sale commission of a cotton mill 
with 1000 looms amounts to somethJing li~ Rs. 60,000 to. 
Rs. 70,000 per annum. But a mill with 1500 looms which main
tains its selling organisation ca.n defray the selling expenses by 
nearly Rs. 1,500 per month. 1 To such arguments the agents' 
stock reply is that they are responsible for the payments by the 
customers, but it is questionable whether the risks of non-payment 
are so very great as to justify the difference between the expenses 
of the two methods. The agents of their own accord cannot be 
f'xpected to encourage direct selling system, as thereby they 
~tand to lose an important source of income. 

Over and above these direct sources of remuneration there are 
many indirect ways iIlwhich the' agents .make money. As we 
have said in the beginning of this chapter, the agency firms are 
engaged in different types of busil1esses. For example, they are 
agents of insurance companies, dealers in machinery, brokers 
for raw materials such as cotton, jute, and so on. They, there
fore try to m~ke money in all possible capacities. And there are 
no grounds to complain so long as this is done honestly. But, 
unfortunately, the agents are found to take undue ad;antage of 
their position as supreme managerial heads of the client concerns.· 
For example, as insurance agents they are found to insure the 
property of the client concerns for ,a sum greater than its actual 
worth, as it increases their insurance commission. I The client 
concerns thus are burdened with unnecessarily heavy insurance 
charges. , 

As dealers in machinery and such other goods too, the ag~nts 
are found to make profits at the cost of the client concerns~ 'In 

I The Indian Tariff Board Cuttoo Tnti"le Enquiry Report, 19~7, Vol. II, p. 179. 
, "I find that lome min. o.em to losure ror a good deal more tban the value of 

the block and .toreo held bv them. One mill, for example, the to.al value of which i. 47 
lakh., In.ured for 74 lakh .... Remarked by • member of the Tariff Board in their enquiry 
of the Cotton Textile. in 19z7. 
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regard to supply of such goods, th~ agl:nts are fQund not to be 
particular about their quality and priCI:. Not only this but they 
also make the concerns purchase a larger stock than necessary, 
as they stand to gain by it. W"henev~ thl: managing agents 
change, every new agent tries to make profit by selling machinery 
and other stock to the nl:W concern. As the makes of the machin
ery in which the "different agents deal diffl:r, in many cases it so 
!tappens that the new purchases do not ;fit properly with the 
former equipment. But such considerations never deter the agent 
from making the sales to the concerns of those makes in which 
he happens to deal at that time. i That the interests of the agents 
dominate tJte, interl:sts of the client concerns in the purchases 
made on, behalf of the latter can be sel:n even in the case of the 
Calcutta concerns. There too we find that new machinery is added 
when thl: existing equipment cannot be profitably employed for 
full time; and often extensions are undertaken, on the plea of 
improvement though the probable results do not justify the ex
penditure involved on them. I 

The agl:nts in many cases also work as brokers for various 
products. For example, the agents of cotton mills also work as 
cotton brokers, and naturally they supply cotton to their client 
concerns. The usual commission for cotton supply is I to 2 per 
cent. in Bombay. At thl: ratl: of even, one per cent. the commission 
amounts to more than Rs. 3,000 per month for the normal con
sumption of a mill.' When the agents themselves do not work as 
brokers thl:Y engage such other brokers in whom they are inter
ested. & The brokerage charges can be annihilated if the necessary 

1 Cf. "Many of the Bombay Mill. having frequently changed hand., and belonged 
to managing agent., who were allo reprelentativea of textile machinists, lome are 
mU8eDDlI of all kind. of machinery from different machinilt8, a8 every time a mill was 
taken over the new mill agent was anxiou. to get .ome of the machinery into the mill 
which waf made by a firm of textile machini.t. that h. bappen.d to r.prelent at that 
time.? The Cotton Indu.try of India by Mr. Amo Pearoe, p. 60. 

S Vide for example Mr. Narayand .. Bajoria" booklet entitled "A Note on the 
AmC1ldment of the Indian CompaDie. Act, 191,-1914.0' 

S The Indian Tariff Board Cotton Te"tile Enquiry B.eport, 192.7, Vol. IV, p. 176. 
& The univ.roality of thi. practice will be clear. from the following remark. about 

the Calcutta Agency Hou •••• "Even in the matter of buying raw material. for the mill. 
and .elling fini.hed product. etc. only ouch broken are employed a. are in lome way or 
other relat.d to the m.mben of the firm. of Managing "gent. by race, colour or friend
.hip or flattery and many conce8sion. are given to them even in the matten of price .... 
"A Not. OQ the Amendment of the Indian Compani .. Act, 1911-1"," by Mr. N. Bajari •. 
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purchases and sales are undertaken directly by the concerns 
without the middlemauship of brokers. 

There is one more way in which the agents can make money 
at the expense of the cli~t coocems. Some of the agents deal in 
futures in order to purchase raw materials for their client con
cerns. So long as the agents think that tlley can make profits 
by dealing in this way the transactions are kept on their own 
names, ~ profits are credited to themselves. But whenever the 
agents sustain auy loss, the traosactions are transferred to the 
company's account and the comP.aDY is dehited with the loss. 
There is one more disadvantage in this process of purchase. The 
concerns can never get the materials at the lowest prices. So long 
as there is the possibility of the prices going higher the agents 
keep the transactions to their own accounts and transfer them to 
the concerns when prices rise. . .,.' . 

TENURE OF AGENCY AGREEMENTS 

One of the main complaints against the managing agency 
system is that once a certa,in ilgency firm obtains control of a 
company it becomes almost impossible to remove iL The agency 
agreement which is entered into at the time of incorporation of the 
company usually provides for a tenure of about 40 years in Bom
bay, and 20 in Calcutta, while it is permanent in the case of 
Ahmedabad. The Articles of Association are usually so framed 
that even at the expiry of the fixed period it becomes impossible 
to remove them from office, and as a result a fresh term has 
ah\'ays to be sanctioned. 

The period of the agency contract, the agents argue, does not 
matter much. According to them the shareholders, always enjoy 
powers necessary to remove the managing agents if they wish 
to do so. For instance, if the agents commit any frauds, redress 
can be had from the courts of law, and if they are incompetent 
the shareholders can remove them. The apparent cogency· of the 
argument vanishes if we go deeper into the problem. Everyone 
who possesses any knowledge of business organisation' ~~d 
finance wiD admit that a concern can be ruined without commit
ting a fraud that may come within the purview of law. It is, 
therefore wrong to suppose that so long as DO redress is sought 
from the court of law, everything is going on aDright. 
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If an agent is oot fraudulent but incompetent, the agents 
argue, he can be removed by the shareholders by ~ a 
resolution to that efFecL Legany this is true, but in practice, so 
many difficulties are created in the way of accompli~ this by 
different provisions in the Articles, that the removal of the agents 
becomes impossible. In the first place, such an extraordinary reso
lution must be" passed by a certain large majority. For instance, 
in Calcutta, it is • invariably provided that thUe must be a three
fourths majority for ~ such a resolution; this limit is still 
higher in Bombay, being four-fifths, and sometimes even five
sixths. 1 In many cases it is further provided that a specified 
minimum, usually three-fourths, of the toW number of votes must 
be cast at such meetings. For a proper realisation of the signi
ficance of these provisions" we must remember one underlying 
factor that the agents can "aDd do bold shares and use the votes 
in their own favour. They never fail to provide for sufficient 
opportunities to adjust their own position to changing circum
stances. By one of the Articles, it is generally provided that one 
full year's ootice must be given to the agents, whenever a res0-

lution about their removal is to be moved. The agents thus get 
full time to arrange for a sufficient number of votes in $eir 
favour. If by any chance, which is very rare, the agents are oot 
successful in defeating the opponents at this stage they get one 
more opportunity to accomplish this. Because it is usually laid 
down in the Articles, that such a resolution to be valid must be 
confirmed by another pasSed at a meeting to be convened six 
months after the previous meeting .• Thus they get a pretty long 
interval to make up the deficiency felt at the previous occasion. 
The agents usually are wealthy persons, and therefore they can 
at any time enter the ~urity market and purchase the shares at 
tempting prices. The loss that is likely to be sustained in this way 
is ,Dore than compensated for by retaining the agency. 

" .~". AGENTS TO BE COMPENSATED ON REMOVAL 

- The agents, if by an extraordinary feat on the part of the 
shareholders. happen to be defeated on both the occasions, are to 

I CE. ne IDdiaa TarifF ...... Cattaa TClIliIe ~ Ikport. 1911. 
t See f~ iaataace AppeMia uA" a. tile "Note _ the A_Mmut '" IHiaa 

C_pauieto Ad 1'1]-14" By Mr. N •• joria. 
8 
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blL~".'pensated for. Ie,~yinK,!!t«:i~_office. They are to ·receive such 
compe~n-ever;' when they are requested and consent to re
sign, owing to their own inability to manage the concern or 
deIiberate mismanagement thereof. The compensation to be paid 
on such occasions is generaUy ten or twelve times the average 
annual income of the agent from the client concern for the previ
(iUS five years. It seems the agents look upon the agency rights 
as their permanent family possession. If we take into considera
tion all the different sources of income from a client concern, we 
Lan easily imagine the enormous amount that will have to be 
r-aid as compensation to the agents when they are required to 
relinquish their agency rights. They are to be compensated for, 
even when ~ concern is wound"up,andceases lQ fun<;tiolh- On one 
such occasion'the agents 'to~k 20,lakhs as compensation on the 
winding up of the company. I To remove the agents at such high 
costs means to bring about the financial ruin of the concern. 

Though there are so many difficulties in the way of a client 
concern, if it wishes to rem,ove the agents, the latter, on the 
other hand, can leave the concerns any time they like, without 
any obIigations. The agents ,c::an sell off the agenC)" rights any 
time and to, any body they like just as we sell our private posses
sions 'to others. The concern on its part must accept the pur
chasers as managing agents on the same terms on which the 
former ones were working. However disadvantageous such a 
transfer might be to the shareholders, they .are rendered heIpIess 
by the Articles and the Agency Agreement. 

MANAGING AGENTS THE VIRTUAL OWNERS 

The general attitude and also the virtual position of the manag
ing agents regarding their client concerns is best illustrated by 
the fact that the managing agents of the cotton mitIs in Bombay, 
and also in Ahmedabad, have named their associations as 
"MiUowners' Association." It is interesting to note that in 
Bombay we find two separate organisations with conflicting 
interests called the MiUowners' Association and the Shareholders' 
Association, when as a matter of fact the shareholders are the 

I cr. ReprelCDtatioD of BombaJ Sure holden' AuociatioD to the Tariff' BoarcI 
'ConOD Tenile ED'Iuirr (19'&). 
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real owners. '-his is applicable not ofiIy to cotton industry but to 
all industrks, and therefore, the Shareholders' Association whose 
object is "to promote, protect and safeguard the interests of the 

, shareholders," consists of shareholders of all sorts of companies. 

EFFECT OF AGENCY SYSTEM ON INDUSTRIAL 
INVESTMENTS 

If we consider the different ways ~n which the managing agents 
make money out of the mana~ent of a client concern we can 
easily realise that they absorb too larg«e_a~h~~otthe profits. 
The natural consequence of thls ~ihiation has been-- to -make 
~tria,ljnvestment 3,S_a. whole less. attractive to the investors. 
The agency system thus tends not to increase b~t to check the 
flow of capital in industry" 'rhe present system of· industrial 
organisation holds out great temptations for thQse lucky few who 
can establish themselves in the privileged pOsition of managing 
agents; for the rest there is no incentive to invest in industries. 
No financial measures, therefore, can bring about further deve
lopment, which presupposes a sufficient supply of capital, so long 
as we do not improve this faulty organisation. The supply of 
capital to industries can be increased only by making the returns 
to the investors commensurate with the risks they undertake. 
Industrial prosperity can be achieved only when the returns from 
industry become distributed proportionately to the risks and costs 
undertaken by the ~ifferent parties. At present the distribution of 
income from industries is unequal, and the party against whom 
the injustice is made is reluctant to invest in industries. The latter 
party being disproportionately larger than the former we cannot ' 
expect industrial investment to make any satisfactory progress 
so ll:)ngas the p'~e~t cOnditions continue. 

HEREDITARY CHARACTER OF THE SYSTEM 

The agency system is not only a costly process of manage
ment, but is also an inefficient one. The main qualificatio~r 
rather 'the _()nly qualification of the managing agent !~ his pos
session of funds. But the history of the development of industrial 
organisation' has shown us that the possession of wealth is not 
necessarily accompanied by qualities of efficient management. 
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Besides, the periQd of the tenure of the agency and t1!~_ difficulties 
in the way of changing the managing_agt:nts -inyolve all 
the defects of a hereditary system. Because a certain person 
possesSes the funds and abilities necessary to work as a manag
ing agent of a concern, we cannot guarantee that his sons and 
gandsons will also possess those qualifications. But whether they 
possess them or not the agency rights will pass on to them auto
matically and if they prove inefficient the shareholders will· have 
quietly to suffer the ruin of their enterprise and the loss of their 
wealth. It is really a pity that the real owners of the property 

-should not possess the "ordinary rights of maintaining it in order 
and putting it to the best possible use. 

"'')len the agency system originated there were very few able 
businessmen who could conduct the affairs of large -~e manu
iact~ring concerns. Business ability and knowl~ge in those days 
was restricted to a limited number of families, and the members 
of" such families alone could get the~ecessary training" to conduct 
such business. In those days, therefore, there was no ground to 
complain if the management of the concerns became permanent 
in one of the weD-known families. On the other hand it was a 
source of satisfaction and security that the affairs of a certain 
concern were going to remain permanently in the hands of a 
particular well-known family. The managing agents too in those 
days had great .financial stake in the client concerns and natu
rally they desired that the concern should be a permanent source 
of income to their family. As the client concerns were depend
ent upon the resources of the agents it was considered to be a 
satisfactory feature that a particular wealthy family was always 
going to be at the back of the concern. 

But these conditions have undergone a vast change. Business 
ability and knowledge no more are restricted to certain families. 
Owing to spread of education and industrial development, busi
ness knowledge and experien~ have become widespread and 
many able businessmen are found outside the agency houses. 
~usiness talent has not remained the monopoly of particular 
families. Not only this but business knowledge and administ~a
tive ability become "more crystallized outside the wealthy families 
('wing to the varied experience of such"people. But by making the 
agents hereditary administrative heads we deprive ~e. industries 
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of the advantages of outside business talents. The hereditary 
feature-'which once was adesiraQI~ 'thing has now become a 
source of weakness as it d~~_ not allow infusion of" fresh. blood 
and energy into industrial org;i[iiz3;tion and thus deprives it of 
be'tter talents and superior-abilify:1"he q~p_e!l<ie.llc.e ,of industrial 
concerns on the finances of the managing agents also has de
creased a good deal and clln still further be decreased w:ithout 
any loss if 'things are managed -~·p'~operlines. ttis therefore 
necessary that the present organization ,should .be changed so as 
to make possible to take advantage of business ability and talent 
separated from wealth. Th~ea.l1.agency firms in this respect 
are superior to the Jndian J>!1es. They take the advantage of the 
knowledge and experience of outside pe;sons by making them 
partners. Even in the case of these firms the founders or the 
principal partners continue to be represented on them from gene
ration to generation, but they try to increase their efficiency by. 
taking up one or two able members of the managerial staff of 
different concerns, who bring with them a ·fund of business 
experience and technical knowledge and also some capital. Such 
persons, of course, continue to be members only so long as they 
are able to render active service. In this way a permanent flow 
of fresh energy and experience is made possible. Indian firms too 
!>hould adopt such changes in their organization. It Cannot be 
said too often that our industrial organization should be such that 
iLwi!! p.1!.t,to the greatest use"'wfiiiiever'liiima.ii' and' material 
resources we possess. Everfiritelligent and able person must have 
freefi~id 't~' rise to industrial leadership if he desires and deserves 
that position. 

RESPECTIVE POSITION AND POWERS OF 
DIRECTORS AND AGENTS 

The, supporters of the agency liystem flatly deny the possibility 
, that the managing,agents by themselves can do any, harm to the 

client concerns. Because, they contend; 'that there are directors 
who ;epr~~ent the shareholders and supervise in their interest the 
actions of the agents. But how far the directors represent the 
shareholders can very well be imagined from' the following obser
vations of no less an authority than the Indian Tariff Board. 
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.. It is not a sufficient answer," they observe, "to the criticism 
that the shareholders have a right to appoint directors. Allowing 
for the number of directors appointed by the agents and of special 
debenture directors and also for the fact that only a limited 
number of vacandes occur every year, the extent to which the 
shareholders can actually exercise this right is restricted parti
cularly in view of the short period gen~rally allowed for nomina
tions to vacancies in the Directorate. '" It is thus wrong to 
suppose that the board of directors represent the shareholders. 
Even when under exceptional circumstances the board happens to 
represent the shareholders, they realise to their dismay that they 
are rendered powerless by the Articles of Association. 

The Articles of ,,\ssociation and the Agency Agreement are so 
framed that all important powers become vested in the hands of 
the agents and the directors are prohibited from interfering in the 
same. As a result of such provisions, the directors who legally 
are the superior authority, being the representatives of the pro
prietors, find themselves possessing powers far less than those of 
the agents, thus creating an anomalous situation in which the 
servants dominate the master. The agents as a matter of fact 
look 'upon the directors as a necessary evil j they are to be there 
because the Company Law requires that there should be directors 
in the case of a joint-stock company.- Consequently, the directors 
are not empowered to do anything beyond the minimum required' 
by the Law to be done by the board of. directors. The directors 
thus neither rep~esent the shareholders in the proper sense of the 
term, nor do they. possess any power to protect their (the share
holders') interests. The managing agent consequently is the most 
powerful party in the management of a joint-stock company 
possessing full powers to make or mar its prospects. The share
holders cannot exercise any check over, the actions of the agent, 
nor is it possible for them to conduct'their concern more efficiently, 
even when they feel confident of doing so by bringing about a 

I cr. R.eport or Indian Tariff Board Cotton Tutil. Enquiry, 1933' 
I "Th. Law h .. comp.lled limited' companie. 10 h .... Dir.ctoR. Ther.fore the I.w 

. h .. to be complied with. In .ny ca.e, the law lIy. th.t if you do not do cert.in thinga 
we .haU hold you r.'pon.ible, and that i. one rea.on why the DirectOR .re the ... " 
Evidence of Sir. C. N. Wadi •. The Indi.n Tariff BOlrd Cotton Tutile Enquiry R.eport, 
19s7. Vol. 11. p. 3u. 
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change in the m"anagement. The managing agency system thus, 
besides being too costly is apt to degenerate into irretrievable 
inefficiency. In these days of keen competition no industry can 
bti expected even to exist, not to talk of prospering, if ~t is not 
eonducted in the most efficient way (>ossible. ! 

FOREIGNERS AS MANAGING AGENTS 

The managing agency system has another great disadvantage 
under our present economic condition. Tpis system makes it 
possibleJor. .the agents to become alI powerful as regards the 
managef!l.ent_bf the client concerns ; and n~turalIy when the agents 
happen to be "foreigners,the management passes :wJlOlIy and 
permanently" into the ha.nds of the foreigners. These foreign 
agents; possessing all powers to make appointments, appoint men 
of their own nationality to alI superior posts, thus excluding 
Indians from having any real knowledge about the management 
or techniqu4 of the industry. When the foreign businessmen 
retire, and they retire early owing to unfavourable climatic condi-

. tions of this country, they take away with them all the business 
experience and indu!jtrial knowledge that they had acquired here. 1 

We thus neither get the opportunity to acquire the experience and 
knowledge ourselves nor can we derive fulI advantage of these 

i; things from those who possess them. So long as the agency 
system continues in its present form, it wiII be quite easy for the 
foreign managing agents to exclude us fro,:rl having real know: 
ledge about the technique or management of the industries in 
their hands.' It is not a source of satisfaction that w~ cp.n" supply 

I A war~ing in tbis re.pect wao long ,go given by Sir Alfred Chatterton. III hi. 
book "Tbe IndUltri,1 Evolution of Indio" he had ob.erved: "Much outcry hal bee!, 
made regarding the drain of India', wralth, but the drain of experience which i. con .. 
Itantly going on hao Ilmo.t entirely e.eaped the attention of your political I.adera. There 
i. muth industrial enterprise in India but it ie mainl,. in the hand. of the foreigners, 
and ye .. by year thu. men retire from the country, takiog with tbem not only .ome of 
tbe .ealtb they have helped to create, but all the experience they have b.en able to 
gain. If we with to lee India reatorrd to industrial prominence YOD mUlt be prepared to 
entrust your capital to your own countrymen. Only in thi. way can you gradually 
accumulate in tbi. "ountry that fund of Induotrial •• perience which. mu.t exi.t if you 
are to IUCCf88fuU,. compete againlt manufacturen in other parta of the world. u' Page '1.06 

• "Neverrhele •• , a not inconaiderable amount of capital iDve.ted in IndiaD indultries 
il Olill non-lndiaD. The result i. that the cODtrol dnd management in the ca.e of .ome " 
of the important induotri •• are even now in the hand. of non-India firm •• The predomi
DaDce of DOD-Indian maDagement in lome of the important indultrie. hal detracted from 
tbe value of Indian partieipation in iD4uttriai enterpria •• G.Derally apeaking the managing 
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the capital. Our goal should he not only' to finance.. but also to 
man,age our own industries.'- .--

The agency system by rendering the management permanent 
and beyond the control of the shareholders yi~l~ts_~_ double ad
vantage to foreigners. The foreign investors can be sure that 
whether they a,re in a majority or a, minority, the management 
will always be in the hands of their own nationals if it is so in 
the beginning. So also the agents can be sure that whatever the 
nationa,lity of the sha,reholders their position is secure. This 
system thus offers()pp'~rt,unities and temptations to foreign capita
lists to exploit our industrial possibilities~--The' Government of 
India have provided that the industries to he protected must have 
a certain percentage of Indian capital, and a certain proportion 
of. Indian directors. As regards the directors we have seen how 
they are rendered powerless by the ma,naging agents. Under these 
circumstances even though the whole board happen to be com
posed of indians, we cannot say that the manage~ent is in Indian 
hands, so long as the managing agents are not Indians. 

The advantages that a country derives from industrialisation 
cannot be measured only in terms of dividends. Even from the 
material point of view, the wealth created by an industrial concern 
is distributed in many forms other than dividends to shareholders. 
It is distributed, for instance, as wages of the labourers, salaries 
of the superior staff, payments to managing and directing authori- ' 
lies, and profits of other concerns supplying different services 
and materials such as transport, insurance, machinery etc. So 
by allowing the foreigners to possess all the powers of the 
managing agents, we allow them to pa,tronize their own nationals, 
even at the cost of our countrymen. Besides such material 
advantages, industrial development produces certain moral and 
intellectual advantages to the people. But so long as we continue 
to carry out the orders Df others, and not obtain the power to 
give the orders" we cannot hope, to rea,p any great intellectual 
advantages from the industrial development of our country of 
whatever extent it may be. As long as the managing agency 

.gentl ha ... not liven anJ ..,ope to Indianl to hold .uch poeition. in the companie. they 
manage •• might have. comprehen.ive ide. both' in r.gard to the t.chnique .f produc
tion and man.gem.nt of the bu.in ...... 

The Central Banking Enquiry Committ •• a.port, Vol. I, Part I, Para 33~· 
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system contiDue~ it ~ill be possibl~ for foreigners to hold the 
strings of our industries in their hands even wh~n they do not 
supply the capital In the absence of the agency system, 'it will 
be possible for us to be the 'masters of the situation at least to 
thai-extent to whiCh we supply the capItal. 

THE PART PLAYED BY THE AGENCY SYSTEM 
IN THE PAST 

So far we discussed the origin, evolution, and the working of 
the managing agenc: system as ~e find it to-day. However faulty 
and imp~rfect th~ system is found to be to~day, it Cannot be 
denied, that it has played an important and useful part in the 
industrial devei-;;p.~~~t-'C:;i-thi~ "cOuntry. While sp~king about 
thesystein"we must-ilOt fail todi~~i~1'!,between managing 

~~nts~!l~ .. t~e,'iJl~!lag;in!Lllg~<:!. s~stem; generally in our hurry 
'to praise or cond~mn the one or the other w~ fail to distinguish 
between these two. An organisation is a contrivance to usc the 
different. human and mat~rial factors in the promotion of the 
welI-being of the society. The succ!!ss of any organisation, there
fore, depends upon the ~xtent to which it puts these different 
factors to the best use. The efficiency or otherwise of ag~ncy . 
system also, th~refore. depends upo~' the extent to which' it is 
abl~ to bri~g'about the indust:rial 'development of the country, 
Considered 'froni this point of view. it ~ust be admitted that 
thi~syste~ has help~(f the' indust~ial progress a good deal'in the 
beginning. . . 

The foregoing discussion must have shown that the origin of 
the managing agency system was due not to the avarice of the 
agents, but to the peculiar economic and social conditions then 
existing. Industrial organisation of the type of joint-stock com
panies ~as newly introduced in India. and therefore, ~lJsillessmen 
.. hie "to cOnduct such large organisations were' very few either in 
the European or the Indian c()"mmunity. Andrriost of such men 
were engaged in commerce. It was therefore. natural that traders 
should also become manufacturers: We have seen how the 
difficulty to' get able,~~naK!.!llcdh·ectors originated th~ managing" 
~gency systeDl. in regard to European concerns. So also it was 
difficult ill-"tlle case of Indian concern» to find . able persons to 

9 
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manage them outside the trading community. As a matter.: of 
fact industrial enterprise and ability were almost absent outside 
the merchant class, and therefore, tlaturally the !raders became 
the promoters and managers of industrial undert~ings;i The 
traders too were limited in numbe,= and that is why a single firm 
came to manage a numbsr of concerns. In order to facilitate this 
the administrative work' had to be subdivided. The .managing 
agents undertook the responsibility of· supplying finance and 
rendering general supervision. All the details of. management were 
left to managers and other officers of the companies. This was a 
sort of specializa.tion of the administrative functions. Technical 
knowledge· could be hired but business ability and eni:~r'prise 
could not. The managing agency system through subdivision 
and specialization of the managerial duties put to the greatest 
use the business ability and enterprise available at that time. 
"\Zhen a businessman undertakes all the duties of a managing 
director it is not ordinarily possible for him to manage ~or~ than 
one concern at a time. 

The trading activities of the managing agents were also useful 
in those days. Every manufac.~ring conceni is required to under
take certain commc;rcial acth'ities for carrying on the necessary 

. purchases and to dispose of the manufactures. And, therefore, 
when the kno",ledge of commercial practices on modern lines was 
limited the association of trading houses ~as of special benefit. 
If it were not for the managing agency system which helped to 
concentrate the trading and manufacturingactivitiesjn the same 
hands the industrial concerns would have found it difficult and 
costly to arrange for the necessary sales and purchases. 

The greatest services of the managing agents lay in the fit:ld 
of finance. We have already explained how the supply of work
ing capital was one of the most important functions of the early 
European agency business. The responsibility of the Indian agency 
houses was still greater as they were required to suppiy not onl~' 
the working but eve[\. the block capital. If the managing agency 
!<ystem had not made it possible for the wealthy merchants to 
supervise the concerns financed by'them, the supply of capital to 

I "Until about 1888, the Asenll were almOOl ucJusiveJy dnwn flOlllthe merchant 
c1 .. le, and were ignonnt of the machinery and procc:lSe. of manufacture." Bombay 
JndUitri ... the Mill lndultry by Mr. S. M. llutnagar, page So. 

'I"~t"\ 
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industries would certainly have been ~ar less than it was. As 
industrial enterprise outside the merchant class Was almost non
existent, the industrial progress would have been very slow 
without their capital, enterprise and supervision. l The managing 
agency system, therefore, in those days made aVaIlable to indus
tries not only the personal service~ of l\ble businessmen but even 
their wealth. 

One important point to be remembered about the managing' 
agency system is that it was not the outcome of any design but 
had ~volved as aD adjustment_ of ioil1t-~tock organization· to the 
social and economic conditions then existing, and therefore 
naturally was suited to those conditions. Ther~ was one weak 
point of this syst~m, it .fave too much pow~r tn the managing 
agents who slowly began tn use it mnre and mnre fnr their .own 
benefit. There was nn harm in this sn Inng as the managing agents 
were the .only, .or the princip,aI investnrs. But as the investment 
habit went .on spreading the stake of the managing agents in the 
concerns decreased'. The advantages .of the syst~m were rela
tive, arising nufnf the conditinns th.en existing. Thnse conditinns 
have naturally undergnn~ a"considerable change, but the_manag
ing agency system has failed tn. adapt itself tn the changes. This 
special featu"re .of joint-stock ~ .organizatinn w;s fnund tn be 
of great advantage by th~ .organizers of jnillt-stock companies, 
who retained it withnut any changes corresponding tn the 
changes in the surrnunding circuinstances. As th~ social and 
econnmic· conditinns have undergnne a considerable change since 
the .origin .of the system, it has now become antiquated and un
t'COnnmic. It must, therefnre, be changed a good deal .or given 
up altogether; it _ cannnt be retained. in its present fnrm without 
serious CC<?nomic I~~ses. 

I lilt mOlt K remembet-ed th.t if it had not K .. for the enterpri .. of the Managill!: 
A ,oau, the tOlltilo iDdustry of India .0Il1d Dot at ....,lIent ... iot. It... their enterprise 
and their mODe)' that brought the ind....,. into KiD!: at a rime .hen graye doubu '"'"' 
entertained. .1 to cotton 'Pinning and manufaduriDg could be carried on in India in c0m

petition with the iudOltrially adnncod coaotrie. of the We. and wheD capital ... 
DotoriouelJ thy." 

Eyideoce of the ·Bombay Millo_n' Anoc:i~iOD, The Tarilr Board, CattOD 
Tellne lleport 19a7, Vol. a, Page 135. 
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CAN THE SYSTEM BE ABOLISHED? 

In spite of the grave defects pointed out by us, th~anaging 
agency system is considered .to be essential under the existing 
economic conditions .. pf.the country. The Federation of Indian 

. Chambers 'of Commerce and Industry, for instance, in the 
. recent memorandum submitted to the Government of India have 

expressed the view that they regard the system as indLc;p.e.tl,liable.1 
They, like many others, are a,fraid that without this system 
sufficient funds will not be available to industrial enterprises. It 
is therefor~, better in their opinion to permit the formation of 
more companies on the present lines than to restrict the industrial 
development by putting an end to that system. Such fears abou. 
the diminution of the supply of capital for industrial purposes 
are, to say" the least, baseless. 

The part played by the agents in the supply of capital to indus
tries is of three main types: They supply funds o'}.U)f their own 
"ockets, ,they borrow on their own personal credit and they help 
to· raise funds from the public by their good name and statu!". 
Now, let us see what will he the effect of the abolition 'of the 
agency system on each of these three ways of securing capital. No 
00(', we believ~, will suggest that'in the absence of the agency 
system the funds of these persons will be locked up in chests. 
They are sure to he invested in one way or another, i.e. either in 
Government paper, or in the form of bank deposits, or in indus
trial paper. \Vith so much industrial development, it is not pos
sible that these gentlemen might invest their money in Govern· 
ment paper yielding low returns. Those who aspire to be the 
mnnaging agt'nts of industrial concerns have a definite predilec
tion for industrial investments and can therefore never be satisfied 
with the low yield of Government paper. The other:way open to 
invest their funds will be topeposit them with banks. But if the 
banks cannot utilize their deposits profitably, they will reduce the 
rate of interest. The bank deposits too, thus· will cease to have 
any temptations. If the banks can offer tempting rates of interest, 
it means that they are able to utilise their deposits in a profitable 

1 cr. The MemorAndum .ubmitt.cI b, Ibe Federetion .f ]"diall Cbamben of Com· 
merce and ]ndu.t" to the' GOYernmenl of Inclia on tbe pwpote" reform. of I.e 
Comp.nr L .. ,. 
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way. This means that the fun,ds ar"e .aV,a,ilable for industries in 
one way or another, be6seyvitho9tiI!<!I!~tries'there will be only 
a few avenues for banks to lise the f\lnds at their disposal with 
advantage. -The next question is about the fund,.<; which. the agents 
make available to the client conCerns on their own personal 
guarantee, viz. the deposits kept with them and the loans from 
banks. As regards the, depositors they haven9W' .gr9wrt bold 
enough to deposit their ~neJtdirect with the concerns. They 
have already begun to do this and the practice is gaining str.ength 
day by day: ... We ca.n therefore confidently say that if the agents 
refuse to acceP.t deposits they will directly. go. .to the~ cQllcerns. 
We need !lot (also suppose that b~~ks will stop making any 
advances to the jndustria,l concerns, if they cannot do so on the 
pers~n~1 security of the II!llnagement. If at present we find them 
unwilling to do so, it is only because they ca.n avail themselves 
of.greater security, and everybody likes to advatke money on 'a~ 
great a. security as possible. The ,bankers have already begun to 
make. ~dvances in certain ·~a.ses without the personal-.guarantee 
of the agents, ')' and there is no reason why they should not maKe' 
this practice universal. The funds which are at present available 
to the industries on tlJe' personal securities of the agents will 
therefore continue ,to' be so even in the absence' oftne agency 
system. There might occur some diminution for some time inl.the 
funds supplied by the agents out of their own pockets. But th~s 
will be more than made up even during the short transitory period 
by an enhancement in the supply of funds from the general public. 
Owing to different acts of commission and omission on the part of 
the agents, the agency system has gone into such disrepute, that if 
any n~w co~panyis'organisCd~ithout m~naging ag~nts, the fact 
is given a wid~pubjiCity by th~ organisers with the air of business 
honesty. And the public too, are attracted more towards a concern 
without agents than towards one with agents. This shows that 
though in the absence of the agency system there might occur 
some shortage in. the funds llvailable from the agents it will be 
easily made up by the increased public subscription. 

Now the questio~ remains about the investors who are attract
ed by the names of the managing agents. ifatpres~~t~e findthat 

) s •• lupr. Maaagi~g Agentl and Supply of Working Capital: (c) Bank Advance •• 
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concerns floated by a certain agency firm can raise the required 
capital more easily than concerns Hoated by a certain other agency 
firm, it is because that particular agency firm is composed of 
certain noted businessmen in. whose ability the public have con
fidence, and this has nothing to do with the agency system as 
such. Such men will find it still more easy to raise funds for a . 
concern of which they are not managing agents, but only 
managers. or managing directors. Industrial enterprises started 
without managing agents, few though they are, amply show that 
the absence of the agents far from impeding capital collection, 
only helps.f:.. \Yhat the public concern themselve~ ·a~ut is the 
sOund~-e~s of the scheme and the ability of the managing autho
rity. If they can have the advantage of the services of able busi
nessmen without the agency contract, they are so much more 
pleased. It may be argued that in the absence of the agency 
system the services of able businessmen will not. be available. 
There do not seem to be apy grounds Jor such fears. The other 
countries which pay definitely less than we do in this .country 
to the managing and directing authorities, h~.ve not suffered from 
lack of business .ability, nor have we, in spite of our lavish 
payments, been. able to show any great achievements in this field. 
By encouraging the agency system, we have allowed a dispro
portionately large part of the industrial profits to go into the 
pockets of the agents in one way or another. It we do away with 
thl; agents and divert their .undue .gains to the shareholders, the 
legitimatl.' owners, the supply of funds to industries will auto
matically increase. 

UNIVERSALITY OF THE SYSTE~I 

Another argument forwarded in favour of the agency s~'stem 
is. that if it were possible to start companies without managing 
agents that systl.'m would not have been followed so_uniyersally· 
Those who favour this argument seem to be quite ignorant of 
human nature. The businessmen who come' forward to organise 
aCn industrial enterprise are out not to do a philanthropic turn to 
society but to earn money. And if so, why should they not avail 
themselves of the opportunity to secure the greatest return for 
the.ir physical and monetary services, especially when they can do 
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so quite honourably? Those who do not do this will be called not 
~-ise but fools in business parlance. 

SO~IE SUGGESTlOXS FOR REFOR~1 

Most of those who wish to free our industrial .enterprise from 
the yoke of the agency system concentrate their attention on the 
period of the agency contract only. They think that things 
\lo-i11 be all righilftbe agency contract is made valid only for a 
~hort period, say ten years or so. Some go a bit further and 
suggest that e,,·en during this period, the con.tract 'Ioihould hold 
good only if the original contracting party or earti"e"s are in a 
position to render acti,,·e service to the cona;m. Mr. ~lanu 

Subeda.r, for instance, in his llinority Report of the Central 
Banking Enquiry Committee observes, "A provision which 
demands the contract for ma,nagement being limited to a certain 
number of years and being good during that period, only if a 
specified individual is able to offer his personal services will not 
work hardship on most industrial concerns,that are managed by 
capable partners of managing agency firms. But a provision of 
this kind will eliminate, \lo:herever it exists, the additional risk to 
industry arising from the death or the financial weakness of the 
active managus." By the by, we are at a loss to understand how 
any pro,,-ision on these lines will eliminate the risks arising from 
the financial weakness of the active managers. Perhaps it is hoped 
that as the contracts are for short period, the financial weakness 
of the agents will not be felt so much. But it does not take a long 
~e for a concern to be ruined owing to the -financial -bankruptcy 
of the agents. It. must be remembered that our industrial con
cerns aq, always under-capitalized, and therefore, they are to a 
great extent dependent upon short-time finance which under the 
present system IS secured either directly from the agents or on 
the credit and guarantee of theirs. If under such circumstances, 
the agent goes.' bankrupt all these sources will immediately be 
dried up and the cOncerns will be financially starred. This will 
continue to happen so long as the agents are able to benefit by 
keeping the concerns financially dependent upon theinselves. 

Those who press for the shortening of the period of the agenc~' 

I ~ ~DtnI Bonk .... Ea .... i.., Committee lleport, VoL I, pt. D, p. 1]'" 
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contrast making it terminable after a given date. or on the hap
pening of a certain event. should bear in mind that even to-day 
there are so many contracts which are only for fifteen or twenty 
years. or in' some; cases even for ten years. But this does not mean 
that at the expiry of such p.eriods the 'agents leave the co~~erns 
or 'if 'they d<1 not. leave they enjoy the confidence 'of the ,share
holders. Nothing of the. sort. As a matter of fact once the agents 
get. in. it becomes almost impossible, to re.move them.' We have 
already seen how the different provisi~ns in the agency contract 
render the shareholders helpless in regard to the removal of the 
&gents and are requIred to' grant a fresh lease every time. In this 
way. whether the contract is for five years or for fifty. the agents 
become perman~nt and canhot be got rid of unless they them
selves resign. This makes it ~lear that not only the period of 
contract but m.any other aspects of the contract also need a 
change; and unless we ~hange the nature. of the contract. a mere 
change in the period will prove of no benefit. 

The period of contract and the 'rem~vability of the agents are 
cot the only points that'demand reform. Those who concentrate 
their attention only on these points ignore other ddects. It is . 
equally important that our industrial concerns should be. relieved 
of the financial burdens that the system entails. But it is not 
possible to deal exhaustively and' specifically with all such details 
in Law. An agency.contract is after all a private affair concern
ing the contracting parties. If we. therefore. wish to bring about 
salutary changes in the agency contract we must first of all try 
to .. n~form the process ~f settling the contract. \Ve have· already 
seen how the agency contract is settled before the shareholders 
come in. This must be forbidden. No contract of ~his sort should 
be deemed valid unless it is sanctioned by the shareholders in 
the Statutory ~feeting. The party interested,' that is the proposed 
managing agents should be debarred from voting on such occa
sions. Then it is necessary that any payments for the work of 
promoting and organising services should not be a charge on the 
income of the proposed enterprise. It should be iaid down that all 
such payments should be a charge on' the initial capital expend i-

1 IIMallaling ag."t. ha .. conIne" .. ith proyision not onl, for IClIII period but for 
th,i •• e.p.tual •• D ..... I. anel ort.n the ma"agi"g agento could not b. got riel of, excepl 
when they ruign." Th. CeDtral Banking En'luiry Committe. aeport Vol. I, pa(ll.J, p. 331. 
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'.!:!re. The managing agents, or for that purpose any other. party, 
fhould be strictly forbidden from demanding in consideration of 
such services a!l.Y-.altency ri~hts or commission, or cOQ1pensation 
at the time of severing their conneaions-with the con~rn~ lleyond 
t11;-pay-.:oent -madeli"t die start. Just as at the tim~ of settlement 
of the. contract, so -also on all such occasioQ5, when the a.gents 
happen to be interested in the decision, they shQllld be debarred 
frQm voting. This in no way will be an injustice to the agent!:! as 
their interests as shareholders will-be well protected along with 
those of the other shareholders. 

The managing agents· not infrequently tr.y -to tie down the 
client concerns perpetually to themscl~es/·by bIjni.~~s-.. t_~eIl1 under 
large financial obligations. The Ahmedabad ageiits, for instance, 
finance' ha!foi" the-- fixed capital in.the form of short-term deposits 
either f!;'om their oWQ pockets or borrowed on their own credit. 
N ow if an occasioQ arises to remove the managing agents of such 
a concern - they would n~tur~lly delmlnd- back their money. In 
order to remove such a contingency, and also from the point of 
view of sound finance, it is neces!lary that companies should not 
be allowed to start work with an insufficient share cal?ital. Some 
provision, therefore, on the lines of Se'c." 39 'or· the English 
Companies Act, ;929. should be made in our Company Law, 
whereby a com pan! will not be permitted to allot its shares uQless 
it obtains the minimum subscription amounting to a figure suffi
cient to provide for the purchase price of property, preliminary 
expenses, working capital, etc. These suggestions of course 
indicate the general line. of reforms and do not claim to be 
exhaustive. 

10 



CHAPTER IV 

FORMS OF CAPITAL ISSUE 

INTRODUCTORY 

The capital required for a modern large sca,le industrial con
cern cannot be supplied by one or two individuals; it has got to be 
raised from a large number of persons. The development of the 
corporate form of business organisa,tion ha,s made it possible to 
raise funds from a la,rge number of people. The number of the 
shareholders of some of the big industria,l corporations of to-day 
runs into hundreds of thousands. l The corporate form of indus
trial organisation has recently developed to such a stage that it 
ha,s made: it possible to raise funds not "only from a large number 

, of people but also from people of different temperaments. The 
whole problem of industrial finance has recently been developed 
on such scientific lines that now it has become possible to raise 
funds for industrial purposes from the greatest";sk-taking person 
to the most caJ,llious one, by issuing securities bearing dili"erent 
degrees of risks. The supply of capita,l to industries has also 
increased aJong with the development of the methods of raising 
it, as it has become possible to attract funds from all sorts of 
people. The supply of capital to industries in this country also 
will depend upon the extent to which we use these methods in 
securing it. So, before considering the problem of the actual 
supply of capital to industries, we shall consider the different 
importa,nt methods of securing the supply, and the extent to which 
those methods are being practised in this country, and their 
effects. 

----.... 
I Ho .. large i.the numher of .h .. eholder. of mod.rn compani •• can he •• en from 

the followins numher of .hareholde .. of lome of the big American corpontlon. in the 
beginning of "19s8. The American Telephone and Telegnph Company, 4'3,580; 
The Pennl}'l"ania Railroad, IS3,s94; The United State. Steel Corporation, 175,000; 
The Southern California Edi.oo Company, 116,031' The avenge nllDlber of .tock
holde .. in .,loading corporation. quoted on the Ne .. York Stock Exchange come to 
90,43s, Applied Bu.in ••• Fioance. By Edmond E. Lincoln, p. SSI. 
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THE OWNERSHIP SECURITIES 

The securities by which long time capital is raised for·a com
pany can broadly be divided into ~o classes, the on~ representing 
ownersjiP and the other representing creditor~ip. The securities 
under each of these tv\10 broad groups can be divided into numer
ous classes and sub-classes. A new concern as a rule should not 
raise capital by issuing such securities Vihich would entail fixed 
charges upon its income, because however conservative the 
management or however stable the industry, it is always more or 
less a sort of speculatioI\. It is, thCirefore, unwise to burden a 
business with interest charges, before its earning capacity attains 
a stable position. It is also unsafe for the creditors to lend to a 
concern before its earning capacity is known; because th~ .assets 
of an industrial concern are practically valueless if earnings can
not be realised. A 'new concern, therefore, should start its 
business by issuing securities which do not entail fixed charges 
but create ownership interests. 

The securities which represent owners' 'rights can broadly be 
divided into two classes, stocks and shares. The stock is differ
entiated from shares by the fact that it can b~ divided and 
transferred in odd and varying amounts. The shares, on the other 
hand, are expressed in definite amounts and are not divisible. In 
practice, however, stock is usually bought and sold in round 
amounts, very small or odd amounts being avoided whenever 
possible. There is also some difference in the method of transfer 
of these securities. The shares are usually bearer securities, i.e. 
the transfer of their ownership is complete by the mere transfer of 
physical possession. But no dealings in stock are complete unless 
they are registered. The transfer of stock is thus more difficult 
than the transfer of shares. 

The stock is an uncommon f?rm of industrial paper in India. 
But it possesses some special advantages for the conditions found 
in this country. It will, in the first place, work as a check: on the 
speculative tendencies 'of our investors by creating difficulties in 
the way of speCUlation. As no deal in stock is complete unless it 
is registered, any transfer of stock becomes more difficult and 
expensive than the transfer of shares. Besides, as the stock is not 
divided into exact fixed amounts it proves an inconvenient instru-

1~ 
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ment for speculli\tion. Another li\dvantage in the use of stock is 
that the purchase or sale can exactly be adjusted to oQe's pockets. 
The stock is disadvantageous in so far as the investments in it 
are not as liquid as iQ shares. 

The stocks as well as shares are divided into the following 
three main sub-classes, ordinary, preference and deferred. The 
simplest form of organising ca,pital is by issuing ordinary shares. 
All the holders of such shares participate in the profits of the 
company in proportion to the amount of capital that they own. 
They also possess the right to manage the compa,ny's affairs, 
through the exercise of the voting privilege. 

THE DENOMINATION OF THE ORDINARY SHARES . 
One important problem about this class of shares is their 

denomination. One general rule about the denomination of shares 
is that it should· be fixed at li\ figure which will appeal to the 
type of buyers who are to be approached. If we look to the deno
mination of the shares issued bylndia,n companies, we find that 
the general tendency in Calcutta is towards shares of small 
denominations while in Bombay it is towards shares of large 
denominations. While in Calcutta a ten-rupee share seems to be 
more popular, in Bombay a hundred-rupee share is more com
mon. Many large companies in cotton mill and other industries 
have issued shares of more than Rs. 100/- each, ;uch as' of 
Rs. 500/- or 1,000/- each. Recent tendencies in Bombay no doubt 
2re towards issuing sha,res of smaller denominations. The differ
ence in denomination between the Calcutta and Bombay shares 
seems to be. due to the peCUliarity under which companies were 
!.tarted at both these places in the beginning. In Bombay the 
capital was subscribed by a few wealthy persons and hence the 
denomination of the shares was kept high. In Calcutta the 
companies were started by Europeans, and the capital was subs
cribed by a la.rge number of Europeans in small lots. Another 
difference between Calcutta and Bombay was that the European 
businessmen of Calcutta had greater experience in joint-stock 
organisation thli\Q the Bombay businessmen, and therefore, they 
knew the advantages of small denominational shares. 

If the general economic condition is taken into consideration 
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the shares of small denominations seem to be better fitted to India. 
The large denominational shares are more suitable for specula
tion. This may even be one of the reasons why we find shares of 
large denominations more popula,r in India. Considering the risks 
of'industrial investments, shares of denominations higher than 
Rs. 100/- or even of Rs. 100/-, are not suited to middle class 
investors. Thus, it is 6bvious that the larger the denomination, 
the restricted becomes the field of drawing capital for industries. 
Besides, shares of large denominations deprive the society of one 
of the important advantages of joint-stock organisation, namely, 
the utilisation of small savings. Another great disadvantage in 
large denominational shares is that when assessable shares are 
issued, the instalments naturally become larger and the difficulty 
of paying them increases. 

But this does not mean that the smaller the denomination the 
greater the advantage. The stpall denomination is advantageous 
only up to a certain limit. Denominations beyond that limit are 
disadvantageous, and should, he discouraged. For instance, 
because ten-rupee shares are more advantageous than hundred
rupee shares, it does not mean that one rupee shares are of more 
advantage than ten-rupee shares. The smallness too when it goes 
beyond a certain limit is liable to be more harmful than beneficial. 

The small denominational share is a recent development in 
corporatioti finance; its popularity dates since the early post-war 
years. I In favour of such too small denominational shares it is 
argued that they afford to the poor man a chance of participating 
in the prosperity of the company which issues them, by using his 
humble savings for the industrial development of the country. 
Those advantages will no doubt be reaped when the shares are 
issued honestly with the purpose of achieving them. But scarcely 
do we find such honest purpose to exist in the issue of very small 

. denominational shares. Shares of very small denominations art' 
usually issued by the organizers of speculative and unsound enter
prises, and are sold to poor and ignorant investors. Such shareo;, 
are usual1y vended from house to house among~t1ie lower class 
people who easily fall a prey to the bright description of the 
future of the enterprise given by the vendors. In these days when 

I cr. Theory and Pnclice of Finan ... By W. C. Brook., p. 2.5'-. 
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the weli\lth of a man is counted in paper, it gives a sort of grati
fication to the poor to find that he too owns shli\res in industrial 
concerns and is not in a different class from the big industrialists. 
During the boom period some enterprises Were started with shares 
of one rupee or two rupees each, and the sayings of many pobS" 
people were wasted in such schemes. When the shar~s are not of 
too small denominations they have to be sold to higher class 
people, who can form their own opinions about the soundness and 
prospects of the schemes placed before them, and hence the possi
bility of corruption and swindling is less in such cases. The joint
stock organization no doubt widens the field of raising capital for 
industrial purposes, but at the same time it offers greater oppor
tunities to the organizers of industrial schemes to swindle the 
money belonging to others. And hence while attempting to raise 
capital from as wide a field as possible we must also try to put a 
brake upon the swindling acti'Vities of the unscrupulous orga
nizers. The best way of secu~ing protection in such mahers is the 
vigilance on the part of the investors; but where they are not 
able to protect themselves the law must come forward to do 

. that work. If we can make the issue of even very .small denomi
national shares fool~Oof and kn~:proof that is. so far so good 
but so long as that is not achieved it is better that the poor and 
ignorant should be protected from wasting their savings on un
sound and speculative schemes, by keeping su~h investments 
outside their easy reach. Considering all these points it seems 
better that shares of denominations smaller than Rs. 10/- each 
should be 'prOhibited under present circumstances. . 

PREFERENCE SHARES 

The next important type of securities lIsed to raise initial capi
tal i~ the preference shares. There are two main classes of prcfer
c'nce shares, namely, cumulative -and non-cumulli\tive.In the case. of . 
the form~r class the preference dividend if not paid in anyone year 
or for a term of years must be paid up in full before the ordinary'. 
holders share in the profits. But when the preference is not cumu
lative it extends only to each year or sometimes each half year of 
the company's working. Sometimes, specially in the case of 
!"pecnlative business, the preference shareholders are entitled to 
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get more than the stipulated rate, if the ordinary shareholders get 
a certain rate of dividend. These are called the participating pre
ference shares. But this type is not a popular one. The most 
popular type of preference shares, especially in India, is that of 
cumulative prefe(e.a~ shares. 

The"pref~relice share is designed to meet the want of the cauti
'o~-s inve~tor who pr1!fers a comparatively low, but certain yield on 
his savings to taking the risks involved in the ordinary shares. The 
income on ordinary shares necessarily fluctuates with the good 
and bad days of the. enterprise; but so long as the fluctuations are 
not too wide the preference shares are safe. But the certainty of 
return on the preference shares is only comparative. When a 
misfortune overcQlll,es a company it may wipe out the claims liven 
of the cumulative preference shareholders. Supposing the ar;ears 
extend to exorbitant dimensions and the preference shareholders 
claim their arrears they run the' t;isk of ruining the concern 
altogether and thus far from realising their arrears, stand to lose 
even their capital.. Leaving out such extreme cases, the cumulative 
preference shares usually bear far less risks than the ordinary 
shares. The Don-cumulative preference shares are issued very 
rarely and tbey a.re not as safe as the cumulative ones. 1 One great 
defect of the non-cumulative feature is that the management is 
tempted to re-i~v~st the profits in the business, and in this way 
to increaSe! the' dividends of the ordinary sliareholders at the cost 
of the preference shareholders who receive only the fixed per
centage. The preferred stock-holders' dividends, thus, fOf the 
intervening period'is absolutely lost so far as th~y are ~once~ned. 

PREFERENCE SHARES AND VOTING RIGHTS 

. The situation that we find in India in this, r~spect is somewhat 
pe<;uliar .and deserves some attention. In the first place non .. 
cumulative preference shares ar~ very rare in this .country. In 
1929, for example, out of 147 cases of preferred shares only six 
were of non-cumulative nature. Secondly they enjoy voting fights 

I UIf imcstort were wile there would be no lale for Don-cumulative stock, for 
tbere i. DO legal _y for the holder of luch stock to prevent the directors postponing 
di.i4end, until the common atock .. holden can share equally or e.en receive morc 
than do tbe bolden of tb. preferred .tock." 

Bu,ioe •• Fioance. By William Lougb, p. 7'" 
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similar to those of the ordinary shares. This practice of giving 
equal voting rights to ordinary and preferred shares possesses 
some special advantages from the point of view of the manage
ment especially under the managing agency system. Because the 
managing agents thereby can adjust their investments in such a 
way that they can keep the control in their hands without under~ 
taking any great risks. They can thereby also change their 
holdings of ordinary and preferred shan:s according to the 
prospects of profits on each of them, without affecting their 
control over the company. If the agents, for example, think that 
the returns on ordinary shares are likely to dwindle, they can 
slowly reduce their holding of ordinary shares with an equal 
increase in the holding of preferred shares, without affecting 
their control over the concern. As preference shares enjoy voting 
rights similar to the ordinary shares, the managing agents are 
tempted to issue a comparatively large number of preference 
shares and to hold them whenever it is advantageous to do so. 
The 'Tata Iron and Steel Company, for. example, has rais~ 74 
per cent. of the share capital by issuing preference shareli. 1 So 
also in the case of the E. D. Sassoon United Mills, when this 
company was started preference shares of 'the face value oC Rs .. 2 

crores wen~ issued to the vendors Messrs. E. D. Sassoon & Co. 
who were also the managing agents of the company. \-Vben the 
managing agents become interested in the preference shares they 
become careless about the interests of the ordinary shareholders. 
This has a bad effect upon the efficiency of the management as the 
high or low returns on the ordinary shares do not affect them. 
Really speaking there is no reason why the cumulative preference. 
shareholders should have any voting rights. Their interests are 
not likely to suffer even though they do not possess the privilege 
of votes. The ordinary shareholders cannot get anything unless 
the cumulative preference shareholders get their dividends. The 
latter thus need not possess any voting rights at aU. At the most 
they should be given the right to vote on matters in which their. 

1"1 am 10 dnw poinled altenlion 10 Ibe fad lhal Ibe anangemeDt of capital 
wbereby 74 pcr cenl. of thc .hare capilal CODli81 or cumulalive preference sbar .. and 
wbereby more Iban 90 per cenl. of Ihe.e cumulative preferen« lhare. besl the higb nle 
of 7l per cenl., can no! be regarded u tati,faclory." From a le!!er from the Secrelar, to 
Ibe Governmenl of In"ia, Commerce Departmenl, 10 Ihe Tala Iron an" Sleel Co. 
Indian Tariff Boar. Sleel En'luiry. 19706. Vol. II, p. 335. 
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interests conflict with those of the ordinary shareholders. If the 
preference shareholders ~re deprived of the voting privileges the 
ordinary shareholders are likely to be benefited in two· different 
ways. In some respects it ,vill work as a check upon the tendency 
to water the stock, by reducing the temptation to issue more than 
necessary preference shares, as such shares will not carry with 
them power to control the concern. The manag~ent obviously 
will hold ordinary shares ~ith the intention of possessing control, 
and this will make them more interested in the fate of ordinary 
shareS which will have a salutary effect upon their. attitude towards 
the finances of the concern. 

But it must be mentioned here that if we are going to deprive 
the preference shareholders of voting rights they must be given 
a better legal protection than what they enjoy at present. In the 
U. S. A., for example, where the preference shares do not enjoy 
the voting privilege, such protection is given on the following 
lines. Strict provision is m~de· for the maintenance of the 
company's property in first class condition by proper depreciation 
anowance~, and insurances agaillst losses from fire and such other 
contingencies. Such prevision is necessary, otherWise the prefer. 
ence shareholde~s will get only the stipulated rate of retUrn while 
the assets are likely to be dissipated in giving unwarranted 
dividends to the ordinary sharehold~rs. Along with -t~e provision 
for keeping tlte assets in good Condition, there must "be restric· 
tions against selling the .assets or changing the character of the 
business. Further, protection must be given in the form of prohj-

. bition to issue new preferred stock or other obligations taking 
precedence over the previous issue. In the U. S. A., for example. 
it is commonly. provided that no additional preferre(l stock shall 
be issued without the favourable votes of three-:fourths of' thE 
holders of preferred stock already issued and outstanding. 

THE DENOMINATION OF PREFERENCE SHARES 

The denomination of preference shares is as a rule higher thar. 
that of the ordinary shares. As ~ matter of fact the greater thE 
security the lower must be the denomination of the paper. BecausE 
paRer of greater security· is always sought by poorer investors, 
and, in order to bring it within their reach it must be of smallel 

11 
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de~Orhi~atio~. Jlut we find q~ite "the reverse situation in India. 
Here: ~e find that the greater the securitY the higher the denomi
nation of the paper. On«: restill of'this is that, the money ~f the" 
small iovesiors, who we JIlore for secW-ity than for income, is not 
available. for 'industrial purpo~s. AU. such savings are held in 
cash prat best, are investe<t i~' Government paper. If we wish to 
make use· of ~ll 'such small' savings for industrial purposes, we 
must see "that industrial papeJ: wit4 greater security is issued in 
small deoominatic;>Ds., It is therefore advisable that our companies 
should bring do1'o the denomination of the preference shares to 
at least R!f . .25!-~ " , 

r ... ' • ~ 

REDE,EMABLE PREFERENCE SHARES . . .. ,,\' .... 
One important' fe~ture of preferetl~e shares, na~eiy, callability 

or redeemability, is not found in India. This feature has recently 
become very common, in America. It is provided in the preferred 
stock covenants that the stock will be redeemed at a certain rate 
which is afways )0 or, 25 per cent. above its par value. In many 
cases no definite time 'limit is set for such retirement. Some of the 
reasons for issuing ~deemable preference shares are as follows. 
This feature is generally present in the case of concerns with a 
comparatively short period 'of life. In such cases it becomes. 
necessary that the preference shareholders should feel confident 
that besides the annual return they will, get back their principal. 
The redeemable preferred stock is also issued while a company 
is new and its credit not well established. Later on common stock 
is usually substituted for preferred as the former gives greater 
flexibility to the financial programm«:. Sometimes owing to low 
credit of the new concern or owing to the market conditions then 
prevalent, preferred shares hav~ 'got to be issued at a compara
tively high rate of ret!Jl1l. When conditions change, these high 
rate securities can be substituted with low rate ones. Callable 
preferred stock is also issued by a new concern in order to secure 
working capital or to meet some oth«:r temporary expenses, the 
intention being to redeem such issue later on with the reserves 
c~ated 'out of the profits. The redeemable issue in such cases 
serves a double purpose as it helps 'to raise capital without losing 
control of the original management, on the one hand, and without 
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incurring fixed obligation on the'otlier.Whe.tb~ ~i1Cern b~e$ 
well seasoned the redeemable; iss,!eis tepl~ed also bY'l>onds ~t 

'lower rate. , ' , ' "", 
Such redeemable pref~~nc~' s,hares .w'ill prov~ of .great bel1efit 

in India. Whenever theor1ginal,sh~r6 .eapj~~be_comes.e~hausted 
in the construction stage, wh~ch" as,we:sI,aU\iee',Jurtherl,il:j a, 
common occurrence in this ~o~ntry';. t~ls . f):pi ,9f ,seeUf;ity, ~wilr 
prove a conv~nient way to ~e~f'e" wQlk~ng,(:~pitar .• This device,' 
will remoVe the necessity of depending :Upq'R bgrio~ed'funds with' 
al1 the uncertainty and high costs'tJ.1at.~Ii~y. 'i~PtY .. and.~iit'pfovide 
sufficient capital without;. incll1ring: thC\,"-ur~eit o( fixe¢ charges ih 
the i1eginning" or without making ~~ cJI.ar~e Jl"e~anent. ' • 

DEFERRED 'OR FOUNOt'RS' :SHARES - ~ .. 
Next to the ordinary and preferred shares, wi!.h~e the defer

red Or founders' sha~es'. These shares partic\pate iii the profits 
usually after the ordina.ry shareholders gel a certain percentage 
of dividends, an<i are. generally take~; .up ...by, the Qr}&,inal pro
moters and vendors. In India these s~lfr6&J!aturally'p~$s into the 
hands of the managing agents. Mr. Hartley-Withers, calls these 
shares an ingenious device of keeping a ver:y s1;1b~t~ntial share in 
the profits for its holders, and alsp at the same time preserving 
an air of great modesty and moderation. 1 Tlte deferred shares as 
compared' with ordinary shares reprellent a. small amount of 
capital, and therefore when the concern is running profitably the 
deferred shareholders derive profits quite out of proportion to 
their holding. In some countries these shares are called manage
ment shares and are given to the managing director, the manager 
and other chief officials. In India we do not find such a system. 
Here these shares are taken up ~y the managing agents lind the 
directors. It will certainly prove of great advantage if we issue 
such shares to the ch~ef officials of the company, who will thus 
receive an extra incentive for efficient work. When the deferred 
bhares are held by the managing agents and the directors they are 
likely to be inconsiderate in dedaring profits in order to secure 
and justify dividends .on deferred shares. This of course is detri
mental to the interests of the ordinary shareholders. 

1 Cf. Stock, aDei Share .. by Mr. Hartley Withe". 
\1* 
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The deferred shares· :~:re usually issued in consKleration of . , 
promoting or organising ~ervices; and because the payment i!' 
made in terms of deferred shares it is made lavishly. The holders 
of deferred shares thus benefit far in excess of the services they 
render to the company. 

The deferred shares are used by our company organizers as a 
device of keeping control over the company with a relati"ely small 
stake. This is accomplished by issuing deferred shares of very 
small denominations as compared with the ordinary shares and by 
giving both the types equal voting rights. The Tata Construction 
Company, for example, had issued 50,000 deferred shares of 
Rs. 10/- each, and 75,000 ordinary shares of Rs. 100/- each. In 
this case it is obvious that the management, if they hold the 
deferred shares, will be able, with a stake of 5 lakhs, to controi 
the destiny of the ordinary shareholders who have invested 
Rs. 75,00,000. The condition becomes worse in India where the 
interests of the management are not always the same as those of 
the ordin~ry shareholders. 

NO-PAR STOCK 

There is one more variety of stock called no-par stock, which 
has recently become popular in' America, but is not found in India. 
The no-par stock, as the name suggests, is stock without a par 
value. The share of no-par stock is an integral part of the net 
worth of the company; its value is not stamped on it as in the 
case of a share of par-value stock but depends upon the value of 
the issuing company. Under this variety a stock certificate for a 
certain number of shares merely indicates that the owner is en
titled to a certain portion of the unencumbered assets of the busi. 
ness, without 8,ny statement of the money value of each share. 
What is usually done in such cases is that the directors divide tl,le 
total capital or assets ·of the company into a certain number of 
shares, each share representing a proportionate part of the total 
assets. 

The no-par stock possesses certain special advantages the most 
important of which is that it provides for greater flexibility in 
financing. because it becomes possible fQr a company to sell its 
shares at different prices according to the general financial and 
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. business conditions of the time. Th~e being no fixed price or 
face value to the shares, their actuafprice does not attract any 
public attention. There is, in fact nothing like selling at a discount 
or at a premium. From the point of view of the stockholder him
self it is significant that when no-par stock is issued, he is free 
from liability to assessment that sometimes confronts the holder 
of par value stock which has not been fully paid. The elimination 
of a fictitious par value will safeguard innocent investors, who 
are frequently persuaded by speculators to buy stock selling at' a 
nomimi.l price on the assurance that it is worth much more than 
they are paying for it. Under such circumstances, it becomes easy 
for a swindler to convince his victhn that a rare bargain is being 
offered and that the shares will soon be brought to par. The no
par stock is likely to result in an indirect benefit under Indian 
conditions; as the no-par shares cannot be of th~· assessable 
nature, the organisers will be required to raiSe sufficient capital 
in the very beginning. In America no-par preference shares are 
also issued but they are not popular. 

. , . 

It must be stated here that the no-par stock is in no way knave
proof or fool-proof. In the hands of unscnipu)ouS management 
it is even more harmful than the par-value stock. The success and 
advantages of this variety of stock depend upon the existence of 
intelligent and educated investing class. The no-par ~tock gives 
great scope to manipulation of accounts and hence the investors 
must be able to exact sufficient and accurate data on the financial 
affairs of the concerns and to understand the same. Where the 
investors are not able to safeguard their own interests, the law 
must prevent the innocent from being abused by lIleans of techni
cal accounting loopholes. It is better therefore that no-par stock 
should not be introduced unless such checks exist upon the activi-
ties of the management. . 

CREDITORSHIP SECURITIES 

Long-time capital is also raised by issuing creditorship securi
ties. llnlike owne~ship securities the creditorship securities have 
not got many varieties. There are two main classes of creditors' 
instruments, (I) bonds, and (2) debentures. The former is secured 
by a mortgage on specifi~ property or by the deposit of other 
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securities as collateral, in the hands of lawfully appointed 
trustees. The debentures, on the other hand, depend for their 
security only upon the general credit of the issuing company, 
though they are ordinarily backed by many protective and 
restrictive covenants and provisions. While the" mortgage· or 
collateral trust bonds are common in the U. S. A., the debentures 
are common in England and India. " 

Whatever the class of instruments, the process of issuing them 
is almost the same. There is in the first place the ebl,borate docu
ment which is usually in the form of a triple agreement between 
the company, the holders of the securities and the representatives 
of th(; latter. The bl,st party are the trustees who serve as a kind 
of intermediary between the company and its scattered and uo,
known bond-holders. Then there are the separate bonds issued 
under the agreement. They are distributed among the investors as 
the individual and separate evidences of debt. Each is signed in the 
name of the company with the certificate by the trustee and the 
bond is covered by the agreement. The agreement specifies in 
great detail the obligations of the company, the duties of the 
trustees and all the rights and privilc.ges of the bond-holder. As 
the creditorsbip securities are issued secured against the assets 
of the borrowing concern, the repayment of the principal invested 
in them becomes secured, because on default the assets can be 
attached. Of course, the degree of" security will differ in indivi
dual cases according to the nature of the assets and the conditions 
of the mortgage. 

INCLUSION OF DEBENTURES IN THE INITIAL 
FINANCIAL PLAN 

It is a time-honoured practice, no doubt based on sufficient 
wisdom, that a new concern should issue only ownership securities. 
Recently this policy has undergone some change and the financial 
plans of new concerns are found to include creditorship securities 
also. But this practice cannot be recommended in each and every 
case. It will prove beneficial only under certain conditions, and 
even then it must be used ~ry cautiously. The most important 
rule in this respect is that the creditorship securities should be 
issued only when the future earnings of the company are expected 
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to) be liberal and reasonably steady. T~e company must not also 
belong to that class of industry the constructive stage in which 
spreads OVer a long period. In such cases, if the earnings are 
expected to be steady, creditorship securities may be issued for 
securing working capital after the construction, stage is over. 
When large sums have got to be raised and it becomes difficult 
to do so by issuing ownership securities only~ resort may be 
taken to creditorshilJ. securities to a limited extent. 

The practice of supplementing the initial. share capital 
by debenture capital is likely to yield certain benefits, under 
present conditions, if followed cautiously and in strict con
formity with the principles of sound finance. Thereby it will . be 
easier to raise sufficient funds as it "ill be possible to tap conser
vative .people who desire a fixed income without much risk. 
Besides, the fear that if too many ownership securities are issued 
the rate of return on them may fall down, will also be removed 
as the return on the debentures wilt be fixed leaving the rest 
for being shared by the owners. 1 If sufficient funds are ra.ised 
in this way the difficulties that arise owing to dependence upon 
uncertain sources of capital like private depositors and commer
cial banks wilt be removed. The debentures will also prove more 
economical as the rate of interest on them will certainly be lower 
than the rate of interest on the shol;1:-time· borrowings, which 
moreover rises according to the intensity of the needs of the bor
rowing concern. The debenture. issue thus will make the supply 
of capital certain and cheap. But it must be remembered that the 
advantages of debenture issue in the beginning are not universal 
but . depend upon the merits of individual cases, and therefore, 
must be practised cautiously and after fun conside~ation of the' 
income yielding possibilities of the enterprise. 

DEBENTURES NOT POPULAR IN INDIA 

Despite their advantages, debentures do not seem to be as 
~ommon in India as elsewhere. The calculations about the capital 
of the companies quoted on the Calcutta Stock Exchange show 
that only 8 per cent. of the capital was raised by issuing deben-

I Se •• hapt.r OD fDilial Capital. 
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tures. I This percentage ",ill be evel\ lower in the case of Bombay 
where debentures art: said to be less popular. In England 20 per 
cent. of the capital is raised by issuing debentures.· The same 
percentage is found with regard to the manufacturing concerns in 
America, where it goes even as high as 50 to 60 in the case of 
public utility companies. I 

Various reasons are forwarded for the relative unpopularity of 
this type of industrial paper. The speculative tendency, for 
instance, of the Indian investors, who prefer a paper which gives a 
prospect of capital appreciation, is said to be an important reason 
of the unpopularity of the creditorship securities.' But in contra
diction to this it is maintained by others, that there is at all times 
a large class of investors who prefer the security offered by sound 
debentures to the possibility of capital appreciation.s The latter 
view seems to be more in keeping ",ith the circumstances than 
the former. It is true, that a great proportion of the present 
investors in industrial securities are influenced by their speculative 
prospects. But. this does not mean that there is no demand for 
non-speculative securities. Considering the general shyness of 
Indian capital it seems more probable that there should be a 
greater demand for debentures ",ith all the security that they 
imply, than for shares. And the existing conditions of the security 
market do indicate that to be the state. 'What actually happens 
is that debentures are readily purchased by Indian princes or big 
landlords and merchants who hold them as permanent invest
ments. I Thus a market is never being created in debentures 
which makes it difficult and inconvenient for people with moderate 
means to invest in such paper. A certain amount of investment 
securities, varying according to the general economic conditions, 
IS absorbed by the public and unless that amount is exceeded 

I Cf. Central Bukin! Enquiry Committee Report, Vol. I, Part, I, pp. 641-42. • 
• Cf. Report of the Committe< Oil Indullry and Tnde; Facto" of Induatrial and 

Commercial Efficiency, '92.7 pp. 458'9. 
I Applied Bu.;ne .. Finallcc, By E. E. Lillcolll, p. 2.05. 
, Cf. Evidence of Mr. (now Sir) K. M. Macdonald, Managins Goveraor, the 

IlIlperial Bank of India; The Cenlnl Bank ins En'luiry Committtt Report, Vol. II. 
o Cf. Evidence of Calcutta Siock Euhang. A .. ociltioll. The Cenlnl Bankins 

Ellquiry Committee Report, Vol. II, p. 612. • 
• Sre Ih. evidence of Mr. A. D. Shroff before the Celltnl Hankins EIl'luiry 

Committee, Report, Vol. III. 
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. they will not be available on the market for normal transactions. 
The creditorship securities thus do not seem to have gone beyond 
the absorption stage; there is, therefore, still a great potential 
market for them. A great customer of the creditorship securities 
is the insurance companies but this customer is still untapped. 
Either owing to lack of confidence in the stability of the industrial 
enterprises or owing to the inconvenience created by lack of 
market, our insurance companies are not found to invest in 
debentures, but in them there is a great potential customer. 

The relative unimportance of debenture capital in ou~ industdal 
finance is in many resp'ects due to the industrial concerns them
:;~lves. From the point of view of th~ enterprises deb~ntures have 
certain disadvantages. Being secured against the assets they affect. 
the credit of the issuing concern in the money market. The result 
is that the banks which supply short-term finance to such con
cerns curtail their advances. It is feared by the bank that it can 
have no tangible assets, as they have already been mortgaged. 

Whenever debentures are issued they are issued in such large 
denominations that they are beyond the reach of the investors 
with moderate means . .out of the 70 debenture issues quoted on 
the Calcutta Stock Exchange, in 1929, only one had a denomi
nation of less than Rs. 100/-; fifty-six were of the denominations 
of Rs. 500/- or more, and twenty-seven were in denominations 
of Rs. 1000/- or mor~. Formerly, in the U. S. A. too, the bonds 
were uniformly of 1000 dollars each. But during the last few 
years, the denomination has come down to fifty dollars. 1 A low 
denomination gives a double advantage to the investors with 
moderate means. Because they can not only invest their money 
in paper with greater security but can also reduce their risks 
further by diversifying their investments. If the debentures are 
to be made popular they must be issued in small ·denominations. 

WANT OF EFFICIENT TRUSTEE SERVICES 

There are, no doubt, certa,in risks in having low deno-, 
minational debentures under the present circumstances. The 
ease with which the debentures can be marketed is likely to 
lead to too lavish an issue. The debenture holders run two types 

1 Stt "Applied BUBint •• Finance," b, E. E. Lincoln, p. Jd. 
1\! 
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of. risks. Either the debentures may be issued without being 
secured by sufficient assets or the assets may be dissipated by 
too lavish dividends or otherwis~. It is not possible for the scat
tered and uninstructed investors to guard themselves against 
such financial intricacies. The harm done by an unsound issue of 
debentures is more serious than that done by the issue of specu
lative stock. :r~ investors in common stock invest with the 
consciousness that they are investing in specUlative paper~ The 
creditor securities, on the other hand, are taken to be sound 
investments, and are purchased confidently by the investors. If 
anything, therefore, goes wrong with such securities, the investors 
are likely to sustain a great loss. 

In order to avoid such losses and to protect the small investors, 
it is necessary that there should be some good agencies doing 
the work of trustees. To have efficient and honest services from 
these trustees it is necessary that they should be interested in the 
&uccess of the issues offered under their trusteeship. In India 
the trustee business is done by certain influential businessmen or 
managing agency firms. But as the debentures are purchased by 
big capitalists in large lots, the presence of the trustees has 
become unimportant, the holders themselves being in a position 
to protect their interests. If we wish to interest a large number of 
investors in debenture issues, we must have efficient and honest 
trustees to protect the interests of these scattered investors. The 
agency best suited to do this work is the investment bank as WI" 

find it in the U. S. A.I One important reason for the recent popu
larity of the small denominational bonds in that country 
seems to be the rapid development of investment banking 
during the past few years. The establishment of investment banks 
will help a good deal to popularise debentures in our country 
too. But until such financial institutions are established, the 
present banks will do the work of def>enture trustees with profit 
to themselves and also without any undue risks. They will in 
this way give a sound lead to the industrial concerns and also 
will be able to dispose of the issue easily among their depositors 
who will. readily purchase it being confident that the bank will 
protect their interests. 

I See th,e Chapter OD "Capital M;rkct". 



CHAPTER V 
• 

INITIAL CAPITAL 

ESTIMATES OF CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS 

Every industrial concern requires capital for three ditTerent 
purposes: the expenses of organisation, the costs of fixed and 
permanent assets, and the expenses of working the concern. In. 
other words, the capital raised should. be sufficien.t to launch and 
Operate the proposed enterprise efficientiy and economically. The 
first question that confronts the organisers regarding the capital 
requirements of the proposed scheme is how to estimate them. The 
amount of capital required for inaugurating a scheme, of course 
depends upon its size. The. organizers first of all must, therefore, 
decide upon the size of the proposed enterprise. Evidently the 
most economical size is that which will permit production at the 
lowest per-unit cost.· Perfect technical knowledge is essential for 
a correct decision in this respect. Once the size is decided 'upon 
the financial estimates become comparatively an easy matter. The 
correctness of the' estimates regarding the size and costs depends 
upon the efficiency of the promQtion services. In a country. like 
India where promotion services, as· we have already. seen, are 
deficient, the estimates are sure to lack in correctness. As a mat
ter of fact our industrialists do not generally base their estimates 
on scientific calcuiations. Wherever possible they tall;Ei as the 
model sothe other conCern, which they think is making good 
profit and imitate it in size and equipment. They do not consider 
whether a concern differing from the model is likely to yield 
greater profits. Where no such model can be had, the size is fixed 
upon in an arbitrary manner, without proper consideration of 
costs or profits." 

For a proper estimate of the costs, perfect technical knowledge 
is quite essential. If the organisers, therefore, are not able to 
'ecure expert techl'ical assistance their estimates are likely to be 
wrong. And as a rule they are wrong. One peculiar feature to be 
remembered in tJtis respect is t,hat' our businessmen err on the 

12* 
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~ide of in~ufficiency. Cases in which the capi~l raised is more 
than necessary are rare. This is th~ result of two confticting ideas 
that influence the organisers. On the one hand, they wish "to raise 
as little share capital as they think is absolutely necessary for the 
scheme about which they h~ve only a vague conception in their 
minds; on the other hand, they wish to have a big project without 
any consid~ration of the available resources. All the while, they 
completely forget the fact that both these things, the capital 
resour~s and the size of the concern, are interdependent . ./ 

The initial financial plans of Indian concerns, as a rule, do not 
'include working costs, or working capital. as it is commonly 
called. The share capital raised in the beginning" is just enough 
'to meet the construction costs. It seems to be the general belief 
that once the construction stage is Over the working expenses can 
be secured in one way or another. The neglect of working capital 
is a short sighted policy.1 The financial plan of every new concern 
must include a liberal provision for working it. If later on it is 
found that the provision for current expenditure is in excess of 
the r~uirements, the excess can easily be transferred from the 
current expenditure item to that of fixed and permanent assets. 

THE PROCESS OF STARTING A NEW CONCERN 

To have a proper idea of the finances of a new concern we 
must pay attention to the process of starting it. In" India, as we 
have already said', there are no professional business promoters. 
Industrial ideas in India are picked up and developed by the exist
ing business firms, or sometimes by persons not actually engaged 
in business but possessing business inclination and talent. Big 
concerns are almost invariably promoted by the business firms, 
while smaller ones are promoted by people engaged in other 
walks of life but endowed with ~pecial business inclin~tion. What
ever the position of the promoters, their relations with the 
promoted concern are invariably of the same nature, as they 
establish themselves as the latter's managing ag~nts. 

1 "So appe.ling i, tbe glamour of ,i.e tbat tbe miltake i. much more frc1,..,nt of 
makins too elaborate p ...... i.ion. for /i,..eI p.rmanent .... to than over-e8timating r<1uire-" 
menU for carrent npendit..,e. Yet many are tbe .itutione in whicb, if economy i. 
neusoa.,. it might more adnntageou,ly be .. erci,.eI in r .. peet of find tangible property 
••••••.•.•• , ••• but not witbout incurring gr."e ri,k. con tb' .. be ecoDomy in provioion for 
curr.nt expenditure ... Principle' of Curpora~ion Finance, By Harold L. Re.eI, pp. 6 •• 63. 
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Once an industrial proposition has bet:n taken in. hand, the 
next step is to "assemble" the different factors necessary for 
developing . the idea into a workable lmsiness scheme. Certain 
rights, . patents or properties have ~ot to be secured before the 
idea can be placed before the public. All this implies a good deal 
of expenditure of time and money, and therefore can be under
taken only by wealthy business firms or individuals. ·Sometimes 
one or more of the promoters are in possession of some of tl'ie 
necessary factors. When the scheme materialises payments have 
got to be made to the holders of ·the different factors and also to 
the promoters for their efforts and expenditure . 

• 
PAYMENTS TO THE VENDORS AND PROMOTERS 

The payments to the vendors, for the assets acquired from 
them, and to the promoters for their s~rvices, are made partly in 
cash and partly in shares. Such payments must also be included 
in the total capital issue in addition to the three items ··already 
discussed. \V.:henever payments are made in shares, they are made 
rather lavishly which .results in increasing the capitaliiation I 
figure without corresponding benefits. 'In other countries, the 
vendors and promoters usually Sever their active connections with 
the whole affair as soon as a company is formed to work the idea. 
The new company, therefore, usually as~umes a careful attitude 
towards the payments to be ma,de to the retiring parties. In India, 
the promoters, who are not infrequently also the vendors of 
different assets, continue their connections with the enterprise. as 
its chief managers by establishing themselves its managing agents 
or directors. 1:'he Tata Publicity Corporation had in the begin
ning six out of eight directors who were interested as vendors to 
the new company. The Tata Poyver Company had to pay as 
investigating charges Rs. 7t lakhs to the Tata Sons, Ltd., who 
were its managing agents, and three of ~he recipients of that 
amount were on the Board of Directors of tha,t Company .. The 
Belapur Company was started to take over the Property of the 
Belapur Syndicate in liquidation. The former company ~ad seven 

I "The total par ""l •• of all the ••• utiti •• outatandinc at allY gi .... tim. i. u.ually 
fefe .... to .. th. <Capitalization' of an •• t.rpri ..... 

BUli" ... '!II"". by W. H. LouCh, P 172.. . 
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directors in· the beginning and out of them four wen~ interested 
as vendors of the property of the Belapur Syndicate. The Andhra 
Valley POwer Supply Company Was started to acquire and work 
from the Tata Hydro-Electric Power Supply Company the con
cession for generating electrical ·power ill Andhra Valley. For 
transferring this right the Andhra Valley Power Supply Co. had 
to pay to the Tata Hydro-Electric Power Supply Ca. Rs. 5 lakhs 
in cash and besides Rs. 50,000 or such larger sum as may be 
r.epresented by 15 per cent. upon the remainder of the profits. The 
new company had fourteen directors in the beginning out of 
whom ten were the directors of the vendor company. This new 
company was promoted by a Syndicate, all the members of which. 
who were to receive promotion fees, were also directors of the 
new company.' 

It is obvious that under these circumstances, the charges for 
the services or assets are sure to be exaggerated. 'Vhen the 
personal interest of the directors and the interest of the company 
conflict, it is natural that the former should predominate the 
latter. For an exact valuation, the value must be settled by aU 
the interested parties or by an independent disinterested party. 
Under the existing circumstances, we find that the val~es are 
fixed by a single interested party, the party which is to receive 
the paymellts. Our Company Law too, does not provide for all 
independent scrutiny of the payments made to the promoters and 
vendors. In other countries, legal protection is granted to the: 
investors against such over-valuations. 

In France, for example, it is provided by Law that the value of 
the assets acquired by a public limited company and the considera
tion for any profits granted to the promoters should both be 
examined by a committee of scrutinisers appointed by the share
holders. The findings of this committee must be presented to and 
approved of by the shareholders themselves.' The regulations im
posed in Germany are still stricter. There, when shares are issued 
for property instead of cash, elaborate measures are to be taken 
to insure that the property was actually worth as much as the par
value of the shares issued in exchange for it. Whenever, for 

I CE. The proopect_. aDd ABncy Acro.momt. of tho .o.,octi .. -compaDi ••• 
I CE. The EDllil.h Capital M •• kor: By F. w¥iD&tua, pp. III 5-&16. 
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instance, a, director also happens, to be an organisel1 of the 
company, interested in property acquired in exchange for stock, 
~P.e<:ial outside auditors must inves~igate and report on the trans
action. In G~rmany every corporation must hav~ hl(o boards of 
directors, a supervising board and a managing bO<lrd. The same 
person cannot be a member of both these bOards at -the same 
time. At the time of making an application for' registration the re
ports of both these boards-the .supervising board and the ~anag
ing. ~ard-the organis~rs, and of the outside auditors when 
required, in regan) to the terms and considerations for which ail 
the shares Qr stock are isst.!.ed and the names of the stockholders 
must be filed. When stock is issued for property, the organisers
have to include in this sworn written -statement, th~ basis for the 
valuation put upon such property. Thus ordinarily three, and in 
case a director is also an organiser, four, independent investiga. 
tions must b~ made and reported upon, under oath to establish the 
parity between the value of the property acquir~d by the company, 
and the stock issued for such property. 1 As a result of these 
elaborat~ precautions the danger that a German company would 
begin business with nominal capitalization exceeding its. bonafide' 
assets !~ reduced almost to vanishing point. 

The protection afforded in the U. ~. A. is rather indirect, and, 
therefore, not as effective a,s in the case of the oth~r two countries. 
Here the law intervenes only when anything goes wrong with the
concern. If a corporation, for instance, g~ts into difficulty and a 
receiver is 'appointed owing to mismanag~ment, and if he finds 
that stock was issued fraudulently, he can recover out of the 
difference between th~ par value of the stock and what the court' 
considers the fair value of the prop~rty, such amounts as a,re 
necessa,ry to meet the claims of the creditors. II When a cQrpora
tion is considered not to have received full value for the stock 
issue,d as fully paid to the vendors, the fully paid stock is con
sidered as assessable stock and, those who have received it are 
considered liable for the' difference between its true value and par 
value. 'If in the meanwhile, any of the delinquents become in-

I Cf, "Th. TrUll and CorporalioD Proble .... ," by H<Dry R. S.',or and Cbarl •• 
A. Gullick J. R., pp. 578-79., 

• Cf. CorporatioD Fiunco, By E. s. Mea~ p. ISS. 
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solvent, the solvent ones are compelled to take over the shares of 
the insolvent ones. 

Some protection or. these lines, or even stricter than in either 
,of these thr-ce cases is essential in this country. If the sellers of 
the property have full freedom to dictate prices, it is but natural 
tha't they (the prices) should SOar high. Whenever stock is issued 
to persons in excess of the benefits received from them, the capital 
of the concern is said to have been watered. The capital becomes 
watered even when the payments are made not in terms of stock 
but in cash if it be in excess of the value of the assets received. 
Such stock watering has many disadvantages. As the outstanding 
share capital exceeds the value of the assets the percentage of 
return on the shares becomes low. In such cases the real losers 
are those who buy the shares with hard cash; the returns they 
get on their investments prove to be less than what might be 
termed a fair rate of return. The vendors on the other hand derive 
:sufficient, or even more than sufficient return, for the assets 
passed over to the company by them. There are two other dis
advantages from the point of view of the concern itself. First, as 
discussed above, it means a waste of the resources in so far as the 
payments exceed the benefits received. Secondly, the ca.pitali~a

tion of a concern is always limited by its profit earning capacity. 
and therefore, the more we spend on such payments the less is 
left for other purposes. As a result of this the concern soon finds 
itself in financial difficulties. This is also one of the reasons of the 
common complaint about insufficient share capital of our industrial 
concerns. 

MISCALCULATIONS ABOUT CAPITAL 

After 8.n industrial idea is worked out on systematic lines, and 
the payments to be made to secure the preliminary tangible and 
intangible assets as well as the services of different parties are 
settled, the next stage in the life of an enterprise is to calculate 
the' capital requirements and to devise the ways to secure the 
same. We have already discussed the different items that comprise 
the total' capital requirements of an enterprise. Financial ease, 
to a great extent depends upon a correct estimate of all the 
different financial needs. . 

When we turn to examine the financial condition of our com-
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panies we find that miscalculation about capital requirements is a 
common malady from which they suffer. The phenomenal company 
failures which took place after the War Boom was over were 
due mainly to this defect. 1 But one need not think that the con
cerns Boated under the feverish ~oom activity only suffered from 
financial miscalculations. This defect existed long before; many 
a witness, for example, before the Indian Industrial Commission 
had complained of it.' As a matter of fact, the complaint about 
insufficient capital supply has been there, ev~r since the beginning 
of the modern industrial system in I,ndia. The worst of it is that 
the same situation has continued to this day without any improve
ment in it, and the evidence before the recent Banking Enquiry 
Committees bears ample testimony to this.s' 

At the beginning of this chapter We have said that the share 
capital must be sufficient to provide fOF (I) the organising ex
penses incurred in the beginning, (2) the assets necessary to 
make the project complete and to bring it to working condition, 
and (J) the necessary working capital. But our companies, far 
from making any provision for the last mentioned item, find 
the funds insufficient even to make the project a complete entity. 
The. hiSiqry of almost every industrial enterprise, worth the name, 
will p/o've this. To choose a few random recent instances we may 
refer to the following cases. The C. P. Portland Cement Company 
was started in 1919 with an authorised capital of one crore, with 
Messrs. Burns & Co. of Calcutta as managing agents. Out of one 
crore, 60 lakhs were issued for public subscription. As it was the 
boom period and the company w~s promoted by a reputed agency 
firm, the capital issued w~s easily subscribed; not only this but 
the shares were soon at a premium of 40 to 80 per cent. The 
Capital raised in this way was exhausted ~n no time and the 
directors were .required to raise more funds by issuing the remain-' 

1 "Many an otherwise promiaing concern had -to close their doors because either 
from the very commencement sufficient capital wa. not provided for, or fund. were Dot 
forthcoming when they Were urgently needed. II Company Failuree and their Caules; a 
Booklet pUbli'hed by Mr. N. J. Shah. ., 

I Se. for example, the Report of the Indian Inclultrial Commi •• ion, Evidence Vol •• 
S CE. Report of tbe C. P. Provincial Bank. En'l': Com. Vol. I, Ch. IX. Report of 

the Bengal Provinaid Bank. EIl'l': Com. Vol. I. Ch. IX. Report of the Ceatral Baak. 
ED'I': Com. Vol, II. Eopecially the eviclence. of the Anclhra Bank, Ltd.; Mr. B. Ra",
chandra Rao, aocl Mr. A. D. Shroff. 
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ing shares of 40 lakhs. But by this time the boom \Vas over, 
and owing to the financial difficulties the credit of the concern 
reached a low ebb. As a result of both these events the late issue 
could not be disposed of at all. In the meanwhile, the managing' 
agency of 'this concern was taken over by Messrs. Mathuradas 
Gokuldas of Bombay who raised a debenture loan for Rs. 40 
lakhs. This sum was also exhausted, and then the agents raised 
another 20 lakhs by a second debenture loan. The company wanted 
to erect three units of machinery and up to this period they were 
working for all the three units, but after spending the 120 lakhs, 
the three units were only half finished. And the agents made an 
appeal for a further sum of 15 lakhs in order to finish only two 
units. Five lakhs were necessary to complete the two units and 
ten lakhs as working capital. 1 This company afterwards passed 
into the hands of the debenture holders, who were the members of 
the agency firm. I Financial straits resulting from insufficient share 
capital had to be faced by the Tata Power Company also. This 
Company was registered in 1919 with an authorised capital of 
9 crores, out of which only 4.5 crores were issued. Afterwards 
it was found that the funds raised were not sufficient even to 
complete the construction. The company later on took a deben
ture loan to the extent of 2 crores from the Tata Hydro-Electric 
Company and brought the construction to working condition. I 
Similarly the Andhra Valley Power Supply Company also had to 
undergo the unfortunate experience of shortage of capital. 
A time had reached when this company would have been obliged 
to clOse down but for the friendly assistance of one of the Bombay 
Banks on the personal guarantee of the Managing Agents.' The 
last two concerns Were floated by a firm of no less repute than 
the Tata Sons, Ltd. These three instances will show how defects 
arise in capitalization even with regard to companies floated by 
the most reputed industrialists. Obviously conditions must be 
worse wi~h regard to the companies floated by less able business
men. 

I CE. :rhe Capital, May 3, "9s3. 
I lndi."o Tariff Board: Cement Indu.try Report, Eyidence Vol. p. 63 • 
• EYidence of Mr. A. D. Shroff: Central Bonkins En~uiry Committ.e Report, 

Vol.1I. 
, Ibid. 
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The difficulties arising from insufficient share capital are in no 
way peculiar to Bombay. Industrial establishments in other 
provinces like Madras l and Bengal are labouring under the same 
difficulties. In Bengal all sorts of industrial establishments whether 
jute, coal, tea, rice or oil miIls are suffering from insufficient share 
capital. The Bengal National Chamber of Commerce observe, 
"The realisation from their share floatations do not enable them 
to meet all the capital requirements and their dependence on out
side finance is no less marked than in, the case of similar establish
ments owned by individual proprietors." i The Chamber while 
speaking about the tea industry say, "Concerns which are faced 
with such a plight have to go into liquidation though there may 
have the prospects of yielding crops in a couple of years." 

The financial difficulties in which a new concern finds itself 
involved can be traced to two different causes, the ignorance on 
the part of the promoters as regards the amount of capital 
required, or difficulty in, raising the required amount. With regard 
to the first three important Cases quoted above, viz., C. P. Port
land Cement Company, the Tata Power Company and the Andhra 
VaIley Power Supply Company, we cannot say that their financial 
predicament was due to any difficulty of raising more initial 
capital. If the directors of the first concern had issued shares of 
Rs. 120 lakhs instead of Rs. 60 lakhs, in the very beginning, they 
would not have found it difficult to market them. So also anyone 
who has studied the psychology of the Indian investors will admit 
that companies floated by the Tatas need not be afraid of lack of 
subscribers. It is a matter of common knowledge that shares of 
companies floated by firms of the standing and repute of that of 
the Tatas are almost invariably over-sub~cribed. Naturally the 
real cause of the financial difficulties of such concerns lies in mis
calculation on the part of the promoters. I 

1 Cf. The ... idence of Mr. B. Ramchandra Rao, and allo of the Secrefa.", the 
Andhra Bank; The Central Banking En~uiry Committee Report, Vol. JI. 

I Cf. E.idence of the .Bengal National Chamber8 of Commerce: The Central 
BaDking Enquiry Report. Vol. JI. 

I .. If .n en~uiry i. made into the caUle. that oent mOlt of the Companies fioate" 
~~riDg the p.riocl referr.d to (i. e. the poot-war boom period) to a prem.ture grave, it 
Will, he found that ia a majority of inltance" before )auDchiD, ambitioul ,c.hemel, 110 

pr~ hmin3ry inycltigationl al to the capital requirement. waa ever made. n Company 
F.llur .. and their C •••••• By N. J. Shah. 
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GENERAL ATTITUDE OF THE INVESTORS 

The lack of confidence shown by the investors in the organizers 
of industrial enterprises also proves in some cases to be a great 
difficulty in the way of raising sufficient capital. If a scheme wants 
a good' response from the investors, it must satisfy two conditions, 
(1) it must be intended to work in that line of industry which is al
ready showing good returns, and (2) it must be launched or sup
ported by reputed businessmen. It is a long standing complaint 
against Indian investors that they are not led by the intrinsic 
merits of a scheme but by the names of the promoters and direc
tors. This was a common compla:nt made by the witnesses before 
the Indian Industrial Commission. And the complaint is true even 
to this day. The Bihar and Orissa Banking Enquiry Committee, 
for example, observe, "We do not subscribe to the view that 3 

r good proposition always commands capital. On the other hand we 
believe that it is the na,me rather than the proposition which 
attracts capital. The investing public entrust their sa" ings to 
certain persons however unsound their propositions may be." 1 

This is true not only about Bihar and Orissa but about the whole 
of India. 

\Ve cannot entirely blame the investors for the lack of con
fidence shown by them in new schemes. It is clear that the demand 
for capital to float new undertakings must rest entirely on the 
prospective earning power and cannot be supported by an offer 
of security. The prospective investor must be able to estimate the 
earning power of the neW venture, and he must also be able to 
form opinion about the integrity of the management. This requires 
intimate and expert kno}Vledge which we cannot expect our 
investors to possess. As a result of this the supply of capita,l is 
regulated, as an economist puts it, "not by the proper risks of 
the venture but by the distorted image of those risks resulting 
from imperfect knowledge of the capitalist. ". The ignorant invest
ing public in some cases magnify their estima,tion of risks and 
hold back capital from useful enterprises, or in some cases dimi
nish the -same and so waste their resources on unsound and even 

I Report of the Bihar and Oriou Provincial Banking Enqui'1 Committee. Vol. I 
p. IQ3· 

.. The English Capital Market: B7 F. L.vington, p. "'9' 
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fraudulent schemes. Thus the actual supply of capital bears no 
relation to the intrinsic merits of the proposed scheme. The 
financial difficulties of our industrial cOQ~rns, therefore, are not 
so much due to the commonly alleged shyness of Indian capital 
but to the lack of proper guidance to the investors. 

DIspARITY BETWEEN AUTHORISED AND PAID-UP 
CAPITAL 

There are certain other minor commissions and omissions on 
the part of the organi:zers, who thereby drag an industrial con
cern into financial difficulties in the early Part of its existence. 
The vast difference betw~en the authorised and paid-up capital, 
which is a common feature of our companies, for instance, does 
more harm than is apparent. The practice of keeping the c 
authorised capital higher thaQ the paid-up capital is followed in 
imitation of the English practice. In England only a part of the 
par value of the stock is usually called, the remaining uncalled 
portion being used as a sort of reserve. The underlying idea of 
the practice is that some margin should be left for increasing the 
business at short notice. The uncalled portion is, therefore, meant 
to be called up whenever further c:iemacnds for capital a~ise. This 
reserve is created in two different cways: sometimes only a part 
of the whole capitalised amount is issued for subscription and 
the rest is held as reserve; sometimes the whole of the capitalised. 
amount is issued but only a small percentage of the. face value 
of each share is called up. Not quite infrequently both the methods 
are used. This practice, though it has proved beneficial" in Eng
land, is followed here to a great disadvantage. It is often for
gotten that the success of this arrangeme;"t depends upon the 
knowledge of the investing public of business methods and pos
sibilities, and also on their possessing sufficient liquid resources. 
In India, unfortunately, both these conditions are' lacking. and 
that is. why the practice proves disadvantageous, aQd not bene
ficial. In a, large number of cases of insufficient capital resources 
it will be found'that the difficulty was mainly due to havi~g issued 
too small a portion of authorised capital. W,henever a COllcern 
finds the original subscription insufficient and asks for more funds, 
the public think that something is wrong with the enterprise, and. 
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simply refuse to subscribe to the later issue. :This was what hap 
pened in the case of the C. P. Portland Cemeqt Company. Undel 
these circumstances it is advisable to issue as large a portion a~ 
possible in the beginning. In the first wave of enthusiasm it i~ 

possible that a much larger number of shares may be sold. 

The creation of reserve is not the only motive that under· 
lies the disparity between the authorised and the issued capital. 
By keeping the authorised capital at a high figure it is intendec 
to create an impressive outlook on the minds of the ignoran1 
investors. But even from this point of view, the trick has lost at 
its force being used too often. The investors have now come tc 
realise that a high nominal capital signifies' nothing. As a resul1 
of this, far from deceiving the investors, the organisers them· 
selves are deceived. By a high figure of authorised capital a[] 

. unconscious impression is cre:ated on the minds of the organisers, 
that if the raised funds prove insufficient they can raise more by 
issuing the unissued portion. But when the actual need arises, 
they, to their great dismay, find that the source is quite useless. 

ISSUE OF ASSESSABLE STOCK 

The stock sold by a company, is of two I'orts, assess
able or fully paid, according as the: payment is partial or 
full. When assessable stock is issued the purchasers are 

,required to pay only a part of the face value of the shares in the 
beginning with promises to pay the rest il\ such amounts and at 
such times as may be required by the directors. This device is 
sometimes used to guard against underestimates. In such cases it 
it does not become necessary to make further calls, the shares 
remain only partially paid. This device is sometimes used to guard 
I.Igainst underestimates, the un~lled portion being looked upon as 
a sort of capital reserve. In some cases the amount called up, 
especially in the beginning, is to be paid in more ,than one instal
ment. This practice is found convenient when the construction 
stlige is spread over a long period. For instance, it is declared in 
the prospectus that Rs. 50/- will be called up on the share of 
Rs. 100/- each, but the amount may be paid in instalments of 

• Rs. 10/- at the interval of one or two months. Sometimes the 
amount of even fully paid shares is realized in this way. This 
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arrangement is made more or less for the convenience of the share 
purchasers. But a share to be paid for by fixed and prearranged 
instalments, is different from an assessable share in which case 
the time and amount of the payment to be made is not fixed but 
is uncertain and unforeseen. 

As in the case of keeping a certain portion of the authorised 
capital unissued, so also in the case of issuing assessable stock, 
our company organisers follow the British p'ractice with dis
advantage. The underlying idea in following this practice seems 
to be to sell off in the beginning as large a number of shares as 
possible by calling up only a small sum. Sometimes the called up 
capital is ridiculously. low as compared with the financial needs 
of the undertaking. The organisers perhap'S believe, that once the 
shares are disposed of they Can raise the necessary funds by 
making further calls; but an occasion for further calls usually 
proves an occasion of disillusion and disappointment. It is for
gotten in the beginning that the regular realisation of the calls 
depends upon factors other, than the n~eds of the concern. For 
instance, the investors must realise that It is very difficult to make 
a correct estimate of the costs ,in the beginning; then they must 
also realise that in some cases further additions to the capital 
resources are likely to result in increasing the net returns on the 
whole. The investors in our country being generally ignorant of 
business organization and prospects, expect dividends when they 
meet the calls made in the beginning. And, therefore, whenever 
further calls are made they, thinking their former payments to ' 
have been wasted, refuse to meet them lest the latter payments 
~hould meet the fate of the former ones. 

The idea that money paid for shares in the beginning is sufli-' 
cient to bring in dividends leads to another harmful result. The 
investors spend all their resources in purchasing shares by paying 
the amounts called up in the beginning. At this stage they do not 
realise that further demands may be made upon them. And when 
such demands are made, they find themselves unable to meet 
them. buring the boom period of industrial activity, hundreds 
of people were ruined owing to their inability to pay up the call 
moneys. I If, therefore, sufficiently large amounts are called up 

1 Cf. The Official aepre..,ntatio'; of the Bomba, Stock EIChange to the Bomba, 
Stock E..hange Enqulry Committe.. 192.4. 
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in the very beginning, the concerns as well as the investors will 
be saved, all the future troubles. 

How a concern finds itself in financial diflil; .. l1ties owing to, the 
irregularity and uncertainty of realising later cans can very wen 
be seen from the case of the Tata Power Company~ The arrears 
of unpaid calls, in the case of this Company, had once accumu
lated to a total of Rs. 1.37 crores out of a total subscribed capital 
of Rs. 4.35 crores. As a result, to complete its construction the 
Company had to take a debenture loan from the Tata Hydro
Electric Company. 1 Owing to the high credit of the managing 
agents of this particular concern it was possible for it to sur
mount the difficulty. But a similar situation in the case of a 
smaller concern would have proved fatal. 

OTHER DISADVANTAGES OF ASSESSABLE STOCK 

The practice of issuing assessable stock is frought with certain 
other disadvantages, the consideration of which will not be out 
of place here. The unpa¥:l portion Qf such stock, for instance, 
unnecessarily depresses its value. Besides, whenever a call is 
made the value of the stock becomes unduly lowered. There are 
two reasons for this. The very lact that a call is made makes the 
investors nervous about the' value of the stock. So also, the 
investors, who have exhausted their resources, as already men
tioned, in paying the first call, are required to unload a portion 
of their holding on the market. The combination of both these 
factors brings down the value of the shares. Such occasions 
provide good opportunities to the directors and managing agents 
to make profits. They, being the supreme managerial heads, can 
fl.lso manipulate the finances to their advantage. For example, 
they can make the financial position appear worse than what it 
is, at the time of making the calls, so that the value of the shares 
will be unduly lowered, and so also later on they can make the 
financial position appear better than what it actually is, so that 
the prices will again soar high. The management can also make 
money by making the calls when there is financial stringency in 
the money market. The market condition depresses the security 
prices in general which become still lowered in the cases of the 

I Cf. Evidence of Mr. A. D. Shroff. The C~nt .. l Banking Enquiry Committe. 
Report. Vol. II. 
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~ares on which calls are made, mQre so a,s the stringent financial 
conditions cause big lots Qf such shares to be thrown on the 
m¥ket. Th~ management of the respective concerns whQ under.
stand the whole situation better purchase the shares at those 
unduly low prices and reap good harvest when the market a,ssumes 
normal tone. 

Tb~ practice of issuing assessable stock with ooly a small por
tion called up in the beginning provides a good field for the acti
vity of fraudulent company promoters. The oommon practice in 
such respects is that a large number of shares with a small deoo
lIlination is issued and only a small part of each share is ca.Iled 
up. Twenty thousand shares, fQr example, may be issued with a 
face value of Rs. 10/- each, aod only one rupee on each share 
may be called up. Such an issue lIla.kes a good appeal to the 
investing public. In these days when a man's worth in terms of 
commercial paper and its ownership is important, it gives a sense 
of satisfaction' to think that on~ holds so· maoy shares, and 

, consequently so much control aod owllilership in a company with 
so much capital. Besides, the investor hopes to 'make speculative 
profits in due course. 

The credulous middle class public usually prove a victim to 
sucb fraudulent ~ctivities, aod it is urgent that they should be 
given sufficient legal protection in such matters. In France, for 
instance, it is provided that the nominal value of shares shall not 
be less thao 25 fraocs; and at least 25 fraocs must be paid on each 
share and wherever the nominal value of each share is more than 
'00 francs, at least, oneo-fourth of it must be paid. Similarly. 
in Germany the shares of joint-stock companies must be of i' 
minimum nominal value of 1,000 marks, though this limit may 
be reduced to 200 marks in special cases. Besides, a company is 
not legally formed until the whole of its share capital has been 
6ubscribed and fuDy paid up. Similar protection is needed in India 
too. 

THE MINIMUM SUBSCRIPTION CLAUSE 

The Indian Company Law has made it compulsory for the 
company promoters to declare the minimum subscription of the 
capital on the basis of which they propose to proceed to allot the 

It 
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shares. If the amount of the subscribed capital does not reach the 
minimum laid down by the articles the company musf return the 
money received from the subscribers. The underlying motive ,of 
this provision is tht the prospective shareholders should be able 
to decide for themselves whether the concern would be in a posi
tion to start work if the minimum is fulfilled, because they can
not get their money bade when the minimum is fulfilled even if 
the concern finds it impossible to start work with the amount 
realized on the subscribed minimum. This provision presupposes 
a good business knovvledge on the part of the investors, .who must 
be in a position to estimate the capital required to start and work 
the enterprise in which they intend to invest. But our investors, 
as a rule, are ignorant of such problems, and therefore, this provi
sion proves of little value. 

The main defect of this minimum subscrip.tion clause is that 
the minimum is left totally to the will of the organisers, who, 
being aware of the fact that the investors are not in a position 
to pass any judgment upo, its merits, bring it down to such low 
level that it hardly remains without being fulfilled. This provision 
thus only deceives the investors vvho believe that the fulfilment 
of the minimum means ~ertainty ot the concern being started. 

,Really speaking the minimum is fixed with the intention of rais
ing the expenses incurred and the remuneration, of the promoters. 
If the minimum is fixed at a higher level it p'erhaps may not be 
fulfilled, and in that case the p'romoters will have themselves to 
bear all the expenses. Thus the promoters are interested in keep
ing the Il)inimum subscription low. If the investors are to be 
benefited, this clause must be rep'laced by some provision on the 
lines of the English Company Law that the allotment should be 
undertaken' only when the subscription warrants that the funds 
raised would be sufficient not only to meet the construction cost 
,but also the working expenses. 

UNDER-CAPITALIZATION: A COMMON FEATURE 

There is one more factor to w~ich the financial difficulties of 
our concerns are due in many cases. It seems to be a long stand
ing belief of our industrialists that the less the share capital the 
greater the return on it, and this has resulted in practising under-
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capitalization as a definite ~olicy. 1 "Y:hile capitalizing, therefore, 
the motive to increase the rate of rt<turI\ by limiting the share 
capital getsupperhand and the proper consideration viz., whether 
the raised funds are adequate or otherwise for a smooth and 
~uccessful .working of the contemplated scheme, becomes 
neglected ! 

A common argument put forward in favour of this policy is 
that it is more economic to finance by borrowing as the borrowed 
funds can be had: at less cost than the share capital. It is argued 
tor instance, that· funds can be borrowed at 5 to 6 per cent. 
which is much less than what would have been taken away by 
the same amount if it had been raised by issuing shares. 

This practice of financing even the fixed assets out of borrow
ed money originated in the peculiar business conditions of the last 
century. While discussing the managing agency system we have 
mentioned how the cotton mill companies were started by a ,few 
wealthy men more or less on the lines of family ·concems.;rhese 
businessmen being themselves wealth" could attract sufficient 
money at low: rates from the public .. Thus it was advantageous 
for them to raise .as small a share capital as possible. Because 
the le~s the amount of share capital the greater was .the percent
age of return on it. Besides, as the total irivestment; in t"ach con-, 
cern was not large, a greater number of concerns .could be started 
with the same amount of capital, and. in this way the percentage 
of return on the capital could be increased. There Was one more 
advantage of this practice. The share capital being small, it could 
be supplied by a small group of. subscribers and conseq!lently the 
total profits could be retained, as if in a family! In case the con
cern had been. capitalized for a larger ~mount it would have been 
necessary to seek outside subscribers and in thai: case the profits 
would 'have been divided with them. 

This system, though it originated with cotton mill companies, 
was followed by all industrialists without paying a~J <lt~ention to' 
the consequences. The success of the system depends· \lpon the 
availability of a sufficient amount of money at a low rat~:of inter
est, and that is why it works better" with regard to big companies 

1 See for example tbe evid.nce of the Indu.tri.1 Surv.yor, Dc!lhi, .nd a1,o that of 
the Bombay Chamber of Comm.r .... The Tariff Board Cotton Textil. Enquiry R.port 

" 19z7 Vol. 3. 
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than with regard to small ones. The big concerns owing to their 
high credit find it el\sy -to borrow money and also get it at a 
comparatively low rl\te. But the small ones are required to offer 
high rates, and eveQ then they find it difficult to satisfy their 
small needs, and this Dot infrequently results in cl\using their ex
tinction. Even big concerns no~ find it more and more difficult to 
get money at'a low rate and in sufficient quantities. As a matter 
of fact the biIsiness practice which was suited to the econqmic 
conditions existing three q\1arters of a century .ago has now 
become antiquated and therefore useless. Money is not now so 
very easily available as it was then. The people, instead of de
positing their savings with business firms or businessmen, have 
now begun to invest them in Government paper or deposit them 
with banks. The industrial concerns, therefore, are required to 
offer high rates to attract funds and consequently the share':' 
holders, far from deriving any special advantage only stand to 
lose owing to this faulty financial prl\ctice. 

THE AHMEDABAD PRACTICE 

The under-capitalization policy is practised by different indus
tries in different ways, and of course with different effects. It is 
carried almost to an extreme in the case of the Ahmedabad cotton 
mill companies which are started usually with only one-fourth of 
the block capital being raised by issuing shares. About one-third 
of the rest is secured by seven-yel\r deposits and tw~thirds by 
one-year deposits. Those who purchase a certain number of 
share5 and also provide a certain' amount as seven-year and one
year deposits are 'given a proportionate share in the agency com
mission. The Central Sanking Enquiry Committee while discuss
ing the system rem~rk. "As far as the Ahmedabad industry is 
concerned .. 'the systeni is· reported to have succeeded bey~nd the 
ordinary expectations and it is even doubted if the industry would 
have progressed as ~ell as it has done in recent yel\rs, had it not 
been for the system of giving out shares frQm the managing 
agency commission. "I They seem to hl\ve looked only to the 
bright side of the system, and to have been much impressed by it. 
The Committee .themselves admit that the success of the syst!m 

I The CoMral BaDking Enquiry Committ .. aepolt Vol. I Part I, p. t77' 
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is due to the practice of giving shares from the managing agency 
commission. This makes it clear th~ to get the mOney some.extra 
allurement is necessary. What actually happens is that the agents 
fina,nce almost all the long-term deposits and as a special con
sideration for this charge an exorbitant agency commission. Thl." 
agents thus get for their funds much higher returns than the 
market rate; and that is why the industry has be~Q, able to get 
suffis:ient capital. The conCerns on the other hand ':i;1rlfer as they 
~re required to pay too much for the accommodation. The' heavy 
<-harges in the fomt of agency commission become a permanent 
burden upon them ·S!)· that even though fortunately a concern 
becomes a,ble to maintain itselLwithout the deposit money owing 
to reserves from the profits, it cannot get rid of the agency com
mission. The excess of profits over the interest charges to be paid 
for the deposits being in this way taken over by the agents, the 
shareholders do not realise any special benefit out of the under
capitalization policy. This system of industrial finance no doubt 
encourages a few big capitalists to invest their funds in industries; 
but, on the other hand, it certainly discourages millions of ordi
nary investors from investing in Industrial paper owing to the 
relatively small returns on such investments. 

, Besides, no student of industrial finance can call a system 
satisfactory in which about ha,lf the block capital is financed by 
one-year. deposits. In the first place this creates a consta,nt feeling 
of uncertainty. There is no knowing when these deposits may be 
demanded back. If, for instance, the deposit.ors find that they can 
have better returns on their money, relatively to the risks under
taken, by investing it in some other way, the 'deposits are sure 
to be withdrawn. Under such circumstan~s in order to retain 
the deposits the concerns will have to raise the rate of interest. 
And this will have to be done whether 'the conce~ is in a. posi
tion to pay the charges or not. Not only this but s~ch deposits are 
sure to be withdra,wn when a concern i.s in' financial difficulties. 
Under such a plight there remains only ODe ;;'ay open td a~oid 
immediate winding up and tha,t is to replace the short t~e loan 
by the highest type of mortgaged security. 
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UNDER-CAPITAL1ZATION IN TEA COMPANIES 

The tea companies,' 'especially in J3engal and Assam, too 
follow this practice of under-capitalization to their great dis
advantage. One peculiar feature of the tea plantation industry is 
that the tea gardens require comparatively large amounts during 
the'cultivating stage i.e. till the gardens come to a crop yielcling 
condition, which takes nearly four to five years. Mter the gardens 
teach the crop yielding stage not· much working capital is 
required. The share capital raised being quite insufficient to 
finance the preliminary expenditure, a novel method is devised 
by these companies to raise some additional capital. The share
holders are required to pay in addition to the share prices a 
certain amount as admission fee which ranges from 25 to 100' 

per cent. of the share prices, and it is utilized to meet the initial 
capital expenditure. But the share capital is so small that all the 
admission fee and the amount received on the capital account 
cannot save the concerns from going into the clutches of the 
creditors. In many cases after a period of two years or so outside 
finance is required. Such financi:ll help is secured from the manag
ing agency firms, loan-offices ur money-lenders. When an agency 
firm comes forward to render the necessary financial help it 
becomes the managing agent of that company and charges from 
21 to 71 per cent. commission on the gross sale proceeds of tea, 
over and above the usual rate of interest i.e. 8 to 9 per cent. 
When accommodation is secured from loan-offices the rate of '. . interest usually varies from I2 to 15 per cent. But the resources 
of these loan-offices are slender and sufficient only for old esta
blishe<\ big plantations. New .and fi~ancially weak gardens cannot 
get accommodation from ·them but are required to. approach 
money-lenders or Marwaris who charge sometimes as high a rate 
as 24 per cent. on ~he funds advanced by them. Funds even from 
this source become sometimes unavailable. And the concerns 
which find themselves in such a plight have to go into liquidation 
"though there may be the prospects of yielding crops in a couple 
of years. to The loans are usually taken for ~even to ten years. After 
the gardens begin to yield crops the loans and admission fees are 
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returned and then, regular dividends are paid. No interest of 
course is paid on the admi~sion. fee . .1 

It is worth noting that the insuffi~iency of funds does not 
arise from any difficulty in raising share capital. On the other 
hand it is .admitted by many a w:itness before the Bengal Provin
cial Banking Enquiry Committee that the sha,re capital of a tea 
company could be subscribed two or three times ~)Ver, and not 
infrequently the shares are sold at a premium. The financial 
difficultie~ of these concerns are, t!tus, due to the definite policy 
of under-capitalization followed by their organizers. It i"s interest
ing to note that the English tea companies never experiente such 
financial. difficulties nor do they follow any extraordinary finan
cial scheme such as charging admission fees. They raise sufficient 
share capital from both ordinary and preference shares. 1 

THE COAL INDUSTRY 

The coal .industry suffers the most owing to this (aulty financial 
policy of under-capitalization. Unlike other 'indll'Stries, the mining 
industry requires a continuous supply of neW capital on block. 
The proper method of financing this in,dustry, therefore, is to 
start with sufficient owned capital, and to make liberal provision 
for depreciation out of which the additions to the block should be 

, met. But the financing methods followed by our coal companies 
are in no way different from those of the concerns engaged in 
other industries. They raise a comparatively small amount from 
share capital and then supplement this by funds borrowed at such 
high rates of interest which range from 12 to 18 per cent.-Obvi
ously when the concerns have to depend upon tempora~y funds. 
and their earnings become . 'burdened W:lth !l..uch heavy' interest 
charges, they find it almost impossible to make sufficienf provi
sion for depreciation, and \!lerefore· they are required to borrow 
again and again whenever capital expenditure becomes nec.e:ssary. 

1 S.e tbe evidenc .. of Mr. Jogesh Chandra Ghosh, Vice-Chairman, Indian Tea 
Plant ... Allociation, J.lp.fguri; Mr. A. F. Rahman, M. L. C. Th. Bengal. Provincial 
Banking Enquiry Com mitt" .. Report Vol. 3. Similarly the evidence of ' Bengal National 
'CbambeR of Commerce, Ctntral Banking Enquiry Committee Report Vol. 2.. 

I Cf. The Bengal Provincial Banking Eoquiry Committee Report Vol. ~, p. 119· 
• Cf. The evidence of the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce: The Centrd 

Banking Enquiry Committe. Ileport Vol. !A, p. 505. 
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Thus the short-sighted policy Qf' under-capitalization, far from 
yielding high returns to the shareholders, jeopardizes the very 
existence of the concerns.' Owing to the financial peculiarities of 
this industry, perhaps, we find that many coal concerns in Bengal, 
Bihar and Orissa are conducted on pt:oprietory or partnership 
line~,as under this type of organization it is easy to arrange for 
additional capital-for further dev.elopments. 

USE OF REDEEMABLE PREFERENCE SHARES 

The policy of under-capitalization is in no way peculiar to the 
cases di&cussed above, but has a universal f~llowing in this' 
country. We h~ve incidentally mentioned in eailier pages how 
concerns engaged in other industries too suffer from insufficiency 
of funds raist)~, on capital account. The insufficiency of capital 
fund no doubt is in some respects due to miscalculation, the 
effects of which are definitely aggravated by the general policy 
of under-capitalization which is also responsible 4n making the 

'calculations invariably err on the side of inadequacy. The under
lying motive in under-capitalization, as we have alteady stated, 
is to lessen, the amount of share capital and thus to increase the 
percentage of profits on it. The managing agency system ha~ 
specially fostered this attitude. The agents in order t~ justify their 
own gains wish to declare as high dividends as possible. Thil> 
they hope they can do by limiting the amount of share capital. 
Besides, as we have shown in one of the earlier chapters the 
supply of short-time capita.! to the concerns under their contro~ 
proves a source of additional income to them, and also keeps the 
concerns dependent upon them. The agency system thus has 
preserved and universalized this ~ntiquated and faulty financial 
policy. -

. In the interestrof the industrial'development of the country it 
is essential that such a faulty pra~tice should be ended as early 
-as possible. If a higher percentage of return on the shares may 
be the only aim in keeping the share issue low, then it can be 
achieved in another way without jeopardizing the interests of the 
concern. While discussing the different types of industrial securi-" 
ties we have menti(;med a recent variety called redeemable prefer
ence shares. 1 When the share capital becomes exhausted and 

1 Sec the chapter on Form. of Capital l .. "e, 
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need is felt, for additional fu~ for construction or working 
purposes it ca,n be met by issuing preference shares redeemable 
at a later convenient date. The rate of return to be offerecJ on s",ch' 
securities will not exceed the rate of interest demanded by the 
short-time creditors. Besides, this will remove the unceriliiiity 
with which short-ti~e borrowing is attend~d. Slowlya~--fhe 
finances improve the preference' shares should be, redeemed so 
that their participation in the profits would cease as soon as the 
needs are over. This redeemable feature will prove of special 
benefit in the case of tea industry. We have seen how tea gardens 
require extra finance during the fu-st four or five years. The best 
way of meeting such needs is by issuing redeemable preferellce 
shares, which should later on be redeemed as the finance,s permit, 
and the ordinary shareholders be relieved of the buMe~. But there 
are very few chances of this practice being followed so lon~' as ' 
the managing agents are interested in keeping the concerns under-
capitalized. ' 

• • 
tFFECTS OF UNDER-CAPITALIZATION 

So far we saw, that for one reason or anot~t', inadequacy of 
owned capita~and too much dependence upon borrowed funds.isa 
common feature of the finances of our industrial concerns. The 
financial difficulties which arise from such a situation have a very 
bad effect upon the minds and policy of those who run the busi
ness. Excessive reliance on' short.;terq; creditors, which gives rise 
to ,susp'ense even about the existence of the concern and also 
creates permanent burdens of heavy fixed' charges, makes the 
management diffident. They ~ave,~ no freedom· in making new 
departures, in taking riskscw' id \mdertaking tusiness that may 
require further working capital.: In fact they l~se'all the confident 
self-reliance that a sound financial position bring~. Such a concern 
owing to heavy fixed charges' calU!ot face an' immediate Joss in 
the expectation of a greater ultimate gain. In times of depression , 
also a concern which is not burdened with fixed charges can 
mitigate to SOJIle extent the effects of temporary falling off in 
demand by such expedients as ove.rhauling its plant or increasing 
the stock. In short, the 'power 'Qf 'resistance and recuperation are 
both diminished in the caSe of an under~pitalized concern owing 

Iii 
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to the heavy fixed charges which must ~. met irrespective of the 
general condition of the industry. " 

I j HOW OVER-CAPITALIZATION TAKES PLACE 

,~ :in the earlier part of this chapter we have discussed the possi
bilitres of stock watering as they exist in this country. Of ~urse, 
it is rather difficult to say in the beginning whether stock has 
been watered or not, unless it is watered lavishly. Besides, if the 
extent of water is only limited as compared with the total capital
ization amount it cannot do much harm. But ;when this safety 
limit is transgressed, stock watering is sure to"have far reaching 
effects. In suclt cases the capital resources left ~ith the concern 
prove insuffi9.~nt for the purpose and co~sequent1y resort has to 
be .taken to bo~owing funds from outside );ources. Such concerns 
shottly are found to be over-capitalized in the sense that the value 
of the securities as shown in the books prove to be in excess of 
the value of the assets, which is determined by their income yield
ing capacity. Over-capitalization in the sense of having the book 
value of the securities high'er than their market value' is not an 
uncommon feature of our industrial finance. There are various 
rea~ons for this. The very practice of under-capitalization which 
we have discussed in the previous pages results in making a 
concern over-capitalized. This seems rather curious but it is true. 
When a concern is under-capitaIized it h!ls to depend. upon out
side resources, which usuany are secured at a high price, and 
owing to the high interest to be paid on the borrowed funds, the I 
shareholders cannot get adequate returns on their capital. Besides l 
such concerns capnot make ;tny provision against the loss of the, 
value of the 1issel~ resulting .from depreciation, obsolescence, or I 
any other l.'Ontin'g~pcYI The e~iency of the assets and along with!' 
it the profit yielding capacity thus go on slowly decreasing, and.! 
in the end the shareholders realize that the shares are not worthj 
what they had paid for them. Such a concern is caned over-I! 
capitalized as it cannot pay normal returns on the capital in~ested~ 
in it. ' 

\Ve have already seen how the legal provisions against the!: 
over-valuation of the assets passed over to a joint-stock companylJ 
are not very strict in this country, and therefore there alway!:Jl 
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exist possil>i1ities of ovei-.capjciIkation when a 'Private concern is 
turned into a joint-stoc~ company. J'he previous owners naturally 
try to capitalize the company at as high a figure as possible\ The 
usual practice in such cases is to start a concern on a smhll' scah;: 
and to show it to be profitable. When it is found by the propr:ietor',. 
or proprietors, that· the concern has .made ~ good imp~e:;sion.: 
about its profitableness upon the minds of the investing public, 
it is turned into a joint-stock compa"ny. While doing this the 
concern is capitalized for a larger amount than its real worth. The 
investors in such companies do not realize that a concern which 
is profitable wh4 a certain amount is invested in it cannot remain 
sa when it is beught for a larger amount. They think that as a 
concern was profitable when run as a private eti~~rprise, it will 
also be profitable wh~··turned into a joint-stock STDpany. It is 
altogether overlooked'tl!at profitableness is only a~lative m~ter 
and must be considered in relation to the amount of capital 
invested. The result of the whole situation is that the total 
capitalization amount being much larger than the capitalized value 
of the income-yielding tapacity. the shareholders to their dismay 
find that they cannot get the expect~d income nor can they even 
hope to get it in future as it is bey(md the capacity of the 
enterprise to yieid. 

Similarly, companies promoted during a boom period usually 
suffer from over-capitalization. There are several reasons for 
this. lri the first place, as prices are high the assets are valued .. ., 
at a high price and consequently th,,· capitalization is also high. 
When the boom is over and prices assume their normal level 
the total value of the assets falls down but the capitalization 
remains at the former figure. Secondly, as th~t'mom period prices 
of manufactured goods rise- the prpfit:; of indu~ial concerns also 
rise, and this means a proportionate increa,se ,jft .the value of the 
concerns. And if a private concern is capitalized !fsuch an inflated 
value it proves to be over-capitalized when the prices of the pro
duce and along with them the profits come down. The boom 
period high prices bring about over-capitalization in the case· of 
!lome of the old companies' too. The management of some concerns 
revalue their assets according to .. the then ruling high prices and 

. high profits; the appreciation in the value of the assets is credited 
as special reserve, subsequently making this reserve a basis of 

Iii· 
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an issue of bonus shares. W.hen prices fall th~ profits also 
fall but the eapital amount does not likewise diminish and the 
concerns consequently become over<apitalized. 

Our cotton industry can supply some interesting examples of 
o'ler<apitalization taken place in more than one of these ways. 
For tlxample, the total number of cotton mills under joint-stock 
organization in Bombay City was sixty-six in 1917; and the paid
up capital of all these mill~ amounted to Rs. 7 crores. In 1920 

the number of mills under joint-stock organisation rose'to seventy
seven and the total paid-up capital of these mills amounted to 
Rs. 17 crores. 1 All the additional mills were old ones and their 
transformation from private ownership 'to, jotnt:stock ownership 
was mainly responsible for the increase in the total paid-up 
capita,L1 Th~ cost of starting a new mjlt, fully equipped and of 
economic size, fn those days of high prices did not exceed Rs. 55 
lakhs. Thus we can see at what exorbitant figure the concerns must 
have been capitaliz~d even for the high prices ruling at that time. 
How actually this was taking place can be seen from the following 
instances. Some five mills were owned by Messrs. E. D. Sasoon 
and Co. The yalue of theslkills was computed to be Rs. 2.75 
crores according to the bo~" period high prices. I Later. on a 
joint-stock company was started to purchase and work these mills 
with Rs. 6 crores as pai-!!-up capital. Not long afterwards the 
value of these mills assumed its true level and the capitalization 
had to be reduced to the great, loss of the investors. How even able 
businessmen had lost their balance in those, days Can be seen from 
the following instance. The Tata Sons, Ltd., one of the most im
portant business f\rms in Indil\, bought the Bombay United Mills, 
which was started in 1860, at'~n inflated price of Rs. 150 l~ldis. 
The shareholde~ of ,the former company gol ten times of the origi
nal face value of tfte shares. This purchase was made in 1920, and 
in 1925 the Tata 'Sons sold away this mill for Rs. 36 lakhs; thus 
sustaining a net loss of' ;14 lakhs. Such frenzied valuation 
was not peculiar to Bombay City but was found even outside it. 

I CE. Tariff 80arel Cotton Tutil. Eaquiry Report 19:& 7 Vol. :&. p. 1,.8 (An
nexure A.l. - ' • Cf. Evidence of Bombay Millown ... • AlIOciation Tariff Board Cotton Textil. 
Enquiry Report 1 QS 7 Vol. :&. 

a Cf. An article by Mr. J. A. Wadia, The Tim •• of In!ia Oct. :&nd 19:&1· 
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The Tariff. Bo~rd, for instance; in their first cott~n textile enquiry 
report have quoted the following up:<ountry case. A cotton mill 
company was started in 1921 with an authorized capital of Rs. 50 
lakhs of which 40 laklis were issue~ and subscribed. "J'he mill 
commenced operations in January 1923 with machinery 95 per 
cent. of which Was second-hand ~nd mostly from 30 to 60 'years 
(.old. The mill was closed in July 1925 ~nd was sold for nine lakhs 
in August of that year. "I 

Over-valuation of the assets was not peculiar to the 
boom period thougb then . it w~s found to exist on an 
extensive scale. We have already shown that our Company 
Law dOes not ~vide any strict measures regarding the valuation 
of the assets· a'nd therefore the possibility of the sarpe being over
valued always exists. '\lI.Jben the assets are valued 'more than their 
income-yielding capacity warrants the concern niturally becomes 
over-<:apitalized .. 

There is one more point which deserves mention in this respect. 
It is rather ~ common feature of our industrial concerns that too 
much money is spent in the begin~~n~"on elaborate establishments 
and on too expensive a plant and eqUipment. The buildings, plant 
.and general equipment are planned :(,)0" such a wide scale that the 
funds raised on capital aOCQunt are exhausted even before the 
concern is brought to working condition. Consequently it so 
happens that either ~ecause funds are not available or because the 
interest charges prove to be prohibitive, the production can never 
be commensurate with the capital expenditure. Even the limited 
production being burdened with interest charges the returns to 
sharehoders become dwindled and the value of the shares fall, 
and the concern becomes over-capitalized to. the ~xtent to which 
the par value of its sh~res excee'ds the actu"lvalu'e. There seem 
to be two motives, which actu~te our industtiaUsts to follow this 
faulty practice. Perhaps they think that an imposing appearance 
creates 'confidence in the minds of the creditors and so it 
becomes easy to borrow money when necessity arises, and 
such' .necessity is visualise1 by them definitely, and perhaps 
evet'i immediately. Secondly, it seems that they wish to 
take immediate advantage of my opportunity to make profits 

I cr. Tariff Board CottOIl Textile Enquiry Report 19'"7 Vol. I, p. 17. 
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by increasing the output. As regards the first motive, it 
is true that in some Cases the imposing show has the desired 
effect. But as regards the second motive, experience has proved 
that the extra plant equip~e~t far from proving of any benefit 
only becomes a permanent burden. There are reasons for this. 
The efficiency of the plant whether working or not becomes less 
and less owing to depreciation and obsolescence. Besides, the 
weakened financial position owing to the heavy financial burdens 
on account of the relatively large amount of interest charges and 
dividends to be paid, makes it difficult to take advantage of the_ 
opportunities for business expansion. Of course, it is wise to have 
some margin for expansion when necessary, but this margin should 
be created and maintained in such a way that it will not prove a 
burden upon the finances of the concern. The whole initial plan 
should be so conceived that it will permit of easy readjustment, 
as much in the direction of contraction as in that of expansion. 
The financial difficulties of a large number of our concerns are 
due to having neglected such conservative financial policy. Our 

"businessmen seem to have been very much led away by the idea 
of having an imposing outward show by an elaborate establish
ment, an extensive plant and equipment and impressive buildings. 
Such a short sighted policy has paralysing effects upon the pro
gress of the concern. The dir~tors of such concerns are required 
to spend all the profits in distributing dividends,:which prove to 
be too heavy for their limited production. Consequently no 
reserves can -be built up, and therefore, it becomes difficult or 
even impossible to undertake any renewals or replacements of 
depreciated or obsolescent parts. The results of financial string
ency arising from. too heavy dividend burden due to any of the 
~ituations discussed. above are similar to those mentioned earlier 
in connection with under-c"apitalization. 

~ . . . 

MARKETING THE SECURITIES 

After the capital requirements are estimated and the financial 
plan is outlined, the next. stage in the life of an industrial concern 
is to raise the capital by selling- the securities. \\'Jlenever a con
cern is started by a well.known agency firm, a large portion of 
the shares is usually taken up by the members of the firm, the 
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directors, and the friends of both thc:se groups. The remaining 
portiOQ is offered to the public and is purchased by outside in
vestors. At· this stage the purchasers are actuated more by the 
desire of speculation thaQ that of investment. The real bonafide 
investors come in after the shares'a.re quoted on the stock ex
changes. They think that the price which is arrived at on the 
exchanges is the real value of the shares as it is the result of the 
cpinion of leading businessmen. 

If we leave out the schemes supported by big financiers, the 
rest have got to depend upon public sUbscription from the very 
beginning. Out of these some that can show: connections of re
puted businessmen 'and are launched under favourable market 
conditions, can hope to succeed, the rest are foredoomed to 
fail despite their intrinsic merits. Curiously enough it thus 
becomes easier to raise capital for a big scheme than for a small 
('ne as the latter cannot claim the support of influential names. 
The shares of small companies either ip. the big ind~strial centres 
or in the mofussil are purchased by middle class persons and 
persons in the professions. In many cases the shares are pur
chased out of personal regard towi\rds the organisers, or out of 
patriotic instincts in order to encourage swadeshi industries. It 
is obvious that when investment is made somewhat on the lines 
of charity, the supply of capita~ to industry becomes very limited. 
Besides, these shareholders beCome careless about the future of 
the concern. Such attitude on the part of the investors, which 
apparently looks quite praiseworthy being on the whole generous, 
is harmful from business point of view. The inditIerence of the 
shareholders, for instance, sometimes makes many a concern 
!anguish for want of proper finatJcial support ,which would have 
been available if they were more enthusiasti~ about the whole 
affair. 1 Such a situation also gives full scope ·to the J~indling 
activities of the less scrupulous management with the result that 
not only these concerns become ruined, but their ruin shakes the 
confidence of the public in industrial investments in general, and 
makes it difficult to start new enterprises. 

For the efficient working of an industrial concern it is essential 
that the investors should be interested in its financial future; and 

I See for iDltallee the C. P. Butkilll E",!ui.,. Committe. Report Vol. I, 
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this is possihle only if they inyest in it with the .intention of creat
ing a permanent source .of in~me. But this they will do only if' 
they are convinced of the soundness and profitableness of the 
industrial schemes placed before them, and how to convince them 
of this is the greatest difficulty that has to be faced while market
ing the shares. The general public cannot for themselves scruti
nise the claims of any industrial scheme, nor have. they confi~ence 
in the words of the organisers of such schemes, wi~ the ~esult 
that it becomes very difficult to make them purchase the securities. 
And when it is found that the profit earning desire cannot be 
moved, attempts are made to appeal to sentiments like gatriotism. 
friendship and so on. 



CHAPTER VI 

FiNANCING OF WORKING CAPITAL 
METHODS OF FINANCING WORKING CAPITAL 

Besides the finance required to ~ecure the fixed assets, every 
industrial enterprise needs an additional amount of capital to 
mee't its current expenses such as tht; purchase of raw materials 
and'store~, the pay~ent of wages, sa,lari~s, rents and commissi!}n, 
expenditure for' m~ktting the manufactured goods, and other 
incidental charges 'like the taxes, insurance etc. All the outlays 
that are necessary to meet such recurririg expenses are called the 
working or circulating capital. 

There are three different methods of raising ':the working 
capital: 

(I) 'by issuing long-time securities, 
(2) by reinvesting the earnings, and 
(3) by short~time borrowings. 

The industrial conCerns in the West especially in Great Britain 
and the U. S. A. finance their working capital by resorting to the 
first two methods.', The third methqd is resorted to only in cases 
of emergencies. " , 

Many writers On business finance hold the opinion that the best 
methods of financing the working capital are by reinvesting the 
earnings or by issue of securities i.e. shares or debentures. Obvi· 
ously, a new industrial enterprise cannot re-invest its earnings 
though an established one can do so and thus not only meet its 
current expenses but even other capital requirements such as 
replacement of plant,uiachinery etc. In India, ho~ver, no 
attempts are being made',to saVe the earnings for such p~rposes.t, 
As a rule, Indian concern.s'do. not even try to raise their 'working 

1 uIn 10 fa .. ~~ we can derive a rule of praclice or a tendency of policy from the 
practic. of these "'rge compaoie., it is that .uflicient workiog capital should b. provided 
out of .aming .. 0, from tb. sal. of •• curities, aDd that BaDk burrowiDg should be re
lorted to only in. emergcncie8 .. " 

CorporatioD FiDaDce. By E. S. Mead p. 'll S. 

t Se. the chapter aD AdmioittratioD of EamiDga. 
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capital by issuing long-time securities. 10 secure the working 
capital by short-term borrowing is the universal practice with 
I'ega,rd to Indian concerns. 

SHORT-TERM BORROWING 

The short-term borrowing' by Indian industries is made from 
four main sourcc:s: (I) the public, in the form of acceptance of 
deposits, (2) the managing agents, (3) the indigenous bankers, 
money-lenders, individual financiers, etc., and (4) the banks. 

" . 
BORROWING FROM THE PUBLIC 

Borrowing from the public in the form of deposits, taken 
directly, forms an important feature of Indian industrial finance. 
Not only do the industries raise their working capital in this way 
but some of them eVen raise th~ir fixed capital similarly. 1he 
present position of the cotton textile industry of Bombay and 
Ahmedabad is in no small measure due to the existence of this 
deposit system of finan~e, which, though declining in recent years 
at the former centre, is still flourishing at the latter. As regards 
the origin of the system, Mr. Manu Subedar says:-"In its 
origin, the systems of deposits with industrial concerns was 
undoubtedly a reflex and a transformation of the old system of 
money kept fo~ safe custody with the Mahajan. Its survival even 
in these days, would lead one to believe, that the system must 
have worked fairly satisfactorily for both sides for long past. ". 

The following table will show the importance of public deposits 
as a source of finance with Tegard to the cotton textile industry 
of Bombay and Ahmedabad, and especially as compared with 
other sources: t 

I Indian Central Ranlr.insllepOl1, "01. I. Part II. Minority ll.pol1, p. 3"9' 
• See Indian Centnl Ranlr.ins llepOl1, Vol. I. Pal1 I. Majority llepol1, p •• ,1. 
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BOMBAY AHMEDABAD 

(Figures for 64 mills.) (Figures for 64 mills.) 

I Ro. I' Percentage aa. P.rccntag. 

(in lakho) of total 
(in laltha) of total 

finance. finance. 

Amount loaned by I I-

Managing Agents. I 532 21 I 264 24 
Amount loaned by 
Banks. 226 9 42 4 
Amount of Public 
Deposits. 

~ .. 
273 II 426 <j~ 

Amount of Share 
Capital. 12.14 49 340 32 
Amount of Deben-
tures issued. 238r 10 8 

It will ~ easily seen from the ab?Ve table that at both tli! 
centres the mills obtain a large part of their finances from deposit! 
from the public: Banks, which a,re an important source of financ! 
in the Western countries, contribute only 9 per cent. of the financ! 
as compared with I I per cent. of public deposits in the case oj 
Bombay, and only 4 per cent. a$ compared with 39 'per cent. oj 
public deposits in the ~ase of Ahtnedabad. Public confidence Wa.! 

so well established in the Bombay mills and their managing 
agents, th~t till recently it WaS possible to obtain deposits at verJl 
favourable rates of interest. Not only this, but some of the mills 
were also able to obtain deposits in excess of their paid-up capital. 
For example, the Sholapur Mills with a paid-up capital of Rs. S 
lakhs had RS.I.30 crores as deposits, while the Swadeshi with a 
pa:d-up capital of RS.20 lakhs held RS.42 lakhs of deposits.' ThaI 
to-day the mills are not able to obtain the same amount of deposits 

¥,.. •• • • . 

from the public as in former yearS, is due largely to the weaken-
ing of the financial position oLtheir' managing agents, the failure 
of some concerns, as well as the 'existence 'of other secure 
fiources of investment such as Treasury Bills and other ~ecurities 

1 M.d. up of'46 from Managing agcntl, 53 from B.nka, 119 from the public. 
'S •• c.idccc. of A. D. Shroff, Indion Central Bank Committec, Vol. II. p. 387' 

. 16· 
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of the Government of India. As a result of this therefore, higher 
rates of interest have got to be offered to induce the public to 
keeP deposits. The position in Ahmedablild, however, is not the 
same as in Bombay. We have already said thlilt there the deposit 
system is still flourishing, because the public in Ahmedabad prefer 
to invest their savings in the mills and not in banks or even in 
Government securities. 

11 may be pointed out tha,t, besides the cotton textile industry, 
other large.industries as well depend upon public deposits for their 
working,~pital. For example, the Tata Iron and Steel Company, 
one of our most important national concerns, supplements its 
working capital by a fairly large amount of unsecured loans or 
one-year. deposits. The three hydro-electric companies, under the 
management ,of Tata Hydro-Electric Agencies, raise part of their 
'working capital in the same manner. And, the tea industry of 
B~ngal and Assam not only raises the working capital by public 

, deposits, but also a part of their fixed capital. It may be interest
ing to note that while the system of public deposits is s.o popular 
with ,industries under Indian management, it is not as popular 
with,' the concerns under Europea!1 management. This is due 
to 1:he fact that European companies are floated with a large 
share capitlill from which both the fixed and working outlays are 
met; besi'des they are in' a favourable position as regards obtain- ~ 
ing bank loans and advances on cheap and easy terms. 

TERMS UNDER WHICH DEPOSITS ARE OBTAINED 

It may be interesting to note the terms under which the indus
tries obtain deposits fron,t the public. In the first place, it may be 
stated that these deposits arc: always obtained as unsecured loans. 
No security is offered, and the public have only to rely on the 
standing of the concerns and the reputation and financial position 
of their managing agents as a security.for the re-payment of their 
deposits., . __ ' 

Secondly, as regardl\ the period, the deposits are accepted for 
six months or one year and are generally renewed thereafter. In 
Ahmedabad deposits are taken even for seven years, but it must 
be mentioned that the finance thus raised is utilised to meet a 
part of the fixed capital expenditure o~ the mills as well. 
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And thirdly, the rat~ of intere~t pai~ oil these deposits depends 
upon the credit and standing of the industry concerned as. well as 
upon the r~putation and financial position of the managing agents. 
Sound concerns under managing agents of tep'ute are not only 
able to attract deposits at low rates of interest but also in large

O 

volumes. In Bombay the rate of interest allowed by the mills on 
deposits varies from 41 to 61 p'er cent., 1 while in Ahmeqabad the 
rate varies between 5 and 6 per cent. II O.r • 

The deposit system of finance, in spite of its imporl:!ri.~e. an~ 
advantages has its defects. In the first place, as a· !{Ource of 
finance the deposit system is very inelastic. The inelasticity arises 
(lut of the facto that an industry which relies inainly on pubii.c 
deposits is not able·to adjust the funds so raised iri aCCord~oCe 
with its need for working capital, as it can do in the case, ofban~ 
loans. For example, if a concern at a particular time needs I;,rio(e 
working capital, °it will not be able to obtain it from the publli: 
if the latter °are reluctant to give deposits. On the other hand, a 
concern which does not require a great amount of working capital 
at a particular time will not be able to 0 return the deposits which 
it may have on hand, for tlw simple rea;on that it may·nqt· be 
able to obtain °the same when there is a need for extra fund~.: 'The 
same concern if it had relied..on bank loans would have been able 
to increase or reduce the credit allowed to it in accordance with 
its need. Besides being unable to retti'rn the surplus deposits which 
have to be held with°paymen~o of interest on the same, an indus
trial concern is further placed in the unenviable position of being 
unable to refuse fresh deposits that may be offered by the public 
for fear of displeasing them. 

A second defect of the deposit sY!jtem is its uncertainty. The 
money deposited may be withdrawn at any inconvenient time to 
the industry; and that is 0 'why this system of finance has 
been compared with a fair weather fri~nd. When conditions are 
prosperous and industries tn3.ka profit the public are quite wUli"ng" 
to give deposits. But when a period of depression sets in, the 
public, far from supplying 'e~tra funds which are needed by 
industries to tide'oover their difficulties, begin withdrawing the 

1 Evi4cnce of Bomb;, Millown ... • ABlo.iatioD, Central °Banking Committe., Vol. 
II. p. 594. • . 

• Evidence of Ahmedabad Millowne .. • Allociation. Ibid, p. SiS. 
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deposits, and make matters worse. The depositors are easily led 
away by rumours and withdraw their deposits on the slightest 
suspicion, not only from unsound but also from sound concerns . 
. Even when a concern is faced by a temporary financial difficulty 

, the deposits are demanded back. In Bombay, for example, during 
the post-war boom period when the mills were making large 
profits the public were eager to give deposits, but when the 
depression set in, far from supplying extra funds to enable the 
mills to tide over the difficult times, they made matters worse 
by withdrawing their deposits from all concerns, irrespective of 
their soundness-. On account of such uncertainty of this ,source of 
finance, no industrial enterprise can expect to run smoothly for a 
'kng time, without being subject now and then to financial diffi
culties by sudden withdrawals of deposits on the part of the 
public. 

A third defect of the deposit system is its high cost. It has been 
I 

mentioned earlier that industries are able to obtain deposits at 
favourable rates of interest. But this is true only of the larger and 
well-established industrial concerns, which are under the manage
'ment of well-known firms of managing agents. The majorit): of 
the, other concerns have to pay high rates of interest on their 
depokits, in many cases higher than that charged for bank loans. 
Besides the fact that the rate of interest varies with different 
concerns, the worse is, that it varies with the same concern 
at different times. A concern, even if faced by a temporary finan
cial difficulty, will find that it will be forced to increase the rate 
of interest not only to retain the dep~sits kept with it, but also 
to, attract fresh ones from the public. 'The cost of the deposit 
system is not only increased by the high rates of interest that have 
to be paid, but also by the 'payment of interest that some concerns 
have to make on the surplus amount of deposits which they have 
to carry for reasons already given. 

From the point of view of the depositors also, the deposit sys
tem has its defects. _Most of ,the depositors are ignorant, and 
hence 'are unable to gauge the sou'ndness of a concern and know 
its real financial position. The result is, that deposits are often 
kept with unsound concerns and whet:' 'these fail the depositors 
lose their money. The position of the depositors also becomes 
worse in those cases where the concerns with which the deposits 
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are kept borrow from other ~ces, e.g.;. bank!!. The banks are 
careful to demand ~d take charge of the stocks and other liquid 
assets of the concerns as security for their advances and loans, 
and the depositors are thus left without any security for their, 
money. Again, being in the position of unsecured creditors"Pu: 
depositors cannot prevent the directors of the concerns from' 
otherwise mortgaging, even all the assets of the concerns, for 
loans obtained from other sources. 

Another defect which affects the depositors; position arises out 
of the fact that some industrial concerns use the deposits t() 
finance their fixed capital expenditure a~ well. The depositors on 
account of their position as unsecur~ creditors are also unable 
to prevent the concerns from over-trading or otherwise indulging 
in speculation. There have bee~. cases in Bombay where in the 
past, mills 1II!ith the deposits whfch were sometimes obtained at 
low rates of interest have speculated in cotton, and have carried 
larger stocks of manufacturecJ goods than the conditions of the 
market allowed. I 

It will thus be seen that on acco~t of the defects we have 
pointed out above, the deposit system of financing working capital 
cannot but be fouod disadvantageous by both the iridus~ial 

concerns and the public. 

PRESENT NECESSITY OF THE DEPOSIT SYSTEM 

In view of its defects should the deposit system of finance be 
continued? Is there any alternative source to replace this system 
of finance? . 

First, as regards the alternative source of finance, it is often 
pointed out that s~ the deposit system is defective, less reliance 
should be placed upon it, and industrial concerns should hence
forth draw their working capital more from banks which are 
ideaUy suited to supply short-term finance. But as we shall show 
presently, banks in India do not interest themselves in the financ
ing of industries, and even whatever little financial assistance 
they are able to render to industries, in the form of loans, 
adVances and cash credits, is hedged in by restrictions and condi
tions. The result is that industrial concerns do not rely on banks 

I See CYMCIICC of Mr. A. D. Sh",IF, CcDCal Baakiag Committcc. Vol. II. pp. 387-88. 
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for financial assistance. This will become evident from the table 
... hich we have given regarding the financing of the Bombay and 
i\hmedabad cotton textile industry. While 9 per cent. of the total 
finance required by the mills is secured from banks in Bombay, 
only 4 per cent. is secured from the same so'urce in Ahmedabad. 
It may also be noted that even this limited financial a.ssistance 
"~ndered by banks to industry in former years has been curtailed 
lin recent years as a result of the depression. 

Thus it can be seen that on account of the policy of non:.inter
ference in industry by the banks, much reliance at present cannot 
be placed upon them as a source of finance. Until therefore, the 
banks realise their responsibilities towards industry and take a 
greater part in its financing, it seems desirable that the deposit 
system should be kept up even though it has been characterised 
as a primitive method of finance. Besides, it will be found that on 
account of the drying up of this source in recent years due to the 
economic depression and the counter-attraction of Government 
loans and Treasury Bills, th~ rate of interest paid on deposits at 
present will have to be increased. 

BORROWING FROM MANAGING AGENTS 

We have already pointed out that the chief source of the power 
and position of managing agents is the fact that they are able 
to provide finance to industries from their own priva.te resources 
or on their own credit. And there can be no doubt that the manag
ing agents do take a large share in the financing of the working 
capital of a large number of industries. The Bombay and Ahmeda
bad Cotton mills still depend, to a great extent, on the managing 
.agents for their current finance, as the table which we have given 
will show. Indeed, in Bombay the amount of finance obtained 
from managing agents is greater than that obtained from the 
public. In any case it must be admitted that at both the centres 
the amount of finance supplied by the managing agents is much 
larger than that supplied by the bank~. B~ides the cotton textile 
industry in the Bombay Presidency, other large industries also 
depend upon the managing agents for their working capital. 1 In 
other parts of India as well, large industries like the iron and 

1 See Bombay Banking Commillee Ileport, Vol. I. p. 36. 
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steel, jute, coal, tea, and hydro-electric, derive much assistance 
from the managing agents in respect of their current finance. 

As regards the rate of interest charged by the managing 
agents in Bombay, in cases where large loans are advanced to the 
cotton mills, the rate of interest does not exceed the bank rate. 1 

Besides, while loan; from the banks have to be guaranteed by 
third parties, there is no such provision in the case of loaqs 
advanced by the managing agents.' 

DISADVANTAGES OF BORROWING FROM MANAGING 
AGENTS 

'The system of borrowing from managing agents, has also its 
disadvantages. In the first place. this system is also open to the 
objection of being a very uncertain source of finance. This arises 
out of the fact that as the resources of the managing agents are 
limited, industrial concerns may not be able to obtain from them 
finance at the requisite time. Some of the industries which rely 
only on managing agents suffer from many difficulties as a result 
of being unable to obtain the necessary finance at the proper time 
to meet the working expenses. In times of prosperity when the 
industries are making profits and the managing agents' financial 
position is better, it is possible to obtain from them adequate 
amounts of finance. But in times of depression the indus~ries have 
to suffer, because at such times the managing agents are not in 
a position to advance the necessary amounts. And to make mat
ters worse, the weakened financial position of the managing 
agents reacts on the concerns, in as much as the latter, however 
sound they may be, are then unable to obtain funds either from 
the public or the banks. 

A second disadvantage results as follows. The managing 
agents find that a lucrative form of investment for their funds is to 
lend the same to industrial concerns under their control. They are 
therefore tempted to lend to such concerns larger amounts than 
necessary. The result is that being 'saddled with surplus funds, 

I Cf. Anewen of Mr. (now Sir) H. P. Mody, Pre.ident of the Bombay Mill
ownen' Allociation before th. Tariff Board, Cotton Textil. Induatry En~Diry. 193". 
Vol. IV. p. 3S. 

I Cf. Anl.ero of Sir Manmohandaa Ramji, Ibid, p. 36. 
11 
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the concerns will not be a.ble to lessen th~ir volume of business 
even if tra.de depression demands it. 

A further disadvantage of the system of borrowing from the 
managing agents is its costliness. With a few exceptions, the 
agents cha.rge a high rate of interest. for the loans adva.nced by 
them. It· may a.lso be noted tha.t when the managing agents are 

,u,nable to supply finance, on account of their own resources being 
e~hausted, they borrow from outside sources either from the 

- public or the banks, and then lend the borrowed funds to their 
concerns at a higher rate of interest than they themselves have 
to pay. The "commission" that they get a.s a result of this bargain 
is justified by them on the ground that it is remuneration for the 
service that they render. But we must point out that this fact 
detracts much from their claim as the suppliers of finance to 
industry. If the managing agents provide finance from borrowed 
money, then the concerns could as well obtain funds in the same 
manner, without, at the same time, having to pay higher interest 
charges. 

And lastly, even though the managing agents take no guaran
tee for the money lent by them, they are otherwise very careful to 
~feguard their interests in the following manner. As soon as 
they find that their loans to industrial con~s are in danger 
they at once convert these loans into debentures. This procedure 
puts theln into the position of secured creditors enabling them to 
take charge over the assets of the concerns to which the money 
is lent, in the event of the non-repayment of the loans. In Bombay, 
for example, in the words of the Central Banking Committee, 
"there have been a few cases in which these Agents have turned 
their loa.ns to the mills into debentures, with the result that the 
concerns have passed into their hands and the shareholders have 
lost their capital invested in the undertaking. "1 In one case, 
a certain managi~g agency firm converted the rupee Joans to its 
mills into gQld.dollar liability, which step involved the concern 
into an extra liability of Rs.· 85 lakhs on the basis of the ra,te of 
exchange prevailing at the close of the year concerned. I 

1 Cratnl Rankins Committee Majority llepon, Vol. I, Pan I, p. s79 • 
• S •• llepr."DtatioD of lh. Bombay Shar.holden' A_iatioD to the Tariff Board. 

COttOD Testile IDdult'l' En'lui'l'. 193:10 Vol. II, p. 188. 
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ALTERNATIVE ME,]:,HODS OF FINANCE 

In view of the disadvantages Qf the method of 'borrowing 
working capital from the managing agents, the question af"ises 
as to wbether this system can be replaced by other and better 
met(1ods of finance. The alternative methods suggested are: either 
the working capital should be raised (I) by loans from banks, <?f 
(2) by issue of securities. As regards loans from banks, we had" 
something to say about this already, and we may emphasize once 
more that until the banks give up their conservative attitude 
towards industry, much reliance cannot be placed upon them as a 
source of finance. The second alternative suggested above deserves 
more attention. 

The advocates of this method suggest that in view of the 
difficulties met with by our industries in raising the work
ing capital, ht;nceforth it should be provided by law, that every 
new industrial concern before starting must provide itself not only 
with the fixed capital, but also with the working capital by the 
i~sue of shares. 1 Further, any new capital demands Qf the concern 
in the course of its working should also be met by issuing addi
tional securities, either debentures or shares. It may be noted that 
the Foreign Banking Experts, associated with the Indian Central 
Banking Committee, made a similar suggestion. They expressed 
the opinion that it is not sufficient in itself that a"n industrial con
cern should put up its block from its own capital, and then appeal 
to banks for loans. Not only block but the normal working capital 
should also be provided out of the concern's own capita1. 1 

BORROWING FROM INDIGENOUS BANKERS, 
MONEY-LENDERS, AND INDIVIDUAL FINANCIERS 

While the large ancf well-established industrial concerns under 
managing agents of repute, raise their working capital from 
public deposits or managing agents, the majority of the other 
concerns raise their current finance by borrow\n"g from indigen
ous bankers, money-lenders and individual financiers. Sometimes 

I Such a pruvilion baa been incorporated in the new EDglilh CompaDiea Act. of 
19~9. See Section 35, Sc.bedule IV. Part: J of Ih. Acl. 

I R.eport: of the Foreign BankiDg Espefts, IndiaD Cenlral BaDkiDg Committee. 
Vol. J, Part: J, p. 6.0. " 

11* 
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even the well-established concerns have been found borrowing 
from individual fi~nciers including Indian Princes. Besides, some 
of the Indian Princes, by taking up debentures, have helped some 
of the most impo$nt of our industries to obtain their current 
finance. As an example, mention might bl! made of the Tata Iron 
and Steel Co. which in order to meet its working capital, wa~ 
forced to issue debentures, a large block of which was taken up 
by the Maharaja of Gwalior. The hydro-electric industry and 
the cotton mills of Bombay have also from time to time received 
substantial 'financial help from the Indian Princes. Unlike Bombay, 
in Ahmedabad the cotton mills have obtained a substantial 
assistance from the shroffs. 

The industries which resort to indigenous bankers and money
It'nders are those which are unable to obtain finance from other 
sources. For the finance which theyare,'thus able to obtain they 
have to pay high rates of interest, the Tates being very l-,igh in 
the case of money-lenders. For example, the tea industry of 
Bengal and Assam, borrow loans from the money-leooers at 
interest ranging between 12 and 20 per cent. t Other industries 
as well in these two Provinces are similarly obliged to pay interest 
ranging between 15 and 36 per cent,' Such high interest rates 
are not peculiar to Bengal and Assam only, they obtain in the 
other Provinces as well. 

BORROWING FROM BANKS 

In the 'Vest, banks fonn the most important source from which 
the working capital of industries is drawn, but conditions are 
different in India. Our banks, commercial banks as they are, 
confine themselves mainly to the financing of trade, and offer limit
ed financial facilit:es to industries. This latter fact was the cause 
of general complaint.. by Indian businessmen, industrialists and 
Chambers. of CommerCe before various Commissions, Committees 
and Tariff Board Enquiries. That the banks play an unimportant 
part in financing of Indian industries will be evident from the 
table given at the beginning, which shows that in Bombay only 

I Se ... iane. of Bengal Natioaal Chamber of Commerce, Incliao Central Bulkis, 
Committee, Vol. II, p. 483, 

t See n.ngal Bankins Committee Report, Vol. I, p. In. 
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9 per cent. of the total finance is supplied by the b='lnk., while in 
Ahm,edabad the percentage, comes to oilly 4. 

METHODS OF BANK ADVANCES 

That the e:xisting oommercial banks supply industries to some 
extent with working capital is true:. Indeed, before the Banking 
Enquiry Committe:e, the Imperial Bank produced a long list ,of 
industries to which it WaS giving finance. Let us now note the 
methods under which the finance is provided. 

The advances given by our banks fall under three classes:
(I) Advances against tangible: and marketable security lodged 

or pledged with the lender j 
(2) Advances against personal credit w;th a second signature 

to the pro-note j and 
(3) Advances again~t th~ersonal credit of the borrower only. 
It may be noted that while in the West advances of class (3) 

occupy an important place, in India advances fire mostly of 
classes (I) and (2).1 

Advances under the first class are made on such security as 
stocks or merchandise either manufactured or in process. "Vhen 
advances are made on the !;ecurity of manufactured goods, the 
banks maintain a margin of sometltillg like 25 to 30 per cent. 
The margin maintained in the case of semi-manufactured goods 
is much higher. The secured goods, either manufactured or semi
manufactured, are then deposited in the godowns or warehouses 
of th«: banks, if they possess the same, or in the godowns 
of the borrowers under letters of hypothecation to the lending 
bank. 

Advances under the second class are made against the personal 
credit of the borrower with a second signature to the pro-note. 
This seco~d signature: in the case of industrial concerns happens 
to be that of the managing agents, and -serves as, a guarantee 

. ~ ~ I 

for the repayment of the loan. " '; , 
Unsecured and unguaranteed advances are not tavoured by the 

Indian banks. It may be noted here that even when the banks 
,'make advances under the first class, i.e., against the security of 

I See Indian Central BankinG Committe. R.port, Vol. I, Part I. p. 3h. 
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stocks, it is not unusual for them to demand in addition the 
guarantee of the managing agents. 

Th~ cash credit system is, however, the most popular method 
under which the" banks make advances to industrial customers. 
Under this system an advance is allowed against the promissory 
note of the borrower, secured by the hypothecation of stocks. It 
is claimed for the system that it is advantageous "both to the 
banker and the borrower. The latter is bendited inasmuch as he 
pays interest only on the amount actually drawn by him, and 
110t "on the total amount of drawing power allowed to him. Besides, 
he can reduce his obligation to the bank at any time, though in 
some· cases he has to pay interest on a minimum amount, which 
generally happens to be one half the amount of the drawing power 
allowed to him. The banker too stands to gain inasmuch as he 
can curtail or withdraw the facilities allowed to the borrower any 
time he chooses to do so. 

TERMS OF LENDING MONEY 

As regards the terms under which advances and cash credits 
are granted, it may be noted that the Imperial Bank is debarred 
from lending for more than six months. 1 In the case of the other 
banks money is lent for six to twelve months. In both the cases 
there is the option of renewals for fresh periods, and such renewals 
are generally granted. The rate of interest charged by the banks 
depends much upon the credit and standing of the borrowing 
industrial concern and the reputation of its managing agents, 
and, in certain cases, is made to vary with the Imperial Bank rate. 
In Bombay, as regards the textile industry, the rate of interest 
charged for loans is the, Imperial Bank rate if the borrower is of 
substantial standing, and th~ rate for cash credits is t pel; cent. 
over the Imperial Bank rate. It must be mentioned that in both 
the cases, i.e., loans and cash credits, a minimum interest rate 
is stipulated and charged. 

1 It may be noted that the p09ition remaine lInaltered under the Imperial Bank of 
India (Amendment) Act, 1934. 
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DEF.ECTS IN "BANKING PRACTICE 
RE: GRANT OF ADVANCES 

If the general attitude of the Indian banks towards industry 
is liable to criticism, their p'ractice in the ma):ter of the grant of 
even the limited advances to industrial concerns made by them 
is open to still greater criticism. 

When adval\ces are granted against tangible and marketable 
security, the banks insist as security ol\ly stocks, either raw, 
manufactured, or. in process of manufacture, and take no notice 
of valuable fixed assets such as land, buildings and machinery, 
which the borrowing industrial concern may offer. As we have 
already mentioned, in the case of manufa,ctured goods or raw 
materials the margin maintai~ed is 30 per cent., and· a much 
higher margin, as high, as 50 per cent., is maintained in the case 
of semi-manufactured goods .. It must be admitted that the main
tenance of such high margins, especially in times of depression, 
cannot but have an adverse effect on industrial concerns. 

Besides the high margins insisted upon, the banks increase 
the difficulties of industrial concerns by making an inconvenient 
discrimination as regards the kind of stocks to be accepted by 
them. and generally prefer ra.w: materials 'to manufactured or 
semi-manufactured goods. Those industrial concerns ther:efore,. 
which are hard pressed for funds, and have large stocks of manu
factured goods, being unable to obtain accommodation on the 
security of the same from the banks, are obliged to sell them at 
any price, and in the days of depression at very low prices, to 
realise cash. 

The practice followed in regard to the secured or hypothecated 
stocks is again open to objection. The stocks are stored in the 
lending bank~s godown or warehouse, or in that of the borrower 
under letters of hypothecation to the bank. In the latter case 
weekly statements ha.ve to be submitted to the bank. A compli
cated procedure in both the cases is followed. VV:h~"n the lending 
bank possesses a godown, the borrower, every time he needs 
accommodation, qlUSt remove the stocks to be hypothecated from 
his own godown to that of the bank. If he is in need of the stocks 
he must again have them removed to his godown. For removing 
the stocks either way, he has to incur expenditure besides the 
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waste of time. Conditions are not different when the bank does not 
own a godown, and consequently the stocks have to be stored in 
the borrowe~'s godown under letters of hypothecation. Whenever 
the borrower needs the stock, he has to apply to the bank which 
deputes a clerk to do the work. Where the stocks hypothecated 
happen to be raw materials which the b,QlTower may need for 
manufacture, the above procedure has to be repeated every day. 
The waste of money and time, besides the inconvenience involved 
'in the above procedure, may well be imagined. 'it must be admitted 
that the procedure followed by the banks in both the cases is due 
to the absence in India of licensed warehouses or other facilities 
for the storing of goods. As a matter of fact, it must be noted that 
some of the banks which do not maintain their own godowns 
flatly refuse to grant advances to borrowers who are willing to 
hypothecate weir goods. Only a few clients are allowed to store 
the goods in their own godowns and obtain loans on the security 
of the same. 

On account of the above facts"the method of obtaining bank 
loans by hypothecating stocks is unpopular with Indian industrial 
concerns. It must be noted that it is not the hypotheca
tion of goods that the concerns object to, but it is the 
procedure as regards the hypothecated goods that the banks 
follow which is objectionable, as it entails many hardships on 
them. It is no wonder therefore to find in some centres, particular 
industrial concerns opposing this method of obtaining bank loans 
upon this as well as other grounds. For example, in Ahmedabad 
in the case of the cotton textile industry, it is considered that the 
hypothecation of stocks is a sign of weak credit, and hence when 
it becomes known that a mill has hypothecated its stocks as secu
rity for a bank loan, the deposits which are kept with it by the 
public are withdrawn. 1 And in Ahmedabad we have already seen, 
that the mills depend to a gn~at extent on public deposits, and 
hence they do not like this source to be cut oft'. Another ground 
upon which the industries oppose hypothecation of stocks is that 
they think that such a procedure involves some visible control of 
the banks over them, lind this lowers their prestige in the eyes of 

1 See oral evidenc. of Mr. Kuturbhai Lalbhai, Representative or Ahmedabad 
Mi 1I0wne .. ' A •• ociation, Indian Central Bonkinl Committe., V.I. III, p • • 80. 
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their creditors and depositors, making it difficult for them to 
obtain funds. 1 

The cash credit system though theoretically advantageous to 
the borrower is not so under the pr~nt practice of the banks. 
The borrower even if he does not utilize his full drawing power, 
has to pay interest on a,minimum a,mount which, as we have said, 
is one-half of the maximum drawing power allowed to him. In 
most cases this interest is exacted. Besides this fact, it must also 
be noted that the Mnks curtail or withdraw the facilities a,llowed" 
to the borrower at any time they think fit. This uncertainty there
fore keeps the borrower in suspense as regards the continuance 
of the facilities allowed to him by his banker. Another defect which 
affects the borrower under the cash credit system arises from the 
security of stocks taken from him by the banks. In times of 
depression as the value of the secured goods falls, the banks 
curtail theil' advances, or demand from the borrower additional 
security. I The difficulties which industrial concerns have to under
go as a result of the adoption of this course by the banks, 
especially, in times of depression, must be realised, as it is during 
this very time that an extension of credit is required to tide over 
the same. In this connection it may be noted that this defect 
is also present in the case of advances or loans on the security of 
stocks. 

We now turn to another defect in banking practice, viz., the 
rule of two signatures on promissory notes. The Imperial Bank 
by law is forced to demand two signatures on promissory notes, 
but the other banks have also adopted this rule for no apparent 
reason. It may be that for their own safety the banks demand the 
signature of the managing agents as ~n additional guarantee for 
the due payment of their loans and advances. But in doing so, 
they completely overlook the credit worthiness and standing of 

1 See Report or th. Tariff Board, Cotton Tntile, InduBlry Enquiry, 192.7. Vol. I, 
p. 9~· 

I cr. 'oThe evidence before us tended to show the ayBlems of cash credits hal draw
backs in time of deprenioD, when ela.ticity is apecially reqoired, Dot only because the 
amount i. repayable at short nOTice, but allO because, when price. -are falling, the banks 
have to call OD the mills to reduce their cash credits or to increase their securities a8 

the lecaritin OD which they have adnnced have deteriorated in value, and this happens 
at a time _hen il i. obviou.l), opedalI)' difficult for the mil" to adopt eith., of the .. 
coune.~" 

Report of the Tariff Board, Cotton Te"lil. Indultry EnqBiry, 19"7, Vol. I, p. 91.' 

18 
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the borrower. As a result of this, industrial· concerns, however 
~und they may be, are una,ble to obta,in loans on their own secu
rity unless the guarantee of their managing agents is forthcom
ing. And financial facilities are flatly refused to those industrial 
concerns which have no managing agents, though otherwise they 
may be financially sound. 

The strictness with which the guarantee of the managing 
agents is insisted upon and ta,ken, has unfortunately strengthened 
the hold of the manag;ng agency system on the industries. On the 
other hand, the managing agents have taken advantage of this 
rule to justify their position and claim that but for their existenct 
and wilIingness to stand as guarantors, industrial concerns would 
not be able to get any bank loans or advances at all. 

The banks have made matters worse by demanding the 
guarantee of the managing agents even in those cases where their 
loans and advances to industrial enterprises are secured by the 
hypothecation of stocks. The guarantee over and above the hypo
thecation of stocks can be justified by the banks on no other 
grounds than that of practice. Indeed when questioned on this 
point, Mr. (now Sir) S. N. Pochkhanwalla said, "This has heel: 
a practice from the beginning. When the textile companies require 
loans, the security of the company and the agents is always taken 
into account, although it is more a question of practice than 
anything else. "I 

As a result of the banks' demand for the guarantee of the 
managing agents another disadvantage arises. We have already 
seen that some of the industries, e.g., the cotton textile industry 
and the tea companies, finance their working capital to a large 
extent from deposits obtained direct from the public. The manag
ing agents, we have already said, play an important part in the 
securi~g of these deposits, as the public have greater faith in them 
rather than in the industrial concerns. Consequently when it 
becomes known that the managing agents have pledged their 
name as guarantors of loans from the banks, the public withdraw 
their deposits and put the industrial concerns into difficulties. The 
result is that the managing agents' responsibility is increased, and 
they find it hard to arrange for the required funds. 

I Oral evi.eDce, IDdioD CeDtral BaDkiDS Committee, Vol. III, p. 4S. 
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Another defect in the banking practice is the observance of. 
personal favours and prejudices by the bank managers. Tha,t 
favouritism and even racial discrimination exist on the part of 
the managers of the banks was the subject matter of evidence 
before the Banking Enquiry Committee. This state of affairs is 
due much to Ute absence of proper credit departments and techni
cal equipment by which the banks can investigate the credit
worthiness of the borrowers or the parties who stand as guarant
ors. In the absence of such departments at present, the bank 
managers who are in charge of the loan operations are- much 
handicapped, and as most of them are Europeans, they are better 
able to gauge the credit-worthiness of E\II"opean businessmen 
than of Indian ones. The result is that the industries in the hands 
of Europeans are able to obtain better financial facilities than 
those in the hands of Indians.' 

The practice of leaving the loan operations in the hands of the 
bank managers has its disadvantages. No fixed rule or policy is 
followed as regards the terms and conditions under which loans 
~nd advances are granted. It is the borrower's position and 
fnfluence with the bank manager that plays an important part in 
the matter of obtaining financial facilities on easy and favourable 
terms or any at all. If a bank manager, for example, thinks that 
advances or loans should be refused to a particular borrower he 
1:an do so in various ways. He can refuse to grant advances unless 
the borrower hypothecates stock. And if the borrower is willing 
to do so, he can still refus~ on the ground that the hypotheCated 
goods are insufficient or not acceptable at all. When raw materials 
are offered as security, he may demand only finished goods as 
security, and vice-versa. Then again as regards the valuation of 
the secured goods, the decision rests with him. He may purposely 
value goods at a low price when they are actually worth more. , 

1 Cf. "It ha. been luggeated that the European manage .. of tbe (Imperial) Blnk 
on account of their methods of living and locial habita have greater opportunitie. of 
cominl in clo.er penonal contact with European clients than with Indians, and tlla t 
thi. penonal information and cantact re 8ulte in more favourable treatment being accord .. 
cd to European conCern. than to Indian concernl It ia further generally believed that 
the Loki lend more freely to European concernl than to Indian conceros, and that 
8cYenl Indian concerns which took the Bank', a'li,tlnce have had bitter experience. 
It hal been lug-gelted that while no .... lndiln concerns get fuller aSliatlnce from the 
Bank, the JI.listance reDd~red to Indian concerna ia yery small and fa1l8 much ahort of 
the actual requjrementB Qf the concern." 

Indian Central Banking Report, Vol. I, Put I, p. 2.71-72.. 

IS· 
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Granting that the borrower is able to satisfy the bank manager 
and fulfil the conditions as regards the hypothecation of stocks, 
will he then be able to obtain l\ loan or an advance? N(), if the 
manager is not favourably inclined. And this he ca.n d() in the 
following way. In addition to the hypothecation of stocks he may 
demand from the borrOwer a guarantee. And even if a guarantor 
is found, he may not be satisfied regarding his credit. 

Under these circumstances therefore, industries find it very 
difficult t() obtain bank loans, if they are unable t() satisfy the 
fancy of the bank managers. But it must be remembered that if a 
bank manager wishes to make an advance or a loan he may do so 
merely on the personal secu'rity of the borrower. 

Some of the banks l\gain do not follow the same practice in 
their loan operations at two different places. While in Calcutta 
no guarantee of the managing agents is taken when stocks are 
hypothecated, in Bombay, in addition to the "hypothecation of 
stocks, the guarantee of the managing agents is demanded and 
taken. 

Another defective banking practice is as regards the repayment 
()f loans, advances and cash credits. The Indian banks are too 
strict in demanding the repayment of their advances on the due 
dates. "Ve have already referred to the fact that all the banks in 
India follow the practice of the Imperial Bank, in not grant
ing loans and advances for more than six months. On the due 
date, the banks demand the immediate repayment of their loans 
or advances, no matter if such a course puts even sound 
concerns into difficulties. No doubt the banks point out that 
strict as they are in demanding repayment on the due date, they 
are always willing to renew the loans and advances, for fresh 
terms, and industrial concerns can take advantage of this facility. 
But the fact is that there is always an element of uncertainty as 
regards this. Renewals can only be obtained at the discretion of 
the bank managers. Again it is pointed out that if one bank calls 
back its loans, the borrower is at liberty to approach some other 
bank, and obtain the same facilities. But the difficulty is that if it 
hecomes known that even due to some imaginary cause, one bank 
has withdrawn its facility, the other banks will also refuse accom
modation. 

The real cause, however, of the strictness regarding repayment 
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of loans a,nd advances, is the notion of the liquidity of assets held 
by our banks. Commercial banks as they are, drawing the greater 
pa,rt of ~ir resources from short-term deposits, they point out 
that it is none of their business to fina,nce the long-term capital 
requirements of industries. By the very nature of their existence 
they are willing to give only short-term facilities, i.e., for six 
months or a,t the most one yea,r. Besides, they point out that 
advances or loans which they may grarit for more than this period 
may become "locked up" or "frozen". 

In a,ddition to the six months' rule and the strictness regarding 
repayment, the banks make ,matters )'lorse by sometimes curtail
ing or even withdrawing the loans, advances and cash credits 
already granted by them, before the end of the due date, thereby 
putting many a,n industrial concern into great difficulties. The 
example of the Bombay cotton textile industry ~s the qest under 
the circumstance.. It is a well known fact that not only did the 
banks refuse to renew the loans and advances which they had 
made to certain mills, but they also made a drastic reduction in 
the advances and cash credits already granted, and this was done 
at the very time when the cotton textile industry was hard hit by 
the depression, and needed financial facilities to tide over the 
difficult period. 

The way in which repayment of loans and advances on due 
dates is demanded, merely shows how indifferent our banks are 
towards industry. In bad times this indifferent attitude becomes 
positively harmful. Instead of helpi~g the industry to tide over 
difficult times, which should be the ideal before all banks, our 
banks aggravate the situation and increase the difficulties of the 
industry by curtailing credits. 1 

ABSENCE OF BILL BUSINESS 

Finally one more important defect In our banking practice 
must be noted, viz., the absence of trade bills. At present in India, 

1 CE. '<The banking ideal i. that banb .hQuld enable their clientele to gel our a 
period of difficulty, conlistent of courSe with adherence ttl •• und banking principlcB: A 
cloler examination of valuce and margins, no bank. can afford to neglect at any time, 
whether it ia boom or depression, but 1D undue emphasis on due dates and repayment. 
with reaard to loan. to industrial coneerD8 c.ln intensify a downward situattoo, alainlt 
which indultry m.y be fi,htinC'" Manu Subedar, Minority Report, Indian Central 
Banking Committ,e, P. 3'"7. 
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banking aid is given mostly in the form of loans and advances 
and cash credits, and pot by way of discount of trade bills. This 
becomes evident from the following figures for the year 1928 

regarding the Imperial Bank and six other joint-stock banks. l 

Bills 

Advances 

Imperial Bank. 

Rs. in lakhs. 
1247 

Six joint-stock banks. I 

Rs. in lakhs. 
123 

3342 

Now it must be noted that banking aid given by way of dis
counting of bills has special advantages. In the first place, from 
the point of view of the banker, it is advantageous to lend money 
by discounting trade bills than by means of direct loans and 
advances, for the simple reason that he is automatically re
imbursed with the maturity of the bills. In the second place, from 
the point of view of the manufacturer also, it is advantageous to 
obtain money by drawing trade bills and discounting them with 
the banks. The manufacturer will certainly find this method more 
advantageous than the method of obtaining banking aid by means 
of loans or cash credits, with its attendant paraphernalia. hypo-

, thecation of stocks, guarantee of the managing agents, etc. In 
tht!' cllse of loans and cash credits, the manufacturer is forced to 
'seit· his goods to realise cash for the repayment of the loans or 
cash credits, even though the market may be unfavourable, but 
in the case of bills he stands to gain inasmuch as he can sell his 
goods only when the market is favourable. Besides, in the case 
of bills he can get accommodation up to the full extent of the 
\/8lue of his goods, whereas in the case of loans and cash' credits 
a margin of 30 to 50 per cent. is kept. Besides, whereas in the 
case of loans and cash credits there is always the uncertainty of 
getting the accommodation at the right time, in the case of bills 
this uncertainty does not arise. And lastly, under a well developed 

1 See Indian Central Banking Committee Report, Vol. I, Part I, p. 40B. 

I Allahabad Bank, Bank of Baroda, Central Bank of India, People" Bank of 
Nortlaern India, and Punjab National Bank. 
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bill ma,rket, it b~omes easy and cheap to borrow from banks 
by discounting trade billsr for on account.of their liquidity a,nd 
security ban!!;s a,r~ prepa,red to discount them a,t a lower ra,te, than 
they charge in the case of loans a,nd cash cr~ts. 

DIFFICULTIES OF BANKS, IN FINANCING INDUSTRIES 

We ha,ve so fa,r seen the: a,ttitude of Indian Banks towards 
industry a,nd th~ def~tive p'ra,ctic~ under which limited financial 
l\ssistance is rendered a,s working capita,!. It h; however, proper 

• that We should consi~er the banks' diffi~ulties iQ fina,ncing industry 
in India. 

In the first place, on~ of the chief difficulties of the banks is. 
their limited resources which they ca,n us~ for fiQancing industries. 
Their paid-up capit;l and reserves, as compared with the funds 
which they draw from short-term deposits, is small. This becomes 
evident from the following figures regarding the Imperial Bank 
and eight other Indian joint:stock ba,nks for the yea,r 193J. 

Paid-up Capital 

Deposits 

Imperial Bank. 

Rs. in crores. 
10·85 

I Eight joint-stock banks.· 

Rs. in crores. 

As the greater proportion of their resourc~s are obtained from 
short-term deposits, which may be withdrawn a,t any time, thc' 
banks a,re forced to lend money strictly for short term, i.e. six 
months or a,t the most one yea,r. At the sa,me time this very fact, 
viz., that their resources a,r~ drawn from short-term deposits, 
makes it impossible for them to lend against immovable property, 
though to a, certain extent this state of a,ffairs is due also to the 
Hind~ and Mahommeda,n laws relating to succession and transfer 
of rights. According to Hindu law, if a,ncestral immovable pro
perty belonging to a, H.indu joint family governed by the Mithak-

• I Allahabad Bank, Bank of India, Central Bank of India, I?unjab National ~nk. 
Bank of Baroda, Bank of My"ore, Indian Bank (Madras) and Union Bank of Ind ••. 
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shara law (under which all the m.embers acquire a right in the pro
perty by birth, the right accruing from the date of conception) is 
mortgaged for a bank loan or advance. a person born after the 
transaction can have it set aside. Further, in order to charge a 
joint estate it is necessary that all the members of the joint f~ily 
should join in the execution of the deed or give their consent ill 
some other way. Again, in case where·a Karta or Manag-er of a 
joint fam.ily charges the family estate, it is legally binding only 
if the loan is incurred for family pucposes or in discharge of an 
antecedent debt. In view of these difficulties due to Hindu law, 
the banks do not wish to make a loan or an advance on the secu
rity of immovable property belonging to a Hindu joint family. 
The worst of it is that under the existing law whenever a bank 
nles a suit to recover money advanced against. the joint estate, 
the onus of proof that the loan was incurred for family purposes 
ties on it.! 

Much the same kind of difficulty is met with under Mahom
mcdan law. The Mahommedan law allows one to convey property 
to charitable purposes by verbal wakfs or trusts. If therefore, a 
bank loan is secured by immovable property belonging to a 
Mahommedan, and a suit is brought against such property, the 
defence may be that that property is already endowed for religi
ous purposes. Further, the Mahommedan law of succession does 
not allow one to dispose of by will more than one--third of his 
property without the consent of his heirs. And hence, if property 
belonging to a Mahommedan is secured for a bank loan, the bank 
will not be able to recover more than a third of that property.' 

Though it must be conceded that the Hindu and Mahommedan 
laws, make it unsafe for the bank to lend on the security of im
movable property, which belongs to a Hindu or a Mahommedan, 
there is no reason why the banks should not advance against the, 
security of immovable property belonging to a joint-stock company, 
governed by the Indian Companies Act. It must be noted thati 
most of our large scale industries are organised on the joint-stock I 
'basis and not on the proprietory basis. Large industries belonging I 

1 See Indian Central Blnking Committe. Report. Vol. I~.rt I. pp. ]86-87. 
I See ihid. p. ]87. 
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to individual Hindu or Mahommedan industrialists are things of 
the past. 

The absence ~f credit departments, and the lack of proper 
technical equipment in most of our banks create other difficulties. -; 
Our banks are not equipped as in the U. S. A. with special credit 
and. technical departm~nts, which collect useful information as 
regards the credit-worthiness and 'financial position of their clients 

. and prospective hQrrowers, as well as collect other statistical 
information. The usefulness of the information thus gathered 
will be realised from the filet, that it enables the banks to lend 
freely to those borrowers whose credit and financial standing has 
,been reported to be sound, and consequently very few of them 
suffer losses. It is quite possible that the Indian banks find the 
establishment of these departments costly. But the fact is that in 
the absence of these departments and the necessary technical 
equipment, our banks are much handicapped, as they are not able 
to appraise properly the credit and .standing of their clients, with 
the result that many of them suffer by lending to unsound parties. 
It is for this reason that the banks do not prefer to lend against 
personal security alone, unless' there is the g~arantee of the 
managing agents and the security of stocks. 

1 
In the West, particularly in the U.S.A. and England, the banks 

are assisted to a great extent by the existence of independent 
credit investigation agencies which supply the needed information. 
For example, Dun's and Bradstreets' in the U. S, A., and Seyd's 
in England, are the most well known credit investigation agencies 
which supply useful information on payment regarding the credit 
and standing of the borrowers. No such agencies exist in thi~ 

country. Our banks rely on informat;on supplied by the shroffs 
and sometimes Ion baza;ar rumours. As a result of this, the strange 
fact arises that parties really worth several lakhs are reported to 
be worth only a few thousands, and parties worth only a few 
thousands and of no standing, are reported to be worth several 
lakhs. 1 

Another difficulty which 'our banks have to face is the absence £. 
of the policy of "one company, one bank," which prevails in the 
'Vest. In the West, due t() this policy there is alw~ys a close 

1 See Central Banking Committ •• B..port, Vol. I, Part I, p. '"72.. 
19 
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relationship between banks and industry which benp-fits both. 
Unfortunately in Indi~ there is no co-operatioQ between banks and 
industry; the existence of the cash credit system under which 
banking aid is given forces the industries to have such accounts 
with a number of banks. for on refusal of financial farilities by 
one bank,recourse can be had to another. Besides, as most of the 
industri~1 concerns are financed by public deposits, they do not 
wish to disclose their bank borrowings to th"eir depositors. So 
they borrow from more than one bank, as it is quite possible that 
if borrowings are made from a, single bank, the amount may 
become known to the depositors. Some share of the blame for 
the lack of the practice of "one company, one bank" must also 
be borne by the banks. They refuse to finance a single industrial 
concern to any great extent, on the principle of distribution of 
risks, and also because of the general opinion that their credit 
!Ouffers if they are interested to a great extent in the financing of 
anyone enterprise. l They therefore, spread their advances over 
as lar~e a, number of industrial concerns as they can possibly do. 

In the last place, the lack of proper warehousing facilities in 
this country is another difficulty from which the banks suffer. 
There are no warehouse companies in India as in the West, which 
provide the necessary facilities for the storing of goods and thus 
enable the banks to lend on the security of the warehouse receipts. 
Most of our banks therefore have to maintain their own godowns 
or warehouses. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR INCREASING THE PROVISION OF 
WORKING CAPITAL BY BANKS TO INDUSTRIES 

We ha,'e suggested elsewhere the establishment of Industrial 
Banks in India. These banks should undertake the provision of 
working capital to industries in addition to fixed capital. But in 
the meanwhile, the commercial banks can do much by increasing 
the provision of working capital to our industries. If the banks 
find that their present resources are insufficient, they can supple
ment them by increasing their share capital and by accepting 
long-term deposits. 

I Cf. Oral uid.nct.of Mr. A. D. Shroff, C.ntral Bankin! Committe., Vol. Ill, 
p. 167. 
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BANKS SHOULD TAKE UP INDUSTRIAL SECURITIES 

The banks without any great risks can take up the securities, 
either shares or debentures, issued by industrial conCerns to raise 
working capital, and after holding such issues for some time 
place them among the investing public. The latter will take up 
industrial securities issued in this way rather than directly by 
the companies, as they have greater confidence in banks. If the 
banks show 'readiness in carrying out the above suggestion, our 
industries should give up their present methods of obtaining 
finance from managing agents and public deposits. 

NEED FOR RELAXATION OF HYPOTHECATION RULE 

Even in th~ matter of direct loans or cash credits that the banks 
at present grant to industries, there is room for improvement. The 
present rule regarding the hypothecation of stocks should be 
relaxed. The high margins insisted upon by the banks, which 
entails so much suffering on the part of industries in these days 
of depression, slfould be lowered. Further, the banks should not 
discriminate too much as between raw, manufactured or semi
manufactured &tocks. It is also desirable that the banks, which at 
present insist only on the backing of liquid assets, should also 
u.ke into 'account the block capital that the borrowi~ industrial 
concerns may offer as security. 

NEED OF RELAXATION OF THE SIX MONTHS' RULE 

Side by side with the relaxation of the hypothecation rule, there 
should also be a relaxation of the six months' rule. It must be 
admitted that the Imperial Bank is debarred by law from lending 
for more than six months, but there is no reason why the othe~ 
banks should not lend for a longer period. Further, the Imperial 
Bank as well as the other banks should follow a more liberal 
policy especially in these days of depression, as regards repayment 
of their loans and advances on due dates. Renewals should, as a 
rule, be granted to sound industrial concerns. 

BANKS SHOULD LEND ON PERSONAL CREDIT 

Another important suggestion that may be made is that just as 
in the West, our banks should lend on personal credit of the bor-

19* 
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rowers. This suggestion is f~sible if the banks cultivate the habit 
of working in closer co-operation with industry, and the rule of 
"one company, one bank," is followed by both the borrowing 
industrial concerns as well as the banks. This rule can be easily 
followed if our industries confine their borrowings to a single 
bank. At the same time, every bank should see that it meets the 
demands which its clients may make. Under this system banks 
are able to keep in close touch with their clients and thus safe-
guard themselves. !Je~ides, the affinity which will be created 
will enable banks to have" an intimate knowledge of their clients' 
financial position. 

BANKS SHOULD DISCOUNT-TRADE BILLS 

The present paucity of trade bills, and the disinclination of our 
banks to dis~ount them is due to the absence in India of a central 
rediscounting institution. But, now that the Reserve Bank is 
established, there is no reason why the use of trade bills should 
not be increased and the banks prepared to discount them. The 
bills being self-liquidating, the banks will not be put into difficulty 
by holding them, and besides, they can always be rediscounted 
at the Reserve Bank. 

NECESSITY OF INDEPENDENT WAREHOUSES 

Banking aid to industries can be substantially increased if there 
are proper facilities for the storing of the hypothecated goods. 
Under the present system of storing the hypothecated goods in 
the godowns of the banks, the industrial concerns have to incul1 
waste of money and time. Independent warehouses on the Ameri
ean model should be established in all parts of India. A borroweli 
by storing his goods in one of these" warehouses, can easily obtaini 
a bank loan by hypothecating the warehouse receipt. Even if th~ 
borrower happens to be In a place where there is no bank, bUb 
there is a warehouse or a branch of a warehouse, he can sti( 
obtain a loan from a distant bank by presenting such warehous~J 
receipts. 

_ A word as regards the type of warehouses that w;ll suit Indi:!; 
may be noted. There are two types of warehouses: (I) the on·{ 
does the work of mere warehousing or storing the goods, anll 
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(2) the other, besides p'roviding this fa.cility, ma,kes advances on 
the security of the goods stOf"ed with it. The la,tter type of wa,re
houses 'are certa,inly desirable in India, but as they require large 
capital, it would be difficult to esta,blish them, at the present tim~. 
A good beginning can however be made by starting w:arehouses 
of the first type. 

There is a conflict of opinion as to whether warehousE's should 
be started op the joint-stock or the co-operative principle. Thos~ 
who hold the former view think that Government assistance will be 
required, and it should take the form of subscription of a 
portion of the share cap'ital of the wa,rehouse comp'anies. Whether 
warehouses are started C)Il the joint-stock or CO-Op'erative principle, 
if should be seen that they are set up on up-to-date lines; they 
should provide facilities on easy and cheap terms for the ~toring of 
goods without subjecting them to damage or deterioration. Every 
warehouse should obtain a license from Government, and be 
subject to Governmental supervision and control, besides p'eriodi
cal inspection. 1 

It may be noted, in passing, that the establishment of ware
houses in India w:ill not only benefit the large industries, but also 
the small and cottage industries. These industries can also store 
their products in such w:arehouses, and obtain financial facilities 
from baqks. 

CREDIT AND INDUSTRIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
OF BANKS 

In connection with our suggestion that advances should be 
made on p'ersonal credit, besides the cultivation of-the "one bank, 
one company," rule, we would like to point out that our banks 
should be equipped with credit and sp'ecial industrial service 
departments. The credit departments should collect useful infor-

I Th. lat. Mr. B. F. Madan .. pr .... d the b.n.ficial .ffects of Go .. mm.nt •• p.r
.,i.ion and in.pectioD OYer warehou.e companiea I. follows: "Such machinery (Govern
ment ir.pection and .upervi.ion) ia nece.sary becaule the warehouse rcceiptt are to form 
the b .. i. for _dunces of lar,. I.ml of mon.y by hankera, and they would like to f.el 
lecure about luch ad"aocel. ADY attempt. at 8upcnisioD by them, however, i. likely to 
be naented aI due to luspicioD of the honelty or tbe tolvcDCJ of the warehouseman or 
tbe borrowing customer, while lupervilioD by an impartial authority created for that 
purpoae by Government il not likely to raise any IUch IU8picioD and may even be wcl
~med II ialplriDI greater confidence ia warchouael lubject to lOch lupenilion." See 
hi. Draft Bill for the .n.nungemeD' of the eotabli.hment of IDdepoDdent warehou.e. 
Central HankiDS ReV0rt, Vel. I, P.rt 1. p. '-33· 
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mation and keep r«:cords of th«: financial position of clients as 
well as prospective borrowers. All, loans and advances should be 
made only after reference to these records' and investigation into 
the needs of the borrowers. Further, at intervals the banks should 
demand the balance sheets and other fin~cial statements of their 
clients which should be carefully scrutinised by the credit depart
ments. If credit departments as we have suggested above are 
established, not only w:ill the banks bene.fit but the borrowers 
would also gain, inasmuch as wh«:n th«:ir true financial position 
becomes known, they would obtain greater financial facilities with 
less formalities from banks than at present. 

It is also desirable that the banks should, by mutual co-opera
tion, exchange the inforl1\ation regarding the financial position 
of borrowers collected by each one of them separately, instead of 
keeping it seJ;ret as .is done at present. Further, the practice 
followed by tile Ahmedabai:l branch of the Bank of India can also 
be usefully copied by the other banks. Instead of relying on shrofIs 
for information regarding the credit and financial stl\l1ding of 
the clients, the manager is a!<sisted by a 10Cl\1 Board 
of Directors, who provide the necessary information and also 
take responsibility for the same. 

The larger banks in the U.S.A. have in recent years developed 
a new field of service. Not content with the mere granting of loans 
they haVe organized special .. Industrial Service Departments." 
These departments render useful business advice to their indus
trial clients. I 

INDEPENDENT' CREDIT INVESTIGATION AGENCIES 

The banks would be much assisted in increasing their financial 
assistance to industries, if independent credit investigation agen
cies like Seyd's, or Dun's and Bradstreets' are started in this 
country. If the banks co-operate it would not be difficult to make 
an experiment and start one or two such agencies . . 

1 See Edmon4.E.1.incoln, Applied BUline •• Finance, I9~9, p. 4~1. 



CHAPTER VII 

ADMINISTRATION OF EARNINGS 

INTRODUCTORY 

An investor, whatsoever. the type of securities he purchases, 
plans to preserve his principal intact and to receive, in addition, 
an annual payment. The preservation of capital depends upon the 
valueortIi'eassets, but the value of the asset~, in its turn, depends 
upon their yield. So, in short, the value of the principal 
depends upon its capacity to yield the expected income. This 
in~-yielcfuJg..capacity, to a considerable extent d~!1ds upon 
the financial administration of the concern. ~-

Asamatteron~ct, the-proble~ of-administration of earnings 
is of less significance in the life of a company as compared with 
its other financial problems. What is essential in this respect is 
not so much intelligence or foresight, but reasonably conservative 
policy. Provided the financial management oTa ·company -h~~ been 
s~d through aU stages of its development from the inception 
of the enterprise, the management of earnings can be successfully 
and efficiently carried out by following a ~cll-Iaid-out plan. And 
even though a mistake is committed during a certain financial 
period, it can generally be remedied later on without entailing any 
permanent or heavy losses. 

The administration of earnings becomes complicated, and de
mands speCial attention under joint-stock organisation, where the 
actual management lies in thltliands other than those of the 
owners. The owners are more interested in the long time good of 
the concern than in the immediate profits as the 'preservatiQn of 
capital is their principal motive. The managers on the other hand 
are not so much interested in the preservation of capital j what 
they wish is to show that the concern is yielding good profits 
und.er.-their managemt;nt. The outlook of each of ttese parties thus 
is different and somewhat conflicting. From a broad social point 
of view, the outlook of the -0vvners is more advantageous than 
that of the managers. It is, therefore, proper that the outlook of 
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the managers should be homog~neOus 'with that of the owners j 
and if we Cannot have a spontaneous homogeneity between the 
two, the former shQuld be made subservient to the latter. Really 
speaking, we cannot expect ani spontaneous' homogeneity between 
the outlook of the owners and that of the managers as the inter
ests of both the parties are not always the same; and hence the 
need for a proper check over the managers. If the long time 
interest of the"owners becomes the'dominating factor in the finan
cial administration of an industrial concern, the administration 
of earnings becomes comparatively a smooth probleII\. Our 
discussion of the managing agency system must have made it 
clear how the management of industrial concerns in India is 
"irtually beyond the control of the owners, and this peculiar 
feature of industrial organisation has made the admiqistration of 
eiinl~s-a difficult problem in our industrial finance. As the i~ter
rst of the managers a~d the ownersconfiict, and the latter have no 
control over the former, there a .... vays is the possibility of the 
finances being managed to the disadvantage of the owners. This 
situation gives rise to another disadvantage, in as much as it 
removes all the incentive for economy in the operating costs. It is 
almost forgotten, under such circumstances, that the only.Jtlstj
fication for the existence of a business concern is its ability to earn 
profits for the owners • 

• 
HOW TO KEEP OPERATING COSTS LOW 

When an industrial concern begins work, the first duty _ of the 
management is to see that the operating costs are kept at the 
lowest level without sacrificing efficiency: The' size and costs. of 
different departments should be controlled by a central financial 
authority according to a pre-meditated plan. The managers of 
every industrial concern, therefore, should try to forecast its 
peculiar needs, having determined upon a -desi;able future policy. 
In all cases an attempt should be made within definite limits to 
determine what the expenditure of the business must be during 
s given period. The most expeditious methods of meeting the 
ex,penditure should also be decided upon. It is also desirable that 
no department, under ordinary circumstances, should be allowed 
to transgress these limits. AU businesses cannot plan their opera-
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tions in a uniform way. And, therefore, it is not possible to lay 
down any definite rules of practice in this regard, which will be 
applicable to every bqsiness conCern. 

Thi~ method of planning and co-ordimiting a company's affairs 
is commonly referred to as budg.5~ This practice has recently 
become popular in America. The purpose of the budgetary method 
is merely to ensure in the highest possible degree the l!!QI!"!r co
or_dinat!~ of _t~~L.diff~!e.Il:Ldep~l11!1ents. In the case of enterprises 
of small size the budget may be unnecessary. It may be possible 
for the principal executive officer to carry in his head the facts 
necessary to ensure h~rmony in the functions of different' depart
ments, and to minimi~e the wastes .whichunco-onlin~ted .. proce
dure entails. Ir~ '-~~h-ca~;;~ - t~ ensure-ca,.ocdination becomes the 
principal duty of the executive. But as the enterprise grows, this 
beCo~es impossible. As .~. ";;~tter of fact, the bigger'the size of the 
enterprise the g~!~!~! .. !!U~~ ,Ile.c.essity for main~ini"co-ordina
tiun between different departments. In such cases it becomes neces
sary to have some special machinery to control the work of the 
various departments, So that all the activities will be conceived 
in the light of the. sa,me general plans and policy. In large con
cerns, therefore, it is better tQ have a b~¥_.committee. This 
should be .comPQsed in part of va.r!C?~~._.gepa_rtmeI!tate:x.ecutiyes. 
This committee should try to ascertain the most profitable co
ordination of the various departments. The 4!inal aim must be to 
devise a pr~gr",mme which will result in the realisation of the 
highes(~e~, rather than the highest gross profit. 

MAINTENANCE POpCY, ITS THEORY AND PRACTICE 

The administration of earnings of an enterprise may roughly 
be divided into two parts, one concerning the maintenance of the 
value of the investments of the Qwners, and the other concerning 
thepayment; __ t~ be made' t~ . 'them. The former part includes 
m:iTntenanc'e" of the assets in good condition, provision fOfc:onting
encies, and arrange~~ni for retirement .of credit obligations, if 
any'; The latter part is mainiyconcerned 'withthe pii:.l'.iii~nts·to the 
owners and includes fixing a reasonable rate of. dividends and 
arrangements to maintain it without any break. 

-We shall ~ow turn to each of these items in the allocation of 
20 
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.e~rnings. The adequate maintenance of the plant and machinery 
of an industrial ooncern-is-very -important, and any deficiency in 
it will have an immediate and lasting effect on its earni!1g..s:~pacity. 
The first charge on tht income of an enterprise, therefore, is the 
expenaiture on maintena~~;, and the amount r~quired for this 
purpos~ca~ easily be known from previous e~erience. The easy 
path of under-maintenance is followed bythe management of an 
enterprise to represent its net earnings as being higher than they 
actually are. In Jndia where the management becomes interested 
in showing high net earnings, the possibilities of u~!:.:.mainten
an~_~r!:. great. Owing to the managing agency system, the 
remuneration of the management is very high in India, and in 
order to justify this high remuneration, and also in order to keep 
it concealed from the attention of the public, the management is 
tempted to show as high returns to the owners as possible. 
Another situation which results in under-maintenance is, that 
whenever the agents' commission is charged on the basis of 
profits, the maintenance charges are excluded from the amount 
on which the commission is to be charged. There is thus a 
temptation to increase the commission by bringing down the 
maintenance charges to the lowest limits. It is a f~lty ~vstem of 
organisation which does not provide a sufficient incentive to the 
executive to maintain the concern in a good condition, but on the 
other hand, makes .hem interested in neglecting the expenditure 
for upkeep, repairs and the like. 

IMPORTANCE OF DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN 
CAPITAL AND INCOME 

The principal duty of the man~gement of an enterprise is to see 
that the value of thej~vestment of the.shareholders i!UlPt allowed 
to deteriorate. The funds raised from the investors are spent in 
acquiring' different kinds of assets, which as time passes, depre
ciate, i.e., lose the capacity to yield the expected income to the 
owners. The assets depreciate in different ways, e.g., (a) wear 
and tear, (b) obsolescence due to new inventions, new products, 
or bttter ways of making the same product, (c) vicissitudes and 
catastrophies, (d) fluctuations in trade, (e) inadequacy etc. 
Depreciation, in short, means all losses arising from physical and 
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functional deterioration of the ~sets. Physical depreciation means 
impiitmeot of the ph}'sical efficiency of the assets resulting from 
wear and tear due to the process of manufacture; functional de
preciation is a more complicated and difficult problem, and takt:s 
place ill various ways. Rather the most important of the diHerent 
,. .. ays in which functional depreciation occurs is obsolescence, 
i.e., decrease in the value of the assets because of improved 
technological processes. A new invention sometimes revolutionises 
an industry and necessitates much special equipment; the previous 
equipment thus becomes functionally less efficient, though in good 
working condition. Sometimes the value of the assets becomes 
impaired because their products ca,nnot command market, due 
perhaps to supply of better articles, or to changed needs or 
fashions. In short, functional de-P[«;.ciation is said to have occurred 
whenever the assets, in~pite of their physical efficiency, ca.nnot 
"ield the normal rate of return under normal trade conditions. 
. - Ph~'sical depr~i~t~~- i; ~~ hnportant problem not only from 
the point of -~iew of an individual concern but also from that of 
the whole nation. The capital.resources of a nation are every d::y 
being-co-;;-~ed in the p~ss of production. If these ..consumed 
as~ are n_ot _ r,eplaced, it will mean that th~ nation lives on its 
cacitalresources and not on income. Such a nation cannot make 
any prog~ess. --The \!..nderlyi~g prin~iple of economic progress is 
that the society must li~e on income ~nd not on capital. 

The preservatio~ of weaith cannot be a~I;,.plished unless 
principal and incoml' are clearly distinguished. No enterprise can 
continue to prosper unless the substance of its wealth is preserved 
and at the same time made to produce additional wealth. Because 
an investor continues to derive a satisfactory return, it cannot be 
~id that his principal is intact. If sufficient provision is not made 
against depreciation, suddenly the investor will find tha.t he cannot 
get income as his principal has vanished. Then will he realise 
that what he conside~ed as income was not pure income, but Con
tained some part of the principal, and in this way he has spent, 
not only income but the principal itself. Once the shares are pur
chased, the investor can realise his principal in cash, only by 
selling the shares to others. And so long as the shares continue 
to get reasonable dividends, the shareholders believe that their 
principal is intact, especially as they feel sure that they can realise 

'to· 
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it by selling the shares. And they are right to some extent, because 
purchasers of the shares of an old concer~ are led by the figure of 
the dividend. Being ignorant of business practice, they Cannot 
distinguish between capita,l and income in the real Sense of the 
words,and therefore, ,cannot understand that the dividends may 
not mean pure profits but might include a part of the capital, and 
therefore, the shares purchased by them do not represent real 
wealth. 

GENERAL NEGLECT OF THE DEPRECIATION 
PROBLEM 

The problem of depreciation becomes very important under the 
joint-stock form of organisation. Under the individual or partner
ship forl1\, iQ which ownership changes less frequently, the failure 
to allow for depreciation does not become a matter of serious 
consideration. In such cases, any default in the depreciation 
account during a certain period, can be corrected at a later date, 
by restoring the capital necessary to replenish the assets. But 
quite different are the conditions in the case of joint-stock com
panies, where the shares change hands so often. Here it becomes 
necessary to guard against the distribution of dividends, without 
making a proper allowance for depreciation, because it is likely 
to benefit one group at the expense of another. 

The neglect of the depreciation provision is a regrettable fea
ture of industrial finance in this country. Our businessmen ~rhaps 
do not realise the proper significance of this problem, and faulty 
ideas give rise to wrong practices. The general belief seems to be 
that if the property is kept in first class repair, depreciation is ade
quately cared for through maintenance. It is wrong to suppose 
that depreciation Cannot take place, where maintenance is ade
quate. Even with current ~aintenance properly met, depreciation 
of the whole plant continues, due to the fact that all units, of 
which it is composed, are approaching the end of their useful 
life. The aims of the maintenance and the depreciation charges are 
quite different. The latter is meant for replacing worn out part!' 
and must be available for such purposes. In disregard of all 
!Ouch salutary niles, it seems a common practice in India that 
minor improvements and major repairs are charged as deprecia
tion and deducted from block value. But no matter how constantly 
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repaired, there is always a time, aJter which the economic use
fulness of a piece of machinery or even . a building is almost 
exhausted, and replacements become necessary. When such a 
contingency arises, it is realised that the 9lpita1 of the concern or 
the principal of the shareholders, is not kept intact but has been 
spent aWay. The shar~olders who look to the depreciation account 
in the balance sheet are perhaps quite ignorant of this f~ct. When 
is required to make any replacements or changes in the block, 
such a concern has to resort to borrowing. A sound depreciation 
policy dictates that the present block value _and the depreciation 
fund must be equal to the total expenditure on the block or the 
replacement value including the latest changes in the machinery 
due to inventions and improvements. The management must 
remember that not Qnly efficiency must be ·retalned but the invest
ment also, and for continued prosperity one is as necessary as the 
other. 

DEPRECIATION MADE A CHARGE ON PROFIT 

Some better managed concerns do set aside certain amounts 
for depreciation over and above the maintenance charges. But 
there is no settled policy followed 'by them, nor does the same 
concern adhere to the same policy throughout its life. Only one 
feature seems to be common to all; it is that depreciation is made 
a charge on profit. The amount to be set aside for deprecia
tion, therefore, usually ftuctuates from year to year in accordance 
with the annual net earnings. It so haPpens that while some 
allowance is made in prosperous years practically no allowance 
is made in lean years. It is quite a wrong method to charge de
preciation on profits and not to include it in the cost of 
production. Depreciation, at le~st to the e:r.tent to which it means 
physical deterioration of the assets, must be a charge on the 
cost' of production as truly as are fuel and labour. When deprecia
tion is not includtld in the cOst of production, the price cannot be 
said to be really reftective of the cost. When depreciation is not 
strictly· included in the cost of production, bu~ is made dependent 
upon the amount of earnings, it becomes easy for the manage
ment to misrepresent earnings, by manipulating depreciation 
charges according to its need!;. This danger is especially great in 
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Indi~ where owing to the managing agency system, the remunera
tion of the management is not fi~ed, but, in many cases, depends 
upon the amount of income, whereby they become interested in 
showing the income as high as possible. 

The Indian income tax system makes certain allowances for 
depreciation while taxing the profits of any company. "'hat our 
companies usually do is that they take into account the deprecia
tion amounts while calculating the income tax, but do not actually 
set aside the same amounts for depreciation. Our companies, 
thus, do not make allowance even according to the rate allowed 
by the Income Tax Department which, as we shall see later, is in 
itself insufficient. Under these circumst~nces, it is advisable that 
the Income Tax Law should not allow such exemptions. unless 
the amounts are actually set apart for depreciation purposes only. 

DEPRECIATION POLICY OF COTTON MILL COMPANIES 

In the case of cotton mills the Income Tax Department makes 
the following allowances for depreciation: (I) 21 per cent. on 
block cost for buildings; (2) 5 per cenL on block cost of spinning 
and weaving machinery; and ... (J) 71 per cenL on block cost of 
bleaching and dyeing machillery and electrical equipment. But 
rarely do our companies follow these rates in practice. The cotton 
mills in Bombay, for example, set aside for depreciation only 3 per 
cent. of the original cost of land, building and machinery during 
t~e years 1917-25. which might be considered to be the best 
period in tbe history of the Indian cotton industry .• According 
to the rate of 21 per cent. on the building and a flat rate of 5 per 
cent. on the machim:ry they ought to have set aside for deprecia
tion Rs. 12.32 crores; but, instead of this, they set aside only 
9 crores.' This means that capital resources to the extent of more 
than three crores were dissipated in these years as dividends. The 
cotton mills in Japan during the same period saved for deprecia-

~ "I. 1915 te 1922, Mtb yan ind"'Ye, theJ ,.i ... aYenp ~";oIe" of 53 per 
C.Dt. ,.,. .. nenge capital,.f 1St croreL AD. they pei" a_J i. the eight yan eo.
inll~22. _ of en. So _ in .. "i .. e ...... The I";'D Tariff a..n TeItile 
Ea .... iJy Jleport I 927. Vol. III, p. 468. 

I cr. Appe .. i. VI, p. 241 of the 1.,Ii .. Tariff Boud CoWIn TeatiJe Jl.poI« 
1927, Val. I. 
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rion .4.5 per cent. of th~ fixed asSets every half year, lwhich means, 
9 per cent. per annum. It may be argued that the Japanese mills 
work on a double shift system ~ bence the- deterioration of 
phys:cal assets is greater there than here. Even admitting that 
the double shift system results in greater deterioration, it cannot 
be three times as much as it is here. A similar neglect of depre
ciation is found with regard to the cotton mills in Ahmedabad 
also. The depreciation charges for certain Ahmedabad mills, for 
example, for the years 1923, 1924 and 1925, at the rate of 4 per 
cent. ought to have been something more than Rs. 1201akhs. But 
the actual provision" made for depreciation amounted to only 
81 lakhs. During the same years Rs. I21 1akhs were distributed as 
dividends by those mills.' Tflis means that Rs.40 lakhs of the divi
dends were not profits really speaking, but were paid out of 
tapital. This refers to years of good profits. The situation natu
rally becomes much worse when. the profits dwindle, and under 
such circumstances sometimes no provision is made for deprecia
tion. Such neglect takes place because depreciation is made a 
charge on profit, and not included in the cost of production. I 

Thus we see that a well-established industry like that of the 
cotton mill industry is not ma1dng depreciation provision even to 
the extent to which it is a.llowed by die Income Tax Department,. 
As a matter of fact, 5 per cent. on ~achinery is a low rate of 
depreciation. For efficient working, machmery requires renewals 
and replacements earlier than every twenty years. No doubt it 
can be made to work even for more than twenty years, but then it 
will give inefficient work and will consequently increase the cost 
of production. It was therefore, suggested to the representative 
of the Ahmedabad Millowners' Association, by the Tariff Board 
in their first inquiry into the cotton industry, that the rate of 
depreciation on machinery should be increased from 5 to 10 per 
cent., to which the witness replied that it would not be possible 

I Apponm XI, TabIe II, p. '"S7 of the l84i_ Tariff BaaN Tnti" &quiry 
•• pert 19:&7, VaL I. 

I Cf. AnDexure A to the Ahm.cIa.... Millo_en' A-atioD', E';drnc.. T.,. 
l.dioD Toriff BaaN Tad .. &quilJ Ilepott 19'"7, VoL II, p. 5'+ 

• "Bath the Bomba, .... Ahm.cIa .... Miu....aeft· AlIOCia~OD. CllJ'R.H the: Yie.w 
llaJ depreciatiOD ,boahl be reckoDed .. a eharge on prodactiDD ... t tbe pllICbce J • 

•• itloer uatre appoan to "" in accordance wilh thi' .,;cw ... Ibid, Vol. I, p. 147· 
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to make such ~ large allowance. The Bombay Millowners' 
Association too think that the rates allowed by the Income tax 
Department are quite adequate and need not be increased. But it 
should be remembered that unless the management have sufficient 
depreciation funds, they will not be eager and able to increase the 
efficiency by timely renewals and replaceO\ents. The increased 
efficiency owing to such improvements will certainly bring down 
the cost of production. 

DEPRECIATION POLICY OF OTHER INDUSTRIES 

A faulty depreciation policy is not a feature peculiar to the 
finances of the cotton industry. The situation with other industries 
is in no way better; it is even worSe. In some of the paper manu
facturing companies, for instance, the depreciation charges do 
not have any relation to the. block value. The usual practice in 
such caSeS is to put to depreciation a certain amount of the profits 
decided upon in an arbitrary way without any definite relation 
to the block value. I A leading paper mill company, the Titaghur 
Paper Mills Company, for example, has only one reserve for all 
purpoS!es, depreciation, obsolescence, contingency or dividend 
equalisation. A certain. amount from the profits, 'as permitted by 
the dividend distribution policy of the year, is set aside as reserve 
and used for these purposes. I 

Our coal industry too suffers from inadequate depreciation pro
vision. The special feature of coal finance is that coal concerns 
require a fairly continuous supply of neW capital on block; and 
the proper method of securing this is by charging a sufficiently 
high rate of depreciation, which should be used to finance further 
developments. But, as we have mentioned in an earlier chapter. I 
these concerns, being started with insufficient share capital, are 
required to borrow extensively at a high rate of interest, and then 
owing to heavy. interest charges are not able to make any provi
sion for depreciation. The depreciation policy to be followed in the 

1 See far example the evidences .efare the Indian Tariff Board during their en,!uiry 
.of the paper indallr,. . 

ICE. ludian Tariff' Boar. EIl,!,iry Pap.r and Paper pulp Indultrie •• E .. 'denc:e Vol. I, 
,. 1S7· 

• See Chapter V. 
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use if industries with wasting assets like the coal mining industry 
is different from that to be followed in the case of other industries. 
The life of the assets in such cases being short, the amount to be 
set aside every year must be so adjusted that by the time the 
assets exhaust their useful life, the owners, over and above the 
dividends received by them from time to time, will be in posses
sion of the full value of their investments. 

CAUSES OF THE NEGLECT OF DEPRECIATION 
PROVISION 

It seems to be a general belid with our businessmen that so 
long as the machinery is giving work it need not be renewed or 
replaced. In that way machinery can be made to work, with 
repairs here and there, for even a hundred years. In fact, som"e 
of the Bombay cotton mills are working with machinery sixty or 
seventy years old. To work with worn out plarit means "to increase 
cost of production. As the ml\chinery depreciates, cost increases, 
and it becomes more and more difficult to provide for deprecia
tion. The situation becomes worse owing to the fact that sufficient 
provision is not made eVen when the machinery is in an efficient 
condition. "The usual practice is that when the plant is in good 
condition a small allowance is made for depreciation, with the 
hope of increasing the rate as depreciation increases. But this 
hope remains unfulfilled for ever. As time passes, the plant becomes 
more and more inefficient, and the rate of depreciation allowance 
cannot be increased but has got to be decreased. Under such 
circumstances it is advisable to allow a higher rate in the begin
ning and to lower it later on. 

The"re is one more feature of our industrial organis~ii~,. which 
comes in the way of proper depreciation provision. Our indus
trialists, being fond of extensive plants, "spend almost the whole of 
the share capital in machinery and other equipment. But not 
infrequently it so happens that it becomes impossible to work 
the concern to its full capacity, and consequently. with limited 
production it becomes difficult to provide for the depreciation of 
the whole block. The whole block, ttioughnot working to the full 
capacity, continues to depreciate to the loss of the owners. 

.. 21 
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MAINTENANCE CHARGES AND DEPRECIATION 
PROVISION 

In America recently it has become a practice to create a main
tenance reserve separate from the depreciation reserve. This 
reserve is intended to meet the: expenses on account of usual 
repairs and improvements necessary to keep the block in good 
working order and as such its function is quite different from 
that of the depreciation reserve. The size of the maintenance 
reserve need not be very big. It has nothing to do with the cost 
of the assets, but it must be adequate to meet"the average expenses 
on account of repairs, improvements etc. which are necessary to 
keep the assets in good working condition. The costs of repair!' 
and other minor improv~ents thus become evenly spread out 
and do not prove a burde .. upon the finances of any single year, 
so also such expenditure need not be deferred owing to lack of 
funds. This is a good practice and ~iU have salutary effects if 
followed by our businessmen. But it must be remembered that the 
creation of maintenance reserve i~ no way lessens the urgency 
of maintaining an adequate d7reciation reserve which is intended 
to replace the assets, when h becomes necessary to do so. Main
tenance secures daily efficiency but does not prevent the impair
ment of total investment, and hence the necessity of adequate 
provision for the replacements of the impaired assets. This is the 
function of the depreciation fund, which, if properly set up, 
expresses approximately the amount of normal impairment exist
ing at a given time. It is therefore wrong to mix together the 
maintenance and depreciation charges and also to suppose that 
because 'a plant is well maintained it has not suffered normal 
depr~iation. Because, though efficiency can be maintained for 
a pretty, long time independently of the accruing depreciation, still 
in the 'end, it will suddenly come down due to the accumulated 
.... astage of the assets throughout this period. This will be more 
clear from the following diagram. 1 

1 Take. f.oa llDepftciatlD., P.i •• iplet a •• A!'Pliatie.". By E. A. Salien. 
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The straight line XV represents the progress of the theoretical 

x r::::::=================:::1 

O~ ________ ~ ____________________ ~~y 

straight line of depreciation, while the curved line XCV indicates 
the rapidity with which the efficiency declines. 

PROVISION FOR CONTINGENCIES 

Besides the normal depreciation, the assets lose their value 
through certain contingencies also. Some of the contingencies 
like fire are insurable, and it is advisable to insure against them. 
But to insure the assets against all, possible and imaginable con
tingencies is not an advisable path·to follow, because it is likely 
to entail an unnecessarily heavy -burden. If it is intended to make 
a provision against some remote contingencies, it should be in 
the form of a contingency reserve. Because in this way the funds 
assigned for such purposes will be at least in the possession of 
the concerns themselves. 

\Vith regard to industrial concerns in India, insurance 
against fire has become quite a common feature. But they' 
do not make any provIsIon for other contingencies. . Of 
course, the volume and frequency of contingencies differ 'accord
ing to the nature of the business in which a concern is eJl·gaged. 

'J 
No hard and fast rules, therefore, can be laid down in regard to 
provision for them. But it is advisable that every concern should 
be prepared to face them, to some extent at least, if required to 
do so. In Western countries, especially in America, contingency 
reserves are created. But it is not proper to burden a concern too 
much on this account. The best way of meeting contingencies 
where they are quite 'remote is through having liberal depreciation 

n* 
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reserves. T() create big contingency reserves means to take away 
large amounts from their owners, and entrust them to the 
managers. Now it is only just that the owners should get as much 
profit out of their enterprise as possible without risking or hamper
ing its progress. The contingency reserve, therefore~ should be 
only of such size as is absolutely demanded by the circumstances, 
and should be ~ld in liquid form. It should not be spent on 
ordinary replacements and renewals, or should not represent mere 
valuation surplus. 

. " 
PROVISIONS FOR OBSOLESCENCE 

We have already seen that industrial plants prove inetlicient 
not only owing to wear and tear but even owing to invention of 
more efficient methods of production. And industrial plant thus 
depreciates in value being obsolete, either in parts or entirely. 
and its owners to that extent sustain a loss. Now in order to 
maintain the value of the #nvestments it is necessary to make 
some. provision against such losses. If an industrial concern does 
not take advantage of the most efficient methods of production, 
it will sustain losses owing to competition from those who avail 
themselves of such methods. In these days of fast mechanical 
progress, in order to be abreast of other competitors, it is neces
sary to take advantage of every new invention or device. A con
cern of course cannot afford to do this, unless it is in possession 
of spare funds which can be used for such purposes. It has, 
therefore, become a common practice in foreign countries to make 
some provision for obsolescence along with provision for deprecia
tion. In India, of course, no provision is made for such a 
contingency. \Vhere even phYSical depreciation is not properly 
provided for, it is too much to expect any provision for functional 
depreciation. This is one of the reasons why we suffer whenever 
we an! required to face foreign competitors, who, by taking ad
vantage of the latest improvements and inventions. keep their 
plants in the most efficient condition. 

The total neglect of obsolescence affects the different industries 
in different degrees. The industries which have attained some
what full mechanical development, and in which therefore, new 
methods and devices are not introduced frequently, can afford to , 
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negl«:ct special provision for· obsolescence. On the other hand, 
industries in Vl(hich new methods and devices are Qeing introduced 

. at frequent intervals, cannot hope to prosper by neglecting ade
quate provision for introducing up-to-da,te methods of manufac
ture. The steel industry for example, is still undergoin~ rapid 
changes in the process of· manufa,cture. A concern engaged in 
this industry, therefore, must alVl(ays be ready to adopt the 
latest changes .. Our steel industry does not seem to have paid 
any attention to this feature. Far from making any provision for 
obsolescence, our companies do not make sufficient allowance 
even for depreci~tion. 1 The Americart steel companies, on the 
other hand, keep· ~helr costs 10w by taking advantage of the 
latest inventions in the process of production which they introduce 
with the help of such funds. ! 

Some writers on industrial finance argue that no special provi
sion is necessary for obsolescence. Their argument is that all 
replacements, renewals etc., due to obsolescence should be 
charged to the depreciation account. But this a,rgument does not 
seem to be correct. In the first plac~, the proper function of the 
depreciation reserve is to provide for replacement of original cost 
and consequently changes due to obsolescence cannot be charged 
to this reserve. A concrete example will ma,ke this more clear. Let 
us suppose that there is a plant costing twenty lakhs of rupees. Its 
normal tife is considered to be twenty years, and therefore, depre
ciation provision per year is calculated to be one lakh of rupees. 
After, say five years, a certain part of this plant becomes obsolete, 
and the replacement ot this part with a new one costs four lakhs. 
If this is paid out of the depreciation reserve, it will be reduced 
to one lakh, and this will rep~esen~ the depreciation of the whole 
plant, excepting the new part, during the period of' five years. 
This means the depreciation of the plant is not properly pfpvided 
for. Secondly, ··even if we leave aside such scientific accuracies 
and distinctions, it so happens that the proposed c\1anges prove 
to be too heavy for mere· depreciation fund, and therefore, it 
becomes necessary to supplement this fund by other sources. Thus . 
if is necessary to maintain a separate reserve for obsolescence 

1 Cf. Indian Tariff Board Statutory Enquiry 19~6, St.eI Industry Report, Vol. IV. 
I Se. for .xampl. the •• ideD.e before tb. IDdian Tariff Bund during the ,tatu

tory ,t •• 1 Enquiry of J 92.6. 
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from which costs of discarding obsolete parts might be met. 
One great difficulty in maintaining the obsolescence reserve is 
that no one can say definitely, what should be the rate of its 
accumulation. Fresh inventions and improvements are ;;.lwa,ys 
uncertain and therefore cannot be properly provided for. A liberal 
depreciation policy accompanied by some allowance for obsoles
cence, according to the needs of different industries, will prove an 
ideal arrangement. The income tax system of certain countries, 
for instance those of England and the u. S. A., make some 
allowance for obsolescence while calculating the profits_ This is 
a practice worth following by the Income "{ax Department of 
our country. It will impress upon the minds of our industrialists 
the importance of making some provision on this a~ount. 

UTILISATION OF THE DEPRECIATION RESERVES 

So far we considered the quantitative aspect of the dep'reciation 
reserve, now we shall turn to its utilisation. The first important 
point to be remembered in this respect is that just as there is no 
fixed policy with regard to the accumulation of the depreciation 
reserves, so also there is no fixed [J..olicy which is followed in 
utilising them. The ap'prQPr~f lh~ depreciation fund for 
npairs, extensions, renewals etc., seems to be more common 
than any other us'e. -fn many cases it so happens that though :n th«" 
balance sheets sums appear to have been credited to the deprecia
tion account actually no reserve is found to exist. As a matter 
of fact, the wh~ie depreciation account is nothing but piled up 
expenditure on repairs, renewals, extensions 1 etc. In some cases 
the depreciation fund is not used for ordinary repatrs but for 
minor or major extensions and additions. But while setti,ng apart 
depreciation it is calculated upon the original _ inve~bnent and 
not on·these additions to the block values which also aredepre
ciating. Such wrong appropriation of the depreciation furds take!> 

I 5., for eumple, the (ollowinr: lI.toment by • whn ... b.rore the T.riff Board_ 
Mr. Walk.r:- What actuall, happeDl i. we d.bit proli~ andles •• ccount anol 

cred;, tile d.p.eciation fllDoi. The d ..... ci.lio' .ccount wlll reduce 
the biock ateount .1 the tel" 1:0 by. 

Mr. Math.r:- YOll hoy. actuall, got thil Ri. st lalthl. 
Mr. Walkor:- You .... n·t find it on tto .... t lid ... a specific i .... llm.nt. It 

I. in.lld in the hUllnen. 
Inoll.n Tariff Board Statutory Enquiry, 19,,6: SteellndulIl'J R'POlt, 

Vol. IV. p. 11+. 
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place even in the case of big CQncerns like the Tata Iron and Steel 
Works, Ltd, i 

MANAGING AGENCY SYSTEM AND DEPRECIATION 
PROVISION 

One of the important causes of the' neglect of depreciation 
problem in this country ~s the man~J!.genc~..system. There 
are three im(>Ortant features of this system which work against 
proper depreciation arrangement. First, there does not exist 
homogeneity be~en the inter~sts of the,._agents and tho;; ~f 
the shareholders, i.e., the manage~e~t and' the owners. This 
situati~D iii mad~ still worse by the' second feature that the o~ers 
exert no control over the management. Thirdly, the ~ents are 
inte~e;ted n~t in nc:.!yrofits but in the mere volume. of...l!!!sjness. 
And as they are not interested in net profits it does not concern 
them much whether the production is carried on efficiently or 
otherwise. They only wish to increase the busil"!~ssby-u~d.ertaking 
enensions and additions with ~thefunds ~t their disposal. The 
mo-;t important poT~t' in this respect i;- th~t the management is 
not interested in the long time welfare of the concern just as the 
shareholders are. The agents are there by contract and they wish 
to make the best of their position. so long as the contract lasts. 
Besides, it is to .. their advantage if they can raise the rate of 
dividends even at the cost of depreciation provision. It pleases 
the shareholders and also pays the agents indirectly by enhancing 
their prestige. There is one more feature of the agency system 
which come~ in the way of proper handling of the depreciation 
problem. Whenever the agents' commission is charged on the 
profit basis, the depreciation charges are not excluded from the 
amount on which ihe-COniniissJon -is to be calCulated. The main
tenance charges, including renewals, replacements etc.. are 
excluded from such calculations. This tempfs the agents to 
transfer the maintenance charges to the depreciation account and 
in this way to increase their commission. 

I CE. Report of Ih. Indian Tariff B ... rd on Ih. Iron and SI.e1 Ioduslry 1934-
p. 40 -4", 
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MAINTENANCE OF SINKING FUND 

The dissip"ation o!.the shareholders' investments takes place 
not only through depreciation of the assets but also from an 
unwise loan policy. An industria,] concern like an individual is 
required to borrow at certain time~ and for certain purposes, and 
there is no harin in doing this if it is done wisely. The underlying 
principle of a wise loan policy is that it should re~ult in enhancing 
the value of.the capifai investments.,9f the shar~holdeis : 'It should 
nQt ~t h:ast ~e~ult: in cii~rnish!ng- that value. To have the assets 
encumbered with debts ~eans to· diminish their value from the 
owners' point of view. Whenever any debts are incurred, care 
should be taken to repay them in reasonable time. Every concern, 
therefore, that ,has issued creditorship securities, should make 
~ome provision for their redemption before calculating profits. 

The best way of doing this is the maintenance of a sinking 
fund. This is a common practice with American concerns; but 
w~."rarely come across such arrangemel!:~!i_}n_India. Besides its 
use in retiring the creditor"obiigat-ions, the sinking fund has 
many other advantages. It may, for example, enable a company 
to "create market" for its securities through purchase in the 
open market. This will prove, of special advantage in India, where 
one important complaint against the debentures is that there 
does not exist a market for them. By creating a sinking fund, 
the company will be in a position to create some market for such 
securities. This is specially true in the case of small issues which 
are, little known and possess, as a natural consequence, if at all 
a narrow market. Such a fund also, gives some assurance to the 
creditor that definite tangible values arE: being maintained to 
support his claims, and that his obligations will be met at matu
rity. Such an assurance is of special importance in India, where 
people are not accustomed to permanent bonded obligations but 
look forward to a definite date for the return of the debt. l'he 
maintenance of a sinking fund will prove of advantage to those 
concerns also, which invest funds received from public deposits 
in fixed assets, because it will create confidence in the minds of 
the depositors and will even lessen the difficulties of the borrow
ing concern by enabling it to meet the depositors' demands. which 
in turn will be lessened owing to increased confidence. In this way, 
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the sinking fund, by enabling a· company to p'ay off its creditors, 
safeguards the interests of the ordinary stockholders in ~he 
business. 

DIVIDEND POLICY -GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Once adequate provision is made to keep' th«; investments 
intact, the next step is to distribute the income among the ow~ers. 
The earnings, that remain after meeting the requirements of the 
different provisions discussed so far, can rightly be divided among 
the shareholders as dividends. This does not mean that every 
pie of this amount should be paid to the shareholders. Every 
comp'any before proceeding to the allotment of dividends must 
take into consideration the fOllowing points: (a) What has been 
the past record of the earnings, if the company is an old one? 
(b) What are the future earning prospects? (c) How strong is the 
company's cash position p. (d) What plans does the company have 
for the future development of its business? (e) Does the company 
intend to undertake extensions of property with retained earnings 
or with funds raised in some other manner? 

The underlying principle of the dividend policy must be to 
retain stability of the dividend rate. If the record of a company is 
consistent in this regard, its stock will be a better investment ;md 
will attract a more desirable class of owners. Besides, such stock 
will naturally be more desirable as collateral for loans. When 
<lny occasion for raising more finance arises, a company following 
a policy of stable dividends can do so on relatively. easy terms. 
An investor too, who holds shares in a company whicb' follows 
such a policy can rely, under ordinary circumstances, upon a 
certain income. When the dividends of a company widely ftucfu
ate, the shareholders can never say what they may get in· any 
particular year from their holdings in such a company. Invest
ments in the shares of such concerns become a sort of speculation 
which only the few rich can afford. 

STABILITY OF DIVIDEND RATES 

In order to maintain a reasonably consistent dividend policy 
it is highly essential that a company shall be conservative at all 
times. Som~ financiers even suggest that dividends should not be 

IIi 
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paid in the beginning even though earned. 1 This postponement 
should be carried, according to their opinion, until the business 
becomes 'seasoned' to such a degree that its financial policy can 
be carefully planned, and the future can be pretty definitely 
forecast on the basis of past performance. But the practicability 
or even "the wisdom of such a policy is doubtful under the present 
conditions of this country, where the shareholders are eager to 
.get dividends from the very beginning. Under such circumstances, 
if a company does not pay dividends for some years after it starts 
work, the price of its shares will come down and its credit will 
be lowered. 

These considerations are likely to lead one to argue that regu
larity of dividends from the beginning is unattainable in India. 
But the situation is not so hopeless. Under the present stage of 
economic development and with the availa,ble supply of commer
cial statistics and information, the earnings of a concern, barring 
the periods of trade ftuctuations, can be predicted with pretty 
accuracy. Of cour~, calculations of this sort are not possible in 
the case of enterprises of a speculative nature. I Even in such cases 
an attempt should be made to stabilise the rate of dividend in due 
course. \Vhen a certain rate is decided upon it should be main
tained as far as possible. As it is always difficult to reduce a 
higher rate to a lower one, it is advisable to start with a low rate. 
Even later on, when prosperous conditions allow greater profits 
for distrihution, the additions to the usual rates should be paid 
as extra' .dividends, which have no guarantee whatsoever of 
continu~ce. But it must be mentioned here that no arbitrary rules 
can be laid down in thi,;; matter of dividend policy. Stability is at 
aU times to be aimed at. But the actual practice differs from 
industry to industry, or even from concern to concern. 

I See for rumple, "Applied BUlineo Finance" by E. E. Lincoln, p. 714. 
I "Eamingll of corporati"DI engaged In tbe produetion of inozpenli.. Dece .. itiel, 

.. Id to a.d immediately conlumed by the ultimate conoum.r, are moot regular and lub
ject to reliable prediction I earoingll of corporation. engaged in the production of COIdy 
commoditie., 101d to oth.r produce .. "and nnt aboolutely neco ... ., for the operationl of 
their bUline., are leallt regul .. and leut lubj.ct to reliabl. predictloDi. ThOle are the 
.dr.me Clleo. B.t ..... n the .. utremeo lie the majority of corporate busi .. I., .. d the 
relati .. predictability of their earnin,. wiU be determined according as they tend toward 
one extreme or the: other. n 

'<The Financial Policy of Corporationo,'~ b, Arthur S. Dewing", p. SS7. 
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DIVIDEND POLICY OF INDIAN COMPANIES 

17.1 

The problem of stability ot dividends seems to have been 
neglected in the financial policy of our companies. Stable dividend 
r~s have become, on the other hand, a common feature of the 
industrial .finance in other countries. 1 But no such policy is fol~ 
lowed by our companies. The general tendency in~ this country 
seems to be t~ distribute whatever is available in a particular 
year without any consideration. of the past or the future. The 
profits of a concern cannot be the sa.me year after year. It i,>, there
fore, necessary to create a reserve to which funds should be credit
ed in fat years for being withdrawn in lean ones. No attempt was 
made by our concerns to create such a dividend equalisation re
serve eVen in the War and the post-War boom period. And as a 
result of this, as soon as the boom subsided many a company 
found itself unable to pay any dividend. The reasons why the 
boom period high profits Were distributed a.mong the shareholders 
and not retained in the business, were said to be that the high 
rate of dividend was necessary in order to compensate for the 
low dividend paid during the earlier years. The other reason 
forwarded is that the shareholders complain if any part of the 
profits is withheld from them. Whatever the reason, the fact 
remains that no attempt was then made, nor has ever been made, 
to create some sort of stability of dividends. The fluctuating rate 
of dividends, which has become almost a rule in India, seems to 
be due to some deeper and more potent reasons than st/l.t~d here. 
The shareholders in India are more speculators fba,n investo["s, 
and as such, they are naturally more interested in a fluctuating 
rate of dividends than in a steady one. The same is the case ",ith 
the management, the managing agents as well as the directQTs. 
who not only deal but also speculate in shares. 

It is said that the liberal payment of dividends is due in many 
respects to the system of financing by public deposits. Large 

I Th. following remark. by Mr. Edward E. Lincolll about the divid.nd policy 
of importaDt indu.trial companic$ in the U. S. A.. are worth Doting. "In tbe Blore 
proaperoul rean," he oblerYes, "all type. of indu8trial .companiel were fol1owiD~' a 
' ..... llObly con ..... ti ... dividend policy. In 1916 and 1911, for .um,l., the proportIon 
of net euniotrl diltributed in dividend, war considerably leu than half the amount 
aYi1able for this purpo.e:. In the 'lean~ yean the ratio ruD' much higher. This fact indi
cate. definite attempt on the part of the companies to keep their di Ifidend record Itable." 
Appli.~ BUlinen Finance By Edmonl E. LillColn P. 7sS 

\!~ 
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dividends, it is argued, help to maintain the credit of the coqcern 
in the eyes of the depositors. l Not only this, but sometimes, it is 
!;aid, dividends have got to be paid which are not warranted by 
profits in the real sense of the word. But even from this pomt of 
view, a concern, with a stable dividend rate, will be at a greater 
advantage th~n the one following a fluctuating rate, though in 
the aggregate the dividends declared by the former might be less 
than those declared by the latter. For the purpose of a stable sup
ply of deposits too thus it is advisable to make an attempt from 
the very beginning to maintain a stable rate of dividends. 

PROFITS NOT SAVED EVEN FOR WORKING CAPITAL 

Keeping aside stability of dividends, our companies do not care 
to create a cash reserve ·out of the profits even to meet short time 
financial needs. We hear many complaints about the difficultiel> 
in getting working capital. These are attributed to the reluctance 
of the banks to make liberal advances to companies which show 
low profits. or the lack of confidence shown by the depositors, 
or the weakened financial position of the managing agents. But 
it is surprising that our .businessmen do not try to relieve the 
concerns of their dependence on these outside agencies when it is 
possible to do so. Supposing a concern could not raise a sufficient 
share capital in the beginning, efforts should be made later to 
save the profits whenever possible, and to free it from the short 
time creditors. But such instances are conspicuous in our country 
by their absence. Many an opportunity of doing this is lost. The 
cotton mill companies. of Bombay, for instance, during the eight 
years ending with 1922 'paid out an average dividend of 53 per 
ceot. on an average capital of 121 crores, or a total of more than 
50 crores.' If the directors of these companies had shown some 
foresight and saved something out of the high profits, the com
panies would have been saved the difficulties which they had to 
face later on. The retention of the profits in the business in order 
to strengthen its financial position, is a common practice in other 
industrialised countries. The Japanese cotton mills, for instance, 

I See for .. ample, Statement of the Bomba, Millowne .. ' Association: Indian 
Tariff Board Cotton Tntil. Enquiry Report, J932. 

I cr. P",ceedings of tb. legialati .. A .. embly on \l4tb Sept. J 924 
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created huge reserves during the period of high profits. l In 
America also high profits are utilized in similar manner. II 

The finanCial difficulties that arise owing to too lavish dividend 
distribution can best be seen in the 'case of the tea companies. 
The evidence of these companies before the Bengal Provincial 
Banking Enquiry Committee shows with what great difficulty they 
secure the working capital. With all the sympathies for these 
companies, we cannot help saying that their difficulties are in many 
respects due to. their own faults. The following criticio;m by the 
Committee before whom they related a long story of their financial 
woes is noteworthy in this respect:-"We have, however. been 
unable to understand why no serious attempts' are made for 
building substantial reserves, when such high dividends as 50 to 
150 per cent. are .paid. If the dividends be limited to say, IS per 
cent., for a few years, and the rest of the profjts carried to the 
reserve, most of the gardens will be able to accumulate a sufficient 
reserve fund for meeting their annual recurring' expenses from 
this fund. Borrowing them would be unnecessary, and interest on 
loans saved. The result will be larger dividends in future." s The 
continuance of our industrial concerns on borrowed funds for the 
working costs is perhaps due to the fact that'the managing agents 
are interested in the supply of such funds, either as their owners 
or as middlemen in securing them. 

INTEREST ON THE RESERVES 

There is one more point which demands attention in the dis
cussion of the dividend' policy of our concerns. Whenever. the 
funds accumulated in the form of depreciation or surplus or ·any 
such reserve are utilized in the business no interest is credited to 
such funds. This is a faulty accounting system. The reserves, 
really speaking, belong to the shareholders and they have every 

I cr. Cotton Iudustry of Japan and China by· Arno Pea .. e. 
t "There are, OD the other hand, nurnerou, in.tancel of .companies, which retained 

~ large proportion of their earnings during the ye... of inflated pric.. in ord.r to 
IDcrcale their working capital to a latiafac:tory point without endangering their position 
bJ cl'CCS8ivc: borrowin,. Such companicl, if they wer4 not aubject to any cODaiderable 
10" during tho pOlt-war y •• n, probably found that th.y had within the bu.in ••• a "f ..... 
,urplul far in eKCC'S of aU "immediate needsau Applied BUlineal Finance: By Edmond 
E. Lincoln, p. 7~4. . 

• Cf. The aeport of the Bengal Provincial Bonking Enquiry ·Committe., Vol. I, 
p. 1~1. 
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right to deman!i interest on them. Besides, this faulty practice 
gives a wrong idea about profits, which as a matte!" of fact include 
interest on the reserves used in the business. 1 • Proper fInance 
demands that interest should be credited to these reserves and 
should be deducted from the profits in the real sense of the term. 
This will give a more .:orrect idea about the profitableness of the 
concern. 

This faulty accounting practice is mainly due to the fact that 
the reserves are utilized for extensions, additions etc., and at the 
time of calculating the profits no distinction is made between the 
original and the additional investments. When the representatives 
of the Ahmedabad Millowners' Association were asked why they 
did so, the reply was that it helped them to show large p~otitS:1 
This method liCcording to them, helps to attract larger amounts of 
capital for industrial purposes. This may be true when -we tak .. 
into consideration some immediate cases, but its success is doubt
ful in the long run. It is just possible that an iD\'estor might be 
tempted to purchase the shares of a new company seeing that the 
shareholders of a similar old company are getting good dividends. 
But he will soon be disappointed to find that his new company 
distributed far less than what the older company was doing, Such 
cases shake the confidence of the public in industrial invesbnent. 
The purchase of industrial paper becomes a sort of speculation, 
and profits become a mystery or a stroke of chance. This naturally 
will have an adverse effect upon the supply of capital to industry. 
Even from the point of view of the shareholders, this practice is 
not of any great advantage. They would be able to get perhaps 
greater profits if they invest those reserves in some other way. 

I 2. "You declare au. pr0611 Dr di.icleDu without complyiDI with hook ...... piDI 
Dr ",COuDt traDactio ... "y .... itiDI all the fUDd, h.ld "7 JOU with their 4 .. 0 iat ... If." 

A. "ll.,.ne fUD. Joa _aD I" 
2. flAU thoo. fUDd, own •• by the .ha .. bolcl .... It ia a fUDd at JOur 4i'poal OD 

which JOII do Dot allow iDt ... ot iD the accouDt Ioooln." 
A. "If w •• howlt proitt woulcl 10. much omann." 

E.ideaco of the BombaJ Millo"Den' Anociat:OD, ll.port of the ID.iaD TarifF' 
Board, T •• til. Enqui'119~7, Vol. II, pp. ~Io-II • 

• Cf. Th. nideDc, of the Anociation: The IDclian Tuilf B.r. CettOIl Tutil. 1 

EDquiry 19S?, a.port, Vol. II, p ..... 5. 
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RE-INVESTMENT OF THE PROFITS 
I 

This discus~od gives rise to another minor problem whether 
the profits should or should not be spent in undertaking exten
sions. Of course, no objection ca,n be raised against the use of pro
fits lor an extension of the business, which is quite a legitimate use 
of it. But the profits which an~ to be spent in extensions and the 
profits which are to be used for maintaining different reserves must 
be distinctly separated. The funds earmarked for the latter purpos-

,. e!o must be always liquid, so that they can be available for the res
pective purposes for which they are saved. I The shareholders at 
the same time must get a reasonable return on these reserves 
which really belong to them. When the reserves are invested in 
block,they are not ava,ilable for meeting the particular needs 
for which they were created. The effects of such a prac
tice are felt most glaringly in the case of the dividend equalisation 
re~erve, because when depression comes .it affects the original 
share capital as well as the reserves. 

The point as to what extent the profits should be re-invested in 
the business demand~ some a,ttention. The re-investment of earn
ings saved after the distribution of fair dividends to the share
holders is justifiable until such time as the returns on such invest
ments' are not less than returns on similar other investments. 
When investments in the same business bring less than invest
ments outside it, it is time for the directors to stop withholding 
profits from going into the hands of the shareholders. , 

SYSTEM OF INTER·DEPOSITING THE RESERVES 

\Vhenever reserves are not re-invested in the business they are 
deposited with private pa,rties such as industrial concerns and 
businessmen, and not with banks. The reason why they are 

I '&Common Benle will seem to teach tbe students of finance that the re.ervl' funcle 
of • CGmpmy cannot truly be 10 conaidered DDle.1 it ia invelfed outaide the company'" 
own buein.... FIGm thi. point of .i •• we ........ a •• d for capitol purpo ... bad bert.r b. 
tnnoform_d into capital." Th. Th.ory and Practice of Finance: by William Brooln. 
p. sb.. 

I In thi. r •• p.et the following remark. by • practical buain •• man. Mr. Alfr.d P. 
Sloan. Jr •• Pr •• id.nt of the G.D_ral Moton CorporatioD. are worth noting:-"Wh ... 
We inYelt our atockholden· money, u trulteel, we must do it on the firm belief that the 
capital i. aafelr innor_d aDd that the r.tum to the atockholclen a ..... ult ofth. iny_at
ment, will be fair and Clluitable; otherwilc we have DO right to make the iD'9cltmeDt.'· 
C/. "Corporation Profit .... "y1.. H. Sloao. p. 131. 
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invested in this way is said to be that thereby greater returns are 
secured on them. 1 These parties pay a higher rate of interest than 
the banks, and therefore, if the funds are invested with banks 
the shareholders, it is argued, will be losers to that extent. But 
in such arguments the risk factor seem$ to have been completely 
ignored. It is obvious that under this practice o( private deposits 
there are great chances of personal favouritism prevaili~ over 
other considerations such as safety and security. It will not be 
difficult to find instances in which many sound concerns have 
been ruined owing to investment of their reserves with weak and 
unsound parties. Still worse is the practice of depositing the 
reserves with concerns under th~ same agency firm or with the 
managing agents themselves. There are so many cases of sound 
concerns being ruined owing to such faulty financial practice that. 
they need no comment or enumeration here. The latest important 
instance of this will be found in the failure of the well-known 
agency house of Currimbhoy Ibrahim & Sons. 

• I See for example, the eYiden ... of the Ahmedabad Millown<ro' AI"",iation, Th~ 
Indian Tariff Boant, Cotton Te""il. Enquiry Repert, 19"7, Vol. II, p. «+-



CHAPTER VIII 

THE CAPITAL MARKET 

SUPPLY OF CAPiTAL 1'0 INDUSTRIES 

The industrial development of a country depends, to a great 
extent, upon sufficiency of capital supply for industrial purposes~ 
If we, therefore, wish a speedy industrial development, we must 
see that the financial needs of our industrial enterprise ~re properly 
met. 

Every country possesseS a certaiq amount of capital resources 
which it does not use for immediate consumption but saves for 
future needs. These savings are lent for use if the savers get" a 
certain rate of return. To collect such savings and to use them 
in a way that will increase the total wealth of the society, is the 
main fUlJ,ction of the capital market of a country. The efficiency 
of the capital market depends upon the extent 'to which it is able 
to collect these savings and to make them available to the industry. 

"SERVICES OF THE CAPITAL MARKET 

The capital market is not a passive agent, merely receiving the 
capital as it comeS to it and advancing it as it is demanded. The 
prihcipal duty of the capital market is to collect the greatest POS" 
sible amount of capital and to put it to the greatest pO'lsible use. 
It must also see that capital is supplied in response to genuine 
and sound needs. There is always a difference between the poten
tial demand for capital arising from any venture and "the effective 
demand that it is able to create. The former depends upon the 
rationally prospective earning power, the latter depends upon the 
idea of the capitalist about that earning power. Scarcely can a 
Capitalist form a correct idea about the prospective earning power 
of the proposition placed before him." Usually it so happens that 
either the risks are "magnified so greatly that no cap~tal is forth
coming, or they are concealed so that capital is supplied to ven
tures with little prospects of success. 1n either ca,se "the flow of 

is 
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capita,l into industrial undertakings is not in accordance with the 
actual p'rospects of profit offered by the proposed scheme, which 
means a waste of the social resources in so far as they are spent 
for unproductive purposes. The capital market, therefore, must be 
so constituted that it will minimise the waste and make the re
sources ftow in those channels where they will prove of the 
greatest u...c;e to the society. It must thus discharge the functions 
of an intermediary, who investigates the claim of the venture 
and presents that claim to the public, supported by it!' own 
guarantee. The form a,nd functions of the capital market, there
fore, depend upon the social and economic conditions of the 
country. In India" for instance, owing to the general poverty of 
the people, the savings are held in small amounts. Besides, the 
economic gulf between these p'rospective investors and the busi
nessmen is great as the forJIler have no confidence either in the 
businessmen or in ,the efficiency of their propositions. The capital 
market of our country must, therefore, provide institutions which 
will meet these difficulties. 

CAPITAL RESOURCES OF THE COUNTRY 

Our discussion so far must have made it clear that one import
ant fa,ctor which ha,mpers the industrial pJ;ogress of this country 
is the insufficient supply of capital for industrial purpo<;es. But 
the scarcity of capital supply to industry is in no wayan indica
tion of the capital resources of the country, which certainly are 
far in excess of the actual supply. Though there may not be big 
accumulations, the small' savings scattered throughout the length 
and breadth of the country if mobilised. will prove a conc;iderable 
supply of capital resources for industrial purposes. l Our capital 
market must, therefore, be -so organized that it will mobilise these 

I The Induotrial Commilaion (1916) in their Report obeene "The difficulty in 
rai.ing capilal for induotri'. i. mainly the mea.ure, e"en in India, not of the inluffici
enCJ or inacccuibilit, of monoy. but of the opinion which it. pOlle_r. hold of the 
induotrial propooition placed hefore them. W. may now conlider the .. tent to which 
capitel to finence new enterpri.e. II ,nilable in India. On thie wbject we have received 
a la,se amount of nidence. aD analYli. of which yield. the following fact •• There i. a 
conaidcrable accumulatiun of capital in India, anel to thil, new .. "inl' are being aelded 
e"er, year." Similarly the hternal Capital Committee (192.s1 too ha". remarkeel, "It il 
recogni .. eI in pnctically an the replie. th.t th.re i. ,ufficient potential capital in India 
to meet the Jarger part of beli, '. ineluotrial requirement •. but that i, timid. conlCrntive 
a~d require. to be drawn out." Report Para I. 
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savings and make them availa e to industries. One more point 
to be remembered in this conn ction is that, making allowance 
for the unscientific methods in hich the whole problem of esti
mating and raising capital is ta ed in this. country, the' financial 
difficulties of our industries are also due to the general shyness 
of our people about industrial investments. 

HOW TO REMOVE THE SHYNESS OF THE INVESTORS 

In the previous chapters we have seen how sound schemes 
sometimes have got to be given up owing to lack of capital. This 
is due, as said above, not to want of capital, but to diffidence on 
the part of the investors about the soundness of the scheme placed 
before them. The investing public have no confidence in the words 
of t4e industrialists who approach them. If, therefore, the invest
ors can, by rea,sonable means, be made te believe in the soundness 
of the scheme, capital will easily come forward. The best way to 
accomplish this, is to make some independent authority, command
ing the confidence of the public, responsible for investigating the 
profit earning prospects of the proposed scheme. Of course, the 
best authority for this purpose will be some State agency as its 
opinion will be taken to be well considered and disinterested. 
The industrialists wlIe wish to strengthen their case should' 
approach such an agency and place the proposed scheme before 
it, and its report should be included in the prospectus of the enter
prise. This will create confidence in the minds of the Investors, 
who will then readily come forward to invest in the conrprn. But 
the investigation of the merits of an industrial !!cheme cannot be 
properly carried out without expert technical, economic and finan
cial knowledge. The agency intended to carry out such investi
gation must, therefore, possess persons who can give expert 
technical, economic and financial opinions on the industrial propo
sitions presented to them. 

The existence of such expert knowledge and guidance will 
prove beneficial in one more way also. In earlier chapters we have 
seen that inefficient promotion services,. and lack of confiilence in 
the orga,nisers of an enterprise, are two important difficulties in the 
way of our industrial progress. We have also seen that a good 
number of industrial failures are due to the lack of effic!ent techni-

23$ 
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cal advice in the prom:tion staje. Efficient technical advice is 
found to be too costly by a la.rge proportion of our business 
promoters; sometimes, apart from costs, it cannot be had in this 
country at all. Under these circumstances, if efficient technical 
advice, and a.lso financial if necessary, is made available at reason
p.ble costs, it will prove of great benefit. In the first"place, concerns 
started on sound lines will in all probability prove succeo;sful, and 
their success will make the investors bold about industrial invest
ments in general. Secondly, those who caD understand the things 
for themselves will readily come forward to invest in concerns 
which enjoy the advice and guidance of the experts. In short, if 
expert technical and financial advice is .made available to our 
industries, it will go a great le,ngth in reducing the present shyness 
of the capital. 

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INDUSTRIAL BANK 

Of course, all objects will not be served by making available 
expert advice on technical and financial problems. The fact that 

. an industrial scheme is organised on sound lines. is one factor in 
attracting c~pital, but to attract a sufficient quantity of capital, 
efforts in other directions are quite essential. A great majority of 
our people do not even dream of investing in industrial paper. One 
great reason for this is that their savings are small, and naturally 
the smaller the saving the greater is the hesitation at the time of 
investment. If we wish to have a rapid industrial progress, we 
must try to mobilise these resources. Under present circumstance~, 
a semi-Government institution is best suited to accomplish this. 
An Industrial Bank with Government control will prove an ideal 
financial intermediary, which will collect the funds from such 
sources, on the one hancl, and will make them availahle to the 
deserving industrial propositions, on the other. Such a bank 
should try to raise its capital by issuing shares and debentures 
with Government guarantee. The shares and debentures, especi
ally debentures, should be issued in small denominations, so 
that they should be within the reach of the middle class. and 
should be made available even. in small towns. The funds raised 
in this way should be made available to industry by purchasing 
the shares and debentures of ' approved industrial concerns. The 
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very fact that the sha,res or· ntures of f' concern are being 
purchased by such a Bank w increase the <lemand for those 
securities. The BaQk thus, will ot be required to invest too much 
in a single concern, .nor will it required to hold the securities for 
a long time. In practice, it w' be required not to purchase but 
only to underwrite the issue and this will automatically increase 
the demand for the same. 

Such a Bank wiiI create securities of different degrees of risks 
for different typ'es of investors. For the most conservative there 
will be its debentures, for the less conservative there will be its 
shares, for those who are p'reRared to invest directly into indus
trial securities there Will be the shares and debelltures either 
purchased or underwritten, or cert;ified by it. The difference in 
the degrees of risk will have a corres{lOnding effect upon the price 
of different securities. At present there are prosp'ective investors 
with. little knowledge about industrial schemes and their orga
nisers on the one hand; and the industrialists with good and"bad 
reputation on the other, with a wide gulf between the two. The 
proposed bank will bridge the gulf and bring the p'arties together. 

THE BANK AND INDUSTRIES 

The Industrial Bank will prove beneficial not only to the in.: 
vestors but also to the industries. It will make it possible to 
secure capital at the proper time, and in sufficient quantity, for 
really sound propositions. No more will it be necessary, for the 
organisers of a sound concern to approach the ignorant public 
who cannot app'reciate the merits of the case, and thus be in sus
pense whether their case gets support or not. The Bank will also 
exercise a healthy influence upon the industrial organisation in 
general. It will slowly eliminate all unsound and fraudulent pro
motions. It will more or less be a common practice to secure 
from the Bank, if not direct financial help, at least recognition of 
the merits of the proposal. Thus the waste of funds on unsound 
and frauduknt schemes will be saved. At present a relatively 
large amount of social r~sources is wasted being spent on unsound 
and fraudulent schemes. 1 Such waste being stopp'ed, the supply 
to sound propositions will increase to that extent. 

1 Sec Supra, Chapter I, 
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An institution meant to render financial aid to industries, either 
new or old, must be able to command full technical information 
about the industries to be helped. The organisation for rendering 
technica,l aid, and that tor rendering financial aid, can, therefore, 
be co-ordinated with advantage. 

The activities which wehaye here chalked out for the Bank 
will make it necessary that it should have expert economists and 
financiers on its staff. The services of these experts should be 
made available to the outside industrial enterprises as in the case 
of the services of the technical experts. In short, the Bank will 
be rendering the following services tQ industries. It will scrutinise 
the industrial schemes placed before it for its opinion, and pass 
certificates about their merits which will serve as guides to public 
investors; it will give expert technical advice to all who seek it 
about some definite industrial proposition. It will render financial 
help either by underwriting or purchasing an issue, or by supply
ing cash and credit to old and needy concerns. Lastly, it will 
supply expert guidance c;>n all difficult financial problems. 

INDUSTRIAL BANK IN ~ACH PROVINCE AND THEIR 
CO-OPERATION 

The services that we expect the Industrial Bank to perform 
clearly show that a single bank will not be sufficient for the whole 
of the country. There should, therefore, be one Industrial Bank in 
each Province, with its offices in all the important industrial towns 
of that Province. It should be a shareholders' bank with State con
trol somewhat on the lines of the Reserve Bank. It is advisable 
that these Provincial Industrial Banks should be correlated in some 

• way, so that there should be a unity of purpose and policy guiding 
the industrial activities of the whole country. There should, there
fore, be a Central Industrial Board supervising the working and 
policy of all the Provincial Industrial Banks. The Provincial Banks 
should be allowed to borrow extensively by issuing debentures 
with the permission of the Central Board. It is just possible that 
if our industrialization proceeds vigorously, we <nav have 
a scarcity of capital as compared with the demands of old and new 
industries. Under such circumstances, the Banks should be allow
ed to approach foreign markets through the Central Board. The 
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Central Board should be empo red to borrow in foreign markets 
by issuing bonds with Stat~ arantee. The Provincial Banks 
should not accept short-time de osits; they might be allowed to 
accept fixed deposits for long te ms. If any depositor requires his 
funds earlier, he should be paid in the form of industrial securi
ties held by the Banks. 

As regards the technical staff, it will be a costly affair, and also 
involve waste, for every provincial bank to maintain a full staff 
of technologists in all possible industries. Each Provincial Bank 
therefore, should try to specialise in the important industries of 
the Province. When advice on technical matters concerning any 
outside industry is sought, the Bank should take the help of such 
other Provincial Bank which maintains the required staff. If in 
certain cases the necessary advice could not be had in this country, 
the Central Board should try to secure it from experts in respec
tive industries from foreign countries. 

INVESTMENT BANKS 

One Industrial Bank in each· province on the lines discussed 
above, even with its offices at different places, may nqt be able to 
satisfy our demands. For a vigorous industrial development the 
.work of this Bank must be supplemented by private investment 
institutions. Investment banks on the lines of those in the U. S. 
A. will serve a useful purpose in this respect. There is a difference 
in the spheres 'of work of the industrial banks and that of the 
investment banks. 

An investment bank is a. financial intermediary be
tween the industrial concerns and the investing public. The 
businessmen who want funds to finance industrial enterprises" 
come to it to secure the same either directly from it or from the' \\ , 
investing public through its agenc~ .. The investors, on the .othe~:,\·;' 
hand, who have surplus funds for IDvestment, approach It for' 
advice regarding the securities in which they should invest. When 
an industrial co~cern comes to an inv'i:stment bank for assistance, 
the latter studies the situation carefully and then determines the 
lines on which the financing can best be arranged. The securities 
issued by a concern, as a result of such deliberations, !lre passed 
on by the bank to its investing clients. Sometime!>, if the needs 
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of the concern ar~ urgent, the bank supplies the funds immedi
ately by purchasing the s~curities directly which later on are 
sold to the individual in;'estors. 

Like the industrial banks, as suggested above, the investment 
banks too render a twofold service to th~ industrial society. On 
the one hand, they make capital available to industries when they 
need it, and on the other they supply to the investors c;f'curities 
backed by their name and guarantee. 

The main function of an investment bank, thus, is to deal in 
long time securities, and therefore, it is necessary that it should 
carryon its business with permanent funds only. If it disregards 
this rule and uses short-time.funds in holding long-time securities, 
it runs the risk of getting. involved in a financial crisis when 
these funds might be demanded back. The only way oPen in such 
an eventuality will be to unload the securities on the stock market, 
which not only will entail a loss to the bank but may also have 
repercussions On the finances and credit of the companies con
cerned. An investment bank therefore, should never dabble in 
!>hort time deposits or current deposit accounts .. At the most it 
may accept long-time fixed deposits, which should bp always 
invested in paper of short maturity, say, of three or five years. 
For the rest it should depend only on the share capital or the 
reserves. It is essential therefore that every investment bank 
"hould raise sufficient share capital. Just as an investment bank 
should not accept short-time deposits, so also it should not carry 
on what is commonly called commercial banking. The underlying 
motive in making this suggestion is that if the investment banks 
undertake commercial banking, they may give undue importan~e 
to it, which is likely to result in limiting its services in the field 
of investment. 

INVESTMENT BANKS AND PROMOTION BUSINESS 

As a rule, the investment banks should not take part in promot
ing a concern. Because when a bank takes part in promotion it 
becomes, as is common with all the promoters, too optimistic and 
fails to take a proper perspective of the prospects of the scheme. 
As promoters usually are more optimistic and less critical, it is 

. possible that in the 'wave of optimism schemes with unsound 
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prospects might be promoted. ne or t\\10 such failures might 
prove ruinous to the bank, in as uch as It will shake the confid
ence of the investing public. Its rticipation in promotion should 
be avoided for one more reason. bank gets itself identified with 
the promoted concern, and the.- ore, . .is likely to invest in such 
concerns more than warranted by sound business policy. If any
thing goes wrong with suth a concern the bank will sustain heavy 
losses. There is one· branch of the pr<~motion "activity in which the 
investment banker's co-operation will prove of great use, and that 
is in connection with the preparation of the financial plan. The 
earliest stage at which an investment bank should take part in 
any industrial undertaking is, theref?re, the stage of preparing 
the financial plan. 

INVEST~ENT BANKER, A DEALER IN SECURITIES 

The main function of an investment banker should be to deal 
in industrial securities. He is to purchase them from industrial 
concerns and sell to individual investors, in this way making avail
able to-the industry the capital resources spread out in small lots 
throughout the country" Like other merchants he is to see that his 
stock is composed of the best articles. In order to ascertain the 
value of indu~trial sec~rities, it is neces~ry to have the help of 
technical and financial experts. Whenever, therefore, an invest
ment banker finds his staff deficient in such matters he should 
be free to approach the Industrial Banks which should offer him 
the necessary services at reasonable cost. Such an arrangement 
obviously will be beneficial to both the. parties. 

• Investment banks are specially useful in countries like ours, 
where not only the savings a~e distributed in small 10't5, but their 
holders are also unable to decide for themselves the values of ..r. 
industrial investments. To such people an investment banker is· " 
a sort of guide serving both the parties at the same time, the 
industrialists as well as the investors. 

INVESTMENT BANK AND THE CLIENT CONCERNS 

Like all good merchants an investment banker must stano 
behind the quality of the articles sold by him. His first important 
function, therefore, is to make a proper selection of the securities, 

~, 
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on the advice of respective experts. Just as. it is necessary to 
choose articles of quality, so also it is necessary to try to maintain 
the quality permanently. It is therefore necessary that the banker 
should have an opportunity to watch the working of the concerns 
in which he is financially. involved. An investment bank, there
fore, must try to secure representation on the boards of directors 
of the client concerns. Such a represen~tion is of great advantage 
~ven from the point of view of the client concern, which can, in 
that case, get considered and expert advice especially on financial 
matters. The main difference between the banker's and the 
businessman's point of view is that while the former can take 
a disinterested review of the whole situation, the .latter is likely 
to be misled by neglect of difficulties in his way. The practice of 
having expert financial advice has gone to such an extent in 
America, where investment banking has made a grellt progress, 
that it is considered to be distinctly the banker's f~';ction to see 
that the business is properly co-ordinated in all its parts through 
II. central financial control. It is worth noting that the concerns 
which have been refused help by the banks also stand to gain, in 
so far as they know their weak points and receive instructions for 
improvements. 

INVESTMENT BANK AND THE PUBLIC 

The services rendered to the investing public by these banks 
are also important. The detailed investigations carried out, by 
the banks protect the investors against running undue risks. Most 
of the investors in industrial securities are not able to decide for 
themselves the value of such paper. An investment house being 
jealous of its reputation does not sponsor a doubtful issue. The 
investors, therefore, can well consider it a dependable guarantee 
about the soundness of an issue, if it be backed by such a reputed 
agency. The business organisers being not interested in creating 
a permanent good-will, only aim at a temporary suCcess in dis
posing of the securities. The investment banker on the other 
hand, being interested in establishing permanent good-will, cannot 
afford to mislead the public by exaggerating the merits of a weak 
issue. Not only this, but the investment ban\.-:ers in America Ilrt' 
even ready to re-purchase the securities sold by them, if the hold-
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ers grow doubtful about their v.al e.Such a practice is quite essen
tial in India, wh~re the first duty f the Stat~ as well as the finan
cial middlemen, under existing circumstances, is to create 
confidence about industrial inv~st ents. The investors must feel 
that not only Can they get full v lue (9f their money at present, 
but can also prot~t themselves against loss~s in future • 

• COMMERCIAL BANKS AND INVESTMENT BUSINESS 

The restrictions on investment banks about commercial bank
jng do not mean that commercial banks should not undertake in:
vestment banking. On the other hand, it is adv·antageou,> from the 
point of view of the banks as well as the society, that our big and 
weU established commercial banks should undertake inv~stment 
banking business. There is no danger if they utilise a certain 
proportion.>.ti{ their paid-up capital and reserves iIi this line of 
business. B~sides, some efforts in this direction will certainly 
prove beneficial from the point of view of the banks themselves. 
Owing to the peculiarity of th~ business m~thods foUowed in this 
country, and also owing to peculiar relations between the banks 
and th~ client concerns, the former have got th~ir funds perman
ently entangled with the latter. It will be of great benefit from 
the point of vi~w of the concerns as well as the banks, if the latter 
try to replace such permanent advances by a .debenture issue. 
The banks should underwdte such debentures and also be the 
truptees, and s~lI them to their depositors. They s:hould try 
not only to replace their own advanc~s by debentures, but should 
also prevail upon the companies to replace the public deposits, if 
they have any, by debentures. This· will help to put industrial 
finance on more scientific lines. t 

The commercial banks might object to thi., practic~ on the .', 
ground that it will entangle their funds in long time investments 
which is against the principles of~ commercial banking. "But as a , 

I Thia neW line of buaine •• ia recommended eveB by the Central Banking Enquiry 
Committee. They, for inltance obaerve, uBanks in India do not provide finance for 
block capital for induetriee, though there i. no rea.on why ,uch finance should not be 
provided by them out of their paid .. up ~apital and reserves, i~ .a~equate 8ecuri~y is offered. 
It i. true that these resources arc relatively IrDad, but by LltlhzlDg theae. capital rCSQUfces 
for the ~urcha8e of debentures of industrial coneern. with a view to passing them an to 
the public banks could render great assistance aB..ft.ew industriel. This praceu could be 
repealed c~ntinuou.ll' with very little .ilk to thf. !!ankB and wi'" great advantage to new 
industri ..... Central Banking Enquiry Committee aeport Vol. I, Part I, para 340 • 

~4.' 
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matter of fact, our banks l\avf; akeady got some of their funds 
locked up in long time investm~nts. ,And it is not possible for them 
to realise these funds,' unless they bring about a financial crisis 
and greatly disorganiSe the business world. If at any time the 
banks find that they 'have utilized ad inconveniently large sum in 
the securities, ~ey'. can borrow money by hypothecating them 

. with other ba.nks, especially the' .Ind.strial Bank which should 
liberally com~ forward either to advance money on such hypothe
cation, or to purchase the securities outright. 

THE DISTRIBUTIVE SERVICES 

The commercial banks enjoy certain special advantages in the 
field of distributing or selling the securities; They cao find a c1ien
te)e in their depositors. They need not take the trouble of establish
ing new connections like a newly started investment bank. This 
distributive function is carried on on most systematic lines by 
American investment banks. In the U.S.A. every investment bank 
has an established clientele and a permanent organisation which is 
constantly employed in marketing securities. Established banking 
houses of good reputation have a large number of customers who 
will buy securities from no one else. The relation between these 
banks and their customers develops to such an extent that the 
former can count upon a certain amount of money for investment 
from these customers at regular intervals.! These banks some
times employ a novel practice of marketing their new issues for 
which demand may be weak at the outset. They exchange these 
new securities on a favourable basis for seasoned securities of 
long standing, which their customers have purchased in the past, 
and for which a ready market exists in this way, ,~ith a large 
lIumber of satisfied customers, new issues of securities can be 
Quickly sold by exchanges. But this presupposes complete con
fidence in the bankers on the part of their customer,s! ~_ . 

. . 
I "An innetmtnt banker bal clallified in hi. cotalogue. tbe namn lometime. of 

many thousands of people who buy eecuritit.; he knoWl how much money tbry have to 
in.eet Ind wben tbie money "iH be availlble. He haa an organisation of lalesmen wbo 
make rrgulu vi.ira to hi' cultomen, and he: camel OD 8ft extensive correrpondenu 
with them to influence their purchue ... If he .ell •• bond maturing in tpn yean, he 
bat • record of tbat lilt, Ind "htn the bond i. paid air, h. e.pect. to be on hand witb 
• De" bond to tlke tbe .jI"ce of tbe old on.," 

l'orporation Finance, By E. S. Mtad. 
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·::tRUSTS 

Th~ Industrial an4 Investmen banks, .which we discussed so 
far, are of greater advantage ·to"· e husme~man than to the in
vestor. Th~ goal of the banks will ~e to direct "the social resources 
to those channels where they ,will prove frqitfdl;. :'fhese banks no 
doubt will reduce th~ risks that the.'investors ru~ white. purchasing 
industrial securiti~s, especially 'so far as th~ ~alue is .concerned. 
But in thes~ days of industrial fluctuations even sO~ndschemes 
might come to grief and with· them their investor~. Jllit there lli 
one more type of investment institutions which gives still furiper 
protection to the investors, and that is the 'inv~stment trust. An 
investment trust is a financial agency of a quit~ different . type 
from an industrial or an investment bank. Both the latter insti
tutions do the work of financial intermediaries between the busi
ness concerns and -the investors. AJ.investment trust, on the other 
hand, is itself an investor though on a big scale. It is not an 
intermediary between the suppliers and users of capital, but is 
itself a supplier of capital. The relation between an industrial or 
investment bank and an investment trust is that of a dealer and a 
customer. 

An investment trust is a financial institution which sells its 
securities to the public and employs the proceeds so re'llised, in 
the purchase of a conside~able number of investments. The word 
"trust" need not mislead anybody to think that any technical 
trustee rdationships are involv~ in this organisation. Far from 
this, an investment, trust is purely a business concern conducted 
for the profit of th~ shareholders. The main aim of an investm~nt 
trust company, therefore, is to give the greatest return to the 
shareholders by a judicious employment of their money in 
purchasing different types of industrial securities. 

In every industrial society we find that there are thousands of 
companies .issuing various types of securities. Evidently, it be
comes very difficult for an investor to choos~ the paper in which 
he should invest. Large investors can find their way with the 

. guidance of the banks and stock brokers; but this is not possible 
in the case of small investors. Besides, the savings of a small 
investor get exhausted in purchasing the pape~ of anyone con
cern, and if anything goes wrong with this concern he stands to 
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lose all his savings. This risk of putting all the eggs in one basket, 
can be avoided by purchasing the securities issued by an invest
ment trust. Besides the security, he can also get higher returns 
than what he can expect from trustee securities or savings banks. 
An investment trust, thus offers special advantages to middle c1as!' 
and other smaller investors. 

SOME SPECIAL ADVANTAGES OF INVESTMENT TRUST 

Of all the financial institutions or investment agencies, an 
investment trust coines very near meeting the requirements of 
small investors. It makes possible to derive the benefits of diversi
fication eVen in the case of small investments as the trust proceeds 
which are made up of such i':vestments are utilized in purchasing 
securities of various types. The complexity of joint-stock 
fiil~nce and also the quantity and variety of new securities. make a 
more skilled and scientific approach to the problem of investment 
ltecessary. The process of investment is giving rise to problems, 
the significance of which an ordinary investor cannot realise; and 
even if he does he cannot cope with it. These disabilities are felt 
more acutely in India, where investors are far less able to deal 
squarely with such problems than those in other indus
trialized countries. Another difficulty in the way of Indian invest
ors is that the savings being small, they on their own part cannot 
reduce the risks by diversification of investments. 

The investment trusts play an important part in the: security 
market also, where they work as st~bi\izing force. "Vhen markets 
are buoyant, they sell securities.from their holding!; in considerable 
mlume and re-invest their disposable funds in relatively depressed 
markets, or in securities selling at less th~n their tru6 value. In 
their attempts to readjust their portfolios, they tend' to $teady the 
stock exchange fluctuations and' to reduce the differenc:;.· between 
the market prices of securities and" their intrinsic va.lue. Ordinarily 
investors are te~pted. M act in exactly the opposite way; being 
unable to estimate for themselves the' economic worth of the 
securities •. they make their purchases when the prices arf' rising, 
and thus send the securities to dizzier heights, and sell when the 
markets are falling. .(n investment trust, if well managl'd, can' 
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'realise profits, by its far-sighte dealings in both. 
the "ups" and "downs" of the 

THE MANAGEMEN OF THE TRUST 

The SUCCess or failure of an in; estrilent trust depends mainly 
on one factor,. and that is management. In capable and honest 
hands, the investment trust will achieve all the benefits that' are 
claimed for it here. But if its management passes into dishonest 
hands, or it becomes a victim of weak, unskilled and incompetent 
direction.;, it ",ill sustail~ severe and inevitable losses. Such trust 
companies, of course, defeat the purpose 'fQr ~hich they are 
started. The most important point in succes'sful management of 
an investment trust is conservatism. The managers of trust com
panies should not purchase for the ~tiust' any securities ",hich they 
would not be willing tQ buy for themselves. They should not also 
buy such securities, which they would not be willing to hold 
ir.definitely. . 

The greatest advant;lgc; of an investment trust is that it reduces 
risks by diversification of investments. It is, therefore, necessary 
that the investment in any" particular. conCern or industry should 
be restricted to only a small proportion of the total investment 
funds. In India, where the business affair~industrial as well as 
financial-are concentrated in the hands of a few business houses, 
such precautions are very essential; because -tbere is always a 
great teJllptation for the trust managers to invest the trust funds 
rather lavishly in those concerns in which they are directly or 
indirectly interested. The managers are likely to be lavish not 
only with regard to concerns in which they themselves are inter
ested, but even with regard to concerns in which their friends or 
relatives" are interested, because the temptation to ~elp one's 
friendio~ reI~tives ",ith others' !Doney is difficult to overcome. 
Some safeguard against' this can be provided by defining in the 
Articles' of Association the amount' that may be invested in any 
one sec~rity. This is the practice followed by other countries also. 
How wide is the field over which the English' investment trusts 
spread their funds can be seen from the fact that the average 
number of investments held by them amount" to 4~S.1 The Articles 

~ ... 
I Cf. JD .... m.DI Trallt, by Th ... doro J. Grayton, p. 77. 
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should define not only inv~stment in any particular concern or 
industry, but also investmentS in particular types of ~urities, 
such as ownership and creditorship securities. The trust company 
organisers naturally will be reluctant to enforce such restrictions 
upon themselves, especially when the investors cannot realise 
their significance, and cannot easily differentiate between 
trusts with and without them. Under such circumstances, 
the restrictions should be enforced by law. It should' be enacted, 
for example, that an investment. trust should not invest, more 
than,. say" five per cent. of its funds in any siilgle co!lCern, or 
more than fifteen per cent. in any one industry, or more than 
forty per cent. in ownership securities. It should also be provided 
by law, that an investment trust should be forbidden fr;lm invest
ing in such concerns, in which its directors or managers are 
interested as directors, managing agents or principal shareholders . 

• 

INVESTMENT TRUSTS IN INDIA 

There are no two op'inions about the advantages that India 
will derive from the investment trusts, and accordingly some of 
tl1e Provincial Banking Enquiry Committees have urged the 
irqrnediate necessity of starting them. The Bengal Committee, 
for instance, observe, "One of the surest ways of developing the 
investment habit of people is through the organisation of Invest
ment Trusts." I Though there are no two opinions about the 
advantages of the investment trusts, still there is a section of 
opinion which doubts the feasibility of starting them under v.resent 
conditions. The foreign banking experts, for example, observe, 
"The Investment Trust in its classical scrutiny relies on the pos
sibility of cheap finance in the capital market, the trust borrowing 
at a cheaper rate from the public, in the form of its own deben
tures and preference shares, than the yield of the investment 
securities acquired and held by the trust. It is evident that the 
rate of interest tn India is not and for some time is not likely to 
be, low enough to warrant the formation of investment trusts. '" 
There is a flaw in this argument. A relatively high rate of interest 

I cr. Tile Report of the Benpl Proyinclal BankinS ElUJuir, Comminee, Vol. I, 
p. -9]· 

, cr. The Central Bdkins Comminee lleport, Vol. I, Part I, p. 639· 
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does not. mean that the rate does not change according to the 
risks undertaken. If we find som,e industrial ,concerns borrowing at 
~ high rate ranging from .8 to 2S per cent., ~e also find that Gov
ernment can borrow at a lo~ rate of 3 per cent. This means that the 
rate of interest is liable to he lowered by reducing the risks. What 

,is necessary' to make a trust company a profitable business is that 
it must be able to raise funds at a rate lower than that at which 
the industriai cOncerns are able to do. The difference between 

\hese two rates is the profit of the trust company. Where such 
differenci does not exist an investment trust can never work, 
however low the rate of interest may be. ThQ greater the nervous
ness of a capital ma,rket, the larger is the variation in the rate of 
interest, for a given difference in risk. The investment trusts in 
India, therefore, if they are able to win the confidence of the 
public, ~i11 be able to raise funds at a far lower rate than the 
industrial concerns are able to do. They therefore, stand to gain 
more in India than in other industrial countries, where the differ
ence in rates ~ill be small. But for all this, one thing is necessary, 
namely, the trust must be able to wJn the confidence of the public, 
and this cannot be achieved under the present Company Law. II( 
order to make an investment trust both fool-p'roof and knave
proof, it is necessary to enact special legislative measures, the 
nature of some of which we have already indicated . 

. Another 6ifficulty raised in the way of starting investment 
trusts in India, is that·it will not be possible for them to reduce the 
risks by undertaking a world wide distribution of investments. I 
It is true that such wide geographical diversification of invest
ments will not be possible immediately i and even though it be 
possible, it will not be advisable for them to p'ractise it, as India 
at present cannot afford to send out its capital.".t the same time, 
it ii ali important point to remember that under the present econo
mic' organisation of the world a geographical diversification is 
losing its importance. Because when any particqlar industry is 
overcome by depression it is so throughout the world. The proper 
method of reducing the risks, therefore, is through diversification 
of investments according to the types of industry i and India in' 

I See for' .ample the evidence of Mr. MacDonald, the Maoaging Governor, 
ImperiaI Bank, before the Central BankillJ Ea'luiry Committee. 
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this respect presents good opportunities owing to her large 
number of industries. 

Another noteworthy fe~ture about the industrial organisation 
of India is that the industries are distributed in more than one 
financial Centres. Thus an investment trust' can further diversify 
its investments by distributing the funds among industries at 
different financial centres in the country. ' .• 

THE INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT TRUST 

Recently an investment trust has been started in Bombay' 
under the management of the well-known firm of Messrs. Prem
chand Roychand & Sons,' with an authorised capital of Rs.250 
lakhs divided into shares of Rs.loo each. Out of this, shares of 
RS.75 lakhs Were issued in the beginning and were readily subs
cribed by the public. It is yet too early to form any opinion about 
the working of this concern, though certain points from the Arti
cles of Association demand attention. The said firm of Messrs. 
Premchand Roychand is to work as brokers to the trust, and is to 
receive the usual broker-age on all the transactions. It is not quite 
a salutary feature that the management should be interested in 
the transactions themselves, independently of their financial 
values. With regard to investment in any particular security, it 
is provided that not more than 5 per cent. -of the totat capital 
funds (including shares, debentures, etc.) of the trust, ~hould be 
invested in anyone security other thflP a trustee security. But the 
securities issued by the same concern if they are "of different titles 
or denominations" are not to be deemed as one. This means that 
the total percentage of the trust funds that can be invested in any 
one concern is equal to five times the types of securities issued by 
tbat concern. For instance, if a concern issues four different kinds 
of securities, twenty per cent. of the total funds' of the trust can 
be ilavested in that one concern. This arrangemen~ giVes undue 
latitude to the discretion of the" directors, especially as no restrie
tiC?ns ~re put on investments -in concerns in which, they are inte;
ested as directors, managing agents or shareholders.' 

, I' SiDce writiDg the abon iDYeitlDeDt truIl. han IIeeD Itarte. iD other part. Df the 
CDuDtrt· ' 

• Cf. The Article. Df the JDdultriol JnutmeDt Trull. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE STOCK MARKET IN INDIA 
.-

IMPORTANCE OF THE STOCK EXCHANGE 

The stock exchange plays an important part in modern indus
trial organis~tion. By providing a market for the purchase and 
sale of securities, it enables joint-stock industrial enterprises to 
raise the l~ge capit~ required by them. Then: can be no doubt 
that, but for the stock exchange and. the facilities provided by it, 
modern industrial development would not have been possible. 

J"he study of the stock market in India deserves careful atten
tion. In the absence of institutions like Investment Banks, Issue 
Houses, Investment Trusts etc., in the Indian Investment Market, 
the stock exchange is the only institution which facilitates the 
mobilization of individual savings and makes them available for 
industrial development. 

SERVICES RENDERED BY THE STOCK EXCHANGE 

It will be of interest to know the services rendered by the stock 
exchange. The stock exchange is not an inveslnlent institution 
like the Investment Bank, the Issue House or the I,nvestment 
Trust, supplying capital funds to the industrial enterprises. The 
stock exchange is only a' kind of intermediary; it provides a 
continuous and open market for the purchase and sale of secur,
ties. The public invest in industrial concerns on the assurance 
that. the continuous market provided by the stock exchan~e will 
enable them to cash their investments in such concerns at" a 
moment's Dotice. Without this facility· provided by the exchange, 
l:apita,l WOuld be immobile and industries would find it ~ifficult 
to raise capital, for the investors woukl be afraid to invest their. 
~apital in industrial securities, which cannot be converted into' 
~ash whenever necessary. ..' 

The second service of the stock exchange is, that it enables' 
i~vestors to know the price of their securities from day to day, 
This is achieved by m~ans of its quotation service. The stock . 

25-
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exchange quota,tions of the prices of scrips represent the average 
combined judgment of a large number of people, amongst whom 
are skilled financiers and expert businessmen. Because of the 
stock exchange, the opinion of these experts is ma,de available 
even to the ordinary investor. It rI\a,y be noted that the stock ex
change quotations of securities do not merely indicate their 
present value but also their prospective value. 

Another great service of the stock exchange is tha,t it directs 
the flow of capital from unprofitable to profitable industries. This 
is also achieved by means of its quota,tion service. The stock ex
change quotations of the value of securities enable the investors 
to know which industries are profitable and which are not. In the 
absence of this service, the capital resources of a society are 
likely to be used less efficiently. 

LISTING OF SECURITIES ON THE STOCK EXCHANGE 
AND ITS ADVANTftGES 

The stock exchange performs another useful service through 
its listing regulations. Before the securities of a company can be 
dealt in on the exchange they must be "listed", for which they 
must meet certain requirements of the exchange authorities. \Vhen 
the exchange admits to its "list" any security, it does not 
guarantee the value of the earning power of that security. But the 
fact that the exchange has admitted the security to its list carries 
a presumption in favour of its soundness. This is because of the 
fact that a company applying for the listing of its securities has 
to answer questions and supply information regarding its organi
sation, the nature of the securities issued, description of its 
property, engraving of its securities, etc. The application of the 
company and the particulars submitted by it are considered and 
examined by a special committee of the exchange, which after 
due consideration, makes a report whether the company's securi
ti,es should be admitted to the list or not. \Vhen the stock exchange 
admit~ a c~mpany to its list, it does so only after a thorough 
examination of the particulars submitted to it by the company. 
This' gives a reasonable assurance to the public that the company 

. is legally formed. and that its securities are prepared in proper 
form. 
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The proCE:dure followed iQ listing leads to the publicity ~f the 
nature of the Company's work, which is the investor's best 
safeguard against fraud and irregularities. Sometimes, some of 
the stock t:xcha~ges, e.g. the New york Stock Exchange, make 
an agreement with the companies which have their securities 
·Iisted, that they should publish annual balance sheets, besides 
furnishing to their stock holders periodical reports of their physi
cal and financial condition, and to give other information. 

Listing further gives the sec;urities the benefit of the continuous 
and free market providetY"hy the exchange, and· assures their 
convertibility. Listed securities, on account of their convertibility , 
can be used as collateral for a loan from a bank. 

Among the minor advantages of listing, we may mention that 
the purchasers and sellers of listed securities are afforded the 
protection and safeguards of the stock exchange, as regards 
brokerage transactions, enforcement of the usage and customs 
of the stock exchange, fIlc. 

From the point of view of the companies also, listing affords 
certain advantages. They get the benefit of having their securities 
given a daily quotation which is published by the newspapers, 
a fact which makes the securities attractive to the investors. And 
it is because of this, that it is stated in the prospectus of a neW 
company that an application will be made to have the company's 
securities listed on a stock exchange. 

STOCK EXCHANGES IN INDIA 

Having seen the importance of the stock exchange and the 
various services rendered by it, we now turn to the stock market 
in India. Considering the vast size of the country there are very 
few stock exchanges in India. In fact the stock4 exchanges of 
Bombay and Calcutta are the only two organised stock exchanges."! 
The stock exchange at Madras which was opened in 1920 is now 
defunct. It consisted of 100 members of whom only 25 were ·worK
ing members. The fee for a membership card was Rs. 1 ,000./.-; 
and the annual subscription was Rs. 100/-•. Besides, every work
ing member had to deposit a security of Rs. 3,000/- which was 
held by the Committee. The business of the Exchange was regll>' 
lated by rules drawn by the Directors. The .principal securities 
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dealt in on this Exchange were those of cotton mill companies. 
But as the business was never large, and the number of working 
members fell off gradually, the stock exchange had to be closed . 

..,. There is also a stock exchange at Ahmedabad, the principal secu
rities quoted on it being those of cotton mill companies of that 
centre. We shall however, consider the exchanges of Bombay and 
Calcutta, giving a fuller account of the former. 

THE BOMBAY STOCK EXCHANGE 

The Bombay Stock Exchange or to give it its official designa
tion the "Native Share and Stock Brokers' Association,"lthough 
now nearly a hundred years old, was formally constituted by an 
indenture dated the 3rd December 1887. The history of the Ex
change has been one of steady development. Its members have 
steadily increased from 6 in 1840 to 60 in 1860, and to about 478 
in recent times. Similarly, its volume of bu~ness has also grown. 
\Vhereas in the eighties of the last century, the scrips quoted on 
the Exchange were only those of cotton mill companies, to-day 
the scrips quoted include those of such companies like iron and 
steel, hydro~lectric, cement, light-railways, sugar, etc. 

In the boom days of 1917 another stock exchange, called the 
Bombay Stock Exchange, Ltd., was established in Bombay. It 
did very little business, and though it still exists at present, it has 
ceased to function for aU practical purposes. 

SPECULATION ON THE EXCHANGE 

The boom years following the declaration of the Great War 
brought large wealth to the people in Bombay. There was an 
abnormal rise of prices all round; and speculation was rife in the 
City. At first there was speculation ill landed properties and 
cotton, from twhich it spread to stock exchange s~urities. The 
prices of shares, especially those of cotton mills and of cement 
and iron and steel companies, went higher and higher. New com
panies were lIoated almost daily, whose shares were quoted at 
high premiums. As a result of heavy speculation in shares, corners 
which were events of rare occurrences, became frequent pheno
mena in ,the share bazaar. When the inevitable crash arrived, it 

I P"puLorly knOWD II the Share Baaa.r. 
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brought an an [Qund depression. The prices of shares feU down 
phenomenally; as a result of this heavY IQsses were suffered by 
the speculators as well as by other classes of people. There 
was naturally great discontent. Those who had speculated heavily 
on the Exchange and lost, b1aJned the Association for their loss. 
Besid~, there :,ere others who criticize4 the management of the 
Association, and the methods of conducting business in the 
market. The Association's rules regarding aomers were ~ 
subject of the severest criticism. On the 18th October 1922, a 
resolution was passed in the Bombay Legislative Council for the 
appointment of an Enquiry Committee, and pursuant to this reso
lution, the Government of Bombay appointed in September 1923, 
the Bombay Stock Exchange Enquiry Committee with Sir \ViUred 
Atlay, a former President of the London Stock Exchange, as 
Chairman. The terms of reference of the Committee were "to 

. inquire into the constitution, government, customs, practices, 
rules, regulations, afd methods of business of the Native Share 
and Stock Brokers' Association of Bombay, and to investigate 
any such complaint of the public, and to make any such inquiries 
with reference to any of the aforesaid matters or any other matter 
appertaining to the aforesaid Association as the Committee may 
deem proper, and thereafter with a view to protecting the invest
ing public against the interested or irregular control of business 
to formulate such definite proposals for the future constitution, 
control, direction and regulation of the aforesaid Association as 
the Committee may deem proper." 

The Committee submitted its report early in 1924, which was 
signed by all members except one who submitted a separate 
Minority Report. The Majority Report, after reviewing the whole 
position made several important ~mmendations regarding the 
introduction of rules to consider complaints from the public by 
the Association, strengthening and enforcement 9( discipline, ex
tension of business ho~. curtailment of holidays, closi~ of the 
market for settlement, abolition of sub-brokerS. publication of a 
daily official list, annual election of the Board of Management. 
annual declaration by members as to the class of business they pro
pose to undertake, alteration of the regulations relating to the ad
mission of companies to forward dealing etc. The Majority further 
",-ere definitely of the opinion that the rules regarding corners 
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should he repea,led. The Minority Report made some suggestions 
of a minor character. The Association accepted the Mjoority Report 
which left the position as before. In 1925, there w:as heavy specu
lation again iQ the market, particularly in certain mill scrips. The 
usual crisis followed, and once again tm:re was considerable 
agitation for a reform of the rules and regulations of the Associa
tion. This time the Government threatened intervention, if the 
Association did not modify its rules and regulations. Ultimately 
the Government introduced in the Bombay Legislative Council, 
the Bombay Securities Contractors' Control BiD, applicable to the 
whole of the Bombay Presidency, under which it was open to any 
stock exchange to apply to Government for recognition and sub
mit for approval, rules for the regulation and control of trans
actions in securities, other than ready delivery contracts, and fur
nish other'information. Further, every contract for the purchase 
and sale of securities, other than a ready delivery contract was 
to be void, uoless it was Dlade subject to the above rules. and that 
too between members or through a member of a recognised stock 
exchange. 

The Bill was in due course passed into law,· and the Bombay 
Stock Exchange had to apply for recognition and get the draft 

',rUles sanctioned by Gove~ent. 

OBJECTS OF THE ASSOCIATION 

Before the rules were amended in 1927, the main object of the 
Association was to protect the character, status and interests of 
the brokers, and to promote honourable practice etc. It must 
be noted that the main object of the stock exchange must be the 
promotion of the interests of the investing public, and the 
interests of the brokers must come second. It may be that the 
Association b«;ing formed by the brokers themselves, they con
o;idered their interests ooly. 

Mr. Bhulabhai J. Desai maintained in his minority report of 
the Enquiry Committee that the object to "promote honourable 
practice" afforded sufficient protection to the public. Bqt this does 
not seem to be quite correct. For instance, the members of the 
Association can be parties to or encourage speculation without 

I Bomba)' Act No, VIII, of I!lSS' 
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breach of honourable practice, which usually means committing 
legal fraud. ,)fr. Desai, furthtir, 'himself admitted that, "it may 
be fairly assumed that the Association is concerned to act honour
ably to those who employ them, namely, the speculating as wdl 
as investing public." I Now it must be noted that the provision of 
facilities for speculation cannot certainly be accepted as a fair 
object of a stock; exchange. The real object of a stock exchange 
is to provide facilities for investment by the public, and to dis
courage speculation. Speculation within limits might be allowed 
only as an unavoidable concomitant of a stock exchange. And 
from this point of view, a stock exchange which allows equal faci
lities to the speculators as well as investors Cannot be said to be 
alive to the interests of the public. It must be noted, however, 
that the Association has tried to remove this defect,! 

MEMBERSHIP 

The membership of the Association is open to any Indian, or 
a British subject who has resided for at least ten years prior to his 
application for membership in the Bombay Presidency. It may be 
noted that the Association's rules regarding qualification to 
admission are strict. Insolvents, persons of less than 2 I years of:; ~ 
age, and persons who are engaged in any business other than' 

• that of stock brokers and do not wish to give it . up upon 
admission to the Association, are not eligible for membership, 
The maximum number of members is fixed by a resolution of the 
Association. Any person who wishes to become a member should 
purchase a card or right of membership outright from the Hoard, .. 

1 The amended object now runs: "The A •• ociation is established to support and 
protect the character and atotUB of brokers aDd to further the interesu of both brokers 
and the public dealins in Bombay in stock, .hares, and like securitiee and in e .. change 
to promote honourable practice., to discourage and to suppress malpractices, to Bettie dis
putea amoDpt broken, to decide aU queltione of usage, cUltom or courtesy in conducting 
brokerage bUlincB&a n See Rule 2.. 

e The other objects of the Association are (I) To construct and maintain a 
Broken' Hall, to be called 'The Sir Din.hsw Petit Native Broken' Hall'. Co.) To 
bonow with the Banction of the memben of the Association, any monies required 
for the pUrp08eB of the Association. (3) To purchase or acquire with the permission 
of the members of the A'90ciotioa property in Bombay for the purpo~e of the 
A890ciation. (4) To take on leo.e any property. (5) To Inveat the monle' of the 
A .. ociation in .uitoble investments, (6) To .ell or mortgage the property of the 
Association. (7) To do all such other thinga IS are incidental or conducive to the 
attainments of thc aboyc objects. 

516 
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if it has on hand such spare cards, or should obtain lhe nomina
tion of a member who is relinquishing his card. The application of 
the person for membership must be supported by two existing 
members of not less than 5 years standing. Objections to the 
application are invited which are kept confidential The applica
t~on is then placed before th~ Board of Dir~tors, and the candidate 
can be admitted as a member:. only if he is supported hy three
fourths of the members of the Board. IT the application is rejected, 
the candidate is debarred from putting in a fresh application for 
two years. 

The entrance fee, known as the price of a membership card, 
for members, other than those who are nOO'\inated, is Rs. 30,060/-. 
The annual subscription is Rs. 5/- only. 

One of the complaints against the Bombay Stock Exchange is 
that it has put undue restrictions upon the membership. Insuffi
ciency of business is said to be one of the reasons for such restric
tions. :That is also why many of the members carry on other 
occupations. 1 Some of the members keep themselves out of the 
Exchange for years together. It is only when times are prosperous 
that they turn up. Further, many of the present members are 
wealthy businessmen and do not care much for stock broker's 
business. One must say that such occasional brokers are undesir
able from the investor's point of view. Such brokers are bound to. 
lose the confidence of the investors, and besides, as they cannot 
always be found on the Exchange; they will not know the exact 
informatio'n about the values of different securities quoted from 
day to day in the market. Thus these brokers will not be able to 
establish their c1ienti:le. It is therefore desirable that the members 
should be prohibited from following any other occupation. The 
Association has no doubt now made it a rule that no person shall 

. be eligible for membership who is engaged in any other business; 
but this rule does not apply to the members admitted before 
1St March 1926.1 Thus the process of making the members fol
low a single occupation will be very slow, especially as the 
Association does not wish to sell any new cards. It is necessary 

• 
1 Nearl,. a 'Iuarte. or the acliYe memben are all. commi .. i .. acellll, a. L, C, 

Jaill; Th. MOllelary Probl ..... or India, p. 147, • 
• See Rule 7 (II), Rul ••• nd a.SUbtio ... or the N.ti .. Share •• d Siock. Broken' 

AlIOCialioll, 
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that the Association should take early steps to bring about the 
change which we have suggested above. One of the ways o~ doing 
this is to sell new cards accordin~ to the new rules. These new 
members will slowly establish their own clientele. Besides, having 
no other occupation, they will be rendering good service to the 
inv~stor by being more attentive to the latter's needs. There is 110 

doubt that if the'rule of not allowing even the members admitted 
before 1926 to do any . other business be introducert, it will 
remove many prominent businessmen from membership of the 
Association. But men with less ability but greater attention to the 
needs of the investors will prove more useful than able but in· 
different persons. 

MANAGEMENT AND SUB-COMMITTEES 

The management of the Association is entrusted to a Board 
of Directors consisting of 16 members elected by the General 
Body; they hold office for two years. The Board of Directors, 
besides being entrusted with the management of the business of 
the Association, the management of its funds, income, and pro
perties, are empowered to fix the scale of brokerage, to settle 
disputes affecting the members, to fix the ordinary settling day!;" 
and to grant or refuse ::dmission to dealings in the market, for 
cash or for the settlement, or permis~ion for dealing in new issues 
of new or old companies. 

There are two sulH:ommittees, namely, (I) Arbitration Com
mittee, and (2) Defaulters' Co~mittee. The Arbitration Committee 
(.onsists of 16 members elected every two. years at a general 
meeting of the members of the Association. Disputes arising 
between members must be referred to this Committee, which 
appoints two of its members to act as arbitrators to go into the 
matter. A member who is dissatisfied with the award of the two 
arbitrators, can appeal to the Committee itself. And in case the 
sum involved in the dispute be over Rs. 1,000/- the member, who 
may be dissatisfied with the award of the Arbitration Committee 
can appeal to the Board of .Directors· whose decision in the matter 

is final. 
The Defaulters' Committee consists of 6 members. The busi

ness of the Co~ittee is to take charge of the' books of accounts, 
!IS" 
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documents, papers and vouchers of a member who has been 
declared a defaulter. and after making an enquiry into his ac
counts and dealings in the market to make a report to the Board 
of Directors. 

EXPULSION AND SUSPENSION OF MEMBERS 

The Association's rules regarding the conduct of members and 
their dealings are strict. A member whQ is guilty of any conduct, 
which h~ the opinion of other members renders him unfit to be a 
member, can be expelled by a resolution of the Association. The 
Board of Directors is als:> empowered to expel a member who has 
made a false declaration in his application for membership, who 
has been convicted for a criminal offence, or who subsequent to 
his admission as a member becomes a member of another stock 
exchange, or who has been guilty of fraudulent conduct. Besides, 
the Board is also empowered to suspend or fine a member who 
refuses to comply with any of its decision, or violates any rule 
of the Association, or is guilty of dishonourable and .Iisgraceful 
conduct. 

The rules of the Association as regards dealings have to be 
strictly followed by members. Fictitious transactions and dealings 
in the market are prohibited on pain of expulsion or suspension 
by the Board. Spreading of unfounded rumours may also lead to 
either form of penalty. 

CONDUCT OF BU~INESS 

Only the members of the Association and their authorised 
clerks are allowed into the market for transacting business. Every 
member can employ four author;sed clerks. The authorised clerks 
have power to make bargains on behalf of their employer, and the 
latter is bound by such bargains. The transactions made in the 
~arket by every broker or his clerk are entered in a memorandum 
book. When a transaction is made for a non-member, the broker 
must render to him the contract notes in respect of the transac
tion, which must state the price at which the transaction has been 
made. The brokers are allowed to issue net contracts, that is, 
without showing brokerage. separately, if their clients so desire. 
'Vith a view to prevent errors, the brokers have to compare each 
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contr~ct entered by them, in th~S~ttlement Room on the business 
day next after the tr~nsaction is m~de. 

De~lings on the Bombay Stock Exchange are of two types:
(1) Ready and (2) Forw~rd. The scrips are placed on the ready 
or the forward list according to cert~in rules. The ready list 
contains the shares of banks and railways, preference shares and 
debentures of companies, etc. The forward list consists mainly of 
the ordinary shares of industrial companies which are earning 
dividends or which might have earned dividends in the past. In 
ready delivery transactions, the seller has to deliver the necessary 
transfer fo1"1t\s duly signed, n,ot later than, the seventh day from 
the d~te of s~le. He must deliver the shares on the seventh day 
after the day on which the transfer forms have been submitted. 
At the same time, the buyer must accept ~nd pay for the shares 
purchsed by him anc:l delivered within the prescribed time. 

The forward business, otherwise known as Vaida business, 
is settled monthly. 1 The settlement of forward transaction in 
shares is effected through the. Clearing House. The settlement 
covers ~bout. eight days, ~nd is divided into four parts or days. 
The first d~y of the settlement is called the Comparison Day. It 
is the day for comparing CQntracts and for issuing inemorandum 
slips, by the buying to the selling brokers, showing the number 
of shares outstanding to be taken delivery of. On the second, 
or Clearance or Ticket Day, ~ member who has bargains to be 
cleared through the Clearing House, has to send a clearance list 
in a certain form which .will show the balance of securi*s, 
delivery of which is to be given to or taken from other members. 
On the next or Pay Day, payments h~ve to be m~de to the Clear
ance House. Payments ~nd delivery of securities to the Clearance 
House have to be made on the l~st or Settling Day. 

As reg~rds the conduct of business by the brokers in the 
market, every broker keeps a Souda book, in which are entered 
all the transactions of the day.' Two such books are kept, ~one 
for the transactions entered into with other brokers, and the other 

1 It may be noted that the .ettlement on t~e. Lo·~don Stock Elchange i. fort
nightly, while on the New York Stock El.hange It I. dally. 

I The following information i. taken from. theli. "Method. and Machinery of 
InTellment in Indi.", by S. A. Haque, kept in tbe library of tbe Univenity Scbool of 
EconomiCl, Bombay. 
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for the dealings entered into or. behalf of the clients in their names. 
The brokers' book, also known as the contract book, which forms 
the basic document in cases of dispute, is more elaborate and the 
entries in it try to eliminate aU chances of misquotations and 
mis-understanding. Th~ clients' book is however not so elaborate. 
For example, it has no signature column due to the reason that 
the clients are not on the spot, and the book cannot be sent to 
them individually every day. Again, as the order of the clients 
are conveyed by correspondence, the precaution to write in words 
also is dropped. 

CLEARING HOUSE 

The Bank of India performs the services of a Clearing House 
for the Bombay Stock Exchange, for which the Bank is paid 
Rs. 55,000 annually. The Clearing House acts as a common agent 
of the members in settling transactions between them, taking 
delivery of securities, making and accepting payments for the 
£:.ame and clearing the differences. 

HOLIDAYS AND BUSINESS HOURS 

Besides Sundays and Bank holidays, the Bombay Stock Ex
change observes numerous other sectional holidays due to the 
fact that the members belong to diverse communities. One of the 
complaints of the public has been that the Exchange is closed for 
many days in the year, and the Atlay Committee recommended 
the curtailment of some of the holidays, though they lef~ the 
final decision in the matter to the Association itself. Formeri) the 
Exchange used to be closed the whole day on the death of a " 
member, but now it closes only one hour earlier on that day. 

The hours of forward business in the market are from 12 noon 
to 3 p. m. on all working days, and 12 noon to 2 p. m. on Satur
days. The hours of business for forward business in Government 
securities are from 12 noon to 5 p. m. on every working day, 
except on Saturdays, when thet business hours are from J 2 noon 
to 2 p. m. 

LISTING REGULATIONS 

We have already seen the importance and advantageli of list
ing. The listing regulations of a stock exchange afford a sort of 
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protection to the investing public against fraud and irregularities 
on the part of company promoters. The Bombay Exchange also 
provides certain rules and conditions for listing. But it must be 
noted that they are not as eXhaustive and sea,rching in nature as ~ 

those of the London and New York StQCk Exchanges. Further, . 
the New York Stock Exchange, for example, makes an agree
ment with the companies whose shares are listed, that they should 
publish and submit annual reports to their shareholders, at least 
15 days before their annual meeting, showing an incomE' account 
and balance, and a statement as to the physical condition of their 
properties. No doubt in India the Companies Act requires that 
every company should prepare an annual audited balance sheet 
which must contain a summary of its property and assets, and of 
its capital' and liabilities. Further, {oVery public company must 
file a copy of such balance sheet with the Registrar of Joint-Stock 
Companies.. The Bombay Stock Exchange would be doing a 
great service to the investors and affording them more protection, 
if its listing regulations were widened and more particulars de
manded from the companies applying for the quotation of their 
securities. Adequate publicity on the part of companies will be 
ensured, if the ExChange incorporates into its listing regulations 
a provision on the lines of those o! the New York Stock Exchange 
mentioned above, and makes public all the facts required in the 
process of listing.' If this suggestion be followed by not only the 
Bombay Stock Exchange, but also by the other Indian Stock 
Exchanges the problem of industrial finance will be solved to 
some extent. If the investors think that in listing the securities 
of companies the stock exchanges have ensured publicity, they 
will be more willing to invest in such companies. 

We shall now make a few suggestions whereby iIDprovements 
can be made in the present listing regulations of the Bombay 
Stock Exchange. It is provided by the Exchange, for example, 
that vendors' !;ohares cannot be dealt in, in the market within 
six montiJs from the date on which permission has been granted 
for dealings in shares of the same kind issued to the public.' We 

I S •• "eliDa 131 of the ladiaa Compaai •• • Ael of 19"3 • 
• See S. S. Hu.bae .. Th. Stock Market, p. ISO. 

IS •• Rul. SSI, Rul •• aDd R.potioa. of the Nati"e Share aad Stock B ... ken· 
A_ociatiOll. 
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think that the limit of six months is too short, as the vendors can 
deceive the public by spreading false rumours about the prospects 
of the company, or by entering into fictitious sales aod purchases 
in the market with regard to the listed portion of the issue. The 
Indian investors, ignorant as they are, can he easily deceived by 
such manoevours. They think that they should purchase only 
those securities which are iQ great demand, though that demand 
may be quite fictitious. The vendors will thus be able after the 
lapse of six months, to unload their holdings and reap large pro
fits. Therefore, the vendors' shares should not be allowed to be 
dealt with on the Exchange until at least the first annual report 
of the working of the company is published. Thereby the invest&rs 
will be able to gauge whether the company is a profit earning 
concern or not. It would he still better, if the period o( the prohi
bition to deal in vendors' shares is extended to the date of the 
publication of the second balance sheet. This is because of the 
fact that as the vendors in this country happen to be the first 
directors of the company, and sometimes its agents also, they can 
manipulate the first balance sheet and show higher profits. 

One of the conditions of listing is that the Company's Articles 
of Association should contain a provision that the borrowing 
powers of its Board of Directors are limited. 1 It would he better 
if this rule mentions specifically the limit. It is vague and 
does not afford much protection to the investors . 

. Another condition is that a new company, desirous of issuing 
the full number of its authorized shares or a part thereof. shall 
have invited applications from the public and have allotted them 
at least 33 per cent. of the number of shares issued, in equal pro
portion of any class or kind, of course, vendors' shares not being 
considered to form a part of such public allotment for the purpose 
of this rule. I We think that the 33 per cent. limit is too low and 
should be raised to at least 66 per cent. as in the case of the 
London Stock Exchange. I It is also desirable that the BOmbay 
Stock Exchange should lay down that at least 50 per ce~t. of the 
authorised capital of companies should be issued, and of thi~ at 

1 S •• 1l,,1 •• SS, (c), (II). 
I See 1l"le sss, (d). (i) 
• See A. P. Pole,. aud Canuteen Goulli. The Hioto.,.. La .. , a.' Pr.actice of the 

Srock Eachange (19&4) pp. 7s-71· 
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least 50 per cent. be paid up.)· This will put a stop to reckless 
company promotion, the e\Til effects' of whicli have been to a large 
extent responsible for the shyness on the part of Indian investors. 

And lastly, one of the conditions is that every company desir
ous of being quoted on the 'Exchange must provide information 
with regard to the following 'points, viz. (I) the numbt:r of shares 
a,llotted to the vendors and their distinctive numbers, (2)' the num
ber of shares offered to thtl public, (J) the number of shares applied 
for by the public and the number of shares allotted to them uncon
ditionally pursuant to such applications, and the proportion to the 
allotment, and (4) the total number of allottees and the largest 
number of shares applied for and allotted to anyone applicant.' 
The abov~ infonnation is insufficient to serve the purpose for which 
it is deman<f'ed. It seems that the' underlying purpose of the Ex
change is to see the extent of the concentration oi·shares. But the 
information that win be supplied by a company according to the 
above requirements will not give a fair idea of ·the concentra
tion. This w:ll become clear from the following example. 
Suppose a' Company has issued 10,000 shares of Rs. '100 each, 
allotted as follows:-

No. of holders. 
I. 

2. 

2. 

500. 

Shares allotted to each. 
2,001 

2,000 

1,000 

odd lots. 

\\7hat the Exchange authorities come to know from its listing 
requ:rementaboui: the above allotment is: (I) total number of 
allottees 505, (2) largest number of shares allotted to anyone 
person 2,001. Besides this information the Exchange authorities 
will not know how far thtl shares' are concentrated in a few hands 
as can ,be seen from die actual allotment in the above exa,mple. 

" T'~ c:pncentration of shares in a few hands, and ~hat too in ~e / 
hands of the vendors who happen to be the managmg agents, IS 

a st~e of affairs which is certainly not desirable in India. It will 
" ' 

- • d I Tbe London Stock Exchange provide. that at leaat So per cent. of the authon .. , 
capit.1 moat be iaDed and that 10 per ceat. of the amount lub.cribed be paid up. See 
A. P .. Poley, Ibid, p. 7S. 

I See R.,tle aSa, (g). 
21 
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~ better therefore, if the Exchange demands the names of the 
vendors and also the number of shares purchased by them on 
cash paYl1lent. In this respect, :we may copy the New York Stock 
Exchange. When a Company applies to have its securities listed 
on this Exchange, it has tQ delegate its representative who may 
be the treasurer, president, or other officer to appear. before the 
Committee of the Exchange, and answer such questions as the 
Committee may ask regarding any fact mentioned in the applica
tion. The most im.portant questions relate to the distribution of 
the shares sought· t~ be listed. The Company has to submit a list 
showing the number of sha,reholders each holding 1,000 shares or 
more, 100 shares or more, or less than 100 shares. Secondly, it 
has to answer the question as to how many holders of these vari
ous amounts hold their stock absolutely free and clear of • any 
engagement not to sell it, so that the stock shall not be tied up 
in a pool. And further, it has to answer whether there is any 
syndicate interested in any of the stock, and if so, how much 
stock is tied by a syndicate agreement. 1 As the New York Stock 
Exchange does not propose tQ make an initial market for securi
ties, therefore this detailed information is demanded. It also ·seems 
that in order to ensure a fair market a sufficient amount of the 
securities sought to be listed must have been sold to the public; 
and that a few persons by virtue of their large holdings are not 
allowed to control the market and unduly raise the price of the 
securities. But the Bombay Stock Exchange does not refuse to 
make an initial market. In spite of this, it is better that the 
Bombay Stock Exchange should demand full information on the 
lines of the New York Stock Exchange and thus ensure publicity 
on the. part of our companies. 

CORNERS IN THE MARKET 

We have already made reference to the fact that there was 
heavy speculation on the Bombay Stock Exchange duri~g the 
War and the post-War boom period. And recent events show that 
speculation on the Exchange is not a thing of the past. In the 
words of the Atlay Committee, "the most sinister manifestation 
of speculation in Bombay is the frequent occurrence of corners in 

~. 1 See S. S. HuebDtr: The S·ock Markot, p. 135. 
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th~ market." And it is upo~ this vexed question of corners, and 
the measures that have bee~ ta,ken by th~ Board of Direc~rs to 
check them that opinions differ. The majority of the Atl~y':Com. 
mitte~ were of the opinion that, the measures which the Board 
adopted to combat corners especially in the pOst"~V ar. boom days 
tad encouraged rather than checked their growth. And further, 
they were of opinion that if the evil of corners is not suppressed 
it l'I'ill demQra,lize and finally destroy the share market in Bombay. 

Before we enter into, the discussion of the steps taken by the 
Board of Directors of the Bombay Stock Exchange, and the steps 
which should be taken to counteract corners, we shall define what 
a corner is and how it arises. S. S. Pratt i~ "The Work of 
Wal! Street," defines a CI;,>rner as "that condition of a stock in 

, which the supply is held by one operator or a clique of operators 
and i~ which many have contracted to deliver to the operator or the 
clique what they ca,n only obtain from the operator or the clique." 
In other words a corner occurs when more shares than are avail
able for d~livery' o~ the settlement ,day have be~n sold. As the 
buyers demand delivery the prices of the shares rise very high. 
What rea,lly happens when a corner occurs ,is, that an 
individual or a syndicate succeeds in obtaining possession of all the 
shares of a certain issu~, and at the same time they enter into 
contract with others, viz., the short sellers, to buy shares of the 
same issue. When the time comes for delivery, the short sellers 
are unable to deliver the shares (as the shares are all held by the 
individua,l or syndicate), with the result that they ha.ve to buy 
the shares from the very individual or the syndicate, at a price 
dictated by them. It may be noted that when a comer occurs, 
its evil effect does not remain restricted to a particular scrip, but 
spreads to other scrips as well. As the cornered party, viz., the 
short sellers, have to 'pay the.high price which the individual or 
the syndicate demand for the shares, they are forced to sell other 
shares: in their possession with the result that the price of these 
share faITs. The panic naturally spreads, and in a short time there 
is a crisis in the whole market. 

What are the measures devised to combat comers? It is recog
nised on all stock exchanges of repute, that it is the ca,rdinal 
principle of business that the sellers must be prepared to deliver 
that which they have sold, and the buyers must be prepared to 

!IT· 
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pay, for that which they have agreed to buy. Strict observance of 
tbis principle exerts a sort of check upon those who sell short, as 
they have to bear the consequences of their own dealings, i.e. for 
having sold that which they have not in their possession. But the 
non-observance ,of this principle by the Bombay Stock Exchange 
has been the cause of general complaint and was also the subject 
of enquiry by the Atlay Committee. Before 1918, corners were of 

. rare occurrence in the Bombay share market. There were, there
fore, no specific rules to deal with such situations. But corners 
became frequent after 1918 and the Board of Directors had to 
interfere and take measures. The Board passed rules which gave 
them power to interfere and fix rat~s in caSe of an existing or 
contemplated corner in any scrip dealt ~n on the Exchange. When
ever the Board declared a corner in a particular scrip, forward 
dealings in that scrip were prohibited and all unsettled transac
tions had to be settled at a price determ,ined by the Board. In the 
boom period following 1918, many corners, either existing or 
contemplated, were declared, and prices were fixed by the Board. 
This price fixing regulation was the subject matter of much criti
cism, for according to some the rules regarding corners favoured 
the bears (the short sellers), while according to others the rules 
favoured the bulls. The Atlay Committee were of opinion that the 
rules encouraged the bears to an unusual activity as the fixing of 
maximum prices by the Board limited their loss. 1 The Committee 
also agreed with the opinion of the President of the Bombay 
Stock Exchange, Mr. K. R. P. Shroff, that "the existence of the 
present rules about corners has encouraged corners and will 
continue to do so in the future .... 

In support andiQ justification of the price fixing rule, the Share 
,Brokers' Association in their representation before the Atlay 
Committee argued that the rules were meant to protect the invest
ing public. On the other hand it was urged that in permitting, 
what are believed to be fictitious prices, to be quoted in the 
market, the Association was a party to the circulation of a lie. 
The Atlay Committee, however, saw no force in these arguments. 
As regards the protection of investors the Committee was of 

1 Report, p. IS • 
• See Mr. ShrofF'. pampMet, .. eomen in the Share Sa ....... 
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opinion that the bona fide investors do not sell what they do not 
possess, and that if they did so, they should bear the consequences 
of their r~klessness. The Committee further thought that,,!\hort 
sales were made more by the members of the Associati~, them
selves than by the public, and hence the Board interfered' out of 
regard for them. Regarding the second point, viz., that the Asso
ciation becomes a party to fictitious prices being quott:d on the 
Exchange, the Committee observed: "It is not fur the Association 
to control the prices of the securities bought and sold in the 
market for which they provide facilities. It is not incumbent upon 
the Association to guarantee, that the market price approximate!' 
to an intrinsic value which none can suggest a satisfactory means 
of ascertaining. And if this principle be accepted, wheaever the 
market price moves above or below a price deemed for the time 
being to be intrinsic value,. the Committee (the Board of Direc
tors) are party, to the circulation of a lie. The absurdity of this 
contention needs no demonstration.' 'I 

Another argumenfin justification of the price fixing rules was, 
that, if the bear!l were. to be left to the mercy of the bulls, all 
forward business would be killed. But it must be noted that 
forward business must always'be carried on with great care ane 
prudence, and must be kept within bounds. The protection afforded 
by the price fixing rules, no doubt to a certain extent, enabled 
reckless speculation to be carried on in' the market. 

It cannot be denied that corners in the Bombay Share Market 
are created by the activities of the bears, and that the only method 
to combat corners is to put a check on their operations. The bears 
make fictitious sales in a particular scrip. The holders of that 
scrip in order to arrest the falling price go in to support the price 
of their scrip. The bears, however, go on making short sales and 
do not attempt to cover their sales, as they think they can buy 
the scrip at a low price. But if the price rises they can say the .. 
are cornered and take advantage' of the protection afforded by 
the rules. What is therefore wanted in order to check corners; 
apart from the suggestion that the price fixing rules should b' 
abolished, is the provision of rules to arrest bear raids. And i ... 

1 Report, p, 16 
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this connection it may be noted that the Bombay Stock Exchange 
h~s now pr(~vided a new rule to arrest such bear raids. 1 

NEED FOR CHECKING SPECULATION. 

There is no doubt that the new rule which the Bombay Stock 
Exchange now provides to arrest bear raids y.-:ill to a certain 
extent check corners, but it will not carry us far. Corners are 

- brought about as a result of speculation carried on by reckless 
Qperators. Unless, therefore,· their activity is stopped corners 
cannot be checked. The real remedy to check corners is to stop 
speculation. We have nQ hesitation to say that in modern econo
mic socrety a certain amount of s~ation, carried, on within 
limits, is necessary. WithQut specUlatiOn modern industrial deve
lopment would not have reached' th~ present stage. But stock 
exchange speculation has its effects. on the investing public, upon 
whom modern industry depends much. "Con~equently, if they are 
scared away the industries would be starved for want of finance. 
The ordinary investor knows little of ,\lel.'r$ _ and bulls, and their 
respective activities. If the bears are in ascendance in the market, 
the investor stands to suffer as he finds that the value of the scrips 
which he holds has fallen. It is suggested by some that when 
prices of scrips are depressed, the investors should keep their 
value up by purchasing them. But we cannot expect the Indian 
investors to enter into such transactions as they are not convers
ant in st~ exchange intricacies. The investors go in for shares 
when prices are rising, for they think that industrial conditions 
have improved and there are prospects of getting good dividends. 
When prices of shares are falling, they sell off their holdings to 
minimise their loss. They do not know that the prices of securities 
are raised and lowered by interested operators' to the latter's 

I The ne. Ilole III roOI: Cal In case of be .. raids or wheo price. of .hare. aDd 
Itod .. are uoduly depre .. ed io a erili. by mem. of reck Ie ... hort salea, the BOI'" may 
by a reaolu'ioo of DOt I ... IhaD oDe·h.lf of the tOIa! nUlIlber of membero of the Board, 
at a special metliog at which not Ie. than three·fourth. of the t_1 number .hall han 
been pre.eot, .uspend aU forward buai .. e. for laeb time aa the Board may decide. AU 
trmeactioo. before the date of .uapeolioD shall be coocluded by delinry and payment 
.. uaaal on the aettlemeot dale, Dole. the Board by a Ilesolution paaaed iD like manoer 
utendt the time for payment of the said share. to the Dellt .. Itlement, or if nece_ry 
to the followiog .eUlement, mol at the eame time ouapendt the aeUing Dot rule with re--' 
pect to all unleuled contract. in 8ueb 8crip. The liabililie. of intermediariea ahaU 
continue during Iuch 10Ipon.ion. -
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advantage. As a result of this manipulation, the ignorant invest
ors do not know that the prices of securities do 'not represent the 
true intrinsic value. Further, they do Qot know that tIl!: managing 
agents, who are in charg~ of the industrial concerns, can carry on 
manipulations. As these agents alwa.ys hold large blocks of shares 
in the concerns that they manage, they are consequently able to 
raise or lower the prices ot. shares of such concerns, to the detri
nent of the public. 

The evil effects of speculation on the stock exchange do not 
remain restricted, but spread and affect the whole economic 
organisa,tioQ. Speculation tends tQ create aitificial prices, and 
thus distur~s the natural distri~ution of fresh capital. One of the 
functio~s ,of the stock e¥Qbange is to utilize the total, capital 
resources of the society olD the most productive way. But this 
cannot be achieved whel1, as i result of speculation, the prices of 
securities do not represent ~eir true intrinsic value. 

It is therefore e~sential that speculation should be suppressed 
by all possible rri~ttl.,ds. Some form of legitimate speculation 
should be allowe~; ~llt.speculation which differs little from gambl
ing should be rooted' out. As the main purpose of a stock ex
change is to provide facilities to the public for investment and 
to discourage speculation stock exchange· speculation sh,?uld be 
discouraged ana suppressed by the stock exchai\ges themselves. 
When 'the stock exchanges refuse to do so the intervention by an 
outside authority, viz. the Government, is desirable. And in this 
connection it may be noted that, iQ spite of the recommendation 
of the Atlay Committee that the. Bombay Stock Exchange should 
discourage speculation, we find speculatio; still carried on in the 
market with inevitable consequences. 1 

I On the occasion of the unYeiliug of the Blatue of Sir Shapurj Broacha (a former 
Pre.ident of the Bomhay Stock Exch,n~e) on 4th, April 1931.' H~. Excellency the 
Governor of Bombay in the cDu.fae ?f hiS speech saul: uThere II 8!ll~, unfortunately, 
too much gambling and IpccDlauon In the markets of B",mbay. anel lot 18 88 necessary a8 
enr that the public shoul" be a .. ured that speculation in stock and sharc8 is being kept 
within healthy limits. J would put it this way, that on your Asooci,tiM rests the duty 
Dot merely of maintaining and COD8?lid.ti~g .t~e p08ilio~ it has alre.d.y. ~a?, but of 
widening ita Iphere of influence and tDCrC#81Dg Ita reputation f." responslblhty . A few 
days before thi. Ipeech the President of the Excbange, itself ,ha~ also uttered, note of 
wamiag, aDd in spite of hil and t~e Governor·~ wam .. ~g, WlthlD • few day. there WaI' 

heavy epeculation in the muket which relulted In a UISII. 
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SUGGESTIONS TO CHE( K SPECULATION. 

What an'l, th~refore, the methods by which speculation can be 
checked on the Bombay Stock Exchange? It was suggested before 
the Atla,y Committee, that if the security ·market. in Bombay be 
estab1i!ihed on. a cas!) basis as in Calcutta, speculat:on would 
cease and corners would not occur. But it was the opinion of the 
Committee that by follow:ng this method speculation would not 
cease, inasmuch as money and scr:p could be borrowed for specu
lation purposes. The Committee, however, observed that corners 
in a cash market would be matters of great difficulty. 1 

It was also suggested before the same Committee that corners 
could be checked by lowering ,the high denominations 01 shares 
of the: companies on the forward 1:st: If, the denomination of the 
shares of a Company is high, say" Rs. 500, the total number. of 
shares issued by it would be small. It would then be possible to 
concentrate all the share's of the company in a few hands and 
create a corner. If shares of lower denominations, viz. Rs. So. 
25 or 10 are introduced, a corner would be d:fficult, for the shares 
would be more widely distributed in the "bands of small investors. 
Short sellers would be more cautious before they effected their 
short sales, as they would find it difficult to obtain a large number 
of shares. There can be no doubt that if this su!{gestion ha i been 
followed, corners would have been matters of great difficulty, and 
speculation discouraged to a large extent. Though more than 
a decade has passed since the suggestion was made, the denomi
nations of shares of companies quoted on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange remain at tbe same high level. 

Another suggestion which was in the form of a proposal put 
forward for the consideration of the Corner Committee, which 
was constituted by the Association itself in the boom period to 
suggest remedies for corners, was that the members of the Asso
ciation should desist from doing business for any syndicate or 
person for more than So or 100 shares. t If the members of the 
Association adhere: to this rule, it would not be possible for 
synd:cates or groups of persons to enter into purchases and sales 
of thousands of shares, which transactions invariably result in 1'1 

1 Allly Committee R.epot, p. I,. 
t Sec AtilY Committe. R.eport, p. IS. 
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crisis in the market. If the above cule was strictly adhered to, 
a syndicate wishing to purchase say, 700 shar:es would have to. 
catch hold of 7 to. 10 member:s, which would always be a difficult 
matter. Thus volume of speculative dealing would be curtailed 
and corner:s avoided. 

But the Atlay Committee thought that these suggestions were 
mer:e palliatives and not 'cures for: speculation and corners. They 
were of the opinion that the best cure for: corn'er:s was that the 
short sellers should in the absence ·of fr:aud, be left to pay the
penalty. They furthe!: thought· that the policy and .practice· of the 
Bombay Stock Exchange should be the same as that of the Lon
don Stock. Exchange, viz. that "all contracts entered into for the 
sale or purchase of shares must b!; funlled by the delivery of the' 
shareS' or by payment of. the purchase price. And if he who has 
sold shares cannot, on the day of settlement, deliver: the shares 
which he has sold, he must submit to tbe ordinary procedure of 
the Exchange, whe;eby thEt shares are bOught .in against ·him in 
the open market, unless he can prove to the complete satisfaction 
of the Committee that .he has been the victim of fraud." The 
Committee therefore recommended that the rules of the Bombay 
Stock Exchange regarding corners should be abolished. 

Of course, the best cure for eorners and speCUlation is the 
prohibition of all forward business in the mar:ket. The Atlay Com
mittee' went to the length of suggesting. that it should be the 
duty of Government in the inter:ests of the community at large, 
by means of prohibition of all for:wa,rd trading in .stocks and 
shares, to prevent' the conversion of legitimate business into a 
gamble in differences. 1 

(t may be inten:sting to note that the new Rules and Regula
tions of the Bombay Stock Exchange, sanctioned by thl' Govern
ment contain provisions as r:egards corners.- The Boar:d of 
Directors is henceforth, saVe as other:wise provided in the 
Rules, prohibited from fixing prices at which shares shall or 
shall not be bought or sold, and from fixing rates at which or 
above which or below which sales or purchases.in .. hares shall 
9r shall not be made. The Board may intervene under the rules: 
only, when it is in the public interest and prohibit further dealings 

1 Report, p ••• 
I See Rule. 33+ and 335. 

'8 
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in a scrip that is admitted to forward dealing, and remove it from 
the forward list, ·when Utey are satisfied that a single person or a 
.syndicate has acquired control over the scrip, and as a result of 
which the scrip cannot be 'ob~ined for delivery on existing con
tracts, except at prices arbitrarily dictated by the person or 
syndicate. The Board may intervene also when they are satisfied 
that there is a fraud connected with dealings in the scrip. 'When 
the Board does' intervene, it has to fix a price for the scrip, which 
must be the highest one reached at any time during the settle
ment, prior to the day on w:hich the Board intervened, and at this 
price all the unsettled contracts in the scrip must ~ finally settled 
and concluded. Whenever the Board intervenes, the circumstances 
and reasons fQr intervention must be set out and recorded in the 
proceedings of the Board, and a copy Qf the minutes must be 
forwarded to the Government of Bombay. 

JOBBERS AND THE EXCHANGE. 

On the London Stock Exchange the business is divided be
tween jobbers and brokers. Both of them are members of the Ex
change. The former are stock dealers, while the latter are stock 
brokers as usual. The jobbers deal among themselves or with brok
ers, and have no outside clients. They specialise themselves in one 
market, i.e. deal in, for example, only mining shares, or oil shares, 
or other industrials. They buy and sell for themselves j the differ
ence between the price they· buy and sell constitute their gross 
profit. This difference is technically knQwn as "jobbers' turn." 
The brokers do not specialise. They deal with the investing public 
~nd buy and sell aU kinds of shares, and live by brokerage orUy. 

The division between jobbers and brokers is peculiar to the 
London Stock Exchang:!, and is not found on the Indian stock 
exchanges. The Atlay Committee recommended this division 
I:etween jobbers and brokers for the Bombay Stock Exchange; 
but did not think it advisable to introduce such a change imme
diately, as the volume of business Qn the Exchange was 
insufficient. The Share Brokers' Association did not favour this 
division, as they were afraid that if the jobber buys or sells shares 

• to speculate on his account he will do more harm than good. 

There are certain advantages in baving jobbers on the ex-
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change. In the first place, they keep a free Pond, continuous market. 
This ""ill be of special 'advantage wheQ the business that a broker 
should do for anypartiClJlar individual is limited. Besides, the deal
ings in a particular scrip will be distributed in many hands and 
hence it ""ill be trQublesolI\e for the broker to find out parties to 
execute the orders he has accepted. The presence of jobbers thus 
makes the wQrk of the broker more easy. lIe k;nows exactly 
where to go tQ deal in securities which he wants to purchase or 
sell. In the absence of the jObber, the broker would have to go 
on hunting out another broker, whQ wants to deat with him in 
the same stQck. This naturally results in waste of time and also 
haggling about the price. If a broker is relieved of all this trouble, 
he will bring dQwn the rate of his commission also. And thus the 
"jobbers' turn" will not be an extra burden to the investors. The 
jobbers will make the business quick and easy and keep the 
market free. Further, as the business is· divided between jobbers 
and brokers, the broker becomes a disinterested middlem;tn, and 
hence can be looked upon with confidence by the investors for 
advice, because the personal gains of the brQker are not affected 
whether his clients purchase this or that security. But when the 
broker is also a dealer, his advice cannot be looked, upon as dis
interested. -The situation becolI\es worse, when, as in Bombay, 
the brokers do the work of underwriters. The brokers under such 
circumstances will naturally be eager to sell the underwritten 
securit~es. ' 

It js possible to check the speculative activities of the jobber 
by imposi~g certain restrictions on his business. He should be 
forbidden to iQitiate any dealings. lIe should make purchases and 

, sales only oQ demand or offer from the brokers. The brokers too 
should be forbidden frolI\ doing tmsiness as principals. There is 
no doubt that with these restrictions it will not be possible for the 
jobbers to speculate. Further. the presence of jobbers will more 
or less act as a check upon the speculators. As their resources are 
limited and also divided among various securities, the jobbers 
will have to t1:t.iy.k twicE;" b¢fore entering into any speculative 
contract. 

One of the difficulties mentioned by the Atlay Committee, that 
comes in the way of having jobbers on the Bombay Stock Ex
change is ihsufficiency of business. But it does not seem correct 

- ,~ 
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that the volume of business now on the exchange is small. Of 
course in the beginning, we can have only a small number of 
jobbers, who will have to deal in all kinds of securities. Specialisa
tion as on the London Stock Exchange can come later on. 

Another difficulty mentiom~d with regard to having jobbers 00 

the Bombay Stock Exchange is that the jobber must have a 
strong financial position, besides possessing ample resources. 
But it does not seem difficult for Bombay to provide such men. . . 

THE CALCUTTA STOCK EXCHANGE. 

The Calcutta Stock Exchange Association was formed in 1908. 
though before this. date dealings in shares were carried on by a 
few brokers in the open. The Calcutta Stock EXChange Associa
tion was incorporated into a limited liability company in Junt'" 
1923, under the Indian Companies Act, with an authorized capital 
of Rs. 3 lakhs divided into 300 fully paid shares of Rs. 1,000 

each. No member of the Association is entitled to hold more than 
one share. The total number of members including partners and 
assistants of members' firms is at present a little above 500.1 A 
person wishing to become a member must purchase a share from 
an existing member who intends to resign, and pay an admission 
fee of Rs. 5,000/-. 

The main object of the Association is "to facilitate the trans
action of business on the Stock Exchange and to make rules and 
bye-laws regulating the mode and conditions. in a.nd subject to 
which the business on the Stock Exchange shall be transacted and 
the conduct of the persons transacting the same and generally for 
the good order and government of members of the AS!iociation.'· 
Bye-laws have been framed to control the conduct of members 
and of bus;ness; but customs and usages are alSQ respected . 

. The management of the Association is in the hands of a Com
mittee which is elected at a general meeting of the shareholders 
annually. The Committee itself elects several sub-committees and 
the honorary office bearers. The Committee is empowered to do 
all work on behalf of the Association, and this is usually done by 
sub-committees. Disputes between members are adjudicated upon 
by the Committee itself. 

I Indian 'Year Beo", 1934-35. p. 721. 
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The Calcutta Stock E.xch~nge has no settlement days like the 
Bombay and London Stock' Exchanges. The transactions are on a 
cash basis. Delivery is due to the second day ,after the contract is 
made, and sales of securities are effected for most part under 
blan~ transfers.·] It is usually supposed that in the absence of 
settlement days, business on the stock exchange is, apt to run 
smoothly. But it is, not, so on the C~1cutta Stock Exchange. 
Months sometimes pass, before the shares are actually delivered.' 
The present system' i!l def;ctive and there 1s room for much irri ... 
provement. 

. . .t 
NEED FOR STATE REGULATION OF 

THE STOCK EXtHANGES. 

Both the Bombay and Calcutta Stock Exchanges are well
known for their speCUlative tendencies. We have already made a 
study of speCUlation 'on the former stock exchange. W.e need not 
go into the details of the other. We believe that in India some sort 
of State regulation of the stock exchanges is quite essential, 
because the investors are scared away by the constant crisis on the 
stock exch_anges, and industries consequently have to suffer ... 

Indeed.<Ill the Continent of Europe there is a strict supervision 
and control of the stock exchanges by the State. Speculation is 
discouraged on the German stock exchanges. It is usually argued 
that State regul~tion of the stock exchanges will hamper indus
trial development. But German experience shows that this has not 
been s~' II). Germany all the stock exchanges are established with 
the permission of the State, which exercises control oyer their 
operations. The State is represented on the directorate of the ex
changes either by the State Commissioner or other officials. All 
regulations of the exchanges must be approved by the State. 

In the U.S.A. the interests of the public investing through the 
stock exchanges are guarded by the State in another way. The 
stock exchanges are private institutions over which the State has 
no control. But through the Penal Laws. of the country, the 
State has sought to protect the interests of the ,investing public. 
Two such laws may b~ mentioned .. The manipulation of prices of 

] S •• Indian Year Book, 1934-35, p. 7'" I. 
I See Pat Lovett: The Mirror of In •• stm.nt. 
I S.e Hartl.,. With .... Stock. ond Shu .. , pp. "S""'"S3. 
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~ecurities or rigging the market is discouraged by section 953 
of the Pena.1 Law, which penalises any person who influences or 
attempts to influence the market price of securities by means of 
fictitious purchases, sales or other transactions or devices. 1 Simi
larly "bucket shop" dealings are discouraged by the New York 
State which prohibits ~ transactions in securities which are 
meant to be settled without a bona fide sale or purchase.' 

It is theref~re desirable that there should be State regulation 
()f the .,stock exchange in India similar to that in other countries. 
There is no doubt'that there is some sort of State regulation of 
the Bombay Stock Exchapge sin~ the passing of the Bombay 
Securities Contracts Control Act'in 1925. But there is need for 
still greater control of the Exchange.' The Government of Bombay 
has just appointed a committee to review the working of the 
Bombay Exchange, and suggest improvements. 

OTHER SUGGESTIONS. 

We have already observed that there are only two organised 
stock .exchanges in this country, and in the mofussil there are 
absolutely no stock exchange facilities for investment in industrial 
securities. There is no doubt that much of the present industrial 
backwardness of India is due. to the absence of adequate stock 
exchange facilities. It is therefore desirable that stock exchanges 
should be established in the important industrial centres like 
Cawnpore, Nagpur, Sholapur etc. Indeed it is very desirable 
that a stock exchange should be established in every province. In 
this connection the recommendation of the Bombay Commit~ee 
for the Rehabilitation ot Government Securities of 1919, that 
the Government of every province should give a grant for land 
and buildings for the establishment of the stock exchange may be 
given effect to. It must of course be emphasized that if stock 
ell.changes are established in India, whether with or without 
State aid, they should be under the control and supervision of the 
representatives of the Government, the Commercial bodies, the 
Legislatures, the Commercial banks and ~Industrial Banks, and 
the investing public should be given seats on the Committees of 

1 See Samuel P. Goldmaa: Stock uchaage Law, p. 71. 

• Ibid, pp. 73-74. 
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Management of these excha,nges. Further, the listing regu1ation~ 
of these_exchanges should be scrutinised and sanctioned by the 
Government, which should alSQ at the same time exercise super
vision over the listed securities. This will naturally create con
fidence in the minds of the investing public, and enable them to. 
invest their savings in industrial securities. 



~.~APTER X .... 
ORGANISATION AND FINANCE OF SMALL 

SCALE INDUSTRIES 

We have so far dealt with the organisation and finance of large 
scale industries. In this -chapter we propose to deal .Wlth the 
.organisation and finance of small scale industries such as rice, 
11our, and oil mills, cotton gins and presses, glass, brick and tile 
works, ha~d-Ioom weaving, brass and bell metal, gold and silver 
"thread, gur making, dairy farming etc. 

IMPORTANCE OF SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES 

In spite of the development of modern large scale industries, 
small scale industries occup.y an important place in. the economic 
life of India. Statistics regarding the number of w()rker~ engaged 
in thll various small scale industries are not available, but there 
is no doubt that these industries employ a much larger number 
than those employed by the large organised industries. In the 
urban towns such industries as rice and flour mills, glass works, 
.hand-100m weaving, br./lSs and bell metal ware etc., support a 
large number of workers, who depend exclusively for their living 
upon their industrial work. In thll rural areas, such industries 
:as gur making, rice pounding and husking, cotton ginning, flour 
grinding, toy making, carpet weaving and basket making' 
support a large number of· agriculturists, who' carry on th~se 
industries as a subsidiary occupllticin. The many useful and artIs
tic products manufactured by . 'the' small scale industries are in 
great demand, by all classes of people. For example. the 
specialised types of cloth like saris, shawls etc., that are woven 
on the hand loom are in special demand by the richer class of 
-people, while the coarSe cloths are consumed by the poorer classes. 
»uring the marriage season and at festivals, there is a great 
demand for the products of many small scale industries. 
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ORGANISATION OF THE SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES . ' 

The, small scale iDdustries can be divid~ into the following 
three broad groups:--

(I) Factory industries, i.e., those ca(.ried on in small factories . 
• . , JII 

(2) Small or workshop industries, .!:e." those carried on in 
workshops or Karkhanas. • 

(3) Cottage industries, i.e., ~ose carried on in the homes or 
cottages of the workers. ' . , 

The factory, type of industries include such industries as rice, 
80ur and oil mills, cotton gins a~es, soap and match 
factories, chemical, br'icran_d tn;-works, printing presses, etc. 
Though these ,industries are run on small scale, 'they approach 
the large scale industries in the matter of organisation; they 
employ modern machinery ana methqds of production, and a large 
nl,lmber of workers; besides, they-.!!.quire filir!I..1it}X! amo.':l!i~§'.QL 
~At present most of these industries are on the proprietory 
basis; the rest being on the partn~rship, joint family or joint
stock princip'le. Vthe case of the proprietoryform of organisa
tion, the proprietor combines in himself the role of the entre
preneur and the capitalist. He promotes the factory by investing 
his own capital; equips it with plant and machinery; employs 
workers; and supplies himself the technical and business know
ledge for running the concern. But the defects in this form of 
organisation are apparent. The proprietor's 'financial resources 
are limited, and be lacks the technical a,nd business kno~ledge 
for conducting the factory.\!Oth theSe defects he tries to make 
goOd by admitt~ and thus the proprietory form gives 
way to the partnership form of organisation. This latter form of 
organisation is-now'1laoming popttlaE-ior it has many advantages. 

Yme of the partners bring in .capital, others supply business 
knowledge, technical skill etc. This form of organisation is in 
some cases giving way to the jQint-stock principle which has 
undoubted merits. The joint-stock 'principlehas not made the .. 

fame headway with regard to the small scale industries of the 1 
actory type as it has made with rega,rc:l to UIelarge ,scale indus- : 
ries. Mention must 'be made of the fact that some of the factory 

type of small scale industries are under joint families. This is 
due to the law of succession as it obtains especially among the 

t9 
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Hindus. According to the Hindu law, On the ~d~ath of a -person 
his sons or legal descendants by reason of -th~ir birth acquire a 
right in his property. So that many of the co-n~rns which ~ere 
once own~ by a single individual have now become the property 
of joint families. - - -

'. . 
rhe organisation of the small or workshop and cottage indus-

tries is simple. These' industries include such industries as hand
..,!gQ..IU.F~~!ing, bra,ss and bell metal ware, gold and silver we-ad, 
gill' ~_~~, ~~p~~~~!inSJ.. basket and toy making, dairy and 

pourtry farming, ~~~t>,hiJl~' pottery, e!c.yriie small or work
shop jndustries are run either by Karkhandhars or master<rafts
men. The. Ka,r~handar or master<raffsman equips the workshop 
with the necess~.ry implements, tools and appliances, such as looms 

, in the case of ~ weaving workshop, furnaces, hammers, f'tc., in the' 
case of • brass and bell me~al war~ workshop. and so on. \Jk"" 
employs other workers under- him, whom he supplies with the 

.'necessary raw materials, and pays ~ges~~es or on 
some other basis as he thinks ~In some cases he allows the 
workers to take the help' of the members of their famity, in which 
case the workers are paid on piece rates. \rhe finished goods are 
sold by the Karkhandar or master<raftsman himself; though the 
usual process is to sell the same to or through some dealer or 
merchanL 

In the cottage industries, the workers belong -to one of two 
classes, viz. (I) independent, (2) dependent. The independent cot
tage workers carry .;.,.. production with 'the. members of their 
family, purchasipg die raw 1J!~~eria1s from th~ local dealers, They 
sell the finished goods in the locafnulrket;, or by llawking_from 
doqr to door. In some cases they sell the finished goods to the 
dealers. The dependent cottage workers are also assisted by 
members of their family,~t th~.I.!!~r~~ ... mAsteM:Taftsma~ 
a....dea~~~_IJ!~~!1_nt._ They get the raw materials from the latter 
to whom they have to return the finished goods, and by whom 
they are recompensed by the payment of wages, generally on 
piece rates. 

FINANCIAL NEEDS OF THE SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES 

We ha,ve already remarked that the factory type of small scale 
industries require fairly large amouni;""7capita! They require 
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initial or fixed capital to finan~e fixed assets such a~ land, build

'ings, plant' and- ~a.chinery. In, view of the small si,zeof the 
factories this ini9il or fixed capital does not run'to mQre than a 
lakh of rupees,~apital is also required by them fot the purpose of 
,extensio~sand jmprovements of their fixed assets. And' finally, 
they·,require working capital to meet "the current expenses, like 
~he purchase ..of raw materials, the payment of wages,,' and the 
financing of the marketing of th41! manufactured goods.(It may 
be noted that in the case of the factory type of small scale iodus
tries the working capital that is required assumes a greater pro
portion ·tQ~7.initial capital ,than, in the case of the, '1.3:r~e scale 
'industries. ,)'his is due to the fact that the marketi~ facilities in', 
the mofussil, where most of'thesll i))dustries are 5~~!-,ate'd, are,not 
~s flfficient as in the big cities ;V'nd therefor.e ~rte:~mounts of 
stocks have to be carried, with' the result that th'e, amount of 
working capital is increased.).' ' , 

• The financial needs of the small industries of the workshop type 
anl!J;be cottarundustries are i<!!!nticaJ, except~r 
require a somewhat larger amount of ~p'ita1. !!2!!:!. these types of 
industries require only small,amounts of ,~-,,_~.,£apit;ll: Only the 
Karkhandar or master-craffsman lleeCi-;' ~~~e capital for the equip
ment of the workshop with the necessary implements, tools,etc. 
The cottage work~'s fixed assets, which consist of a few tools and 
other implements, tostvery little. ,'t must of CQurse be, admitted 
that some of the' cottage worker's appliances and tOQls a~e a little 
expensive.· ,:.. . ". 

The capital that, is tequired 'both by. the'Karkhandllr or master
craftsman' and, the ~t1:age worker' for' the purpose of improve
ments and replacement of' the fix~d assets is also small. The tools 
and implement:; do not wear out quickly, and even if this happe~s, 
they can be repaired ~r replacel at a small cost. 'It is of coo.rse 
true that this'sma,JlC:ostfor repairs and replacef!le~ts means much 
to the cottage :-workers as they, are generally po~r. Besides, as 
they are no~ able to do the repairs of tbeir tools and implements 
themsejves,' they a~¢ put !1unnec.essary expenses. ' 

U'b.!C..2!£.~!~.!!.,t w~l,~lf~~ltal both to. the Kar!dtandar and 
the cottaEe artisan Is an important .one. The Karkhandar or 
master-craftsman necessariJy-needs-a . larger amount of working 
capital as he has to purc;:h~~~ ):he raw materials, maintain the 

~9t 
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workers working in the workshop, during Ute- period of produc
tion, a,nd market the finished products. The independent cottage 
worker also requires II fairly large amount of working capital to 
purchase his raw materials, to meet the working expenses during 
the period of production, and for financial accommodation between 
the period of production an~. 'final disposal of the goods. 

EXISTING CREDIT AGENCIES 

,\Ve shall now take stock of the existing credit agencies for 
the smaUr scale industries. The fixed capital of the small scale 
i~ustries of the factory. type is generally provided by the pro
prietors, partners or the joint-stock companies. So also is the 
provision of capital for extensions and improvements. It is 9Dly 
for the provision of working capital that these industries depend 
upon outside credit agencies.-

The fixed capital of the Karkhandars or master-craftsmen is 
~lso provided by themselves. So also is the capital fo~ extension 
and impt~ement, wh ~o their n:sources allow them. The 
iodependenf.~ottage workers ~p11rchase the tools and the 
imple~en(s • by'~·their . ov,:o means. The dependent cottage 
wo~ks,: -"are provided\9jjb'_ the necessary tools and imple
ments' by their employ~rs~ or are given loans for purchasing the 
~me., For the working capita.l .. i>oth. the Ka~kha~dar an~ the 
cottage worker have to resort·lO,' outSide agencies, Just as In the 
case of the factory type of indusb-~s. These credit agencies are:-

(Il The indigenous banker and money-lender. 
(a) The joint-stock banks. 
(J) The managing agents and other private firms. 
(4) The local dealer. . 
(5) The "Karkhandar or master-craftsman. 
(6) The co-operative banks and producers' societies. 
(7) The Government. 

(I) THE INDIGENOUS BANKER AND MONEY-LENDER 

The importance of the indigenous banker and money-lender in 
the financing of small scale industries is very great. Indeed, they 
form the most important souroe of finance. T!J,e.. indigfJlQUS 
b~fty confine their a~ti\'ities in the financ~_ o-t!~4!.!~~ory 
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lIHe of sm all sCale industries. Th~ money-lenders finance all the 
th~es of indlJstries. Indeed:--they ar~ mdlspensable ,to ffie 
Karkhandars, th~ mastet-craftsmen, and the cottage Vl(orkers. 

The indigenous bankers Vl(heQ they advance loans to the fac~ory 
type of industries do so upon the personal security of the owners. 
In some cases, in addition to the personal security, the mortgage 
of immovable property such as buildings, machinery, laQd, etc. 
is ,also taken. That these indigenous bankers, under different 
names, are active in every province in providing finance to differ-. 
ent industries caQ be seen from the following. In Madras, the 
Nattui-Kata,i Cheuies provide financial facilities to such ~ndustrial. 
concerns as rice mills,cotton gins, etc.l~Bombay, the Shrolf!~ 
r~nder financial a,ssistance to such concerns as ginning and press!: 
ing. factories, ri¥,"and flour mills, etc. I The indigenous bankers 
in Bihar and;frissa, provide finance to the coa,l a~~,lDines, 

J
ugar and lac factories, .!!l~...o.ther industries. S--

~ders are active both in, the urban a.nd rural 
areas. Though the factory type of small scale industries. also 
rec~iv~ fi?ancia,~assistance from the.se mo~e~-I~nde~~i:jhe,ir:Jtxi'~,ih' 
bus mess is c~fined. to the s'Pal~f md.ustnahst~."aI14;~.~~ ,?9!..t.a~e 
workers.~f> money-lender goes thJ'6tJKbJew formalitJl:s"''¥r1s. 
accessible a,t all times of the day; .0(' ~~s very little of se:CUiity~' 
He makes advances both of cash and ki~d. ~e charges a ~~ryl 
hlg!1 rate of j~st, a!l«Lin addltiof), he stipulates that tl1e finished' 
products should t>eS(;ld to hirri..l\t'-'a price determined by him. . ., .'" . 

(2) THE JOINT-STOCK BANKS 

The ~nt-stock banks, incl~ding the Imperial.Bank ?f Indi~, 
play a small part in the financmg of small scale mdustnes. It IS 

!,nly the factory ,type of industries tha,t receive loans and advances 
from the banks; the smaller industrialists and the artisans do not 
receive any help from them at all. In the Punjab some of the joint-

";"' '" '" '" '" 
stock banks adyance 10a11s to such mdustnes lI;s cotton gmnenes, 

.pr oil. and flour mills.' The loans are advanced against block as 

I Sec Madra. Banking Committee Report, Vol. I, p. 30. 
j See Bombay Banking Committee Report, Vol. I, p. 199· 
8 See Bihar and Ori ... Bankinr; Committee Report, Vol. I. p. UI. 

, See Punjab Ban.king Committee Report, V~. I, p. 'J.15· 
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well as stocks, though the: latter. type of security is generally pre
ferred. The loans against block ar~ made up to 20 to 30 per cenL of 
the value; while loans against stocks are made up to 60 to 70 per 

..cent. of their value. \J'he rates of interest charged vary between 
9 to J 2 accordinf:;' to the standing of the borrowing concerns. 1 In 
Bengal, some of the joint-stock banks also grant loans to small 
scale industries. The advances are made against the persona] 
security of the proprietors, or in case the industries are joint-stock 
con~erns, against the guarantee of the directors supplemented by 
~tocks as collateral security. Th~ Bengal Banking Committee 
observe that these banks, as a general rule, do not entertain any 
p~oposals for a grant of a loan, either against block or against 
~tock of raW materials or finished goods.' 

As regards the Imperial Bank, Mr.(now Sir) K. M. MacDonald 
in hi!' evidence before the Indian Central Banking Enquiry Com
mittee gave a list of industries to 1II.hich the Bank was giving 
financial assistance. - These industries included, for example, rice, 
flour, tea, -coal and timber in Bengal; rice and oil mills, and mica 
aQ~ su~ factories in Bihar and_ Orissa; sugar, flour and leather 
work;;. in the United Provinces; ;paper, printing, hos:ery and 
timber in the Punjab; rice mills and sandal wood factories in 
Madras. 

(3) THE MANAGING AGENTS AND OTHER PRIVATE 
FIRMS 

\Ve ha"e already seen that the managing agents play/an im
portant part .in the financing of large scale industries.::S~mJ:.. of 
them also _fi.r:t!l.l!ce small scale iml~iet.-o£-~h·pe. For 
~~an:;pi-;;: -in Bih~'~nd Orissa, most of the sugar mills manage 
to obtain finance through their managing agents at Calcutta or 
Cawnpo~e.4 Besides the managing agents, there are e!i~ .. firms 
which interesi_~hemselves in providing finance to some of the. 
small' scale indu~trles:'For example, the exporting firm~ of 
Calcutta ·ad~ii.~~ - ~oney to the shellac makers of the Central 

I Sec ibid • 
• Sec IkngU Banking Committee lleport, p. IS I. 

I Sec Mr. K. M. MacDonald'. E~idence before the Indian Central Rankins 
E:n'luiry Committee, Vol. II. 

, See Bihar and Ori.1I Rankins C~mmittee Report, p. 97. 
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. ~rovinces. 1 "0 also: ~n the case ...?~e tanning indu~trr. in the 
Madras Presiden9', money is oorrowe<LliOm::i1ie.Jk.m&-4)f:::ex
porters:-r----<·-

(4) THE DEALER 

The local dealer in raw mate~ials~~_~!li!!.\J:~.~~P!.~cts, also 
plays an important part in the financing of small scale industries. 
Though he provides fin,aJ;ice to the bigger industries also, his main 

• business is confined to the smaller industrialists, i.e. the" Kat"! 

~handars or master-craftsmen, and the cottage :workers. ' .. 

Where the dealer happens to deal in raw materials, he sells the 
same to the smaller industrialists and the cottage workers bn 
credit, for which the latter have to pay a high ratE: of interest. 
Sometimes he supplies the ra\'( materials on the condition that 
the finished products should be sold through him. Where the 
dealer happens to deal in the finished products 'he furnishes funds 
both to the smaller industrialists and the cottage workers, to 
enable them to purchase their raw materials, and too meet their 

"l,. . 

working expenses during the period of production. The: 1unds . are 
advanced, in most cases, at ~ high rate of interest; ~side~, there 
is the stipulation that the finished products should be ·1I<>ld'to. the .. 
lender at a price to be determined by him, . :. 

,t· 

(5) THE KARKHANDAR 'OR MASTER-CRAFTSMAN 
>. 

The Karkhandar or master..craftsman who owns a workshop is 
also a useful financing agency. He supplies the workers who work 
in his workshop with the necessary raw materiall, and provides 
them with funds' to enable them to maintain themselves during the 
period of production. ~inetimes, instead of working in his 
workshops, the workers are allowed to work in their: own homes, 
in which. case ,also, they are provided with raw materials and 
funds. ,. . 

~e Karkh~ndar or master-craftsman is generally Ials own 
financier, but sometimes he too .has to resort to the money-lender 
and the big capitalist dealer. 

I See Central Province. Banking Committee Ileport, p. au, 
t See Madr •• BankIng Committee Ilepo~,' p. 13].' 
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(6) THE CO-OPERATIVE BANKS AND PRODUCERS' 
• SOCIETIES 

The co-operative movement in India was started to ameliorate 
the conditio~' of the agricylturists, and it has achieved some 
success in this direction.~ut the extension of the movement to 
tbumalIer industrialists and fhe cottage workers has not been 
attended by any important results. The urban co-operative banks, 
wiiiCh'llave maae considera61e development, try to meet the finan
~iaJ needs of, amongst others, the small entrepreneurs and the 
artisans. Co-operative societies of artisans, such as weavers, 
brass workers, conch shell makers, etc. have also been formed. 
Most of them aim principally at the supply of credit; onluome 

/ ti~derta.k_~._t_h.~",'pl![cl1asUinbe.-l"aw-Ri:ueaa~~!~~le oUbe 
finished products. We shall attempt a rapid review of the indus
triaJ"CO:Opera~;e movemt.nt in the differe~t provinces, which will . . 

give an idea of the place occupied by this source in financing small 
industries. 

In the Bombay Presidency, in 1932-33 there were 52 societies 
of weavers with a membership of 2,154. The working capital of 
these societies amounted to about R~ 21 lakhs, and the sales to 
Rs. 1.44 lakhs.1 Besides, there Jere other societies of brass 
workers, leather workers, coir makers, etc . 

./fhe industrial co-operative movement has advanced more in 
--Bengal than in Bombay. In that Province, there were in 1932-33, 
330 weavers' societies with a membership of 5,850, share capital 
of Rs. 77,434 and a working (;apital of about R!i. 5f lakhs. These 
societies sold to their members goods to the value of Rs. 53,928 
and purchased their products worth Rs. 7,893. There were 106 
fishermen's societies with a membership of 3,914 and a working 
capital of more than Rs. Ii lakhs. The cocoon rearers' societies 
numbered 77, with a membership of 1,222, a share capital of 
Rs. 16,014, and a working capital of 93,384. Further, there were 
13 so<;ieties of conch shell makers with a membership of 293, a 
share capital of Rs. 98,014 and a working capital of nearly 
Rs. 2 lakhs. In addition to the above societies, there were 5 

I Se. Annual Report of Ih. Workinl of Co-openli"e Socielie. in the Bombay 
Preaidency for 1931L-33. 
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societies.of such workers as of toy makers, blacksmiths, mattress 
makers, etc. 1 

In Madras also the industrial co-operative movement has made 
some progress. In 1933-34 there wert 27 societies exclusively 
for weavers, with a working capital of more than 1 lakh of rupees. 
Out of these, 17 remained dormant, th~ rest purchased raw mate
rials worth Rs. 7,811, ~nd finished products to the value of 
Rs. 56,517 from their members; besides they managed to sell to 
the public, finished products tQ the extent of Rs. 71,083.1 In 
addition tQ the above exclusively weavers' societies, there were 
74 other societies in which weavers contributed more than 60 
per cent. of the membership. These societies had a paid-Up share 
capital of Rs. 60,045 and a working capital of more than Rs. 31 
lakhs. There were also 28 societies for the benefit of fishermen and 
2 for coir workers. 

In the Punjab, the nUmber of industrial societies in 1932-33 
was 300, with a membership of 5,243 and a working capital of 
more th~ RS.5i lakhs, of which owned capital represented a little 
more than Rs. 2 lakhs.' These societies advanced to their mem
bers raw materials to the value of more than I lakh of rupees, 
and sold members' goods to~. value of Rs. 48,000. 

In the United Provinces, ~~ 1932-33 the co-operative cottage 
industrialists numbered 1,727. There were 51 societies for 
weavers, 49 for leather workers, and 6 for other manufacturers.' 

The Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Bihar and Orissa, in 
his report for the year 1933 remarks that the artisans' societies 
in that province generally worked unsatisfactorily. I There were 
53 societies of fishermen, 3 of ben metal workers, and others of 
weavers, oil men, etc. 

Similarly in other provinces and some of the Indian States, 

I Se. Annual r.port of the working of Co-op ... ti.. Seei.ti.. in Bengal for 

193~3· 
t Se. Annual Jleport of the working of the Mad ... Co-openti.e Societie.· Act VI 

of "93:&. . . 
• Se. Annual Jl.port 00 the working of Co-operati •• Societie, in the Punjab for 

193:&-33· 
, Se. Annual Jleport oflbe working .f Co-operati •• Societi .. io the United Pro-

.inco, of Agra and Oudh for "93:&-33' 
J Se. ADDual Jleport on the working of Co-operative Soci.tie. io Bihar and 

Ori ... for the '1- 1933· so 
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there are industrial co-operative societies, which are composed of 
such artisans as weavers, metal and leather workers, toy makers, 
etc .. 

(7) THE GOVERNMENT 

In recent years the Government has been giving financial ~s
sistance to small scale industries. State aid to Industries 
Acts have been passed in some of the provinces, e.g., Madras, 
Bihar and Orissa, and Bengal, which regulate such assistance. A 
detailed account of State financial assista,nl:e to industries has been 
given in the ne!'t chapter. 

ORGANISATION AND FINANCE OF A FEW 
TYPICAL INDUSTRIES 

(II) Hllndloom Industry. 

We have so far dealt with the organisation and finance of the 
small scale industries in general. We'shall now select a few of the 
small cottage industries, and see how they are organised and 
financed. 

The most important of the small cottage industries is hand
loom weaving. 

In the Bombay Presidency this industry, according to a recent 
survey, supports about 5.23 lakhs of people. 1 There are about 
990 weaving centres spread over the Presidency, employing about 
2 to 5 thousand hand-looms.' There are three classes of 
weavers: - (i) Those who work in their own homes on their own 
looms, and are economically independent. (ii) Those who are 
dependent on a Karkhandar or dealer for their supplies, and 
constantly indebted to him. (iii) Those who own Karkhanas or 
workshops, with a group .of weavers working under their super
vision. According to the Bombay Banking Committee Report, the 
weavers in the s«';SQDd.da9s . .fnrm about 75 per cent. of the whole 

.- ~ ~---gr9UP •. J.hose in the first class 20 per cent., and those lD the third 
class 5 per cent. I 

1 S. V. TalaD,1 ll.pon 00 HaDel-loom ..... iD' iD the BomblJ Prniel.ncJ, 19]:&, 
p. :a. 

'Ibiel • 
• See BombaJ BlnkiD, Committee ll.port, p. 1]0 
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The weavers belonging to the first class receive their var~ on 
~redit subject to the condition that the manufactured cloth should 
be sold through the lender. Where this condition does n060btain, 
the weavers sell their goods, in a few cases, to customers direct, 
and mosfiy to merchants. 
~ weavers in the second class are generally fr<~m a financial 

point of view in a deptess.ed-~on. They work in their own 
homes or a.t quarters provided by the dealer or Karkhandar. They 
contract debts from him, and pledge their looms and other 
property. Wl\Cn they do not work; on their own account, they are 
paid according to piece-work, and their individual inc(lme varies 
from Rs. 15/- to Rs. 20/- per month. 1 Only the skilled worker 
amongst them gets Rs. 30/- per month. On the whole, 75 per cent. 
of their population are barely able to ea,rn a living. I 

.The weavers in the third class who own workshops have to 
maintain the weavers working under them during the period of 
production. They also receive the yarn on credit subject to the 
condition that the cloth should be sold through the lender. 

Hand-loom weaving in the Madras Presidency is also an im
portant industry. Here there are four classes of weavers:
(i) Those who work for the ryots from whom they get yarn to 
be made into cloth and receive payment for their labour. The 
weavers in this class are not so numerous now. (ii) Those who 
buy yarn, make cloth, and sell it directly to the consumers by 
hawking or in local "shandies," and with the sale proceeds carry 
on further production. (iii) Those who buy yarn from a local 
dealer on credit and sell the cloth to him. (iv) Those who get 
yarn and advances from a "sowcar" or master weaver, and return 
the cloth to him. The weavers in this class are generally in debt. I 

(b)' Brass and Bell Metal ware. 

Another important industry is the brass and bell metal ware. 
In the Madras Presidency the bra,ssware industry is principally 
carried on in Kumbakonam. In this place, there are about 1,500 

workmen. There are 100 smithies, with three workmen in each, 

1 Bomb.y Banking Committee aeport, p. 110• 

t S. V. Telang: Op. cit, p. 6 • 
• See Madra. Bankinr: Committee aeport, p. 135· 
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run 'by the workmell themselves, 75 with six workmen in each and 
50 with fifteeR workmen in each run by the master workmen. The 
industry is mainly financed by the capitalist traders, who supply 
the brass sheets both to the independent and the master workmen, 
pay them wages in advance, either in lump or in instalments at 
stipulated rates, and receive back the manufactured goods from 
them. The goods have to be manufactured according to the 
traders' specification and must be delivered to them within a 
month, failing which they charge interest at 12 percent. The 
c:lependent workmen in thi~ industry get advances and payment 
of wages from the master workmen. The wages paid by the latter 
are lower than those paid by the capitalist traders. It may 
be noted that the whole brass industry of Kumbakonam is 
controlled by the local traders. It has been estimated that their 
{·wned capital is about Rs. 10 lakhs with a borrowed capital of 
the same amount. l The bigger traders who have sufficient capital 
do not borrow, but the smaller traders do so from the local banks 
at 9 per cent. interest and sometimes from indigenous bankers 
at 12 per cent. Some of these traders take deposits from the 
landholders and others who have surplus cash to invest and pay 
9 per cent. interest on such deposits. 

In the Bombay Presidency the brass and copper vessel industry 
maintains a large number of people. In the villages the industry is 
carried on by coppersmiths and artisans who satisfy the local 
demand. In the cities the industry is more organised. There are 
two classes of producers :-(i) Those who get their work done 
in factories, (ii) those who get it done at the home of the workers. 
The producers who own the factories employ workers to whom 
they pay wages. They purchase the metal sheets to be worked 
into vessels from the wholesale dealers in Bombay, either on 
credit, or with borrowed money, paying interest in both cases. 
The producers who get their work done at the homes of the 
workers have to pay the latter their wages and in some cases 
make them advance payments. Sometimes the producers entrust 
their work to a master workman who employs other workers 
under his supervision. The merchant and the money-lender are 
indispensable in this industry also. They buy the finished goods 

1 See Mid .. , Banking Com mitt •• aeport, p. J 39. 
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from the producer and also supply him with finance. The Bombay 
Banking Committee observe that the money-lender charges an 
exorbitant rate of interest. 1 

In the Central Provinces a·large number of peopl~ are employed 
by the brass and bell metal industry. In the brass and copper 
industry there are two systems for the supply of raw materials 
and the sale of the finished goods, viz., the "Kachcha" (wages) 
a,nd the "zuzawan" (weight for Vl(eight). In the "kachcha" system 
the .artisans are supplied with the metal sheets as. an advance, 
and when the finished articles are returned, they receive wages 
at the rate of R~ 4/- per maund of the finished articles. In the 
"zuzawan" system the artisans Vl(eigh their finished articles 
against the purchasers' metal sheets, and receive a certain amount 
of money for their manufacturing charges. The artisans in this 
industry are left with a small profit, with the result that those who 
resort to the money-lenders have to pay interest at the rate of 
9 to 15 per cenL on the loans that are advanced to them. I 

(c) Gold and BiZt'e'(' Thread Industry. 

The gold and silver thread industry is principally carried on in 
BOmbay Presidency. The industry is concentrated chielly in the 
cities of Surat and Poona. There ar~ three classes of workers;
(i) Those who work"independently with their own tools and sell 
their finished goods. (ii) Those who work to order in their own 
homes. (iii) Those who work in Karkhanas on wages. In this 
industry a considerable amount of money is required to make 
the purchase of raw materials. Both the small and big merchants 
who own the Karkhanas do not try ·to obtain funds from banks 
but manage to obtain the same from other sources. The small 
merchants sometimes purchase the raw materials on credit or else 
borrow the necessary funds to purchase the same from the indi
genollS bankers and bigger merchants who charge interest at the 
rate of 6 to 9 per cent. The bigger merchants who are financially 
better off, have sometimes to supplement their resources by accept
ing deposits from the public at 3 to 41 per cent. I 

I S.~ Bombay Banking Committe. lleport, p. IH· 

, See C. P. Banking Committee lleport, Vol. I. p. '"H· 
I See Bombay Banking Committe. lleport, p. 13'"· 
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" 
(d) Silk Industry. 

The silk industry of Bhagalpur in Bihar and Orissa is also an 
important industry. This is carrie4. on partly in cottage and 
partly in factories, 1,600 hand-looms being owned by the weavers 
and 250 by factories. The weavers who work in their own homes 
are financed by the factories or the capitalist merchants to whom 
they are always indebted. Those working in the factories are also 
indebted. The independent.weavers borrow money against personal 
security or against je~ellery. The Bihar and Orissa Banking 
Committee observe that only 30 per cent. are free from debt" As 
regards the rest, they are all heavily indebtea'to the Mahajans 
who, the Committee further observe, have a sort of trade combi
nation to protect their unsecured debts. No weaver can go to 
,nother mabajan without a certi~cate of discharge from his old 
.mallajan. 

NEED FOR THE BETTER ORGANISATION 
AND FINANCE OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES 

The position of small scale industries is far from satisfactory. 
Indeed, most of the small and cottage type of industries such as 
hand-100m weaving, brass and bell metal, oil pressing, rice 
husking, cotton ginning, etc. are declining either th~gh neglect 

~~..9.-YtlQ...1b_~_~!D~!i!i()n .. ?~.t!te m<><!erll. !~~g~.~le factoriesvY 
is necessary that these industries should be revived and rehabIli
tated. Various Commissions and Committees have expressed the 
opinion that the small scale industries of India should not only be 
preserved but also developed. But it is regrettable to note that 
tiD recently, little has been done by the Government or the public 
in this matter. 

There is no doubt that if the small scale industries of India are 
developed they wiD solve mariy of our problems. It is well-known 
that in this country there is a pressure of population on the land. 
If the village industries are revived and developed, the surplus 
population that now depends upon agriculture can usefully take 
to some of these industries. Besides, such industries as hand-loom 
weaving, pottery making, dairy farming, mat making, rice 
husking etc. can serve as a useful by-occupation. to the agricul-

I See Bihar aD" Orina BaDkiDI Committee .Ref'll', p. lit. 
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turists, who have much spare ',time during the year~ at their dis
posal, which at present they have to waste. jor want of suitable 
work. The amou~t of such spare time at the disposal of the agri-' 
cul~urist, in the words of the-Royal Commission' on Agriculture, 
"varies very greatly according to the local agricultural condi
tions, but it l11ay be assumed as a broad generalization that by 

"far the greater number of cultivators have/ at least from two to 
four months of absolute leisure in the . year. "1 The cultivators, 
by taking to some of the industries we' have mentioned above, 
can, not only utilize their spare time,' but also augment their 
present low income.c' 

The rehabilita~on of the small scale industries in the rural 
areas will help another c1ass,-of people, viz., the landless labourers, 
who at present get employment for only a few months in the year 
on the land or on th~ Again in t~e 
urban areas, these iiidustries will give employment to large 
numbers of peope at present unemployed. 

Reference must nOW be made to the' recent official and non
official efforts that have been made to develop the small scale 
industries. The Government of India has decided to set aside a 
sum of one crore of rupees from its balances for the express 
purpose of improving the cottage industries and for rural uplift.' 
A non-official body called the All-India Village Industries 
Association has been formed under the inspiration and' guidance 
of Mahatma Gandhi. It seems that the objects of the Association 
are to promote village industries, to bring improved methods' of 
production to' the notice of the artisans and to arrange for the 
marketing of their finished goods. If it is thus acknowledged that 
the small scale industries should be developed, the. need arises 
for their better organisation and finance. 

At present these small industries are carried on under crude 
and wasteful methods of production, there being an absence of 
:1 proper division of TabouV-he cottage workers use primitive 
llnd inefficient implements and tools. The result is that the produc
tion is low. To give only one instance, the hand-100m weavers 

1 Report of the Royal Agricultural Commi .. ioD, p. 566• 
See al00 Bombay Bankiog Committee Report, p. u.8. 

1.5 •• Sir Jame. Grigg'. Speech in iotroduciog the Budget for 1.935-3 6~ 
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~tilI use the «;lId type of looms which are very cumbrous in con
struction, with none of the labour saving devices which are found 
in the modern fty-shuttle looms.' CQnsequently the production is 

\low and the weavers have to suffer: 
" . v Both the factory and the non-factory type of smatl scale 
lliidustries suffer greatly from the absence of propet...fulancial faci
~~ In most cases~ they resort to the indigenous banke;;; 
money:tenders and the capitalist dealers who exact a high rate of 
interest for their advances. I Even when the joint-stock banks 
give advances to them, they do so for short terms, and prefer 

'liquid to other forms of securities. The interest charged by them, 
as the Bengal Banking Committee observe, ·appears to be too high 
for industrial purposes, ranging as it_ does between 15 to IS per 
cent. I . -

----The smaller industrialists and cottage workers, on account of 
the lack of finance, have to suffer much with regard to ~P':l!; 
chase of their raw materials and the sale of their finished goods. 
'theyhave -toc:Jepefid-o~Cthe local dealers, who provide the funds 
for the purchase of raw materials or supply the same themselves, 
and undertake to sen the finished good~ut it must be noted 
that they take undue advantage of their position. For example, 
when they adl'ance funds or raw materials on credit, besides 
cjtarging a high rate of interest" therJ\I,rth~~~e 
~~1!ed.-FQdu~tU.hould-be-solcJ-.!hr0l!gh them. In some cases, 
for example in the case Qf the hand-loom weavrng ,industry, they 
advance the yarn to the weavers on. the condition that the cloth 
must be woven according to their direction and design and sold 
to them at a price fixed by them. The above arrangements always 
result in the artisans being bound for life to the dealers. I 

• Cf. UPrimili'le pil-throw .buttle looml are ltiU largely ill YOpe io thi. (Bomba,) 
Prelideoey. The .. are of ... ery remole .04 014 type aud do 1l0l sift tullicieot OOltUnl 

per da,. The ..... or bu to iodillC himlelf 00 tbe rigbt aud tbe left Ii .. of the 100. 
ill anler to pa. tbe wefl JU1I b, bad, .bich i. • ftry Ilow ad tiring prace. • .... 
pre"entl bim f ........... Dciqg clolb of wider widlb." S. V. Tellq: Report Oil H ..... -
loom W"Yiog ill tbe Bomba, Preeideliey; p. I. 

t For eumple ill Bengal tbe iadigeoou. B&Ilken ad mone,-Iuden charge IS to 
,6 per ceot. interelt, .hile in Bihar aad Ori_ they charsc Ia to a. per uot. See 
Bengal a....killg Committee llcport p. IU. aod Bihar aud Ori.a BaakinS Committee 
Report, p. lOa. 

I Sec Beogal Baalting Cummittec llcport, pp. no-nl. 
I Cf. "The, (artiaol) borrow mooey from tile .. pitalill tradrr iD the particulu 

induttry ia whicb tbe, are eops • .., .. asriculturiltl ........ from the .. illage lQonc,-leoder 
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It is therefore essentia.l that the financial facilities to the small 

scale industries s~ould be increase.4. So faJ; as thda.ctorY_!l!~ of 
industries .re concerned, their financial problem can be. solved by 
the extension, of banKiilgTaCilii:~esJg..!E~m.- As regards the-'small 
c~tta~industries! their financhd as w~~_~~ oth_;~E~can"he 
solved by co-qperlltiQIl. --

SUGGESTIONS FOR INCREASING 
BANKING F ACILlTIES 

W.e have suggested elsewhere the .establishment of Industri:d 
Banks in India. Shoul4 these Qe established, they should grant 
financial assistanc~, ~hether for fixed or working capital, t~ the 
sma,ll sca,le industries of the factory type. 1(But in the meanwhile 
the commercial ban,ks, the joint-stock 'banks including the 
Imperial Ba.nk, should increase their present financial facilities 
to these. industries by providing working capital on more lipera!, 
terms, even if they are. not able to supply the fixed capital~d
vances should he given not only against stocks hut also against 
the block capital of the borrowers. Of course a. proper margin must 
be maintained when such advances are made. The present high 
margins kept in advancing against stocks should be lowered.'
~er, the' practice of keeping the secured stocks ~nder lock_ 
;.nd key of the banks should be· done a.way with. \J,H'Stead, they 
should be. :;;tored in the warehouses, the establishment of which 
we have suggested elsewhere, and a. receipt obtained, which 
should be accepted· by the ba,nks as a. good security for their 
advances. 
0he banks should also cultivate the ha!Jit of advancing l!K:!nsl:)' 
personal security. There is no doubt tha.t the ban,ks will find it 
nsky to lend ~oney to the proprietor:;; of. the .small fa,ctories, 
either against personal security or the security of the block or 

and endeavour to payoff the debt by work. The merchantt who advance them money 
for their ordinary necessarie. of life, not only charge them a Bubstantial amount by way 
of discount, but while they advance money they charge a f:lirly hieh rate of intere.t; 
their account. are Dever honeltly made and 80 long a. th,e artilanJ are in their grip. u 
debton they are not able to .ettie their term. on which th.,. would work for them on 
• fairly and equitable b •• i.... Evidence of C. M. Ghandi:Chairman, Surat Di.triet, 
Co~perative Bank, Ltd., before Bomba), Banking Committee, Vol. lII, p. so. 

~ 
If Provincial Industrial Corporation. are established at recommended by the 

dian Central Banking Committee they too .hould provide both long and .hort-term 
finance to the.e iaduatriel. . 

81 
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stocks. ~yhave no agency at pre~nt to enable them to aSCer
tain the cr~t-wor~, an4 reputation for honesty and punc
tual payment;<>rtheir borrowers. In this regard, the Indian 
Industrial Commission considered a proposal which attempted to 
supply .this deficiency and to bring the y':0prietors of the small 
factories and the banks into close touch<--~he Provincial Direcb>r 
of Industries, assisted by his technical stiilI and by the advice of 
a committee of businessmen, among whom a representative of 
the leading bank might well find a place, should examine the 
financial position and reputation of applicants, and should certify 
those persons whose f~tion was f.ound satisfacrory as suitable 
recipients for a loa~his would take the form of a cash credit 
with a bank for a definite period and amount. Any bank of repute 
might participate in this scheme, and the applicants would select 
the· bank with which they liked to deal. ~ order to reduce 
the risk of the banks the Government should guarantee the 

Iprincipa,l sum advanced with interest at a rate to be agreed upon 
with the banks. Government would decide the rate of interest to 
be paid by approved applicants. The former might desire a rate 
somewhat higher than the rate guaranteed to the bank. It 
could then retain some portion of this margin for its trouble, and 
the rest could be used as a set-off against possible losses. 
The Commission observed that the ab~ve scheme deserved 
consideration, at any rate as an interim measure until industrial 
banking facilities could bl: extended. 1 There can be no doubt that 
if the scheme worked successfully, the banks would be induced 
gradually to grant loans and advances direct, free of Government 
guarantee. 

CO-OPERATION AS A REMEDY FOR SMALL 
COTTAGE INDUSTRIES 

Co-operation offers the best solution to the financial and other 
prQblems of the small cottage industries. We have already seen 
that co-operative societies of artisans have been formed in most 
province~rit their number is small and most of them are mainly 
credit societie,;. The industrial co-operative movement has not 

I Se. Indiaa Indultrial Commi •• iun Report, p. Sl8. 
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developed satisfactorily in this country, as still a large number 
of the artisan population is out of the CO-Op'erative organisation. 

What are the causes. for the 'slo~ develop'ment of industrial 
co-operation in India, v' the ~ace, the movement has been 
oPp'osed by the ~pitalist d~rs ~merchants ~.!!o a~sent
~t.i~~,.,.~~ inte~ it is"'to keep the hitter 
always in subjection to them. They therefore prevent the forma
tion of industrial. co-operative societies by coercing the artisans, 
or otherwise by misleading them regarding the true objects and 
benefits of co-operation. A second reasOn is the ignorance and 
illiJeracy of th)r' artisans who do not know the true value of co
operation.. \l'1len ~ain the disl~ and dish.smesty of the 
members have proveaa stumbling block in the way of the suc
cessful working of societies. This defect has been specially notice
ai:>le in the case of the weavers' societies. 1 The weaver member!!:". 
evade the rules and resort to a:Irsorts of dishonest practices, e.g., 
~y sell outside at a higher price the yarn which 'they get at 'a 
cheap rate from the society. After making the cloth they do not 
sell it to the latter, but sell it outside if higher prices can be 
obtained. In other cases, when they get yarn from the society 
on the condition that the clo~ must be sold to the society only, 
they resort to another dishonest practice. They weave the clot~ 
by substituting coarse yarn, and with fewer picks per inch than 
those in the sample given to them. 1 Still another reason why 
some of the artisans' societies have faiied, is the~ 
p~dge of m~~eting on the part of the members or 
those ~nnectea-wrtJit6t: m3rurgement of the societies. 

It is essential that the above defects should be removed if 
industrial co-operation is to succeed in India. Industrial co
operation in oth~r countries has succeeded in meeting the require
ments of the small cottage industries, and there is no reason why 
it should not attain a similar object in this country. 

INDUSTRIAL CO-OPERATION IN OTHER COUNTRIES 

On the Continent of Europe, besides the modern large scale 
industries, there are a large number of small industries. :These 

1 Sec Report on the Working or Co-operati'" Soeietie. in Bihar and Ori ... (or the 
year 1933. p ... 6. . 

I cr. D. M. AmaIBOd, Hand-loom weaving in the Madrao Prctideney pp. 53-5+. 
31* 
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ha,ve successfully held their own against the competition of the 
factories, ~~ the workers in them ha.ve ta,ken advantage of 
co-operation. 

In Italy, for examp'le, the workers in many sma,ll industries 
have formed themselves into co-operative societies either for 
production or sale. There are societies of printers, elPCtricians. 
glas~ blowers, tile ma,kers, and textile workers. lOne of the 
printers' societies in Milan has nearly 3,000 members. There are 
societies foc fruit selling, wine and oil pressing, wool market
ing etc. The fruit societies have evaded the charges of 3 or 4 
middlemen, who formerly monopolized the fa,rmers' products, and 
super-imposed the profits on the selling price. I Co-operation has 
also su~ed in ameliora,ting the condition of the workers in 
D\any of the sma,ll industries of Italy. \Vhereas formerly they were 
badly paid, now: co-o~ration has imp'roved their economic 
condition. 

In Fraoce the producers' SOCIeties predominate. In fact, 
producers' cOOperation originated in Fra,nce. At present there are 
societies of workers in ta,nning, metal works, p'rinting, etc. The 
producers' co-operative movement in its early stages in France 

• 'received the active help' of the State in the form of subventions 
. '2ad loans. The la,tter were mainly given through the co-cperative 

bank on reasonable terms, and were repayable within periods 
ranging from 5 to 25 yea,rs, according to the amount of the loan. I 
The rate of interest charged on such 10l!DS was only 2 per cent. I 

In Germany too, the small industries owe much of their present i 
flourishing condition to co-operation. The societies are of the I 
Schultze-Delitzsch type, and receive active help from the urban J 

banks. 6 One of the large joint-stock banks of Germany is serving ~ 
as the financial apex of the societies. 1 

Japan has many small industries. These are financed by then 
co-operative organisation which has made rapid strides in that; 

I See C. F. Strickland, Stadiel i. Europa. c-peratioa, p. S,. 
t Ibid, p. '5' 
I See Otto llothfcld: Imprelliollll .. the c-peratift M ... _melll ia Frama: ueJ 

Italy, p. 54-
6 Sec M. L. Dutiag: c-perati_ ia GenDUlJ ud Italy • 
• See Foreiga Ezpem llepcut-Memoraadum oa ladllllrial Baakiag,ladi •• Cearra:" 

Baaki., eallDi.,. Collllllittec llepcut, Vol. J, Put I, p. ' .... 
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country. The co-Qperative .societies receive 19n9-term loans from 
the Post Office Savings Banks,1 which shows that the movement
is receiving the active encouragement of the State. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
INDUSTRIAL CO-OPERATION IN'INDIA 

IJ:aving seen the development of industrial co-operation in other 
countries, ~e sha,11 now m~e suggestions for its developm~nt in 
India. It, may be asked as to what type of artisans are fit for 
industrial co-operation. It must be noted in this connection that 
the co-operative principle :will :work :well, only if all the members 
Qf a society :work; in close co-operation and harmony. It is there
fore desirable that the societies must be formed among artisans 
in the Same industry. F,or example, the workers in the bell metal 
,industry of a particular loc:ality, :working together, can form them
selves into a co-operative society. It is only in the villages or in 
the small urban towns, that :we find the workers in the same 
industry living and :working together. In the biggh urban towns 
the ,"orkers are sca,ttered and it would be difficult to form a society 
amorlg them. In such places therefore, these workers should be 
helped by co-operative urban banks, :which already exist in mo~t, 
of the provinc~s. These banks should also meet the financial' 
requirements of the Karl¢andars, :who may ,not be willing at the 
present time to join a co-operative society. 

The CO-operative Department must take an active part in 
encouraging the artisans to form themselves into co-oper~tive 
societies. As JI:\ost of the artisans are ignorant, conservative and 

,addicted to drink, it will be necessary for the department to 
remove these defects by propagand~ and spread of educa,tion. 
The Active a,ssistance of the Industries Department :will also be 
necessary., 

In the beginning, it is better to. , form co-operative societies 
among the artisans for credit only., As the Industrial Commission 
observed, co-operative credit is the simplest and most readily 
accepted form of co-operation "' this country.1 The artisans!1 
greatest difficulty at the:; present !ime is. the lack pf credit for 

I Se. It. Ogata: The C...., .... ti ... Mo~At in Jap ... 
I See IndUllrial Commi •• ion B.eport, p. 168. 
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production purposes. J'he li\ocieties should therefore supply cheap 
credit for this purpose. Besides, most of the artisans are heavily 
indebted to the money-lenders or the traders ; the societies 
should try to reduce these debts. 

If the credit societies v.'ork satisfactorily and successfully, then 
societies' for other purposes, viz., purchase of rav.' materials and 

. sale of finished products, should be formed. Co-operative purchase 
of the raw materials will benefit the artisans much, as at present 
they have to depend on the dealers, who charge high prices for 
the materials supplied and in addition stipulate that the finished 
products should be sold through them. The societies should pur
c.hase the rav.' materials direct from the producers, ~ every 
attempt mUst be made to eliminate the middl~en.\96-0perative 
purchase is profitable in two ways: first, the raw materials can 
be bought wholesale and therefore at a cheaper price; and 
second, the materials bought are of good quality. . 

Co-operative marketing of the finished prOducts will also bene
fit the artisans7~s at present they have to sell their products at low 
prices to_.Q1~_merchants or dealers, or ~'the selling themselves 
by going from ~arketto-~~r and door to door, and thus waste 
a lot of time. ~Co-operative sale sC?cieties should take over the 
'p~oducts of the artisan members and arrange for the sale of the 
same in better markets. J'he members should be advanced a part 
of the value of their products to enable them to proceed with 
further pr09uction, and the rest should be paid when the sale is 
effected. --9f course, the societies should charge a small commission 
for effecting the Sale. Co-operative sale is advantageous to the 
artisans in two ways: \.they can get better prices for their 
products,l and second.~ range of the market for their products 
is widened. 

In the development of industrial 'co-operation in India, the 
District Central Banks should take an active interest. They should 
finance the primary artisans' societies which may be formed in 
all the provinces. The Provincial Co-operative Banks, which at 
present finance the Central Banks, should in addition to this work, 
help the primary artisans' societies to make their purchases of 
raw materials and the sale of finished products. It must b~ noted 

t . 
llyen if the market ia unflYounble, the aocietie. CUI withhold the prodlleu 

\Iotll better price. cao be r •• li.ed. 
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that so~ething in this direction has been done by the Bombay 
Provincial Co-operative Bank. This bank helps several groups 
of weavers' CQ-Op'crative societies by collectively purchasing yarn 
for them, and selling their finishec:t products througb some of its 
branches in places where there is a demand for the same. The 
example of the Bengal 'Provincial Co-operative Bank shOuld also . . 
be usefully copied by the other Provincial Co-operative J;lanks. 
This Bank takes an active interest in, the financing of the,in,Justrial 
unions of that Province. 

OTHER SUGGESTIONS . .. 

Need for forming Industrial Unions. 

Federations of agricultural co-operative societies which have 
been formed in, this country are \l\'orking successfully. It is there:
fore obvious that fec:teration,s of industrial or artisans' CQ-Operative 
societies should be formed in all the provinces •. Iadeed, these 
federations or industrial unions, as they are JDore commonly 
known, have been formed in a few provinces. 1 

JQe industrial unions can be of help to the societies in various 
ways. For example, they can help the societies in the purchase 
of raW materials I and the sale of finished products. Again, thc;y 
can arrange for the finance of the societies with the Central Banks. 

Need for starting Co-operativ6 Industrial Banks. 

In the Punjab, there is a separate Co-operative Industrial Bank 
at Amritsar.\ TJu~ Bank is principall.y interested in the financing of 
the weavers'\(ocieties and in helping them to purchase raw mate
rials. The Bank has a business branch "Sales Depot" at Lahore. 
The depot keeps the societies in touch \l\'ith the market by sending 
them weekly quotations.· Co-operative industrial banks similar to 
the Punjab Co-operative Bank should be started in all the Pro
vinces. These Banks should provide finance to the various 
industrial societies. Besides, they should also undertake the 

1 For eDmplo, in Bonp! there are .. inclustrial unionl witb "9" eoastitucDl 
aocictiel .. 

, In the Unitecl Provinc .. tbe two CcMJperati .. Industrial Central Societies .... hich 
baY. been formecl, lopply raw material to the primary lOci olie •• 

• It baa now been dtoi:iclecl to dOle the Depot. 
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purchase of. raw 'materials ~d the sale of finished products 00 

behalf of the societies. 

~eedJor E8~'6lishing W~nd~a. 
The problem of the ma,rketitlg of finished products of the sm~ 

cottage industrieS can be made easier by the establishment of 
wareho\1ses, storeS a,nd emporia. We had suggested in, an earlier 
chapter. the estaQlishment ~f warehouses ~ India, .. \J'hese ware
houses should offer storing facilities to the finished products of 
cottage "';orkers, SQ as to enable them to realise better ~ prices. 
We ~Quld sugges\ that a move to start warehouses should be 
made by "the ~p~rative societies themselves. It will not be 
difficult to start one sucl. \\'arehouse in each district if the societies 
of the district join hands. 

Stores and emporia where the artistic .nd usetuI prvducts of 
artisans can be exhibited ~d sold should also be started at all 
important place, in every province. To start such institutions, in 
the beginning Government assistance will be required. It' may 
be noted that in SOme PrQvinces; stores and emporia have been 
E:stablished either by the Governmellt or through private effort; 
for example, the Govertunent Emporium and Central Stores at 
Gauhati (Assam), the Arts and Crafts Emporia at Lahore and 
Lucknow, the Bombay Co-operative Swadeshi Stores at Bombay, 
and the Victoria Technical Illstitute at M.adras. Recently, ao 
organisation known as the "Good Comp~ions" has opened a 
depot at Chowringhee ~ Calcutta, wh~e craft products are 
displayed in an attractive fashion. 1 Mention may also be made 
of the: fact that SOme of the prQvincial Departments of Industries 
have taken adva,ntage of the various fetes and exhibitions, I by 
exhibiting the products of cottage industries. It is only through 
such stores, emporia and exhibitions that the prQducts of cottage 
workers can bt: pla<:ed before the public. 

Btals Aid. 

State assistance in some form or other ~ill be required by the 
smaIl scale: industries. nis problem has been deferred to the 

I See Annual 1lep<nt of the Department of Induttri .. , Bengal, 19U-340 p. l J • 
• Fw e_ple, the H. O. H. F~te at Bombay, the Dulle .. EdUbition at Mporc. 

etc. 
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next chapter, but we must here emphasize that it is only by the 
active assistance of the State, that the sma,ll scale industries of 
India can be revived and made to prosper again. Besides the 
financial assistance that it may be ~ble tQ grant, the State must 
take an active interest in educating the cottage work~rs to use 
better tools and implements, to ta~e to modem methods of 
production, and to introduce new: and up-to-date designs and 
patterns. 



CHAPTER XI 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO INDUSTRIES 
BY THE STATE. 

NEED FOR STATE AID TO INDUSTRIES 

While <tea,ling with the financing of both large and sma,ll scale 
industries, we have p'ointed out that thf;y e~perif;ncf; great diffi
culty in obtaining the necessary finance. J'his fact ha,d been the 
.subject matter of evidence by Indian industrialists, Chambers of 
Commerce an<t othf;r witnesses before different Commissions and 
Committees. 1 Thf;re is no doubt that much of the financial 
difficulty of our industries is d';1e to the lack of proper banking 
facilities. Besides, there do not exist, in this country, institutions 
like Investment Banks, Investment Trusts, Issue }louses etc., 
which play such an important part in the West in enabling indus
tries to raise their capital. Due to these facts, there has been a 
demand for financial assistance to our industries by the State. 
Having regard to this, since the beginning of this century, and 
more especially after the Report of the Indian Industrial Com
mission in 1918, the State has been taking some part in granting 
financial assistance to industries. 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO INDUSTRIES BY THE 
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 

The Rf;form Act of 1918 left to the Provincia.l Governments the 
development oS industl'lies, including technical education and 
industrial research. The Government of India was left with the 
development of industries in a general and indirect way. Thus, 
the main activity of the State was in the provinces. It must how
ever be noted that the' Central Government could assist the 
industries dirf;ctly by means of tariffs, stores purchase, bounties 
etc., and the achievements of the past few years show that some
thing has been done in this direction. For exa!Dple, so fa.r as 

1 e. ,. Indian Indue!rial Commi •• ion and the Indian Banking Enquiry Committee. 
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direct financial assistance to industries by the Government of 
India is concerned, mention must be made of the bounties granted 
to the steel industrY. The total amount paid on the production of 
steel ingots betweell October 1924 and March 1927 was Rs. 1 
crote afi(~ 10 lakhs. Bounties to the extellt of Rs. 33 lakhs were 
sanctioned on ~agons and underframes for which orders were 
placed the same year. The, Central Government also hdped finan
cially the Calcutta Soap Works with a loan of Rs. 25,000 to 
enable the concern to undertake. the manufacture of dynamite 
glycerine. Jfie. concern, ho~ever, ,soon after went into liquida
tion. A paper mill which, had successfully tendered for the supply 
of paper to Government, was in need of funds. It applied to the 
Government of Illdia for assistance, and the latter agreed to 
take, in advance of their immediate requirements, paper up to the 
value of Rs. 8 lakhs, and to make immediate payment for the 
Same, subject to a discount of tit per cent. In short the transaction 
was equivalent to a loan of money at tit per cent. interest. The 
loan was employed usefully and subsequently repaid in full with 
interest. . 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE BY THE PROVINCIAL 
GOVERNMENTS. 

MADRAS STATE AID TO INDUSTRIES ACT 

Amongst the provinces Madras was the pioneer to take an 
active interest jn the developlhent of industries even before the 
Reforms of 1921. It was also the premier province to pass a State 
Aid'to Industries Act in 1923. Under the Act financial assistance 
can be given to (I) ne~ or' nascent industries, (2) industries to 
be newly introduced into areas where such in1ustries are un
developed, and (3) cottage industries. The assistance can be given 
in anyone or more. of the following ways:- (I) by granting a 
loan, (2) by guaranteeing a cash credit, overdraft, or fixed 
advance with a bank, (3) by paying a subsidy for the conduct of 
research or for the purchase of machinery, (4) by subscribing 
to shares or debentures, (5) by guaranteeing a minimum return 
on part of the capital of a joint-stock company, and (6) by making 
a grant on favourable terms of land, raw materials, 'firl"-wood, 
etc., belonging to the Local Government. In order to deal with 

8(1* 
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the applications, the Act also set up a Statutory Board of 
Industries. 

On a review of the working of the Madras State Aid to 
Industries Act, it mU$t be admitted that a large number of indus
trial concerns have received financial assistance under it. But 
recently on account of the depression, the number of applicants 
has fallen off, and the Director of Industries observes in a recent 
report that "the results of the working of the Act continued to be 
disappointing and the position of the great majority of the con
cerns to which financial assistance has bee~ rendered affords little 
ground for satisfaction. "1 It must h«: noted that though the 
Madras Act haS helped a considerable number of small scale 
industrial enterprises, no active assistaac~ has been rendered to 

Jhe.coytage industries. The reason is obvlOus. ~r the provision
Olsection 9 of the Act;-every ~ncem-th£!t-applies for 
aid mustJ;hg~ssets-eqUi¥t~"'tent--t6~ble--the-.amou.nt --Efloan 
asked for. tage industries are not able to fulfil the provisions 
of this section. Not only that, but this section does not permit the 
grant of aid towards the establishment of even new small scale 
industrial concerns, which call have no assets in the beginning. 
Besides this there is another defect. Under section II of the Act, 

: ~nd rules 16 and 17 fratTled under it, every industrial enterprise 
; that receives help must furnish and maintain proper accounts, 
. which must be duly audited by approved .and certified auditors. 

A cottage worker ignorant as he is cannot obviously be expected 
to maintain detailed accounts, Qr incur the expenses which 
auditing involves. In order to remove these defects, the Act has 
~ suitably amended recently. In 1928 the Act was amended 
with a view to exempt industries with a capital outlay not exceed
ing Rs. 1 ,000, and cottage industries from the operations of certain 
sections, viz., 9, 10" II, and 14.Again in 1930, section 9 of the Act 
was amended to empower the grant of a loan to a concern up to 
the limit of Rs. 40,000, even if it exceeded 50 per cent. of the 
value of its net assets. It should also be noted that the Govern
ment have now made certain concessions, viz. (I) amended rule 
24 (d) directing that, in the case of any industrial enterprise with 

• llepert of tbe Department of Idllltri .. Madm, for tile fear cadin, S ut March: 
1933, p. 4· 
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a capital outlay not' exceedirig Rs. 500, it shall not be necessary, 
l:nless the Director of Industries otherwise directs, to insure the 
properties mortgageel to Government against loss or damage by 
fire; (2) arranged with the Government of India to exempt' from 
payment of stamp duty, the mortgage deeds, securing the repay
ment of loan advances under the Act to cottage iQdustrialists or 'the 
owners of small concerns, the cap'ital outlay of each of which does 
not exceed Rs. 1,000 i (3) agreed to the adoption of a simplified 
form of mortgage bond to suit the requirements of cottage i~dus
tries, and (4) directed that in the case of applications for en
cumbrance certificates made by the Director of Industries in 
respect of any industrial concern with a capital outla,y not exceed~ 
ing Rs. 1,000 and of. cottag~ industries, when the amount of 
loan applied for under the Act does not exceed .Rs. 750, the 
Industries Department shall pay the fees thereof according to the 
ordinary rate prescribed ir~ article 13 (2) .Qf the table of fees regard
ing encumbrance certi.ficates. 

BIHAR STATE AID TO INDUSTRIES ACT 

The Bihar and Orissa State Aiel to Industries Act was also 
passed in 1923. The Act was modelled on the lines of the Madras 
Act. The object of the Act is to give long term finance to suitable 
industrial undertakings)n the shape of direct advances at low 
rates of interest, sub 'ri tion to ~ guarantee of cash 
credits with banks, rant of land and other prop'erty on favour
able terms, and a,lso' a, provision which is not included in the 
Madras Act, viz. that rela,ting to the supply of ma,chinery on the 
hire purchase system. Applications for assistance for Rs. 10,000 
or more, in any of these forms have to be advet;tJsed and objec
tions invited in three consecutive issues of the loca,l Gazette. 

Since the passing of the Act in 1923, the total amount given 
out as State aid comes to RS.7,91,000·of which about RS·3,38,000 
has been realised, le~ving outstanding overdues at the end of the 
year 1933-34 of Rs. 1,06,000 both on account of principal and 
interest. The Government he~s the industries by givi.ng direct 
loans or by supplying on ~e purchase system machmery and 
plant for making matches, buttons, _ hosiery etc. In many cases 
the persons to whom the machinery and plant was supplied have 
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defaulted and the ~.overnment have sustained los~s. A substan
tial amount of money has thus been lost by the Bihar and Orissa 
Government. Since 1932-33 the Act has been in abeyance, no 
loans having been made as no provision for the sam,e was made 
in the budget. 

Though the Government have sustained some losses, on the 
whole the Bihar and Orissa State Aid to Industries Act has done 
some good as it has rendered belp to a large number of industries. 
These industries include oil milling, saw milling, tanning, comb 
manufacture, fire brick forming, soap, weaving, bone crushing, 
printing, etc. But there is one great defect in the Act, vi~., that 
subject to a few exceptions, it limits the power of the Govern
ment to give assistance to any industry except in accordance with 

. ~jts provisions. As the Director of Industries says in his Report, 
"except in the case of a guarantee of a, cash credit, overdraft or 
fixed advance with a bank, or the payment of a subsidy for the 
conduct of research, state aid can only be given to a new' or 
nascent industry, an industry to be newly established in an area 
where such industries are undeveloped or a cottage industry. "I 

,The hire-purchase system has worked satisfactorily, and some of 
lite small industries have benefited from the same. 

PUNJAB INDUSTRIAL LOANS ACT 

The Punjab Industrial Loans Act, which was also passed in 
1923, "to encourage industrial development," is a much less 
elaborate measure than the Madras Act. The assistance provided 
by it is in the form of loans only, and the detailed provisions as 
regards the grant of these loans are left for the most part to 
rules. Up to 1926-27 no loans were granted, and in that year six 
applicants received Rs. 5,000 each. In 1927-28, loans were granted 
to twelve applicants amounting to Rs. 54,300. In 1928-29, a large 
number of applicants viz, thirty. were given assistance. the total 
amount of money advanced that year being Rs. 1,08,000. Among 
the industries to which thf: loans were given, were weaving, oil 
milling. hosiery, furniture and wood work, tennis gut, durn 
making, dairy farming, pottery, etc. In recent years financial 
assistance has also ~een given to other industries. For example, 
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Rs. 1 l~ was II,dvanced in 1931-:-32, Rs: 75,000 in 1932-33, 
Rs. 81,000 in 1933-34; the industries aided being such as ·manu
facture of chemicals, dry bll,tterycelIs, razor blades, electric 
motors, p'ower well,ving, etc. The toW a,I'nount disbursed under 
the Act by the en~ of the year 1933-34 was Rs. 6,17,950 in 186 
cases, II,nd the outstanding amount stood II,t Rs. 3,36,~84. 

STATE AID IN THE U. P. 

Though State Aid to Industries Acts do not exist in other 
provinces, yet some of them have given finll,Dcial assistance to
industries under one fOrIll or another. Vor example, in the United. 
Provinces, II,ssistance in the form of loans and grants have for 
a long time been given. As Mr. Clow says,. "indeed the Govern
ment of the United Provinces, where there is not Act on the 
subject, . haVe given more fina,ncial assista,nce to industries than. 
any other local Government. "1 Between 1922 a,nd 1927, five 
large loans werc~ given a,s follows: (I) Rs. 6 lakhs· to the 
Lucknow Sugar Works, Ltd., (2) Rs. 4 lakhs to the Ka,raudia 
Development Corporation, Ltd., (3) Rs. 1.20 lakhs to the Maha
laxmi Sugar Corporation, Ltd., (4) Rs. I lakh to a glass works, 
and (5) Rs. 80,000 to a Bobbin Compa,ny. Sma,ller loans ha,ve alSO' 
from time to time been given, e.g. Rs. 22,000 to the Allahabad 
LaW Journal Press, Rs. 12,000 to ~ri ink manufacturer, 
Rs. 10,000 to a ma,tch factory, etc.~ns hll,ve been g~ to
the cottage industries through the _£o-o~rative ~iet~~~ 
the loans, the United Provinces Government ha,ve also giv:en 
grants-in-a,id, principally to those who wish to start new indus
trial concerns. For example, in 1928-29 a grant of RS.5,000 was 
given to a,n individua1 for running a power hosiery plant and the 
venture was successful, resulting in the development of the hosiery 
industry. In 1931-32, Rs. 5,000 was giv~ to an electric works 
for the manufacturing of electric table fans; in 1932-33, Rs. 3,500-
was given to 8, Ia,ce factory to enable it to set up' new types of 
machines; a,nd in 1933-34, a, sum of Rs. 2,000 was given to an 
individual to enable him to conduct experiments on the manufac
ture of glass from some Indian minerals as a substitute for soda. 

IA. G. Claw: The Slate .lId Industry, p. 108. 
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• OTHER PROVINCES 

State aiq tQ industri~s has been given ~ Assam, and Burma. In 
Bombay, such ~ssistanc«: has been very limited. 

Recently in Bengal. a Stat~ Aid to Industries Act has been 
passed by the Legislative Co~ci1 which ca,me ~to force from 15th 
January 1932. Up to no'Y no loans have be~n granted under the 
Act due to financial stringency, but a fund called the Bengal State 
Aid to Industries Act Fund has ~een created by contributions and 
donations from the public. Loans from this fund 'Yill be given to 
~eserving industrialists in accordance with the provisions of the 
Act. 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE BY INDIAN STATES 

Some of the Indi~n States have also been taking a ,keen interest 
in industrial development and have given financial assistance to 
industries. The State of Mysore has been the pioneer in this 
matter, and indeed. its example has been followed b.y the British 
Provincial Governments and other Indian States. The Mysore 
Government grant lo~ und~r certain rules for any or all of the 
following purposes :-(1) The purchase and erection of machinery 
for agricultural and industrial undertakings up to a limit of 
Rs. 10,000 iQ each case. (2) The construction of wells or tanks, 
<>f mills, warehouses and other structures necessary for agricul
tural and industrial operations. (3) The provision of raw materials, 
working capital or appliances other than those specified above, 
required for the carrying on of industrial operations up to a limit 
of Rs. 5,000 in each case. The Director of Industries and Com
merCe is empower«:<l to sanction loafls not exceeding Rs. 1,000; 
loans exceeding this amount are granted with the permission of 
the Government. The loans are granted for five years and must 
be repaid by annual instalments. The Departmef\t of Industries 
also undertakes, if the borrower SQ requires, the erection of the 
work for which the loan has been sanctioned and hand it over in 
g'ood working condition. Under the rules large and small loans 
have been granted regularly from year' to year. and machinery 
supplied on the hire-purchase system. Established industries have 
developed much and new ones have been set up in the State. 
Since the passing of the rules in. 1913 till 1932-33, the total amount 
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of loans sanctioned come to Rs. 81 lakhs'," the industries deve
loeed or set up being rice and oil mills,' tile factories, printing 
presses, saw mills, hosiery factories, etc. In 1932-33, loans to 
the extent of Rs. 29,085 were sanctioned in thirty-two cases; and 
in 1933-34~ loans amounting to Rs. 30,905 were given to fourteen 
applicants. 

The Baroda State has also been taking an active interest in' 
industrial development. It has also a separate Industries and 
Commerce Department. Up to July 1933, the total amount ad
vanced as loans was Rs. 2,96,952 in eleven cases. 

SOme other Indian States are also rendering financial assist
ance to industries. For example, in Travancore the State assisted 
in the eslablishment of Trava~core Sugars, Ltd. Financial assist
ance in the form of loans has also been given. A.mong the indus
tries which have received loans from the State may be mentioned, 
cotton weaving, rice hulling, soap making, cabinet workshops, 
bell metal, match, coir, ivory workshops and dairy farming. 

NEED FOR INCREASING STATE AID TO 
INDUSTRIES: 

EXAMPLE OF OTHER COUNTRIES 

Though since 1921 the State in India has done much to develop 
ir.dustries by way of direct financial assistance, a~ it 
must be pointed out that the p~here IS' a great 
need for increasing the present assistance, both by the Central 
and Provincial Governments, to industries. The question is often 
asked as to why State aid to industries is necessary. It must be 

'noted that though it is more than half a century since India started 
her industrial career, yet she does not stand comparison with 
Japan and other countries, which started late in the industrial 
race. There is no doubt that especially since the beginning of 
this century a large number of industrial undertakings have been 
established in this country; but as compared with the Western 
countries, India is still industrially backward. This can be easily 
seen from our dependence on foreign products, even for such 
articles as razor blades, electric bulbs, umbrellas, etc., we have 
to depend on other ·countries. In spite of the establishment of 
cotton mills in this country. cloth is imported from England and 

!IS 
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Japan. It may be said that only cloth of finer variety is imported. 
But we must remember that cotton mills were established in India 
as early as 1850, at a time when the cotton textile industry was 
not .established in Japan, and yet, within a few years this very 
country has been able to produce finer varieties of cloth and ex
port the same ~ our country. 

There is a general feeling in India that the State must take an 
active part in the industrial development of the country. Success
ful industrialisation will solve many of our present-day problems, 
and will bring about many beneficial results. In the first place, 
rapid industrialisation will solve the problem of the pressure on 

,1he land. The excessive dependence of India on agriculture, as the 
only source of livelihood, is not in the best intere<;ts of the 
country. I Besides, the excessive subdivision and fragmentation 
of holdings has made the cultivation of the land uneconomic, and 
the cultivators are barely able to eke out their living. Having no 
other sourCe of income, they fall into the clutches of the money
lenders. If the lot of the cultivators can be improved it is mainly 
by industrialization, that is, by inducing them to take to some of 
the cottage industries. In the second place, with the establish
ment of more industries the national dividend will be increased. 
This will lessen the present poverty of the people and raise their 
standard of living. Further, successful industrialization according 
to the Fiscal Commission may bring appreciable capital resources, 
that are now being wasted, into use. I And lastly, the most im
portant beneficial result of rapid industrial development is its 
effect on national character. In the words of the Fiscal Commis
sion, &lit is hardly too much to say that a certain. measure of 
industrial life and opportunity is an essential condition for build
ing up a vigorous national character. And with regard to India 
the effect on the national character is likely to be particularly 
marked and particularly .. beneficial. " 

In support of the view that the State in India must take a 
greater interest in industrial matters ... ~t~e_.attitude of the State 

I Cf. "The economica of • coulliry which dependl 10 ao srelt eatent al ill the 
calc of India, 011 agriculture, mu.t be ulI.tlble." Report 011 lolliall ConltitutioDal Re
forml. (Molltllu-Chelmlfor. Report) 

• Report, p. + 
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tow~rds industrial development in other cou~tries may be briefly 
reviewed. 

GERMANY 

'The present industrial position of Germany has been principally 
due to the active interest of the state in industriar matters. In the 
beginning of'the 19th century Germany was a' poor country, 
most of her people depending on agriculture. But the Government 
took an active interest in the industrial developinent of the 
country. The Government itself started and fostered a number-of 
industrial undertakings. Bounties ~nd subsidies :were given to, 
the established industries. By the end of the nineteenth century' 
Germany had completely industrializ~d herself. 

State assistance in Germany has become much more in evidence 
since the beginning of this century and especially after the War. 
Both the Federal and Local Governments played an important 
part in power development, and assistance has heen rendered to 
exploit the working of lignite and the unification of the 
electrica.l supply. After theW,ar, the re-organization of German 
industry w~s largely undertaken with the ~ctive support of the 
Government. The State has rendered assistance especi~lIy to the 
heavy industries and shipping. Further, it carries large risks in 
m~ny indusJri~1 enterprises through holding I~rge blocks of shares 
in them, W'esides, direct subventions have also been given to large 
manufacturing firms. 

JAPAN 

When she began her industri~l career, Jap~n was a poor 
country. Agricultllre was her principal industry, most of the peas
antry being very poor. Yet within a short time, Japan was able to 
transform herself and become a gre~t industrial country, compet
ing ~ith the highly indus~ialized countries of the West. It was. 
the state here, as in GeTQ:laJlY, that was responsible for the rapid' 
transformation of the' c~untry from an agricultural into a manu
facturing one. The state, on account of the lack of initiative on 
the part of the p,.eople, pioneered and undertook the establishment 
of many industries such as textile mills, iron and steel·' works, 
railways, shipyards, &hipping lines, copper and coal mines, etc. 

ss· 
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In order to make credit easily obtainable the state established the 
Bank of Japan. The Industrial Bank of Japan was also established 
under Government control and supervision. 

After successfully working the industr~es that it had set up, 
the Stat(! handed them over, to the people. Even after they were 
so handed over. '.the state did not lose its interest in them. To 
these as well as to the other established industries, the state 
rendered financial and othel: assistance. Bounties and subsidies 
have been the favourite form in which financial assistance has 
been given by State to. industries in Japan. I This can be seel1 
from the large amounts of subsidies given to the shipping ao<l 
other industries. 

It must,be noted that the Japanese Government does help nol 
only the large industries but the sman and cottage industries as 
wen. State financial assistance to these: industries is given princi· 
pally through the co-operative societies. 

FRANCE 

In France too, state assistance has been given to large an~ 
the small industries. As in Germany, the post-war industrial reo 
construction has been undertaken largely with state assistance, 
For instance, recognising its liability for the reconstruction 01 
wrecked or damaged mines, the financing of the coal industry iii 
the years 1919-24, was largely undertaken by the state.' Simi· 
larly, the French nation financed on a very large s,:ile the post· 
war reconstruction of the iron and steel industry.'-ft recent year! 
the state has taken a large interest in the promotion of the hydro
electric industry. Its contribution takes the form of subsidies fOI 
the construction of the power stations, for scientific investigatiol1 
~nd research, etc. In the three years, 1930-31, 1931-32 ,' 193~ 

(9 months) the total allocations were 73 million francs of whicl: 
67 million francs were for the construction of wor'ks.· The State 
also participates in refineries" as can be seen from the law oj 

I "The !rantine of lublidi.1 _I 10 firmly .lIabli,he. .1 ~n integral part of tho 
Gour.ment policy toward. indullry .urinS thil .arly period, that it .!i11 peni.t .... 

J. E.Orchlrd. 'Japan" Economic POIition,' p. 90. 
• See ".port of the Department of oveneal Trade. (Economic Condition. il 

France) by Sir a. Cahill, 193 ... , p. 13$. 
I Ibid, p. I 8 .... 
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30th March 1930, article 8 of which laid down that in the event of 
a modern refinery being erected on French territory, "with a view 
to the execution of contracts of national interc::st,." the "Govern
ment might participate in its capital, wi~hin a limit of 50 
millions. J I' • 

The smaU cottage i~stries have been al~ helped by the state 
in France, the assista.nce being chiefly giv~n 7, through the co-
4>perative societies. The state has ~ken. an active part in the 
formation of industrial co-operative societies, as can be' seen from 
the fact that in '1917 it created and .endQwed a system of co
operative short term credit societies of artisans, small manufac
turers, etc. These societies called "banques populaires" were to 
have as their exclusive object "the acCeptance ~nd endorsement. 
of small credit instruments, created, signed or endorsed by 
members of a banque populaire and relating to business 
operations." The state provided the scheme which has as its 
object the supplying of short term facilities to the artisans and 
small manufacturers, with an advance of 18 mi!lion francs. Each 
society could obtain from the state twice the amount of its paid
up capital for 5 years; this loan was however renewable. A 
central' federation i~ Paris created by law in July 1929, to which 
the banques populaires are affiliated, controls the operations of 
the individual banqaes and acts as a distributor of state advances. 
The number of these banques populaires in 1933 was 95, to which 
were affiliated in. all about 500 branches. I 

Besides the establishment of banques populaires, the state has 
passed a Credit Artisanat Law in 1923. Under this law craftsmen 
are able to obtain loans for a maximum period of 5 years through 
a co-operative society of workerst or through a federation of such 
societies, or through a banque populaire, for the purpose of buy
ing machinery, raw materials etc. The loan must be repaid by 
annuities 'and must be guaranteed by a banque populaire. The 
central organization w:hlch controls the state endowment, supplies 
the funds at low rates of interest to the societies. I 

I Ibid, p; 164. . . 
• See aepert of Department of Oven,," Trade, (Economic Conditions in Fran .. ) 

1934, p. 619· 
• Ibid, p. 6:00. 
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ENGLAND 

Even in England, the ho~e of laissez-faire, in recent times, the 
state has taken an active interest in industrial development. Even 
as early as 1903 the Briti.sh Government gave direct financial 
assistance to the ship-building industry. And the policy of giving 
direct financial assistance has' been much in evidence since the 
War. To give only two instances, in 1915 the British Dyes, Ltd., 
~as organized. The Government in- order to help the concern 
undertook to suG~cribe £1 for every £1 of the capital subscribed 
by the public. Again, in 1920 the Home Grown Sugar, Ltd., was 
Hoated with a capit.al. of £300,000 and the British Government 
1indertook to subscribe for a number' of ordinary shares not ex
ceeding 250,000 at £1 each, equiv:alent to the number of shares 
allotted to the public. Not only this, but the Government also 
guaranteed interest at 5 per cent. for 10 years on the shares 
allotted to the public, and agreed not to take any interest on its 
own shares, until. the public subscribers had received 5 per cent. 
It was stated lhat" the object of the guarantee of the Government 
was to subsidize the industry during the earlier years on a profit
able commercial proposition, by ensuring a certain 5 per cent. 
dividend to the public shareholders, and when so established, to 
encourage the company to divest itself of Government control 
consequent upon the investment of State funds in the enterprise. "I 
It may be noted that even later on the beet-sugar industry has 
been subsidized by the Government, the amount of subsidy given 
in 1930-31 being £5,400,000. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR INCREASING FINANCIAL 
ASSISTANCE BY THE STATE TO INDUSTRIES 

" We have seen that direct state assistan~e has heen responsible 
fo~ the industrial aevelopment of many countries. Even England 
has made a departure towards this policy in recent years. '10. view 
of this, it is desirable that the state in India should _lsa take an 
active inte,rest in the i~dustrial development of the count~y~ It' 
cannot be denied that some measure of financial assistance has 
heen rendered to industries, but it has. been haphazard and .with-

I See Indila TarifF Board Reporl Galhe COlloa Teatile IDdullry. 19s9, Vol. I, 
p. 193· 
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out regard to a fixed policy. ~eside!!" s.om~ of th~ industries, e.g., 
the large organized and the cottage" 'have been completely neg
lected. We shall now make .some sugg~siions for increasing the 
financial assistance of the Stat~ to industries. 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO'THE LARGE SCALE 
/ INDUSTRIES . 

\YP to now state assista.nce to the larg~ scale industriesha!! 
taken the form of protection. Ther~ is no doubt. that protection 
has done much to help the industri~s -..chich have received it. But 
besides protection, other forms of state' assistance, chiefly finan
ciai assistapce, are required by our industries. On account of the 
peculiar econ,omic conditions pbtaining~in, this country, ~ect 
financial assistance and participati9n, by the state will be essential 
to stimulate industrial ~nterprise.··; 

In the first place, th~ impediment to th~ rapid industrialization 
of this country and the establishment of new in,dustries is the· 
lack of supply of capital. It is not th~ lack of ca,pital as such, but 
the shyness of the I~dian investors to invest iii: i.~u~tj-jal enter
prises generally .that is responsible for such a state of affairs. l -!!. 
i§ necessary to induce the investors to invest in neW ventures b 

..!!~rticlpati~ T ere Can e no doubt that if the Governmen 
takes up shareS Of 'otherwise guarantees divid~nds on the shares 
of a n~w industrial concern, capital from the public would be 
forthcoming easily. 

Secondly, financial assistance is also required by established 
industries. Most of them find it difficult to obtain the necessary 
finance due to the reluctance Qf the banks to provide funds, or 
due to th~ reluctance of the investors to invest th~ir capital. 'J:'he 
state can assist these industri~s in, the following \1I(ay:-If those 
1arg~ o~ganized industries which ar~ on the join~-stock basi~ wi~ 
to obtain fun<t,s, they should issue additional securities, shares, or 
debentu;es. The Government can guarantee th~ dividends or the 
inte.;est; as the case may be, on, these .securities, so as" to induce 
'the pJiblic' to . take them I1p. In cases where the industries con
cerned are of national importance, the Government should take 
a part of the issue of additional securities. If some of the indus-

1 See the Chapter on Capital Market. 
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trial concerns do not think it desirable to issue additional securi
ties, the state should help. them by. granting loans on easy 
terms. This can be done by ;encouraging" the establishment of 
industrial banks, which' ~ould serve as the agencies of govern
ment for such help to industries. 

And lastly, bounties and subsidies must be given io important 
industries. In one way, bounties and subsidies are a better form 
of state aid than import duties in that they give a greater stimu
lus to industry.i The Japanese Government favoured this form of 
assistance the most, as can be seen from the "large amounts of 
bounties that it has granted to the ship-building and other 
industries. In India. in accordance with the Tariff Board's recom
mendation bounties were given to the steel industry. But this 
method has not yet been largely adopted in India. 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO THE SMALL SCALE 
INDUSTRIES 

With refer~nce tQ the small scale industries. it must be noted 
that at present there are no organized credit agencies available 
to them. So far as the factory type of the small scale industries 
arc;..concerned. some of them do derive financial assistance from 
~e Provincial Governments either directly or under the State Aid 

to Industries Act. But the majority of them suffer financial diffi
culty. The grant of financial assistance to them by the state should 
be increased. Direct loans should be advanced to the~ntil 
industrial banks or Provincial Industrial Corporations are esta
blished as recommended by the Indian Central Banking 
Committee. 

Amongst the small scale industries. the cottage industries ex
perience the greatest difficulty in obtaining credit on easy terms. 
Most of the small industrialists and cottage workers are indebted 
to the money-lenders or the capitalist dealers. '." 

These industries have a definite place in our national economy, 
and early efforts mus~ be made to revive and rehabilitate them. 
Small cottage industries still survive even in the most industrially 
advanced countries of the West and in Japan, chiefly due to 

IS •• ll.port of Ih. Indian Tariff Board. (Cotton Textil. Indutlry) 19a9. Vol. I, 
p. 1*5' -
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state aid~ In India also the state must take an activ~' interest in 
these industries, and provide 'financial assistance to' them. 

The financial assisb.nce may be t:i~e~ direct to these industries, 
or through co-operative societies. As tegards direct financial 
assistance, the State should advance loans on easy terms both to 
the small industrialists and the cottage workers to enable them 
to buy ,the raw mate:rials, to meet the expenses during the period 
of produ~ti~n, anct to purchase better implements' and tools. The 
Government can by following the rUles prevalent in Mysore State 
,.,Is regards the hire-purchase system, supply the artisans the tools 
and implements under the saine system. 

As regards the grant of loans through co-operative societies, 
the state in India should copy the example of France. The ,state 
should encourage the formation of artisans' co-operative societies, 
and grant them loans on easy terms. 'Further, it must assist the 
societies to make the purchases of raw materials, tools and imple
ments, and the sale of finished products. If industrial unions are 
formed, the state should also help' them in a variety of ways •. For 
example, the unions should be assisted in the pur&hasing of raw 
materials and the sale of finished products. If co-operative ware
houses are established, the state should give financial assistance 
to them also, besides giving them other facilities, such as grant of 
land free of rent, etc. 

SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS IN STATE AID TO 
INDUSTRIES ACT. 

The Industrial Commission recommended long ago that state 
assistance to the small industries, whether in cash or by way of 
hire-purchase, should be made under a special Act providing 
suitable means for the recovery of outstandings. They were further 
of opinion that in the absence of suc1\ provision, the difficulty of 
recovery. would tend unduly to restrict the giving of advances. We 
have a~adT noted that State Aid to Industries Acts have been 
passed in some ",of the provinces. The utility of these acts being 
obvious, similar State Aid to Industries Acts should be passed in 
the other provinces as well. It is desirable that there should be 
a uniform Act in all the provinces, and for this purpose the Madras 
Act, may be taken as a good model. 
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\Ve,have already pointed out the defects in the working of 
State Aid to Industries Act$ in some of the pr~yinces, In order 
that greater assistance should be given under th~se Acts to 
industries, they need certain improvements. 

In the first place, under the Madras and Bihar and Orissa Acts, 
the industries to which financial assistance may be given are 
limited to new or nascent industries. The result is that established 
industries cannot obtain any assistance unless they are. started in 
a new area,. As these industries also experience serious financial 
difficulty for want of credit facilities, we suggest that the Acts 
should be amended so as to include these industries also within 
their purview. 

hnother defect is that, as in Madras, Local Government is un
able to use discr~tion in giving assistance to industries, as the Act 
is rigid. This defect should be remedied as in the Punjab where 
the Government has the discretion regarding the kind of indus
tries to which help may be given. 

One of the reasons w,",y the small industrialists do not take 
greater advantage of these Acts is that they dislike the publicity, 
and formality that attends their applications for loans. They 
further think that their credit wiD be injured in the market by 
the Government inviting objections to their applications. We 
therefote suggest that these formalities should be so a,rranged 
that the difficulties be minimised. 

The reluctance of the small industrialists to take advantage of 
the Acts is alsO due to the coercive methods adopted for the 
recovery of the loans advanced. Some of the concerns which had 
obtained loans and could not pay the instalinents regularly had 
to close down. In order that a large number of small scale indus
~ries may take advantage of the facilities provided by the Acts it 
is desirable that the present coercive measures should be relaxed. 
As the Director of Industries of Assam observes: "In order to 
encourage the spirit of enterprise among deserving persons, it is 
necessary to refrain froni taking extreme coercive measures in, 
cases in which it can be proved that the failure of the business; 
was not due to misapplication of the loans or to any neglect on, 
the part of the borrowers, but to circumstances beyond theiri 
control."1 

I Ilepent of the Departmeat of laoIUluie', A .. .;., for i'33-34, p. so. 
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We have already noted thai: the cottage workers have-not been 
helped by the State Aid to Industrielt·Acts. This is due to the fact 
that the applicants have to show assets twice the amount of the 
loan for which they apply, to maintain detailed and audited 
accounts, besides being required to furnish;. Yjirious returns. It is 
obvious, as we have noted, that the cottag~ workers cannot show 
the necessary assets 1\or can they incur the expense of maintain
ing detailed aCCOU1\ts. It is necessary therefore, that some 
exemption" should be made in the case of the cottage workers. 
Besides, under the Punjab Industrial Loans Act, the minimum 
of the amount of loan that can be granted by the Government ha~ 
been fixed at Rs. 500. This limit, the Punjab Banking Committee 
considered to be too high, in view of the size of the industrial 
concerns. 1 The limit should be lowered so as to enable the cottage 
workers also to obtain the financial assistance. 

Finally, we would suggest that provisions regarding the supply 
of machinery and plant on the hire-purchase system should be 
incorporated in those Acts which do not at present provide for 
this form of assistance. ! 

CONCLUSION 

We consider that financial assistance by the !;tate to 
the industries is essential, in view of their present diffi.. 
culty to obtain the necessary credit facilities. We have no 
doubt also that with active state aid, the pace of industrialization 
in this country will be" increased. State assistance should be with
drawn only when the banking and the co-operative organizations 
have developed to meet the financial needs of the large and small 
scale industries respectively. Both the people and the Government 
must whole-heartedly co-operate in the work of industrial develop
ment; then alone we shall have that net work of efficient organisa
tion and mobilised finance, which will help to lift this country 
above the poverty line. 

1 See Report, Vol. I, pp. h.-83. 
" I It may be noted that the Mad"" Government hal under' conoideration a Bill 10 

amend. the State Aid to Industric. Act with a view to providing machinery on the hire
,archale 'Y.tem. It may allo be Doted ~hat the GovernmeD~ haa under conlideratioD.a 
bill to amend the State Aid to Induot .... Act 10 at to provide for the grant of elect .. c 
power on f •• ourable terma to induatrie. eligible for alsi,tance under the Act. 

See .\I.eport of the Department of Indu'triu, Madral, "1934. 
at· 



APPENDIX 

THE INDIAN COMPANIES' AMENDMENT ACT, 1986 

While the book was in the press the Indian Companies' Act 
was amended by the Indian Legisla'ture. This Act, which is 
known as the Indian Companies Amendment Act of 1986, has, we 
are glad to say, brought about in the industrial organisation of 
the country certain salutary changes, the necessity of many of 
wbicb we had occasion tt) indicate in tbe body of the book. The 
new Act no doubt is a great step forward on the former legis
lation and should, if ingenious businessmen and lawyers are not 
able to find loopholes frustrating its aim, prove belpful in bring
ing about 1\ healthy growth of joint-stock organisation. And we 
have every bope that Government will not lose time in removing 
the loopholes, if any, that may defeat the intentions of the Legis
lature. 

We propose to review briefly the more important changes made 
by tbis Act. The extent of the changes effected can well be imagined 
by the fact that it runs into 128 sections with a considerable 
nnmber of subsections in some of them. We do not wish to 
discuss here all these changes. In the first place, with many of 
them, especially with those concerning 'Banks and Private Compa_ 
nies, we are not directly concerned; secondly, certain sections 
deal with details of legal and accountancy provisions, whicb need 
not be discussed here. We propose to discuss only those sections 
wbich are likely to bring about in the organisation and finance of 
industrial concerns changes which are important from an economic 
point of view. 

These changes can be divided into certain groups such as those 
concerning (1) mushroom companies, (2) fraudulent companies 
(8) the issue and contents of prospectuses, (4) disclosure of finan~ 
cial position to shareholders, (5) shareholders' control over the 
management, (6) managing agents (7) winding up of companies, 
(8) banks and so on. . 

MUSHROOM COMPANIES 

The first thing that any legislation in matters economic must· 
aim at is to stop the wastage of existing resources of material well~ 
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being. Such wastage takes place, in the field of industries, when 
e .. er auy industrial scheme is not able to add to the wealth of the 
nation. The first duty of a piece of economic legislation, therefore, 
is to stop the. expenditure of resources on all such unfruitful schemes. 
The Act under con~ideration attempts to do this, so far as joint
stock organisation .is concerned, by discouraging mushroom com
panies. Such companies not only result in wastage of the assets 
expended on them, but they entail still greater loss in so far as 
they frighten the investing public, and make it difficult to find 
capital even for deservilJg industrial schemes. This impediment 
iu the way of industrial progress must therefore be checked as 
effeetively as possible. The checks exerted by the former Company 
Law were weak, and hence the history of the industrial progress 
of our country shows that whate .. er advancement we have made 
is at a great ~ost. Tbe present legislation no doubt is an improve
ment in this respect over the former one. 

Tbe companies wbich owing to insufficiency of funds are not 
able to start work or even though they "tart working are required 
to close down soon owiug to financial difficulties, are called mush
room companies. Such companies are started witb a motive. 
usually an honest one, to work some attractive schemes but they 
rarely achieve the goal owing to insuffiCiency of funds.. Naturally 
the resources spent on such schemes are lost as they are not able 
to yeild any return to the owners. In our first chapter we ha\"e 
shown that the promotion of such mushroom companies cost the 
Indian investing public nothing less than 6~ crores during the 
short post-war boom period. 

In the fifth chapter, while discussing the problem of raising 
initial capital we hue shown how companies are started without 
raising sufficient capital. Such enterprises are of course foredoomed 
to fan; some of them do not even start work but are wound up 
before tbat. The former law had no provision to cbeck such 
activities; on tbe otber hand it encouraged them. The peculiar 
provisions of the minimum subscription clause contained in it 
made it possible for the organisers of such scbemes to get out of 

. the activities witbout any loss to themselves. We baTe already 
sbown in the said chapter how by keeping the minimum low, 
-the organisers could utilise tbe money raised from the shareholders 
to defray the payment to be made to them, on account of their 
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personal and material servicE:$~ The organisers of unsound compa
nies thus did not run !iny great ,risk. In such cases it is the 
outside inve"tors who lost their money, and iIi orf;ler to avoid such 
los8 we~ad suggested that no company shouid be all~wed to 
Pl1'ceed to allotment of 'shares unless the subscription guaranteed 
the supply of funds sufli!-!ient to satisfy the needs for fixed an~ 
workiri/t capital. Anf;lwl' are glad to say that the new Act contains 
provisions on these lines. 

The ,imende~ Act now lays down that in fixing the minimum 
~ubscription, the directors must see that the raised fund~ would 
provide (a) the purchase price of any property purchased or to be 
purchased; (6) the preliminary expenses; (e) commission for procu
ring subscriptions for any shares in the company; (d) repayment 
of moneys borrowed by the company in respect of any of the fore
going matters; an4 lastly (e) working capital.1 This provision will 
no doubt make it difficult to start concerns with insufficient 
funds; but it will not prove as beneficial as it seems at first sight. 
Its effect is weakened to a gt'eat extent by the pro,viso :which 
leaves the direct~rs free to raise the necessary capital in ways 
other than by issuing shares, for instance, by issuing debentures 
or by accepting deposits or borrowing 10,ans.1 

This freedom to raise capital in ways other than by issu~ng 
shares not only weakens the provision but may even frustrate its 
aim. :r'he directors, for instance, may declare that they have secured 
a certain proportion as deposits from the agents, and require only 
a certain proportion as share capital, and when they have secured 
subscription for that small amount of shares, may proceed to allot
ment. Later on it may so happen that the managing agents who 
are the promoters and creditors may decide to wind up the concern, 
and may withdraw their deposits and appropriate the share money 
for' their expenses and commission, the shareholders in the end 
losing their money. 

In the same chapter on Initial Capital, we have also shown how 
certain other countries have made legal PrQvision regarding raising 

1 cf. Section 10 I (t). 
'" ......... tbe amount stated iD tbe prospectos as the minimnm amount 

which in tbe opinion of tbe directors must be raised by the iSSDe of sbare
capital in order to provide tbe Bums or, if any part thereof is to be defrayed 
in Bny otber mBDner, tbe balance of the Bum reqnired to be provided in' 
respect of tbe matters specified in lIubsection (2) ••••..•••••. " Section 101 (I). 
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a substantial portion of capital ont of share issue. Snch a provision 
is. quite necessary in this country, and this would have been,' 
achieved if the suggestion in the Bill as originally introduced had,' 
been accept~d. It was originally suggested that" the subscribed 
capital ~ust either be sufficient to meet the expenditure for all 
the head~ mentioned above or .. 881 per cent. of the share capital 
offered to the public for subscription whichever is higher." It 
was also suggested that at least 25'/, of the subscribed capital must 
have heen paid for or received in cash by the company. This part 
of the section would have ensured financial soundness to a greater 
degree, but unfortunately it was deleted by the Select Committee. 

This provision is likely to result in one more disadvantage. 
It gives good opportunity to the agents to keep the concerns 
indebted to them. In one of the sectionsl relating to the managing 
agency contract, it is provided that at the time of determination 
of the contract, the agents must be paid back all dues belonging 
to them. The clause relating to minimum subscription as finally 
passed gives the managing agents an opportunity to keep the 
concerns heavily indebted to them from the very beginning. As 
such loans would be spent in fixed assets it will be impossible to 
payoff the loans without winding up the concerns unless some 
other financier comes forward to advance the necessary amount, 
or it is raised by issuing debentures. In the former case the 
financier will demand the agency rights and in that case it will 
mean little benefit. As regards the second possibility it is easy 
to imagine how difficult it is for the disorganised and scattered 
shareholders to carry out such a financial scheme in the face of 
opposition from well organised and powerful management. This 
clause thus gives a good opportunity to the managing agents to 
make their contracts almost permanent· These defects could have 
been avoided by making it obligatory to start a company only with 
owned capital, or at least with a large proportion of owned capital. 

PREVENTION OF FRAUDS 

Another way in which,the waste of assets is prevented is 
through suppression of fraudulent concerns. Like mushroom 
·concerns fraudulent concerns also involve a great loss of capital 

."" 
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resonrces. The harm done by both these types of companies does 
not remain restricted only io the actnal loss of capital involved 
in them bnt spreads much beyond that. They create a bad name 
for industrial inyestments and discoursge the supply of capital for 
industrial pnrposes. 

',Just as under the former Act there was no direct check over 
promotion of mushroom companies, so also there was no special 
provision to check the activities of fraudulent company organis~rs 
and managers. The only way open for the aggrieved party under 
the. existing condi.tions is to seek redress under the Penal Code. 
But to file a criminal suit against a man in a responsible positioQ. 
involves great difficulty. The amendments introduc~d by the new 
act have made it more easy to check the'perpetration of frauds. 

According to the new Act the Registrar of joint-stock compa
nies is authorised to investigate into cases of fraud brought to his 
notice by any creditor or contributory and after enquiring to make 

'. a report to the Local Government.1 The Local Government on its 
part has been authorised to launch a prosecution at tbe cost of 
the state against those, who as a result of investigations are con
sidered guilty of any offence.' According to this Act the respon
sibility of the aggrieved party ends on bringing to the notice of 
the Registrar the suspected acts of fraud. 

THE ISSUE AND CONTENTS 01' THE PROSPECTUSES 

After suppressing the mushroom and fraudulent concerns, the 
next step is to see that the rest of the ooncerns are conducted on 
honest and efficient lines. The most important feature of joint
stock organisation is that those wbo supply tbe capital cannot 
have a direct and constant control over the management of the 
concern. The management tbus having no financial stake in the 
concern are likely to be careless and even fraudulent in tbeir work. 
Tbe best way to check and suppress such activities is to bring the 
affairs under greater supervision and control of the shareholders. 
The shareholders being scattered and unable to go into the details 
of tbe working of the concern, it must be made legally binding 
upon the management to keep the owners informed of their 

activities. 

I cr. SectloD IS7 (a) (8) aDd (b> (6~. 
t cr. SectioD In (a> 

3:> 
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Under the former Company Law there was no provision whereby 
the managers were required to keep the owners informed of the 
afTairs, and consequently the .shareholders generally did not know 
anything except that they received or did not reeeive dividends. 
As a result, there was a great demand for greater control by the 
shareholders on their concerns, and the new Act is a great step 
forward in that direction. 

The first provision in this respect is in regard to the particu
lars to be disclosed in the prospectus. The prospectus is the 
document which gives the- necessary information about the 
proposed company to the prospective investors. It is therefore 
only just that the shareholders should get accurate and honest 
informa,tion about the enterprises in which they intend to part
icipate. In order to meet this demand certain provisions are made 
in the new Act to make the information more exhaustive and 
accurate. For instance, it is made necessary to disclose in the 
prospectus the agreement regarding the appointment and remuner
ation·of the managers or managing agents.1 In our chapter on the 
Managing Agency System we have shown how the difTerent pro
visions relating to the appointment and remuneration of the 
agents were not. disclosed to the shareholders, who, going by the 
statements in the prospectus, remained almost in the dark about 
such matters. The managing agents by difTerent provisions in the 
agency agreelDent nsurp too much power and render the share
holders powerless in controlling them. Similarly, by difTerent 
financial provisions the agents involved the concerns under great 
financial obligation to themselves. This agreement being not easily 
available to them, the shareholders used to purchase the shares in 
blissful ignorance about aU these conditions. An agency agreement 
is a contract between the shareholders and the managing agents; 
and it is therefore only just tbat both the parties should be fully 
aware of the conditions of the contract. 

The provision made by the new Act in this respecL is not 
quite satisfactory. The relevant section only says that the 
prospectus sbould contain "any provision in the articles or in Any 

.• I 5e ... tioo 93 (I) (C) states that the prospectus must contain .. an)' pro
"'vision in the articles or io ao)' contract as to the appointment of managera 

or managing agents and the remuneration payable to them." 
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contract as to the appointment of managers or managing agents 
and the remuneration payable to them." This prl,lvision is likely to 
be interpreted as requiring statements of the names of the agents 
and the percentage of the profits to be paid t.o them as remuneration 
for managerial services. BBt in our chapter on the Managing 
Agency System, we have shown how the managing agents make 
money in so many ·different ways. They want commission for 
secnring capital, fixed and working, for purchasing machinery and 
rB.W materials, for arranging sales, for carrying out insurance, 
for maintaining a head office, and ~ometimes even for labourers 
employed and the payments made to them. Such commissions are 
likely to be considered as payments not for managerial services, but 
for each different respective service, and therefore need not be 
includt>d in the prospectus which requires the statements of pay
ments for managerial services only. It is of course difficult to 
understand what is the managing agents' conception of their 
managerial duties and functions. It would have been better 
therefore, if it were specifically pro"ided that the prospectus should 
mention all sorts of payments to whir.h the managing .agent is 
entitled. No fair minded person would say that the ~anaging 
agents should render any service gratis to the client concern. 
What is equally fair is that the shareholders should have a clear 
idea of the lioancial obligations that they undertake when they 
purchase the shares. 

Whenever underwriters are employed, the directors must 
disclose in the prospectus the names of the underwriters and their 
remuneration. Besides this the directors ,must also include a 
statement to the effect that the underwriters possess sufficient means 
to fulfil the obligations undertaken by them.' This provision 
regarding underwriters is important. When it is declared that the 
issue has been underwritten, it mE-ans that the enterprise will not 
remain without being started forwantof funds. Naturally, it becomes 
easy to sell the shares of such a concern. In the'·end if the under
writers are not able to ful61 their undertaking and the outside 
subscription does not warrant a successful conduct of the enterprise, 
those who had purchased the shares on the understanding that the 
whole issue had been underwritten stand to, suffer. It is therefore 

'ct. Section 98 (ee). 
sst 
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proper that_ the investors should know more about the financial 
and social position of the underwriters, so that they might be in 
a better position to decide about the possibility of the undertaking 
being fulfilled by them. 

All these provisions are intended to give the prospective in
vestor more or less a clear and accurate idea as to the financial 
position of the concern in which he intends to invest bis money. 
But we do not think that they will serve any great purpose. 

In our chapter on Initial Capital we have shown how the 
properties are likely to be transferred to a new company at an 
exorbitant price and in that case the concern is likely to sulfer 
from financial scarcity if not bankruptcy, and stressed the necessity 
of ascertaining the propriety of the price to be paid in such cases. 
But this suggestion does uot find a place in the new Act. The 
provisions described above will at the best enable the prospective 
investors to form some idea as to whether the price paid or to be 
paid is reasonable or otherwise. These provisions thns will prove 
useful only from the point of view of tbose who can understand 
such things; for otbers it is of little use. In all probability those 
provisions will prove as useless and uuimportant as tbat about the 
minimum subscription in the former Act. Legal provisions wbich 
are meant to be of use to guide those who understand the things 
generally prove nseless in the case of those who do not understand 
the same. In the latter case the law must not only provide for 
the disclosure of the facts, but must also provide for passing a 
judgment on the same. In the book while discussing tbe problem 
of stock-wateriug, we have described how in other industrialised 
countries, tbe state has made provisions to ascertain that the prices 
paid for properties acquired by joint.stock companies are not un
reasonable1• Some provision on these lines is quite essential in this 
country; and it is regrettable that an opportunity to accomplish 
this was lost. Owing to the general ignorance of business matters 
on the part of our investors-, such a provision was all the more 
urgent. 

DISCLOSURE OF FINANCIAL POSITION TO SHAREHOLDERS 

Just as the new Act intends to give the prospective investor 
full information about the financial position of the concern in 

I See the chapter 00 Ioitial Capital. 
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which he intends to invest~ so also it contains certain provisions 
which are intended to keep the shareholders flllly informed about 
tbe financial position of the concerns in which they have already 
invested their money. As the shareholders cannot themselves 
manage the affairs of the company. the same has got to be left in 
tbe hands of the executive appointed by them. And the Question 
of seeing that the executive work is done ill the interest of tbe 
shareholders has proved a hard nut to crack in the field of 
company law. Two different ways are. devised to accomplish this. 
Either the executive is obliged by the law to manage the concern 
in a way which is considered to be beneficial to the owners, or they 
are obliged to keep the owners informed of the affairs. so tbat. the 
latter being fully a ware of the working of the concern should be in 
a position to bring about changes which they deem to be desirable . 

. The provisions made by our company law in tbis respect belong to 
the latter type. The rules regarding the periodical supply of 
information ahout the finances of the concern to the shareholders 
have been made much more strict under the new Act. 

Under the old Act the only source for the shareholders to get 
information about a going concern was the balance sheets published 
hy it. But the balance sheets, as they are published at present, 
are aimed more at hiding the situation than at disclosing it. 
It will be difficult even for an expert accountant, not to speak of 
a layman, to form a correct opinion about a concern by reading 
balance sheets in the present form. The new Act has brought 
about Bome salutary changes in this situation. First of all, it 
has improved the form of the balance sheet to some extent. l 1'he 
new form provides for greater details regarding certain points 
such as redllction of capital assets, debts, investments etc., which 
will prove useflll to the shareholders. Bilt still the supply of 
information provided by that form is not exhaustive and clear. 
The only noteworthy feature about the form is that its observance 
bas been made more strict. 

Bilt the Act has made some important improvements in other 
directions. So far the sbarebolders had to remain satisfied only 
with the balance sheet. Bnt under the new Act the compilation 
and circnlation of three other documents bave been made com_ 

I See Section lSI (I) aDd (I) aDd the form F from Schedule III. 
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pulsory. For instance, every balance sheet must be accompanied 
by a copy of the auditor's report.' Hitherto the shareholders were 
required to go io the registered office ot the company to see the 
auditor's report. The auditor's report if it is drawn carefully and 
conscientiously, will help the shareholders to study the balance 
sheets more correctly. The auditors must also certify as to the 
correctness of the accounts and IIlso their conformity with the law.' 
Besides, they are entitled to receive the notice ot and to attend 
any general meeting of the "company, at which any accounts 
examined or reported on by them are to be considered. In such 
meetings they are entitled to make any statement or explanation 
they desire with respect to the accounts.' But. this provision is not 
likely to be effective. The auditor's report to be of any importanc!! 
must contain an impartial scrutiny of the actions of the matJage
ment, and the satisfactory discharge of this duty depends upon the 
extent to which they are free from the control of the management. 
Not much importance can therefore be attached to this provision, 
until the management is deprived of their voice in the election of 
lhe auditors. Owing to the same circumstances, nothing important 
CaD be expected even from the provision entitling the auditors to 
appear before the shareholders in the general meetings. Here also 
they cannot be ordinarily expected to be impartial to the manage
ment. All the same it would have been better if the appearance 
of the auditors in the shareholders' meeting had been made 
compulsory. Under the provisioll explained above the appearance 
of the auditors has been left. to the will of the auditors who ex
cept under very exceptional circumstances cannot be expected to 
attend the meetings and to incur the odium of the displeasure 
of the management by criticising their actions. 

As a matter of fact it ought to have been made compulsory for 
the auditors to appear before the shareholders and to explain to 
them their findings. In short, the provisions regarding the written 
and oral report of the auditors will not prove effective. In the 
second. chapter of the book while speaking about the auditors we 
have shown how even some big concerns reduce auditing to a mere 
farce. And this they can do as they wield a preponderant voice 

, d. Section 181 (8). 
'ct. Section U.S (t) (b). 
• ct. Section Its <'). 
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in the appointment of the auditors, and naturally the latter cannot 
be expected to be impartial to the former under such circamstances. 
If the auditors are to be of any use; they must be made quite 
independent of the management. Only then can they be expected 
to discharge their duties efficiently and impartially. 

The new Act has made it necessary for the management to 
prepare and circulate profit and loss account in addition to the 
balance sheet. l Under the old Act the submission of profit and 
loss account was left to the will of the management. This account 
must show, in a classified form, the amount of gross income, 
distinguishing the several sources from which it has been.deriverl, 
and tbe amount of gross expenditure, distinguishing the expenses 
of. establishment; salaries and other matters.' Such an account of 
iiIcome and expenditure will be more comprehensible to the 
shareholders than the too technical and obstruse balance sheet. 
The profit and loss account must also contain particulars regarding 
th'; total of the amount paid whether as fees, percentage commis
sion or otherwise to the managing agents, if any, and the directors 
respectively as remuneration for their services, and the total of 
the amount written ofF for depreciation.s The importance of this 
provision will depend upon the extent to which it will be able 
to reveal the amount of money made by the agents in difFerent 
ways out of the client concerns. For instance, if it means a 
complete disclosure of the total income of the managing agent 
from that particular ~oncern, then it will have some salutary 
efFects. In our chapter on the managing agency system, we have 
shown in how many difFerent ways, the agents derive income from 
the client concerns. The disclosure of all such payments received 
by the managing agents will prove benefiCial, in 60 far as it will 
exerCise an indirect check upon the tendency of the agents to 
Iqueeze lDoney out of the client Concerns. The disclosure of the 
payment made to the directors will also prove useful in so far as it 
will make it possible to compare the total costs of the directOrate 
with the services received from that body. This will discpurage 
the practice of forming too large Ii boBrd, for considerations other 

1 cr. Section lSI (1) • 
• Section 11 ('> bas made compulsory tbe Regulation 10'1 wbicb contains 

the above provisions. 
• cr. Section IS (32). 
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than its services to the concer,n. Another noteworthy provision 
about the profit and losl account is the statement of the deprecia
tion written 011'. This provision is not likely to prove of any great 
use. It will have at the hest only an indirect ell'ect in so far as it 
will give prominence to the depreciation item. But this cannot 
mend the present negligence regarding depreciation provision. 
The absence of a proper provision for depreciated assets is one oj 
the greatest defects of our industrial finance,1 and this situation 
can he improved only by making it compulsory for every concern to 
set aside every year, a certain percentage of the assets as depreci
ation reserve. So long as this has not been done, mere disclosure 
of the facts will prove of little use. 

Besides these documents, the directors must work out and 
circulate among the shareholders their own report, which was not 
compulsory under the old Act,regarding the financial conditioll 
of the concern.' This report must contain statements regarding 
the amount which they recommend should be paid by way of dIvi
dends and the amount which they propose to carry to the dill'erent 
reserves. This compulsion upon the directors to inform and explaill 
their policy to the shareholders is likely to yield a double advan-

-tage. It will exert an indirect influence upon the attitude of the 
directors in so far as they will have to be more careful about 
their actions, being required to intimate and explain the same 
to the shareholders. From the point of view of the shareholders, 
it is always advantageous to have as much information as possible 
about the concerns in which they have invested their money. 

One more important provision to be mentioned in this connec
tion is that all these reports and statements must be sent to the 
shareholders at least fourte~n days before the meeting at which 
they are to be discussed. Previously, this time limit was only 
of seven days and the shareholders hardly got any time to consider 
the information supplied to them before the meeting was held. 

One noteworthy addition belonging to this group of informative 
provisions discussed so far deserves mention here. The new Act 
provides that a register should be maintained containing the 
particulars of the contracts entered into between the company and 

1 See the chapter on Administration of Earnings. 
'd. Section 1S1 A (1). 
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any of its directors, and it s~ould be open to the inspection of the 
shareholders. I This provision will give the shareholders an idea 
of the financial relations of the directors with the concern. Besides, 
it will make the directors more cautious ahout their dealings and 
also will give an opportunity to the shareholders to scrutinise and 
if necessary to nullify or rectify any unfair bargains. 

All these provisions are intended to enable the shareholders 
to have as clear an idea as possible about the finances of their 
enterprise. Formerly, a balance sheet, which was prepared more 
to misguide than to guide, was the only soutce of financial infor
mation for the shareholders. Some better managed concerns no 
donbt supplemented the balance sheet with profit and loss account. 
But there being no obligation to issue the latter statement,. 
most of the companies avoided the trouble of preparing and issuing 
it. The information supplied by both these documents will be 
madt: more comprehensible by the directors' report, which will 
enible the shareholders to know the policy and actions of the 
executive which we're respOusible for the position stated in these 
documents. 

All the prOVisions regarding the supply of financial information 
to the iuvestors, at all stages, which we have discussed so far, 
are of an informative nature. They ate only intended to supply 
the information to the prospective as well as existing shareholders. 
The supply of such information is useful only if the persons fot 
whom it is meant are able to read it in the proper light. Besides, 
it can prove of any nse only when the shareholders wield effective 
control over the executive, and can bring about desirable changes. 
But where the owners do not wield an effective and iinmediate 
control, the actions of the executive mustl>e restricted and directed 
by the law. In the second chapter, we have shown how the 
shareholders even in forward countries like England, find it diffi-. 
cult to exercise an effective c~ntrol over the management. Iii. 
india the management is still more beyond the control of the 
shareholders, first, owing to the existence of the managing agency 
system and secondly, owing to the general ignorance and inefficiency 
of the shareholders. Undet these circumstances, it would have 

1 ct. Section 91 (A) (8). 
86 
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been better if the management had been obliged to follow certain 
salutary financial policies laid down by law. 

SHAREHOLDERS' CONTROL OVER THE MANAGEMENT 

After enabling the sharebolders to bave a full knowledge of 
the financial position of a concern, the next sphere for reforms 
was to enable them to have control over its management. In a 
joint-stock company the shareholders who are the owners cannot 
have a direct control over tbe enterprise. Their powers are 
delegated to the boards of directors who manage the affairs of 
the concerns on their behalf. The management and ownership 
of a joint-stock company being thus separated, the managers are 
likely to be careless and fraudulent in their work. And in order 
to avoid such a situation it is necessary to bring the management 
as much under the control of the owners as possible. The manage
ment of a joint.stock company is ordinarily vested in the hands 
of the board of directors and the control of the owners over the 
affairs of the company will depend upon the extent of their con
trol over these boards of directors. Under tbe former law the 
boards of directors were formed in such a way that the share
holders could exert very little control over tbem. This control 
was materially curtailed owing to the present form of the managing 
agency system, whereby the majority of the directors were nomi
nated by the managing agents. Such directors being beyond the 
control of the shareholders, the concerns were managed by persons 
who could hardly be called the representatives of the shareholders. 
But the new Act brings about some improvement in this situation. 
In the first place it is' provided that every company, must have 
at least three directors. 1 No more will it be possible to manage a 
company with only two directors. It is further provided that two
thirds of the directors of a company started nnder the new Act 
shall be liable to have their office terminated by rotation.. By 
another provision it is laid down that the managing agents ca~t 
have more than one-third of the directors nominated by them.
This is a step in the right direction. because it will act as a check 
on the directors who cannot have a permanent position. Besides 

1 cI. SectioD 8S (A) (1). 
• ct. 5eetioD 8S (D) (I). 
- cf. SectiOD 81 I. 
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it may be noted that in vi.ew of regulations 78 and 81 all the. 
directors will have to· retire at the first annual general meeting. 

The control of the shareholders on the directors. is further 
strengthened by· enabling them to remove an undesirable director 
by passing an extraordinary resolution to that effect. I Under this 
provision the directors will have to think twice before disregarding 
the will of the shareholders. A director will have to vacate his 
office even if he absents himself from three consecutive meetings 
oftbe Board, or for a continuous period of three months, whichever 
is longer, without leave of absence from the board. 

The new Act not only attempts to make the directors more 
active in their duties but it has also increased the responsibilities 
of their office. No more is it legal to exempt the directors, mana
gers, aud itors or any other officers of the company from, or indemni
fying him ~gainst, any liability in respect of any negligence, 
default, breach, of duty or breach of trust of which he may be 
guilty in relation to the company.' In the second chapter while 
discussing the relations of directors with companies, we have shown 
how the directors were relieved of their responsibilities by special 
provisions in the Articles of Association. We have suggested that 
such attempts to relieve the directors of thp.ir proper responsibility 
should be made illegal. The present section carries out this 
suggestion. The effect of this provision will be to eliminate from 
the boards of directors persons who do not understand their duties 
properly; and those who accept the· responsibility of directorship 
will be more .vigilant about the acts of the managers or managing 
agents. 

Not only has it been made more difficult for the directors to 
shirk the responsibility of discharging their duties carefully and 
conscientiously, but many additional responsibilities are also im
posed upon them by the new Act. For instance, the" responsibility 
of keeping propel' books of account has been cast upon them, and 
if any director fails to take reasonable steps to secure compliance 
by the company with the requirements of this section he is liable 
to a heavy fine.- In cases where there are managing agents, the 
managing agents are held responsible for keeping proper booka 

1 cf. SectioD 86 (G). 
I cf. SectioD 86 (e). 
I cr. SectiOD 180 (3). 

36· 
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and the directors are relieved of this responsibility.' This provision 
will result in the maintenance of books of accounts in proper 
order. Under the former Act there was no such obligation upon 
the directors. Though Section 230 of that Act provided that every 
company should maintain proper account books, still neither the 
agents nor the directors were held responsible for the maintenance 
of such books. They were relieved even of what indirect responsi
bility they bore in this respect being the supreme managerial 
authority, by providing an indemnity clause in the Articles. 
Under these circumstance~, proper accou,nt books were not 
maintained, with the result that in many cases of frauds, it was 
difficult to trace the culprits.' In this connection, the directors 
are further required to supply to the Official Liquidator a full 
statement disclosing in detail the affairs of the company to enable 
him to have a clear idea as to the company's financial position.' 

When the shareholders elect a director they do so because they 
have confidence in the honesty, integrity and business ability of 
the person. It showed therefore a complete disregard of duty and 
responsibility for a director to assign his office to any person who 
was not able to win the confidence of the shareholders. Such acts 
on the part of the directors testify the general complaint that 
though in theory the directors are the representatives of the 
sbarehold .. rs, in practice they completely disregard them. But the 
new Act makes certain provis;ions whereby the directors cannot 
afford to forget that they are the representatives of the share
holders. No more, for instance .. is it possible for the directors to 
assign their office to any other person, without the consent of the 
shareholders expressed by a special resolution.6 

The provisions discussl'd so far attempt to bring the directors 
under a greater control of the sbareholdl'rs and to increase the 
responsibilities of their office. The Act further attempts to restrict 
the directors from takiug nndue advantage of their position in 

I cf. Section 130 '3). 
'Some interesting ezamples of sncb mismanagement ..,ill be found in 

tbe lecture of Mr. S. S. Engineer, a member of a well-known auditing firm 
in Bombay, delivered on 2.>tb April 1930, at tbe time of the first Annual 
Social or the Incorporated Accountanla' Association, Bombay. 

'ct. Section 117 \ (1) ( .. ). 

• cr. Se('tioD 86B. 
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makin~ money. They are, for' instance, prohibited from holding 
any office of profit under the company except that of a managing 
direct~r or manager ur a legal or technical adviser or a banker 
without the consent of the company in a general meeting. The 
office of managing agents is not considered an office of profit under 
the company.l So also the directors are precluded from entering 
into any contract for sale, purchase, or supply of. goods and 
materials with the company without the Board's" consent.' 

In our chapter ou the managing agency system, we have shown 
how the managing agents and their friends or nominees on the 
board entered into contracts with the company for the sale of the 
manufactured goods or the supply of raw materials or machinery, 
usually to the dis~dvantage of the shareholders. Under the former 
Act when the managing agents could have a majority of their 
nominees on the board all sllch contracts meant more or less a 
distribution of spoils among themselves. But the situation will be 
different under the new Act. Now there will be a majority of the 
representatives of the sha~eholders who can ordinarily be expected 
to protect the interests of their electors. It is fprther provided 
that an interested director shall 110t be counted for the quorum, 
which will make it difficult to pass such a resolution in the absence 
of some directors.' The protection given by these sections gains 
strength from the obligation to disclose "all such contracts to the 
shareholders, a provision which we have already discussed. All 
the same it must be admitted that the protection given by the 
necessity of securing the consent of the board for such· contracts 
cannot be said to he adequate under the existing circumstances. 
It wonld have been better if the consent of the shareholders were 
made necessary in such matters. 

The present Act prohibits a company from advancing loans to 
• director or guaranteeing any loans made" to him or to a firm of 
which he is a partner or to a private company of which such a 
director is a director.' This provision is important in so far as it 
precludes the directors from utilising the funds belonging to the 
companies under their direction for their personal use. Such trans-

I ct. Section 86E •• 
I ct. Set"tion S6P. 

• ct. Section 9lB (\I). 
'ct. Section 86D. 
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actions were not rare. and their effects were not infrequentl, 
detrimental. The money was usually lent at a very low rate. and 
losses from default were Dot uncommon. 

Two more important amendments were moved containing furthel 
limitations on the powers of the directors, but they were throwll 
out by the Assembly. One of them attempted to limit the numbel 
of concerns of which a man could be director. For instance, it 
was suggested that a man could not be a director of more thall 
twenty companies. In the second chapter of the book while 
referring to this question we have shown how companies cannot 
derive benefit even from able directors if they serve on the boa'rds 
of many companies at the same time. It doe~ DOt' require any 
great imagination to realise tbat a man, whatever his ability, can· 
not discharge his duties effiCiently if he is. required to serve on 
the boards of 60 to 80 companies at a time. The r«,sult is that 
such a person, in spite of his ability, proves of little use to any 01 
them. These persons would have proved ;nore useful if they had 
restricted their activities to a limited number of concerns volunta
rily. The present method has created ,almost a class of directors 
in industrial centres like Bombay and Calcutta. The business 
ability of mllny able persons outside ~his class is being wasted for 
want of opportunity. If these directors had restricted their 
activities to a few concerns, their;own services would have been 
more effective, and this would have left opportunities for other - -persons with merit Ilnd ability. ,Of course it must be admitted 
that the provisions of the new Act discussed so far, which increases 
the responsibilities and dutie~, of the directors, will have an in
direct effect upon checking this tendency. So also the provisions 
intended to bring the directors under a greater control of the 
shareholders will make it difficult for a few favourite persons to 
secure membership of the,_ boards. Henceforward the election of 
the directors will be rE:la\ed to a greater extent to the active 
services that they can render to the concerns under their director
ship. Similarly the increased responsibilities of the director's 
office will have an elfect upon limiting the number of boards on 
which a man can serve. But this result would have been more 
assured if the law had limited the number of directorships that 
a ruan can unde~take. 

The second_ provision which was thrown out by tbe Assembly, 
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was legarding the disclosure by a director every year of his dea~ 
)jngs 'n the shares of the company. The u~derlying idea in 
making f;bis suggestion was to prevent directors from speculating 
in the ~ares of the companies of which they wer~ the directors. 
In the st.;ond, the third and the fifth chapters we have shown 
how the d.rectors aud managing agents by taking advantage of 
their positi'io and knowledge of the financial conditions of the 
concerns, . d~l in the shares, generally to the detriment of the 
interests of t~ outside shareholders. It is quite essential to have 
lome legal c~k on such activities. It is argued in this respect 
that if they ar'\ prohibited from doing this themselves, they will 
do the same throUgh tbeir nominees. Though this is true· to some 
extent, a legal P~ision restricting tbe directors from such activi~ 
ties with heavy 'Il:nalty for any attempts to frostrate it would 
have proved of ~t benefit. There being at present. no restric
tions on their acti,ties in this matter, they take an undue ad~ 
vantage of their posi\on. The directors, haVing greater knowledge 
of the finances of tb! concern can know the future trend of the 
prices of the com pan;;" . shares and use this knowledge in share 
speculation. making pro~ at the cost of the shareholders. Some
times they go still furthe;and actually manipulate the finances so 
as to be advantageous fo':their dealings. The result of all such 
practices is that they creat'a bad name for industrial investment; 
the persons who are expecl..jl to encourage industrial investment 
thus in practice discourage ' •.• The existing conditions there
fore prove the necessity of Pnhibiting the directors from dealing 
in the shares of the companies'.b.der their directorships. 

MANAGINl AGENTS 

It i8 for the first time in ttr.":history of company legislation 
in India that statutory recogniti'\, has been given to managing 
agents and the managing agency s)tem.l Though the managing 
agency system has been a feature i(joint stock organisation in 
India ever since its introduction, 5\Il strangely enough this 
institution was not recognized in law ti\recentl:r. This is a good 
example of how legislation in India is~any times of imitative 
and exotic nature without proper co-ordildion of the circumstan
ces existing in this country. It is be1ieed by some that this 

1 d. Section 9 (9A). 
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., definition makes it clear beyond doubt that except to the e nt 
to which the directors might themselves delegate their fu tions 
to the 'agents the agents w~uld be under, their control an direc
tion." I But this is a wrong idea. The definition as so makes 
no changes ,in the past and present 'position of the agen' and the 
directors respectively. The definition as given in the ct rons as 
follows,. "managing agent means a person, firm or 
titled to the management of the whole affairs of a 
virtue of an agreement with the company, and und 
and direction of the directors except to the extent f any. other-' 
wise provid~d for in the agreement". This definiti ,clearly shows 
that far from the powers of the agents beinjl mited by the 
directors the powers of the directors are limited the will ofthe 
agents as formulat~d in the agency agreeme ", The directors 
will have to accept their appointment with t t: powers vis-a-vis 
those of the agents as specified in the age Y agreement. The 
definition of the managing agents, therefore,no way brings the 
agents under greater 'control of the direct s, it only gives legal 
recognition to an institution which so f: 
law at all. 

The important provisions applicable managing agents are 
contained in subsections 87 A to 87 I. he first provision in this 
respect relates to the period of mana ng agency contract. It is 
provided that a managing agent shall t be appointed to hold office 
for a period of more tban twenty ears at a time; I so also DO 

managing agent appointed before e commencement of the Act 
can continue after twenty years m its commencement.· It is 
further proVided that the termi tion of the managing agents' 
office under the above rule sh not take effect until moneys 
payable to the managing agents r 'loans or remuneration are paid .• 

In our chapter on tbe Man ing Agency System we have shown 
how the agency agreements nder the old Act were formed for 
long periods of forty to si years, and in some cases they were 
even permanent and no rminable. After showing the dis-

I cf. Indian Companies 
of India Nov. 11, 1986. 

• cf. Section 81 A (1). 
I ct. Section 87 A (9). 
• cr. Section 87 A (' 

overhauled and Amended, Article V, Times 
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advaDtag~- of such long perio'il contracts, we stressed the necessity 
of lillliting 'these. contracts to shorter periods.' We, therefore 
welcome" the change introduced by 'the , new Act: But we are 
doubtful about the efficacy of these provisions in practice. 

The. te~ihatjon of the managing agents' contract, as, /laid 
above" is' lobE' elFective only when ali moneys :Payable to the 
managing.'.g'ents for'loans or remuneration are paid. We have 
more t~n once shown how the"!p8naging agents try to keep the 
client concerns deeply indebted to them: l Under these circum
stances it wilLbe very difficult for .any concern to pay olFthe loans 
due to the agents.' This provisioa will give a greater impetus to 
the tendency of keeping the client concerns indebted to the. 
agents; and in this respect it is likely to prove, more harmful than 
beneficial as it encourages unsound financial practices. 

A transfer of office by a managing agent has been made void 
unless approved by the shareholders in a general meeting.' This 
provision is importapt~ In our chapter on the managing agency 
system we have shown how by one of the sections of the agency 
agreement the managmg agents took to themselves the right ~f 
t.ransferring the agency to any party they liked, and the shar~ 
holders were re.o.dered powerless in such matters. After discnssing 
the injustice and ill eft'ects of such practice, we suggested that 
such transfers should be -rendered void unless approved by the 
shareholders and this is accomplished by the said provision .. 
Similarly, a charge or assignment of managing agents remuneration 
has also been rendered void.' 

By a further clause it is provided that if a company is wound 
up either voluntarily or by the oourt before the termination of the 
contract with the managing agents, then the managing agents have 
a rigbt to receive compensation provided tbat the winding np is 
not doe to negligence or default on tbeir part.s As in business 
matters it is very difficult to prove negligence or default in a court 
of law, tbe payment of compensation in all such cases will be a 

, 
I See for instance onr chapters on Managin; Agenc;v System and Initial 

Capital. f 
I See Snpra discDSsion regarding the Minimu~ Subscription C1anse. 
I cf. Sectiou 87 B. (C). 
'cf. Section 81 B. (d). 
5 cf. Section 87 B (d). 
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permanent feature. It is also a point worth considering whether 
the possibility of getting compensation will not tempt the agents 
to accelerate the downward movement of the bnsiness in order to 
wind it up before the termination of the agency contract. Besides, 
as the remuneration of the agents is payment for their active 
services to. the business during a specific period, there does not 
seem to be sullicient ground for compensation when the business 
ceases to exist and the services end. If at all any compensation 
was thought proper the law, in view of the too heavY·compensation 
demanded by the agents in such cases, ought to. have restricted 
the limit of such, compensation. For instance, it onght to have 
been laid down that the compensation ,should not exceed the 
annual minimum remuneration or the average annual remuneration. 

It is further provided that the appointment, dismissal and 
variation of the contract of the managing agents cannot be valid, 
unless approved by the company by a resolution to that effect.1 

But a proviso has been added to this clause to the effect that it 
does not apply to the appointment of & company's first managing 
agent made prior to the issue of the prospectus. This proviso 
which was introduced by the Select Committee has deprived the 
clause of most of its importsnce. We do not therefore agree with 
those who call this .. an extremely important provision." It only 
means that the dismissal of the existina managing agents or the 
appointment of new ones or any changes in the agency contract 
must be referred to the shareholders for their approval and cannot 
be carried out by the directors themselves. But when the share
holders have a majority of their representatives (under this Act) 
on the board, and the interested parties are prohibited from voting 
it is of little importance to refer such matters to the shareholders 
when it has been approved by their representatives. 

This section would have proved of great importance had it 
been kept as introduced in the original Bill. in which case, it 
would have bee~ applicable even to the appointment of the first 
managing agent. The select committee by introducing the proviso 
eliminated the appointment of the first managing agent from the 
provision of this section. The Select Committee perhaps thought 
that as the preliminary appointment is announced in the prospectus 

1 cr. Section 87 B (f). 
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it becomes known to the ·shareholders when they purchase the 
shares.- But we have already shown how scanty information re
garding the agency contract is supplied i"n the prospectus. There 
is no exaggeration if we say tbat the shareholders purchase the 
shares with gross ignorance ahout the contents of the. agency 
contract. As the shareholders· are a party to the contract it is 
proper that they should have a full knowledge of its contents. 
With. the same view we suggested that the agency contract should 
not be considered valid unless it was approved by the shoreholders 
in the first general meeting.' Supposing there arises disagreement 
between the proposed managing llgent aud tke shareholders, the 
former should sever !lis connection with proper remuneration for 
his services rendered up to that time. This will even be in keep
ing with the principles of sound finance. It is always better that 
the preliminary expenses should be met in the beginning and 
should have no connection with the later finance of the company. 
The select Committee by introducing the proviso lost a great 
opportunity of bringing about an important change in our indusb'ial 
organization and finance. 

After making provisions for appointment, duration and removal 
of the managing agents the act refers to the problem of the 
remuneration of the agents. And in this respect it is laid down 
that the remuneration of the managing agents shan be a sum based 
on a fixed percentage of the net annual profits of the company, with 
provision for a minimum payment, together with an office allowance.
It is further provided that any stipulation for remuneration addi
tional to that prOVided by this section shall not be binding on the 
company unless sanctioned by a special resolution of the company. 

In our chapter on the Managing Agency System, while discus
sing the respective merits of the three principal systems of remu
nerating the managing agents, viz. commission on production, com
mission on saler, and commission on profits, we have shown that 

- Tbe Select Committee bave made tbe following remarks regarding this 
section, "We," tbey observe " ...... bave also soaved from its operation 
tho.e preliminary appointments announced i.n a prospectns, wbich it ~ou~~ 
be imprarticable to hold in abeyance nntll the first general meetlDg. 
Report of tbe Select Committee . 

• See the chapter on tbe Managing Agency System . 
• cf. Section 87 C (1). 
, cf. Section 87 C (~). 

87· 
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the system of paying in the form of a certain percentage on the 
profits is the best of the three. It is therefore good that this 
system has been made obligatory on all companies, unless other
wise sanctioned by the sharebolders themselves. Another salutary 
feature about this provision is tbe definition of "net profits." 
Under the former law the definition of the term net profits was 
left to the sweet will of the managing agents, and as we have 
shown in the third cbapter it was often defined in a way prejudi
cial to the sharebolders. From this point of view, it is good that 
the Act has laid down a definition of the expression" net profits" 
for thll purpose of calculating the remuneration of the managing 
agents. This definition is an improvemenla over the one usually 
laid down by the managing Agents in the agency contract. It is 
now laid down that .. net profits" means the profits of the company 
calculated. after allowing, inter alia, for depreciation and bounties 
or subsidies received frOID Government. 1 The exclusion of depre
ciAtion charges from • net profits' though theoretically correct is 
likely to have a bad effect under the existing circumstances. The 
managing agents, as they stand to lose commission on the amounts 
set aside for depreCiation, will always attempt to lessen the de
preciation charges in order to increase their commission, and tbis 
will result in causing a greater neglect of the depreciation provi
sion than is found at present. The only check on the managing 
agents in this respect will be the possible majority of the directors 
elected by ihe shareholders. But nothing great can be expected 
from this possibility. This exclusion of depreciation charges would 
have been all right if the law had made a specific provision for 
building up an adeqUAte depreciation reserve. In the absence of 
any such provision the new Act will have the effect of encouraging 
the neglect of a proper provision for depreciation. 

Besides the commission on profits, the agents are entitled to 
get additional remuneration in the form of an office allowance. 
In our chapter on the !\Ianaging Agency System we have shown 
how the office allowance means nothing but extra remuneration 
for the agents. The new Act by giving legal sanction to office 
allowance will make the practice universal. At present many big 
concerns do nut charge anything on this account. The Ahmeda-

1 d. Section 87 C (8). 
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bad mill agents, for instance, so far did not stipulate for an office 
allowance. If at all it was thought improper to burden the agents 
with expenses incurred on account of the client concerns, it ought 
to have been provided that the office allowance should be certified 
by the auditor as bona fide expenses incurred for the particular 
concern. 

A company is prohibited from making or guaranteeiDg any loan 
to the managiDg agents.1 This is rather all important provision. III 
our chapter on the Administration of Earnings we have shown 
how the managing agents sometimes borrow money out of tbe 
reserves of a client concern on a. nominal rate of interest, and how 
afterwards if the agents are not able to meet their liabilities the 
concerns become ruined. Similarly the client concerns are made 
to guarantee the loans incurred by tbe agents for their personal 
use. In such eases too the concerDS not quite uooften are required 
to sustain a heavy loss owiDg to the inability of the agents to meet 
their liabilities. It is therefore a good thing that companies are 
saved from such losses in future. 

By a further subsection it is provided that the managing agents 
shall Dot enter into aDY contract for tbe sale, purchase or supply 
of goods aDd materials with the compaDy except with the ('onsent 
of three-fourtbs of the directors preseDt and entitled to vote on the 
resolution.' In our chaptet on the managing AgeDcy System we 
have shown how the agents entered into contracts with the compa
ilies for the sale of mannfactures, or t·he purcbase of raw materials 
or machinery. In all snch contracts there arises a conflict between 
the iDterests of the company aDd those of the agents, aDd conse
quently invariably the interests of the former suffer. It is therefore 
good that certain restrictions are put on all such contracts. But 
it is doubtful whether the protection given by the restrictions 
proVided by this section will prove quite effective under the 
existiDg circumstances. Of course the adequacy or othewise of the 
pre.tection given by this provision will depend upon the composition 
and integrity of the board of directors. It, no doubt, would have 
been better if such contracts were subjected to the approval of 
the shareholders, and were made liable to be renewed every year. 

1 ct. Section 87 (D) I. 
S ct. Section 81 D (6). 
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In our chapter on the Administration of Earnings we have 
shown how the funds belonging to one company were being lent 
to or deposited with another company under the same management. 
But such practices will not be possible under the new Act which 
provides that no company shall make any loan to or guarantee any 
loan lo any company under the management of the same managing 
agent. l This provision thus puts an end to what is known as inter
depositing system, the evil eITects of which we have discussed in the 
above mentioned chapter. One important evil eITects of this practice 
was that it often ruined a good concern which was entangled, to 
save a bad one, in the interests of the managing agents. The 
prohibition of such inter-lending therefore will prove of great value. 

Similarly a company is prohibited from purchasing shares or 
debentures of any company under the management of tbe same 
managing agent, unless the purchase has been previously approved 
of by a unanimous decision of the board of directors of the pur
chasing company.- No more will the managing agents, thus, be 
able to invest the funds of one company into another and in this 
way to add to their own business. 

A managing agent is prohibited under the new Act from issuing 
debentures.- While discussing the financial relation between the 
agents and their client concerns we have shown how the agents 
change their loans into debentures to the loss of the shareholders.' 
It is a good thing that such practices are now rendered illegal. 
The managing agent's power of investing the funds of the client 
concerns has also been restricted by the new law. They have 
now no power to invest the funds except with the authority 
of the directors and within the limit fixed by them.5 This 
restriction on the powers of agents regarding the investment 
of the funds belonging to the client concerns will have a salutary 
effect in so far as the investment of such funds cannot be influen
ced by the personal interests of the agents. 

By one of the sections. which was considered by the select 
committee to represent II an entirely new deparhlre."1 it is proVided 

I ct. Section 87 E. 
- ct. Section 87 F. 
• cr. Section 87 G. 
• See the cbapters on Managing Agency System and Working Capital. 
• d. Section ti7 G. ' 
• See the report of the Select Committee on the Bill. 
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that the managing agents should not on his own account engage 
in any business which is of the same nature as and directly 
competes with the business carried on' hy the -client company.1 
The aim of this provision is quite 9bvious. When the' personal 
interest of the managing agent conflicts with that of the client 
CQIlcern, it is but natural that the agent's personal interests should 
predominate and the interest of the client -concern should suifer. 
It is therefore good that such conflicts are avoided and the 
interests of the client concern are freed from being made subservient 
to those of the "agents. 

The provisions regarding the managing agency system which 
we discussed so far show that the present Act, is a great step 
forward in this matter. It, first' of al1, as previously mentioned. 
gives statutory recognition to the institution of managing agents 
and then attempts to purge the system of certain features, which 
experience had shown to be harmful. Though there is room for 
further improvement, a step in the right direction has been taken. 
and let us hope that this legislation will prove of benefit to the 
healthy growth of industries in the country. 

1 cr. Section 81 H. 
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